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Foreword

This reprinting of The
of historical studies

Command

of the Air

is

part of a continuing series

from the Office of Air Force History

in support of

Project Warrior.

Project Warrior seeks to create and maintain within the Air Force an
environment where Air Force people at all levels can learn from the past

and apply the warfighting experiences

When

Gen.

Lew

Allen,

of past generations to the present.

Jr., initiated the project in 1982,

he called for the

"continuing study of military history, combat leadership, the principles of

war and, particularly, the applications of air power." All of us in the Air
Force community can benefit from such study and reflection. The challenges of today and the future demand no less.

CHARLES

A.

GABRIEL,

General

USAF

Chief of Staff

Editors

Long
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Introduction

before the age of powered

craft as

weapons

golfier brothers

When

of war.

flight,

men dreamed

of employing aerial

in the late eighteenth century the

demonstrated free

flight

by means of a balloon near

others almost immediately speculated about

its

MontParis,

application to battle. In

1794 the French government established an army balloon unit for the purposes of reconnaissance.

Through

the nineteenth century, other military

establishments experimented with lighter-than-air ships, not only for observation but for attack, including one effort by an Austrian lieutenant to

bomb

the city of Venice.

flight in

By the time

of the

Wright

brothers' successful

1903, the world was anticipating military aviation. Within a

decade, in a

war between

Italy

and Turkey, powered

flight for the first

time became integral to the conduct of military operations. As instru-

ments of war able to leap over armies and ignore many of the physical
barriers of terrain and water, airplanes and dirigibles stirred public imagination and sufficient controversy to force soldiers to ponder the role the air-

plane would play in future

conflict.

1

Few thinkers of that era, or any other, were more prominent in airpower thinking than the Italian soldier and writer, Giulio Douhet. Born
in Caserta in 1869 and commissioned into the Italian Army in Artillery in
1882, Douhet in 1909 began thinking seriously about the impact of aircraft. He commanded one of the first army air units and directed the
army's Aviation Section; by 1915, the year Italy entered World War I,
he had already formulated a substantial portion of his theories, in particular the idea of forcing an enemy nation to capitulate by means of a
bombing campaign directed against the morale of its population. When
the Italian army became locked in a bloody stalemate with Austria, Douhet
proposed just such an attack against Austrian cities by an independent
bomber force of 500 aircraft. His ideas were rejected, and for criticizing
Italian military leaders in memoranda to the cabinet, he was court"Lee Kennett,

A

History of Strategic

Bombing (New York, 1982)

1-9.

martialed and imprisoned for a year. In 1918 he was recalled to service

head the Italian Central Aeronautical Bureau. Exonerated finally in
and promoted to general officer in 1921, the same year he published
Command of the Air, Douhet soon retired from the service. Except for
a brief few months as the head of aviation in Mussolini's government in
to

1920,

1922, he spent

much

of the rest of his life writing

and publicizing

his ideas

on airpower.
Much of what Douhet propounded was not original with him, but his
were perhaps the most coherent, the most systematic, and the most prophetic airpower writings of the era. More than any other thinker, Douhet
addressed the basic issues that military theorists have grappled with since
the beginning of organized combat. In Douhet's thinking, aircraft altered

and he argued the case at a level
and generalization that elevated argument to principle and
the body of thought as a whole to theory. In that theory, airpower became
the use of space ofT the surface of the earth to decide war on the surface
of the earth. He discussed the organization and employment of aircraft in
generalities independent of time, place, technology, and even independent
of the nature of warfare itself. (Douhet virtually assumed the prevalence
of total war.) He believed that the first effort of air forces was "to conquer
the command of the air that is, to put the enemy in a position where he
."
is unable to fly, while preserving for one's self the ability to do so.
His method of gaining superiority was to attack the enemy air force on
the ground. For Douhet, aircraft were only useful as instruments of the
offense. By bombing cities and factories instead of military forces (except
the fundamental character of warfare,

of abstraction

—

.

air forces)

,

the

enemy could be defeated through

to continue resistance.

He

shattering the civilian will

argued that the character of airplanes

—and the vastness

speed and mobility

.

—

their

would prevent the defense from ever stopping a determined bomber offensive. But in order
to mount such an effort, and because air forces had little significance as
"auxiliaries" to armies and navies, air forces had to be independent of
ground and naval forces, and armed, structured, and deployed for the
of the ether

decisive strategic role. 2

After his death in 1930, Douhet's writings were translated into French,

German, Russian, and English and widely disseminated
tary establishments. According to some military leaders

in western miliat the time, his

2

For studies of Douhet's life and thinking, consult Edward Warner, "Douhet,
Mitchell, Seversky: Theories of Air Warfare," in Makers of Modern Strategy:
Military Thought from Machiauelli to Hitler, ed. Edward Mead Earle (Princeton,
N.J., 1943), 485-497; Bernard Brodie, "The Heritage of Douhet," Air University
Quarterly Review, VI (1953), 64-69, 120-126. Kennett,
Bombing, 54-57.

A

History of Strategic

thinking had great impact on air doctrine and organization. Certainly the
leadership of the U.S.
translation of

Army

Air Corps considered him important.

A

Command of the Air was available at the Air Service Tactical

School as early as 1923, and extracts of his works were circulated at the

School in the early 1930s. In 1933, the Chief of the Air Corps, Major

General Benjamin Foulois, sent 30 mimeographed copies of an

article

on

Douhet's theories to the chairman of the House Committee on Military
Affairs, calling the study
air war."

"an excellent exposition of certain principles of

3

Today the extent of his influence and the originality of his thinking remain in much dispute among scholars and airmen. But virtually all of
them agree that he "synthesized and articulated a body of thought that
had occurred in whole or in part to many others," that "his theories had a
sweeping boldness and grandeur that his critics could not match," and
that airmen "found him useful in arguing for an independent air force
." 4 "Douhet
and supplying a conceptual framework for the next year.
with all the stops out,"
stated the case for airpower as no one else did
wrote another historian recently. "Those who read Command of the Air,
.

.

—

early or late, often

minds."

found bold confirmation of ideas

stirring in their

own

5

Much

that he predicted, of course, turned out to be incorrect. Tactical

and naval warfare and so contributed
few historians have suggested that
the strategic bombing campaigns against

aviation altered the nature of land
to the

outcome of World

War

II that a

influence outweighed that of

its

Germany and Japan. Douhet

He

selection.

neglected almost entirely the issue of target

vastly overestimated the physical destructiveness of a ton of

bombs and equally underestimated

the ability of the defense to defeat

attacking air forces. Writing in 1953, the late Bernard Brodie, the greatest

Robert Frank Futrell, Ideas, Concepts, Doctrine: A History of Basic
United States Air Force, 1907-1964 (Maxwell Air Force Base,
Ala., 1971) 35; General Giulio Douhet, "Air Warfare," trans. Mrs. Dorothy Benedict, December 1933, mimeographed typescript at the Office of Air Force History;
Giulio Douhet, Aerial Warfare, trans, into French by Jan Romeyer, trans, into
English by Louis R. Bellanger (Maxwell Field, Ala., 1933) typescript in the Army
Library, the Pentagon. See also The Development of Air Doctrine in the Army
Air Arm, 1917-1941 (USAF Historical Division, Maxwell Air Force Base, Ala.,
1955), 48-52; Raymond R. Flugel, United States Air Power Doctrine: A Study
of the Influence of William Mitchell and Giulio Douhet at the Air Corps Tactical
School, 1921-1935 (Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Oklahoma, 1965), 185.
3

Quoted

Thinking

in

in the

4
Edward Homze/ "The Continental Experience," in Air Power and Warfare:
The Proceedings of the Eighth Military History Symposium, United States Air Force
Academy, 18-20 October 1978, eds. Alfred F. Hurley and Robert C. Ehrhart

(Washington, 1979), 42.
5

Kennett, History of Strategic Bombing, 57.

American military

of the

strategists of the

post-war era, said that the

"Battle of Britain resulted in an outright victory for the defense

attacking

Germans were

—and the

at that time quite literally following Douhet's

precepts." Brodie called Douhet's "demonstrable errors

.

.

.

considerable

and sometimes very crude." Yet at the same time "his insights are more
impressive than his failures," and his "thoughts are actually more valid
today than they were during his lifetime." Comparing him to Billy Mitchell, Brodie concluded that Mitchell's "thinking was tactical rather than
strategic, and events have so fully confirmed and vindicated him that his
writing

is

today completely dated in a way that Douhet's

is

not."

6

This reprint of the 1942 English translation of Douhet's works, while
titled

Command

of the Air, actually consists of five separate works: the

original 1921 edition of

Command

1928 monograph

"Probable Aspects of Future War," a polemical

article of

19

—

."

titled

of the Air, a second edition of 1927, a

1929 called "Recapitulation," and the 1930 study "The

The volume

is

War

of

reprinted by the Office of Air Force History as part

By transporting ourselves back to the 1920s, past not
Vietnam and Korean Wars, but nearly two decades before World
War II, we become silent observers of the unfolding drama of airpower's
history. Knowing what transpired after Douhet wrote, we can test our
understanding, find the assumptions and conclusions of Douhet that proved
false, and read with wonder those that proved true. Some of what he wrote
today seems almost timeless, "principles" perhaps of the employment of
aircraft in war. Giulio Douhet was a prophet. From the perspective of
today, he still bears pondering. Serious thinking about the nature of war
and the role of aerospace power will not in our lifetime cease to be of value.
of Project Warrior.

only the

R.H.K.
J.P.H.

Brodie, "Heritage of Douhet," 64, 126.

Preface

The first

edition of

The Command

of

The Air was published

in

1921 under the auspices of the Ministry of War. In the years since

then

many

of the ideas incorporated in the present edition have

been put into

effect.

for national defense

In

the cardinal points of the program

fact,

which

I

proposed have been accepted and

incorporated into the organization of the armed forces of the
nation; namely:
1.

Co-ordination of army, navy, and air force under a unified

command,

a concept

I

propounded

in the 1922 issue of National

Defense.
2.

The

constitution of a Council, then of a Ministry, of Aero-

nautics.
3.

A

distinction

iliary aviation,

to

be of

thereby putting into effect a concept which

I

held

importance to national defense and in correspond-

vital

ence with the

between an Independent Air force and aux-

facts of the

may seem

present situation.

my

been accepted and put into
no need for a second edition of my book. But I
think there is a need for it, and here are my reasons for reprinting
what I wrote then and adding to it a second part:
When I wrote the first version in 1921, more than ten years
had passed since I first voiced the ideas expressed there. During
all those years I had been trying with all my might to drive home
It

practice, there

that

if

ideas have

is

the realization of the importance of air power, but all

met defeat

at the

my

efforts

hands of military authorities and government

bureaucracies. Finally, in 1921,

owing

which need not be mentioned here,
lished by the Ministry of

I

War and

to a

change in circumstances

succeeded in getting
distributed

sonnel of the army and navy. This was the

first

it

pub-

among the perwon by my

success

long and arduous labors. But at that time, in order to accomplish

anything practical and useful for

my

country,

I

had

to

be careful

xii

Preface

not to oppose too strongly certain notions firmly held in high
places. Therefore, I

was forced

to emasculate

my

thought, confin-

ing myself to indispensable fundamentals, and wait for more favorable circumstances before presenting

my

ideas in full. Fortunately,

conditions are different today. Willing or unwilling, military

had to modify their views on the air arm. The
first step has been taken; and now it is fitting that I should round
out my thoughts on the subject of air power. Part II of Book One
should therefore be considered complementary to Part I.
authorities have

The

ideas expressed in this second part will

haps strange, but

and

finally

I

am

seem daring,

certain that they too will

be accepted like the others.

It is

make

their

per-

way

only a question of

time.

Giulio Douhet
[Second Edition, 1927]
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Book One

The Command of The Air

Originally published in

book form

in

1921.

PART

I

CHAPTER

New Form

The

I

of

War

THE TECHNICAL MEANS OF WARFARE
Aeronautics opened up
the

In so doing

air.

men

wherever two

it

men

to

new

a

field of action, the field of

of necessity created a

meet, conflict

is

new

battlefield; for

inevitable. In actual fact, aero-

nautics was widely employed in warfare long before any civilian

use was

made

World War,

of

this

it.

1

Still

new

in

infancy at the outbreak of the

its

science received then a powerful impetus to

military development.

The

war; and

other

few

arm was at first only vaguely
new arm had sprung suddenly into the field of

practical use of the air

understood. This
its

characteristics, radically different

arm employed up

possibilities of this

when
that

it first

it

appeared.

was impossible to

to that time,

were

from those of any

still

undefined. Very

new instrument of war were recognized
Many people took the extreme position
fight in the air; others

admitted only that

to already existing means of war.
At first the speed and freedom of action of the airplane— the air
arm chiefly used in the beginning— caused it to be considered
primarily an instrument of exploration and reconnaissance. Then
it

might prove a useful auxiliary

gradually the idea of using

grew up. Next,

its

it

as a range-finder for the artillery

obvious advantages over surface means led to

being used to attack the enemy on and behind his

no

own

lines,

great importance was attached to this function because

it

its

but

was

thought that the airplane was incapable of transporting any heavy
load of offensive materiel. Then, as the need of counteracting

enemy

aerial operations

pursuit planes
lit was

first

came

was

felt,

antiaircraft

guns and the so-called

into being.

employed by Italy in Libya during the Italo-Turkish War of 1911-12
and liaison purposes.—Tr.

for reconnaissance

3
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The Air

of

Thus, in order to meet the demands of

aerial warfare,

be met manifested themselves during a war

to

of large scope, the resulting increase was rapid

sound and orderly.

new

aerial

weapon

became

But because the

necessary step by step to increase aerial power.

needs which had

it

And

and

not

hectic,

so the illogical concept of utilizing the

solely as

an auxiliary

army and navy preWorld War. It was only

to the

vailed for almost the entire period of the

toward the end of the war that the idea emerged, in some of the
belligerent nations, that

it

might be not only

feasible

but wise to

entrust the air force with independent offensive missions.
of the belligerents fully

worked out

None

however— perhaps

this idea,

because the war ended before the right means for actuating the

became

idea

available.

Now, however,
2

impressing

itself

this idea has

strongly

cerned with these matters.

emerged again and seems

on the national
It

is,

doubt he began
he

man

Essentially

first

in fact, the only logical answer to

lives close to

his battling there.

began to navigate the

be

authorities most con-

the imperative need of defense against these
fare.

to

seas,

new weapons

the earth's surface,

of war-

and no

We do not know whether, when
he regarded naval warfare

as a

mere auxiliary to land operations; but we do know that from time
immemorial we have been fighting on the sea independently of,
though in co-operation with, land
is

of far greater interest to

than

is

the sea;

forces.

Today, however, the sky

man, living on the surface of the

and nothing,

earth,

therefore, can a priori prevent

from reaching the conclusion that the

him

air constitutes a battlefield

of equal importance.

Though an army

is

primarily a land force,

it

possesses navigable

means of warfare which it can use to help integrate its land operations; and that fact does not preclude the navy's accomplishing,
solely with its own naval means, war missions from which the army
is

completely excluded. Similarly, while a navy

force, it possesses
sist

and integrate

land means of warfare which
its

is

it

primarily a sea

may

use to

as-

naval operations; and that fact does not

preclude the army's carrying out war missions solely with

its

own

land means, entirely independent of any naval means. In like
2 1921,

three years after the

end

of the

World War.— Tr.

The Command

The Air

of

manner, both the army and navy may
to aid

and

integrate their respective military

but that does not preclude the

5

well possess aerial means

and naval operations;

possibility, the practicability,

even

the necessity, of having an air force capable of accomplishing

missions solely with

its

own

war

means, to the complete exclusion of

both army and navy.
In such a case, an air force should logically be accorded equal

importance with the army and navy and bear the same relation

them as they now bear to each other. Obviously, both the army
and the navy, each in its own field, must operate toward the same
objective— i.e., to win the war. They must act accordingly, but
independently of each other. To make one dependent on the other
to

would

restrict the

freedom of action of the one or the other, and

thus diminish their total effectiveness. Similarly, an air force

should at
it

all

times co-operate with the

army and

the navy; but

must be independent of them both.

At this point
problem which
tance of

it.

I

should like to outline the general aspects of the

faces us today

Now

that

we

and

to

emphasize the great impor-

are released

from the pressure of the

World War, with its trial-and-error methods, it behooves us to
work toward the solution of this problem by an entirely different
method, one calculated to obtain for us the

minimum of effort.
The state must make

maximum

return with

the

it

such disposition of

in the best possible condition to sustain

its

defenses as will put

any future war. But in

order to be effective, these dispositions for defense must provide

and form future wars
may assume. In other words, the character and form assumed by
the war of the future is the fundamental basis upon which depends
what dispositions of the means of war will provide a really effec-

means

of warfare suited to the character

tive defense of the state.

The

prevailing forms of social organization have given war a

character of national totality— that
all

power

of

and
of war. And,

the entire population

the resources of a nation are sucked into the

since society

the

is,

maw

now definitely evolving along this line, it is within
human foresight to see now that future wars will be

is

The Command
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total in character

row

limits of

and

human

The Air

of

scope. Still confining ourselves to the nar-

we can

foresight,

nevertheless state, with com-

plete certainty, that probable future wars will be radically different

in character

from those of the

past.

The form of any war— and it is the form which is of primary
interest to men of war— depends upon the technical means of war
available. It

is

well known, for instance, that the introduction of

firearms was a powerful influence in changing the forms of

war

in the past. Yet firearms were only a gradual development, an im-

provement upon ancient engines of war— such

bow and

the

as

arrow, the ballista, the catapult, et cetera— utilizing the elasticity
of solid materials. In our

own

lifetime

we have

how

seen

great an

guns— to-

influence the introduction of small-caliber, rapid-fire

how

gether with barbed wire— has had on land warfare, and

submarine changed the nature of sea warfare.

But they are

still

in their infancy,

air

and are

and we cannot

arm and poison

entirely different

from

all

their

potential influence on the form of future wars.

others in character;

that influence will be great,

that

it

and

I

the

We have also assisted

two new weapons, the

in the introduction of
gas.

3

yet estimate exactly

No

doubt

have no hesitation in asserting

war

will completely upset all forms of

known.

so far

These two weapons complement each other. Chemistry, which
has already provided us with the most powerful of explosives, will

now

furnish us with poison gases even

ology

may

give us even

more

more formidable

potent,

ones.

To

and

get

an idea of

the nature of future wars, one need only imagine what

destruction that nation
discover the

and
it

at the

would

possess

whose

bacteri-

power of

bacteriologists should

means of spreading epidemics in the enemy's country

same time immunize

possible not only to

make

its

own

people. Air

high-explosive

power makes

bombing

raids over

s From Le Matin, September 8, 1917, issue: "The newly organized history section
of the Naval General Staff has recently brought forth evidence of the greatest inter-

from which it is as plain as daylight that, had the Germans shown a little more
cran [guts] during their unrestricted submarine warfare, and had the extraordinary
valor of their submarine commanders not been nullified by the hesitations and vacillations of the Kaiser and his Chancellor, we would have lost the war. It was the
Germans themselves who, after the spring of 1917, curtailed, step by step, both the
number and the action of their submarines."
est,

The Command
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of
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any sector of the enemy's territory, but also to ravage his

whole

country by chemical and bacteriological warfare.

we pause to take stock of the potentialities of these
new weapons— which will no doubt be improved and developed
in the future— we must be convinced that the experience of the
World War can serve only as a point of departure— a point already
then,

If,

left far

behind

cannot serve

us. It

as a basis for the

of national defense, a preparation which

an eye

preparation

must be undertaken with

to the necessities of the future.

We

must also bear in mind this fact: we are faced today with
conditions which favor intensive study and wide application of
these new weapons, the potentialities of which are unknown; and
these conditions are the very ones to
relegated.

The

Allies

which Germany has been

compelled Germany to disarm and to scrap

her standing army. Will she accept patiently this inferior status?

Or

will she, forced

now

the old ones

revenge?

The

by

new weapons

to replace

forbidden to her, and with them wreak her

fact that

chemico-bacteriological
of.

necessity, look for

Germany

leads the

world in both

and mechanical, must not be

Already we can see signs that she

is

fields,

lost sight

thinking along those

that she will apply the intensity, the unswerving purpose

lines,

which

have always distinguished her people, to the development of those

new weapons
tories,

where

of war. She can
all

do

so in the secrecy of her labora-

foreign disarmament control— if any such control

was ever effective— is bound to be

futile.

may not do, however,
these new weapons or to

Quite apart from what Germany may or
it is

deny

impossible to ignore the value of
their vital role in

any preparation for national defense. But

make an accurate estimate of the importance of these
weapons, we must know exactly what their value is, both in themselves and in relation to the army and navy. Such an estimate is the
in order to

primary object of

this study.

THE NEW

POSSIBILITIES

As long as man remained tied to the surface of the earth, his
activities had to be adapted to the conditions imposed by that sur-

The Command
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The Air

being an activity which necessitates wide movements of

forces, the terrain

upon which

The uneven

tial features.

it

was fought determined

its

essen-

configuration of the land surface pre-

which hinder movements of solid bodies
has had either to move along the lines of least

sents all kinds of obstacles

over

Hence man

it.

resistance, or

by long and arduous labor surmount the obstacles

encountered in the more
earth gradually

difficult zones.

became covered with

Thus

the surface of the

lines of easy transit intersect-

ing at various points, at others separated by zones
access,

less easy

of

sometimes impassable.

The

on the contrary, being everywhere uniform in character, is equally navigable over all parts of its surface. But because
the sea is bound by coast lines, freedom of navigation is often precluded except between points of contact situated on the same
sea,

coastline or along arbitrary routes

which long journeys around the

under foreign control,

coasts themselves

to avoid

must be under-

taken.

War
other.

is

a conflict between two wills basically opposed one to the

On

one

side

is

who wants to occupy a certain
against him stands his adversary, the

the party

portion of the earth; over

who intends to oppose
of arms. The result is war.
The attacking force tries
party

that occupation,

to

The

necessary by force

advance along the

resistance, or easiest accessibility,

occupy.

if

lines of least

toward the region he intends to

defender naturally deploys his forces along the line

of the enemy's advance in an effort to bar his way.

oppose the advance of the enemy, he

where the terrain
difficult to pass.

and unchanging,

is

tries to

The

better to

deploy his forces

in his favor or along lines of obstacles most

Because these natural obstacles are permanent
just as are

the rich

and

fertile— hence most

coveted— regions of the earth, certain portions of the earth's
surface

seem singled out by destiny

grounds for

to

be humanity's battle

all time.

Since war had to be fought on the surface of the earth,

it

could

be waged only in movements and clashes of forces along lines

drawn on
area,

its

surface.

one side had

Hence, to win, to gain control of the coveted

to break

through the

fortified defensive lines of

The Command
the other

and occupy the

area.
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increasingly re-

quired the entire resources of nations, in order to protect themselves

from enemy invasion warring nations have been forced

to

spread out their forces along battle lines constantly extended as
the fighting went on, to a point where, as in the last war, the lines

extended over practically the whole

battlefield, thus

barring

all

troop passage either way.

Behind those
the

maximum

lines,

or beyond certain distances determined by

range of surface weapons, the civilian populations

of the warring nations did not directly feel the war.

No enemy

menace them beyond that predetermined distance,
on in safety and comparative tranquillity. The battlefield was strictly defined; the armed forces were
in a category distinct from civilians, who in their turn were more
or less organized to fill the needs of a nation at war. There was
even a legal distinction made between combatants and noncombatants. And so, though the World War sharply affected whole
offensive could

so civilian life could be carried

nations,

it is

nonetheless true that only a minority of the peoples

involved actually fought and died.
in safety

and comparative peace

The

majority went on working

to furnish the minority with the

sinews of war. This state of affairs arose from the fact that
impossible to invade the enemy's territory without

through his defensive

But that situation
to go far behind the

first

it

was

breaking

lines.
is

a thing of the past; for

fortified lines of defense

now

it is

without

possible

first

break-

power which makes this possible.
The airplane has complete freedom of action and direction;
it can fly to and from any point of the compass in the shortest time
—in a straight line— by any route deemed expedient. Nothing man
ing through them. It

is

air

can do on the surface of the earth can interfere with a plane in
flight,

moving

freely in the third dimension. All the influences

which have conditioned and characterized warfare from the beginning are powerless to

By

virtue of this

affect aerial action.

new weapon,

the repercussions of

war

are

no

longer limited by the farthest artillery range of surface guns, but

can be directly
the lands

and

felt for

hundreds and hundreds of miles over

seas of nations at war.

No

all

longer can areas exist in

The Command
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of

can be lived in safety and tranquillity, nor can the

On

battlefield any longer be limited to actual combatants.

be limited only by the boundaries of the

trary, the battlefield will

nations at war, and
since all of

them

of their citizens will

all

will

the con-

become combatants,

be exposed to the aerial offensives of the

enemy. There will be no distinction any longer between soldiers
and civilians. The defenses on land and sea will no longer serve to
protect the country behind them; nor can victory

enemy

protect the people from

on land or

sea

aerial attacks unless that victory

insures the destruction, by actual occupation of the enemy's territory, of all that gives life to his aerial forces.

All of this must inevitably effect a profound change in the form
of future wars, because the essential characteristics of those wars
will be radically different

may

from those of any previous ones.

thus be able to understand intuitively

development of

air

tical aspects, will

power, whether in

make

conversely

effectiveness of surface weapons,

its

how

We

the continuing

technical or in

its

prac-

for a relative decrease in the

in the extent to

which these

weapons can defend one's country from the enemy.
The brutal but inescapable conclusion we must draw is this:
in face of the technical development of aviation today, in case of

war the strongest army we can deploy in the Alps and the strongest navy we can dispose on our seas will prove no effective defense
against determined efforts of the

enemy

to

bomb our

cities.

THE UPHEAVAL
The World War was

war which almost comand vanquished. This was owing to
the technical aspects of the conflict more than to anything else—
that is, to new developments in firearms which strongly favored
a long-drawn-out

pletely exhausted both victor

the defensive over the offensive; and, to a lesser degree, to a psy-

chology which could not grasp immediately the advantage conferred

on the defensive by the improvement

in firearms. Advocates

of the offensive were in the saddle everywhere extolling the advantages of the offensive war,

one must have the means

to

but at the same time forgetting that
back

it

up

in order to take the offen-

The Command
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there was hardly any talk
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on the other hand,

only occasional casual mentions,

were a painful subject not to be discussed. This

tude encouraged the
that the increased

belief,

power

atti-

held quite generally by military men,

of firearms favored the offensive rather

than the defensive. This belief proved to be an error; the truth

was the exact opposite, and clear thinking could have foreseen
as

it,

subsequent war experiences plainly showed.

The

truth

is

development or improvement in firearms

that every

favors the defensive. Defensive action not only permits the con-

servation of one's weapons for a longer time, but also puts
in

the best position to increase their efficacy.

understandable

that, in the absolute sense, the

It

is

them

therefore

more powerful the

weapon, the more valuable will be those dispositions which contribute to
clearly

its

preservation and the increase of

demonstrated by the

fact that

its efficacy.

This

is

never before had there been

such a widespread and thorough use of systems of defense as in
the

World War,

And

in

which they assumed formidable proportions.

to prove the fact,

we have only

to consider

what those

for-

midable systems of defense, which for a long period during the

war formed the main bulwark of the battle line, would have been
worth if the infantry and artillery manning them had been armed
like those in the time of Gustavus Adolphus. They would have
been worth next to nothing.
But with the increased efficacy of firearms, the defensive had
both absolute and relative advantages over the offensive. Let us
imagine a soldier posted in a trench protected by barbed-wire
entanglements and the attacking enemy exposed on open ground
for

one minute; and

let

us also suppose that both sides are

armed with muzzle-loading muskets capable
a minute.

Then we have

of firing

one shot

the mathematical certainty that for the

attacker to reach the trench defended by the single soldier, only

two men are necessary, because in the minute of time allowed,
only one of the two can be hit and put out of action by the
defender. But
thirty

if

both sides are armed with

rounds a minute,

to

rifles

which can

fire

have the same mathematical certainty

the trench must be stormed by thirty-one men. All the rounds

The Command
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men might

these

ing on the case

own

The Air

of

have fired before attacking would have no bear-

if

the lone defender

is

covered by his

effectively

barbed-wire trench.

In the

instance one

first

man on

checkmated by one
thirty

men

man on

power of

are effectively checkmated by one
effective.

effectively

man

With

because the

this

increased

firearms, the offensive must, in order to win, upset this

equilibrium by a preponderance of
In actual
in the

is

the defensive; in the second instance

used was thirty times more

rifle

the offensive

fact,

power of

during the World
small-caliber

forces.

War

the

arms made

enormous increase

possible for the de-

it

come

fensive to let waves of attacking infantry

close to its

own

prepared positions and then stop them dead in their tracks; or
the defensive could force the offensive,

reaching

its

objective, to shift

pared positions and lay

down

bers which literally churned

defenders along with
tions so difficult

But

and

it.

the defensive

is

won

on

desperately bent

infantry attacks

on men in

pre-

costly artillery barrages of all cali-

up

the very ground, burying

its

So that never before were offensive opera-

so costly as

during the World War.

to say that the increased

wars can be

power of new weapons

favors

not to question the indisputable principle that
only by offensive action.

by virtue of increased

much

its

if

fire

It

means simply

power, offensive operations

that,

demand

a

larger force proportionately than defensive ones.

Unfortunately, this fact was not realized until late in the war.

So during that long conflict attacks were launched without adequate means, attacks which completely failed or only partly suc-

ceeded at a great waste of time, money, and men. Because of the
inevitable slowness entailed in the process of getting together the

enormous quantity of men and materiel

to carry

them through,

these ill-prepared attempts at offensive action succeeded only in

wearing down the forces engaged and prolonging the war.
it is

certain that

if

the armies engaged in that struggle

And

had been

armed only with muzzle-loading muskets, we should have seen
neither reinforced concrete trenches nor barbed-wire entangle-

ments; and the war would have been decided in a few months.
Instead,

what we saw was a prolonged duel of powerful weapons

The Command
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fortresses until,

were

defenses

fortified

by dint of
finally

crumbled and the heart of the enemy bared. This prolonging of
the war saved the day for the Allies simply because it gave them
time to procure new allies and fresh troops; but on the other

hand

it

almost completely exhausted both victor and vanquished.

In their war preparations the Germans took into account the
value the increased power of firearms might give the defensive.

They conceived

of

war in

its

most offensive

and

aspect,

so pro-

vided themselves with the most adequate means— the 305 and 420

mm. guns—with which
permanent

to

wage war and

to clear the

the struggle with decisive offensive action;
stances

road of

Thus they began
but when circum-

fortifications as quickly as possible.

on the French front forced them

adopt the defensive,

to

they covered their position with a system of defense so thorough

and

so

adequate that

it

have been improvised;

surprised the Allies. It could not possibly
it

must have been thoroughly worked out

and planned long in advance to meet just such eventualities.
Germany had also to consider in her preparations for war the
possibility of being compelled to fight on more than one front,
and to consider the advantage of a defensive under such circumstances—of holding one front with a minimum of effectives while
she struck at the other with her

maximum

therefore, she thoroughly systematized

forces.

into action. This shows clearly

how

can be

it

well aware

and

of the value of the defensive both in itself
offensive,

doubt,

some such plan, and no

sooner had circumstances shown the necessity of
it

No

than she put

Germany was
relative to the

even though she held firmly to the principle that victory

won

only by offensive action.

Although the preponderance of
sive to tip the scale

made

forces necessary for the offen-

more difficult than
worked to the advan-

offensive operations

defensive ones, yet indirectly the situation

making it possible for the offensive to
and mass the greatest possible force
chosen for attack. All the strategic moves of the

tage of the offensive by

thin out

its

own

in the sector

defensive lines

Germans can be reduced

to this formula: to

enemy's forces with a small force of her

own

hold a part of the

along a well-systema-
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tized line of defense, at the

of

The Air

same time attacking another part of

the enemy's forces with the largest force she could thus

make

available. This strategy was often successful over a long period

of time.

Caught by

surprise, the Allies

no sooner saw the German march

into the heart of France halted, than they deluded themselves into

believing— their lack of defensive preparations notwithstanding—

win the war with comparative
once what should have been done

that they could
failed to

do

at

ease; so,

at the

having

beginning

do it in sucwar was prolonged
by failure to understand the exact nature and demands of modern
war. This lack of comprehension produced a series of inconclusive offensives which used up materiel as fast as it was gathered
to launch them, thus time and again frittering away that preponderance of forces necessary to upset the equilibrium between
the opposing forces which alone could have ended the w ar sooner.
Though the destruction wrought by the World War was enorof hostilities to insure victory, they were forced to

cessive stages. In the purely military sense, the

T

mous, the nations were able to keep up the struggle for the
very reason that the fighting was sporadic and

drawn out over a

long period of time, so that they could replace their successive
material and moral losses and go on throwing

all their

resources

into the struggle until they were exhausted. Never, at any time

during the war, was a death-blow struck— a blow which leaves a

deep gaping wound and the feeling of imminent death. Instead
both sides struck innumerable blows and

inflicted

many wounds;

but the wounds were light ones and always had time to heal.

Such wounds, while leaving the body weaker and weaker,
left

still

the patient with the hope of living and recovering strength

enough

an equally weakened enemy that last pinprick
capable of drawing the last drop of blood. As a matter of fact,
to deal to

the final decision was reached through battles

which had brought only

less

bloody than

There is no
doubt now that half of the destruction wrought by the war would
have been enough if it had been accomplished in three months
instead of four years. A quarter of it would have been sufficient
if it had been wrought in eight days.
earlier ones

relative results.
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then, was shaped by

the development of firearms during the last few decades.

development

since the nature of

were no new

facts to

dynamic, not

is

static, if

Now,
there

be taken into consideration, the war of the

would have the same general characteristics as the last
one, only those characteristics would be accentuated. In other
words, in future wars it would be logical to rely upon the confuture

tinually increasing advantages of the defensive over the offensive,

and concomitantly on the still greater difficulty in tipping the
scale between the two sides, a necessity if a war is to be won.
If this were the case, protected as we are by a solid frontier

and having no

of mountains

an excellent position

to face

and limited means we could
territory

But

easily

this

later in this

is

not the

to

provide for the defense of our
forces,

and

rely

meet any eventuality of the con-

case; for the

study— reverse

in

any enemy. With a small force

even against attack by greatly superior

upon gaining enough time
flict.

we should be

lust for conquest,

new weapons— as we

this situation

shall see

by magnifying the ad-

vantages of the offensive and at the same time minimizing,

if

not

nullifying, the advantages of the defensive; and, moreover, depriv-

ing those

who

are not fully prepared

and ready

of time in which to prepare for defense.

No

for instant action
fortifications

can

new weapons, which can strike mortal blows
into the heart of the enemy with lightning speed.
Confronted as we are by this upheaval in the character of war,
which encourages nations who lust for conquest and feel neither
hesitation nor remorse, it is imperative that we stop and examine

possibly offset these

calmly, coolly, but searchingly into the question of

what

is

the

right path for us to follow in providing for an effective national
defense.

THE OFFENSIVE ARM
Because of

its

independence of surface limitations and

superior speed— superior to any other

tion—the airplane

The

is

the offensive

known means

weapon par

greatest advantage of the offensive

in planning operations— that

is,

is

its

of transporta-

excellence.

having the initiative

being free to choose the point

The Command
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and able to shift its maximum striking forces; whereas
the enemy, on the defensive and not knowing the direction of

of attack

the attack,

compelled to spread

is

his forces thinly to cover all

possible points of attack along his line of defense, relying

being able to

shift

them

in time to the sector actually attacked as

known. In that
and strategy.

soon as the intentions of the offensive are
essentially the

From

this

whole game of war

it is

upon

tactics

fact lies

obvious that those nations which have the means

and

to mass their forces rapidly

strike at

whatever point they

choose of the enemy's forces and supply lines are the nations which

have the greatest potential offensive power. In the days when war

was fought with small,
offered a wide

fast-moving bodies of forces,

light,

and

field for tactical

strategic

moves; but

it

as the

masses engaged grew larger, the playground diminished in size

and the game became more restricted. During the World War the
masses involved were enormous, and extremely slow and heavy;
as a

consequence their movements were reduced to a

and the war

as a

whole became a

direct, brutal clash

minimum

between oppo-

site forces.

The
facility

airplane, in contrast, can

and

faster

based at point A, for example,
points within a circle having

dreds of miles for

fly

in any direction with equal

than any other means of conveyance.

its field

A

is

A

plane

a potential threat to all surface

for

its

center and a radius of hun-

of action. Planes based anywhere

on

the surface of this same circle can simultaneously converge in

mass on point A. Therefore, an aerial force

is

a threat to all points

its radius of action, its units operating from their separate
and converging in mass for the attack on the designated
target faster than with any other means so far known. For this
reason air power is a weapon superlatively adapted to offensive
operations, because it strikes suddenly and gives the enemy no
time to parry the blow by calling up reinforcements.
The striking power of the airplane is, in fact, so great that it

within
bases

results in a paradox:

for

its

own

protection

it

needs a greater

striking force for defense than for attack. For example, let us

suppose that the enemy has an air force with the offensive capacity
of X.

Even

if

its

bases are scattered, such a force can easily

The Command
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fit,

on any

be exact,

let

us say that there are twenty of these objectives. In this case, in

order to defend ourselves from what force

X

can do, we are

obliged to station near each of these twenty objectives a defensive
force corresponding to force X, in all twenty times as
as the

enemy

has.

many

planes

So that to defend ourselves we would need a

minimum aerial force twenty times as large as the attacking force
of the enemy— a solution of the problem which partakes of the
absurd because the airplane

is

not adaptable to defense, being

pre-eminently an offensive weapon.

The

suddenness with which

this

weapon appeared during

the

war made it impossible to study thoroughly the problems
posed by its use as a combat weapon. Aerial offensives were instinctively and empirically met by anti-aerial defense alone,
whether operating in the air or from the ground. Thus were born
antiaircraft guns, and reconnaissance and pursuit planes. But
subsequent experience demonstrated that all these means of delast

fense were inadequate, despite the fact that aerial offensives in

the last

war were of minor importance, haphazardly planned and

executed. Every time an aerial offensive was carried out resolutely,
it

accomplished

its

purpose. Venice was

bombed

repeatedly from

beginning to end of the war; Treviso was almost razed under our
very eyes; and Padua had to be abandoned by the Supreme

mand. In other

countries, both Allied

Com-

and enemy, the same thing

happened.
In spite of the most elaborate system of

signals, if

our pursuit

squadrons were not already in the air when the enemy reached
its

objective— and obviously they could not remain in the air

continuously— they could seldom take

off in

time to prevent the

enemy from dropping his load of bombs on his chosen targets.
There was artillery fire, but it seldom hit the mark; when it did,*
it

scored by chance, as a sparrow might be hit by chance with a

went into action, giving chase
through the streets of towns and cities and through the open country in their effort to hit planes diving here, there, and everywhere at will. They behaved much like a man trying to catch
rifle bullet.

Antiaircraft guns, too,

The Command
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of

homing pigeon by following him on

ing curve of
projectiles

its

a bicycle! In the descend-

trajectory, artillery fire

falling

from above.

And

was metamorphosed into
of this defensive

all

fire

amounted to nothing but a useless dispersion of enormous quantities

of our national resources, sometimes wasted

of preventing, not

an actual

attack,

on the notion

but a possible one!

guns lay waiting month after month, even

years,

How many

mouths gaping

an attack which never came! How
many pursuit planes immobilized men and materials without ever
to the sky,

on the watch

for

getting a chance to defend anything!
staring long and vainly at the sky
soundly and happily to sleep!

How many

for the

enemy

people, after

to appear,

went

do not know whether an account has ever been drawn up of
the weapons and resources scattered over the countryside for
aerial defense; but there is no doubt that the total must have
I

been very

large.

And

all

that effort, all those resources, so pro-

digally wasted, could have

been profitably used

for other pur-

poses.

This dispersion of means, contrary to the fundamental
ples of

war and

have already

to a

sa*id,

princi-

sound economy of warfare, was caused,

as I

by the disorientation produced by the sudden-

power came into being, which made for a
fallacious concept of defense against it. When a mad dog runs
amok in a village, the villagers do not post themselves separately
on their own doorsteps, each man armed with a club, waiting on
the pleasure of the dog to make an appearance and be killed.
That kind of behavior would interrupt their work, but would not
prevent the animal from biting someone. No villagers would beness with

which

air

have that way. They would gather in groups of three, four, or

more of the bolder spirits and go after the dog, track it to its
lair, and there kill it.
Similarly, there is no practical way to prevent the enemy from
attacking us with his air force except to destroy his air power
before he has a chance to strike at us. It is now axiomatic— and
has long been so—that coastlines are defended from naval attacks,

not by dispersing ships and guns along their whole extent, but by

conquering the

command

of the seas; that

is,

by preventing the

The Command
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is

the coastline

conditions pertaining to both elements, the air

and the sea, are analogous; so that the surface of the earth, both
solid and liquid, should be defended from aerial attack, not by
scattering guns and planes over its whole extent, but by preventing the enemy from flying. In other words, by "conquering the

command
This

is

of the air."

the logical

and rational concept which should be

recog-

enemy

nized, even for simple defense— namely, to prevent the

from

flying or

from carrying out any

Conquering the command of the
is, offensive and not defensive

that

aerial action at

all.

air implies positive

action—

action, the very action best

suited to air power.

THE MAGNITUDE OF AERIAL OFFENSIVES
Some conception
in the future
air,

is

may reach
command of the

of the magnitude aerial offensives

essential to

an evaluation of the

World War can

a conception which the

clarify for us in

part.

Aerial

bombs have only

to fall

on

their target to accomplish

much
bombs containing high

their purpose; hence their construction does not require as

metal

as

is

needed in

artillery shells. If

explosives require a large

amount

of metal in proportion to their

internal charge in order to ensure an effective explosion, the

proportion of metal in bombs containing incendiaries or poison
gases
if

we

may be reduced

We

may be not

far off

them at 50 per
aerial bombs does

figure roughly the proportion of metal in

cent of their total weight.

not

minimum.

to a

call for

high-grade

The

steel,

construction of

other special metals, nor for pre-

What it does demand is that the active ingredients
bombs— the explosives, incendiaries, and poison gases-

cision work.

of the

have the

maximum

efficacy,

and that research be directed

to

this end.

Aerial

bombardment can

curacy of artillery

such accuracy

is

fire;

but

hope to attain the acan unimportant point because

certainly never
this is

unnecessary. Except in unusual cases, the targets
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of artillery fire are designed to withstand just such

fire;

but the

bombardment are ill-prepared to endure such
onslaught. Bombing objectives should always be large; small
targets are unimportant and do not merit our attention here.
The guiding principle of bombing actions should be this: the
targets of aerial

must be destroyed completely

objective

further attack on the same
tive

is

an

aerial operation

one

in

attack,

making

Reaching an objecwhich always involves a certain amount
target unnecessary.

and should be undertaken once only. The complete destruction of the objective has moral and material effects, the
repercussions of which may be tremendous. To give us some idea
of the extent of these repercussions, we need only envision what
of risk

would go on among the civilian population of congested cities
once the enemy announced that he would bomb such centers
relentlessly, making no distinction between military and nonmilitary objectives.

In general, aerial offensives will be directed against such targets
as

peacetime industrial and commercial establishments; important

buildings, private

and public; transportation

and certain designated

set fire to

bombs

it,

needed— explosive,

as

the situation

and the poison-gas bombs prevent

with gas which will

fire fighters

so

last

planned

as to leave the target

permeated

which can be attained either by the quality of the

how

of explosive

gases

fuses. It

is

the use of this method, even with limited supplies

and incendiary bombs, could completely wreck

areas of population

when such

As an

from

over a period of time, whole days, indeed,

used or by using bombs with varying delayed-action
easy to see

may

fires.

Gas attacks must be
a result

To

explosives will demolish the target, the incendiaries

extinguishing the

of time

centers;

are

and poison gas— apportioned

The

require.

and

areas of civilian population as well.

destroy these targets three kinds of
incendiary,

arteries

and

large

their transit lines during crucial periods

action might prove strategically invaluable.

illustration of the

magnitude of

aerial power,

assume that 100 kilograms of active material

is

let

us

capable of de-

stroying the area of a circle 25 meters in radius. This supposition
is

consistent with present practice.

Then,

in order to extend the
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destructive action of this active material over a surface 500 meters

in diameter,

100 times 100 kilograms, or 10 tons, will be re-

Now,

10 tons of active material requires 10 tons of metal

quired.

Today there are airplanes which can easily carry
2 tons of bombs in addition to their crews; so 10 such planes
could carry all the bombs necessary to destroy everything within
casing or shell.

500 meters diameter.

this circle of

To

obtain this result

it

is

necessary only to train the crews of ten airplanes to drop their

bombs

as

uniformly

over that area.

as possible

This gives us the concept of the basic unit of power needed for
effective

bombing

bombardment

operations; namely, the unit of

must- have the potentiality to destroy any target on a given surface.

In

my

opinion, the extent of this surface should be exactly

the area of a circle 500 meters in diameter.

assumptions are correct,
capable of carrying

can well be

As

I

left to

said,

this

2 tons of

Then,

unit should be

10

bombs. The exact

if

the above

planes,

ratio,

each

however,

experience.

bombing

pilots

should be trained to spread their

loads over such surfaces as uniformly as possible, releasing their

bombs from

a

medium

altitude of, say, 3,000 meters. This dis-

semination can be accomplished by

artificially

extending— by

aim

variations of sighting data— the natural rose-shaped

squadron formation.

If a specified surface

of the

contains very vulner-

able targets, the area can be extended beyond the 500-meter

diameter simply by increasing the number of planes taking part.
Conversely, surfaces containing targets

more

difficult to destroy

can be contracted by reducing the number of planes.

But these
tance

is

the fact that the adoption of such tactics

a definite

Of prime impormakes the bomber

details are of secondary importance.

and

precise offensive power,

no longer

a vague, inde-

terminate one.

When, on
smaller,

the other hand, the surface of a specified objective

but nevertheless

important

should be so designated on the map.

for

military

reasons,

is
it

makes no difference if a
few bombs go wide of the mark during the attack. But if an objective with a surface larger than 500 meters in diameter is marked
for attack, the entire area should

It

be so designated.

If

the

aim

is

to
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a surface of, say, 1,000 meters,

to divide the target into separate zones

it is

sufficient

and attack with 4 separate

but co-ordinated squadrons of planes, with 9 squadrons if the
area is 1,500 meters, with 16 squadrons if 2,000 meters, and so
forth.

Such bombing expeditions, however, cannot be undertaken

successfully unless they are directed against very large centers of
civilian population. In fact,

would happen when

we have no

difficulty in

imagining what

areas of 500 to 2,000 meters in diameter in

London,

the center of large cities such as

being unmercifully bombed.

4

With

1,000

Paris, or

Rome

bombers

of the type

were

described— an actual type in use today, not a hypothetical type in

some blueprint of the future— with their necessary maintenance
and replacements for daily losses, 100 such operating squadrons
can be constituted. Operating 50 of these daily, such an aerial
force in the hands of those

who know how

50 such centers every day. This

is

perior to any other offensive means
latter

As

is

to use

it

could destroy

an offensive power so

known

that the

far su-

power of the

negligible in comparison.

same offensive power, the possibility
dreamed of fifteen years ago, 5 is increasing
daily, precisely because the building and development of large,
heavy planes goes on all the time. The same thing is true of new
explosives, incendiaries, and especially poison gases. What could
an army do faced with an offensive power like that, its lines of
communication cut, its supply depots burned or blown up, its
arsenals and auxiliaries destroyed? What could a navy do when
it could no longer take refuge in its own ports, when its bases
were burned or blown up, its arsenals and auxiliaries destroyed?
How could a country go on living and working under this constant threat, oppressed by the nightmare of imminent destruction
and death? How indeed! We should always keep in mind that
a matter of fact, this

of which was not even

aerial offensives can

be directed not only against objectives of

least physical resistance,

but against those of

least

moral

resist-

ance as well. For instance, an infantry regiment in a shattered
Witness the terrible destruction of Coventry on the night of November 15-16,
wrought by perhaps no more than 250 bombers in a single
night attack.— Tr.
4

1940, a destruction
s

iao5-6.-Tr.
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but when the working personnel

effectives;

of a factory sees one of

minimum

The Air

be capable of some resistance even after losing

still

of

of

loss of life, it

machine shops destroyed, even with a
quickly breaks up and the plant ceases to

its

function.

All this should be kept in
potential

command
power
to cut

and

power

to estimate the

of aerial offensives possible even today.

of the air

so great

mind when we wish

it

means

defies

to

To

have

be in a position to wield offensive

human

imagination. It means to be able

an enemy's army and navy

from their bases of operation
chances of winning the war. It means complete

nullify their

protection of one's

own

off

country, the efficient operation of one's

army and navy, and peace of mind to live and work in safety.
In short, it means to be in a position to win. To be defeated in the
air, on the other hand, is finally to be defeated and to be at the
mercy of the enemy, with no chance at all of defending oneself,
compelled to accept whatever terms he sees

This

is

the

meaning

of the

"command

fit

to dictate.

of the air."

Note I: The municipality of Treviso has published a pamphlet entitled
"The Martyrdom of Treviso," which may serve as an illustration of what I
have said above. In 32 attacks by Austro-Hungarian fliers from April 1916 to
the end of October 1918, approximately 1,500 bombs were dropped in an area
about 1 kilometer square. Calculating the average weight of each bomb at
50 kilograms— very likely it was less— a total of 75 tons of bombs was dropped
on Treviso in 2I/2 years of war.
On the basis of the approximate calculation I personally made, the diameter of Treviso at its widest periphery being about 1 kilometer, it would take
4 squadrons of 10 planes each, or 40 planes in all, each carrying 2 tons of
bombs, or 80 tons in all, to wreak that much destruction.
If we look at the map in "The Martyrdom of Treviso" which shows the
distribution of bomb hits and the photographic reproductions of the damage
done, we can readily see that if those 75 or 80 tons of bombs, correctly apportioned among explosive, incendiary, and poison-gas types, had been dropped
in one day, Treviso would have been completely destroyed and very few of
her inhabitants saved. What made it possible for Treviso to escape total destruction and remain on the map in spite of the grave danger to which it was
exposed, and to evacuate the population with the loss of only 30 civilian
dead and 50 wounded in the very first bombings, is this: during each attack
an average of only 50 bombs were dropped, thus allowing time between attacks to smother the fires started during the attacks.
But during all that time nothing effective was done by our aerial defense
forces to prevent the

the attacks

went on

bombings except to take note of the places bombed; so
end of October 1918, or until the Armistice

until the very
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3,

command

to the
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The Air

in spite of our claim, especially toward the
of the air.

end of the war,

Note II: The English fleet, the most powerful in the world today, consists
of 30 battleships totaling 792,496 tons, exclusive of her smaller units. The
weight of their broadsides, every gun firing one round, is 194,931 kilograms,
or about 195 tons, each broadside averaging 6.5 tons per battleship.
In contrast, a squadron of 10 planes carrying 2 tons of bombs each, can in
a single flight drop 20 tons of bombs, or something more than the broadsides
of 3 English battleships. Similarly, an aerial fleet of 1,000 planes carrying
2 tons each can drop 2,000 tons of bombs, or something more than the whole
English fleet of 30 battleships firing 10 rounds with all guns blazing. A thousand such planes, estimating the cost of each at a million lire, would be a
round billion lire, or about the cost of a single dreadnought.
Besides the cost, there is another great difference between sea power and
air power. The English fleet can fire its broadsides only against another fleet
willing to engage in battle, or against stationary targets along seacoasts. An

on the other hand, can carry out bombing attacks against targets
which have no way of retaliating or of putting up any self-defense at all, and
which may be located anywhere on the surface of sea or land.
Moreover, we may soon see the construction of bombers with a capacity of
more than 10 tons of effective load, or of a bomb load equal to or even surpassing the broadside of a battleship. And it is also probable that in the
event of a duel between a battleship and airplanes, the battleship, with her
heavy guns unable to fire at a vertical angle, would get the worst of it. And
even if her guns could fire at such an angle, it would be almost impossible to
hit a fast-moving plane diving almost vertically— a plane can do just that—
at the ship. Recent experiments conducted in the United States and in France
seem to furnish conclusive proof of this.
But apart from that, the figures presented in this note should at least give
us a more concrete idea of the magnitude of air power and the simplicity of
the means needed to effectuate it.
aerial fleet,

THE COMMAND OF THE AIR
To

have

command

of the air

means

to

be in a position to pre-

vent the enemy from flying while retaining the ability to
self.

already exist, and the construction of enough of

them

defense would not require exceptional resources.
ingredients of

bombs or

capable of

easily

one-

bombs

for national

The

active

projectiles, the explosives, the incendi-

the poison gases, are already being produced.

aries,
fleet

fly

Planes capable of carrying moderately heavy loads of

dumping hundreds

of tons of such

An

aerial

bombs can

be organized; therefore, the striking force and magnitude

of aerial offensives,

considered from the standpoint of either

material or moral significance,

is

far

more

effective

than those of

any other
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offensive yet known. A nation which has command of

the air

in a position to protect

is

aerial attack

and even

to

own

its

territory

from enemy

put a halt to the enemy's auxiliary

tions in support of his land

and

ac-

him power-

sea operations, leaving

do much of anything. Such offensive actions can not only
cut off an opponent's army and navy from their bases of operations, but can also bomb the interior of the enemy's country so
devastatingly that the physical and moral resistance of the people
less to

would

also collapse.

All this

And
one

is

a present possibility, not

one in the distant future.

the fact that this possibility exists, proclaims aloud for any-

understand that to have

to

victory.

Without

this

command,

command

one's portion

acceptance of whatever terms the victor

Reasoning from the

we have

clusion

facts

of the air

is

along the lines of

is

defeat

to

have

and the

pleased to impose.

logic, this

is

the con-

reached. But since this conclusion applies to

matters of very great practical importance, and since
at variance

is

it is

sharply

with the accepted way of looking at things,

it

be-

hooves us to stop and amplify our statement before going on.
When conclusions are reached by reasoning with strict adherence to logic from actual verifiable facts, those conclusions ought
to be accepted as valid even if they seem strange and radical, in
direct contradiction to conventional thought patterns or fixed

habits of

mind based upon other

facts,

equally positive and

able to be sure, but entirely different in nature.

other conclusion would be to deny reason
like the reasoning of a peasant

who

insists

To come

itself.

upon

It

verifi-

to

any

would be

cultivating his

and grandfather did before him, despite the fact that by using chemical fertilizers and modern machinery he could double or treble his harvest. Such old-fashioned,
land exactly

as his father

die-hard perverseness gets

market

him nothing except

a handicap in the

place.

Twelve years ago, 6 when the very first airplanes began to hedgehop between field and air, hardly what we would call flying at all
today,

I

began

to

preach the value of

that day to this I have
e

igog.-Tr.

done

my

command

of the air.

From

level best to call attention to
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new weapon

this

of warfare.

I

The Air

of

argued that the airplane should

be the third brother of the army and navy.

I

argued that the day

would come when thousands of military planes would ply the
air under an independent Ministry of the Air. I argued that the
dirigible and other lighter-than-air ships would give way before
the superiority of the plane.

has
I

come

true just as I predicted

did not prophesy then, and

then was to
the

And

argued for then

I

in 1909.

do not prophesy now. All I did
examine the new problem posed by the existence of

new arm and

tate to follow

up

I

reason from verifiable data; but

I

the implications of the conclusions

spite of the fact that then, as

did not hesiI

reached, in

now, they may have sounded para-

was convinced with mathematical certainty that the
would prove me right.

doxical.
facts

it

everything

I

When, by

the exercise of cold logic and mathematical calcula-

someone was able to find out the existence of an unknown
planet and furnish an astronomer with all the data necessary for
its discovery; when by mathematical reasoning the electro-magnetic
waves were discovered, thus furnishing Hertz the means with
which to carry on his experiments— then we too should have faith
tion,

in the validity of

human

reasoning, at least to the extent that the

astronomer and Hertz had faith in

it.

And how much more
I am attempting

abstruse their reasonings were than the reasoning
here!

At
what
each

this
I

point

I

my

ask

readers to stop with

me and

consider

have been saying— the arguments are worth while— so that

may come

to his

own

conclusion about

not admit of partial solution.

It is right

or

it.

The problem

it is

does

not right.

What I have to say is this: In the preparations for national defense we have to follow an entirely new course because the character of future wars

is

going to be entirely different from the

character of past wars.
I say:

The World War was

only a point on the graph curve

showing the evolution of the character of war;

at that point the

graph curve makes a sharp swerve showing the influence of entirely

new

factors.

For

this reason clinging to the past will teach

us nothing useful for the future, for that future will be radically
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from anything that has gone before. The future must be

approached from a new angle.
I say:

If these

facts are

not given careful consideration, the

country will have to make great
defense
use,

up

to date;

sacrifices in

but even these

futing

effort to

bring

its

will be of little
meet the demands of

sacrifices

for the defenses could not possibly

modern

an

military requirements. This can be denied only by re-

my

argument.

I ask again: Is it true or is it not true that the strongest army
and navy we could muster would be powerless to prevent a determined, well-prepared enemy from cutting them off from their

bases of operation

and from spreading

and havoc over the

terror

whole country?

We

can answer, "No,

it is

not true," to

this

question only

if

we

have no intention of providing ourselves with suitable means, in
addition to those of the army and navy, with which to meet any

such eventuality. But

I,

for one, have long

question with a categorical "Yes,
I

am

it

is

been answering

true";

and

it

is

this

because

convinced of the imminence of such an eventuality that

have deeply pondered the problem posed by the

I

new forms

and weapons of war.
Note: In 1909

I

wrote:

who until now have been inexorably bound
who have smiled superciliously, almost with
of a few intrepid pioneers whom we thought deimpossible, but who proved to be the real seers;

"To

us

to the surface of the earth; to us

compassion, at the efforts
luded with visions of the
to us who have only armies and navies, it must seem strange that the sky,
too, is about to become another battlefield no less important than the battlefields on land and sea. But from now on we had better get accustomed to
this idea and prepare ourselves for the new conflicts to come. If there are
nations which can exist untouched by the sea, there are certainly none which
exist without the breath of air. In the future, then, we shall have three instead of two separate and well-defined fields of battle; and, though in each
of them the conflict will be carried on with different weapons, they will
still have to be co-ordinated toward a common goal, which will always remain
the same— namely, to win.
"We are fully conscious today of the importance of having command of
the seas, but soon the command of the air will be no less important because
only by having such a command— and only then— can we make use of the
advantages made possible by aerial observation and the ability to see targets
clearly— advantages which we shall not be able fully to enjoy until we have
the aerial power to keep the enemy grounded. The struggle for the command
of the air will be bitter; and the so-called civilized nations will strive to forge
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the most telling means to wage the conflict. But any conflict, other things
being equal, is ultimately decided by weight of numbers; so the race for

supremacy

will

go on without

By

contingencies.

cease,

only checked

now and

then by economic

virtue of this race for air supremacy, air fleets will

grow

in importance as they get larger.

"The army and navy should not then see in the airplane merely an auxilarm of limited usefulness. They should rather see in the plane a third

iary

brother, younger of course, of the powerful family of War." ["/ problemi dell'
aeronavigazione/' by Major G. Douhet; from the newspaper La preparazione,

Rome, 1910.]
Now, after the experiences of the World War, I find no need to modify by
a single word what I wrote eleven years ago. Time has confirmed my deduceven though the concept of the command of the air has not yet been
am not to blame. But anyhow today— it could
not possibly be otherwise— those ideas are rapidly gaining ground— especially
tions,

realized in practice. For that I

outside of Italy.

THE EXTREME CONSEQUENCES
To

conquer the command of the

air

means

victory;

to

be

beaten in the air means defeat and acceptance of whatever terms

enemy may be pleased to impose. The truth of
which for me is an axiom in itself, will become

the

tion,

apparent to readers
study,

From

this

and

will

take the trouble to follow this

corollary:

an adequate national defense,

necessary—

I

hope

to assure

to

sufficient— to be in a position in case of

command
lary:

increasingly

make it completely clear.
axiom we come immediately to this first

wherein

In order

who

this affirma-

of the air.

And from

that

we

wdr

it is

to

conquer the

arrive at this second corol-

All that a nation does to assure her

own

defense should have

aim procuring for herself those means which, in case of war,
are most effective for the conquest of the command of the air.

as

its

Any

effort, any action, or any resources diverted from this essenaim makes conquering the command of the air that much less
probable; and it makes defeat in case of war that much more
probable. Any diversion from this primary purpose is an error.
In order to conquer the air, it is necessary to deprive the enemy
of all means of flying, by striking at him in the air, at his bases
tial

of operation, or at his production centers— in short, wherever those

means are

to

be found. This kind of destruction can be accom-

plished only in the air or in the interior of the enemy's country.
It

can therefore be accomplished only by aerial means, to the
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army and navy weapons. Therefore, the command

of

the air cannot be conquered except by an adequate aerial force.

From this affirmation and the above-mentioned first corollary, we
may draw an inference of practical value; namely: An adequate
national defense cannot be assured except by an aerial force ca-

command

pable in case of war of conquering the
sure, this statement

is

and

it

puts the air

arm

first

importance. Nevertheless, to deny this affirmation,

deny the value of command of the
past

disturbing; but so

is

As

I

have pointed out,

is

air.

To

be

in order of

we must

also

break away from the

man's conquest of space disturbing.

this

conclusion means the superseding of

by new ones not yet fully realized.

traditional values

To

opposed to the prevailing concep-

directly

tion of national defense,

of the air.

time the army and navy have been the predominant

Up

to this

and
no one questioned that supremacy. Space was closed to man. But
there is no a priori reason why the air arm cannot become the predominant power in its relations with surface forces. In examining
these relations, we come to the conclusion that the air force is
destined to predominate over both land and sea forces; this because their radius of offensive action

is

forces,

limited in comparison to

the vastly greater radius of the air force.

As

I said,

we

find ourselves

now

curve of the evolution of war. After
abruptly in a
past.

new

Therefore,

possible

at a particular point in the
this

point the curve drops off

direction, breaking off all continuity with the

if

we have

a tendency to deviate as

little

as

from the beaten path, we will find ourselves diverging

and we

wind up

removed from the realities
of our time. To catch up with things as they are, we must change
our course sharply and follow reality itself. If reason, common
sense, and the facts themselves tell us that the army and navy
are declining in importance as compared with air power, we are
from

reality,

will

doing a disservice to our
sist

upon

crediting the

own

far

defense preparations

army and navy with

have no basis in actual

when we

fictitious values

in-

which

fact.

Nature does not progress by leaps and bounds— still

less

does

man. I do not imagine that between today and tomorrow the
army and navy will be abolished and only the air force increased.
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For the present
portance

it

I

ask only that

deserves— in Italy

we

that during the transition period

A

program:

of

The Air

we

give the air

arm

the im-

are far from doing that— and

we adopt

the following modest

progressive decrease of land and sea forces, accom-

panied by a corresponding increase of aerial forces until they
are strong enough to conquer the command of the air. This
is

a program which will approach nearer and nearer reality as

we grow

firmer in promoting

it.

upon those who anticipate the changes in the
war, not upon those who wait to adapt themselves

Victory smiles
character of

after the changes occur. In this period of rapid transition

one form

to another, those

who

daringly take to the

war over the

old.

new road

new means

will enjoy the incalculable advantages of the

first

from
of

This new character of war, emphasizing the

make for swift, crushing
battlefield. Those nations who are caught uncoming war will find, when war breaks out, not

advantages of the offensive, will surely

on the

decisions

prepared for the

them to get ready for it, but that they
cannot even get the drift of it. Those w ho are ready first not only
will win quickly, but will win with the fewest sacrifices and the
only that

it is

too late for

7

minimum

expenditure of means. So

completed, though decisions in the

war

will

that,

when

field will

be

this

change

is

swift, the actual

be fought with increasingly formidable air

forces.

But

during the period of transition a limited force will be adequate

checkmate any opponent's army and navy.

to

we must wait to be convinced of this until someone else sets
an example, we will be left behind; and to be left behind during

If

us

this

period means to be defeated in case of war. 7 And, as

I

have

what

is

hap-

effort to safeguard themselves against

Ger-

already pointed out, that, ironically enough,

pening now. In an
many's possible

As we

shall see,

just

thirst for revenge, the Allies forced

surest road toward accomplishing

forced to disarm

is

it.

It is

her along the

a fact that

Germany,

on land and sea, will be driven to arm in the air.
an air force capable of conquering the command

exactly what happened to Poland, France, Norway, Belgium, Holland,
measure to England and America when they were caught unprepared by
the war machines of Germany and Japan in the present war.— Tr.
7

and

This

in a

is
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of the air, especially during this transition period, requires com-

limited means,

paratively
sources;

and

a

small

personnel,

and modest

re-

of this can be quietly disposed without awaken-

all

ing the attention of potential enemies. At the slightest chafing

upon her by

of the yoke imposed
free will surely

the Allies, the inner drive to be

push Germany along the new road. 8

This new road

is

an economic road which makes

it

feasible

for us to provide for national defense with a limited expendi-

ture of energy
land,

and

and resources once the respective weapons of

We

sea are properly evaluated.

remember

land there have been Admirals of the Fleet
value of battleships versus airplanes; and
in America

tests

questioned the

we remember,

too, that

have been made which demonstrated that under

certain conditions planes can sink

Now we

who

air,

that in Eng-

armored

ships.

have reached the hour when we can no longer ignore

problem, which, in the interest of national defense, we

this

should face squarely.

INDEPENDENT AIR FORCE AND AUXILIARY
AVIATION
Surveying the problem of national defense in outline, with
particular reference to the aerial phase,

we have emphasized

aerial

independence of surface forces and rapidity of movement; and

we reached

this conclusion:

An

adequate national defense can-

not be assured except by an aerial force capable in case of war
of conquering the

command of the air. We have seen also that,
command of the air, all aerial means of

in order to conquer the

the

enemy must be destroyed whether

and

airports, or in their

they

may be found

the

production centers; in short, wherever

or produced.

army nor the navy can help

struction.

The

only

five years since I

to her first place in chemistry,

in any

conquering the

have noted that neither

way

in this

work

command

is

of de-

that an

of the air

is,

wrote these words, and already Germany, in addition
is

incontestably leading the field in aeronautical con-

struction as well as in civilian aviation.

ments necessary

And we

natural consequence of this situation

aerial force capable of
8 It is

in air combat, at their bases

to create rapidly

and

And

these are the basic— the sufficient— ele-

secretly a

formidable air force.
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by the very nature of things, organically

pendent of land and
simplicity,

I

sea forces in

its

self-sufficient

and inde-

operations. For the sake of

shall hereafter refer to all those aerial

means which,

taken together, constitute an aerial force capable of conquering
the

command

of the air, by the term, Independent Air Force.

foregoing conclusion

may

The

thus be stated: National defense can be

assured only by an Independent Air Force of adequate power.

At present the only

military use

and

made

of airplanes

is

to assist

and for this reason they are
under the commands of the army and the navy. So far, an aerial

the operations of land

force able to

world.

If

command

sea forces;

the air does not exist anywhere in the

there were one, granting the uniformity of the air

extending over land and sea

being or for

its

alike, it

could not depend for

its

operation on either the army or the navy, because

such dependency would be an arbitrary one which, by forcing the

Independent Air Force

to divide

its

forces,

would

fail to fill

the

There are planes at present under
the direct command of land and sea forces. An example is the
observation plane, whose function is to direct artillery fire—
function, by the way, which is not essentially aerial; it would be
performed by other means if aviation were not yet invented.
Other examples are the bombing and pursuit specialties,
which, while not operating directly under military and naval
command, are nonetheless dependent upon them. The primary
function of planes under direct army command is, naturally, the
furthering of specifically army aims; of those under navy command, furthering specifically navy aims. In like manner, pursuit
squadrons under army command have the specific duty of policing
the sky above the land surface; those under navy command, of
true needs of the situation.

policing the sky over the sea surface.

In this situation

we

feel

something which offends our sense

we can see clearly how
enemy bent on conquering the com-

of fitness. In face of this state of things,
easy a time a well-organized

mand

would have, and how helpless these auxiliary
aerial means employed by the army and navy would be, confronted
by an enemy Independent Air Force bent on conquest, inasmuch as no organized opposition would stand in his way. It is
of the air
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only natural that the army and navy should wish to be provided

with aerial auxiliaries to

assist their

operations.

But such

aerial

means, which integrate the separate operations of those two
branches of the service, are nothing more than an extension of
the

army and navy. They cannot

stitute a real air force.

possibly be considered to con-

Observation planes directing artillery

are useful observers in aerial form,

fire

no more.

That fact is so self-evident that in our discussion of aerial warwe have come to the inescapable conclusion that an Inde-

fare

pendent Air Force functioning completely independent of the
army and the navy is of paramount importance.

When,

we first encountered the term "flying
seemed a real triumph for the new instrument of war.
only seemed so; for the term 'flying service" expresses only
a few years ago,

service," it

But

'

it

a bond,
is

inasmuch

as a "service" is a

mere part of a whole, which

the only entity which can be considered really independent.

It is

only

we

when we

term ''Independent Air Force"

arrive at the

on the new battlefield, where neither army nor navy can take any part. Planes operating under command of the army or navy can be considered as
no more than auxiliary weapons; so, for the sake of simplicity, I
that

perceive an entity capable of fighting

shall refer to

them from now on

as "auxiliary aviation of the

army and navy."

Up

to this point I

have spoken of aerial means of warfare in

general terms only, because

lem along general
aviation

falls

thought best to introduce the prob-

I

lines at the

into

beginning of the book. But in

two major

for the sake of clarity, that

lighter- than-air

categories,

heavier-than-air ships, or dirigibles

and

fact

and

airplanes. I should explain,

from now on

I

shall confine myself

to the heavier-than-air category, airplanes, as the only kind suit-

able for warfare.

CHAPTER

II

The Independent Air Force

STRUCTURE

We

have defined an Independent Air Force as that complex total
of aerial means which, taken as a whole, makes up an air force
capable of conquering the
also that, in order to

command

of the air;

we have

conquer the command of the

air,

seen
it

is

means of flying. Therefore,
an Independent Air Force must be organized and employed with
this destruction as the end in view.
But, if I may use a figure of speech, it is not enough to shoot
down all birds in flight if you want to wipe out the species; there
remain the eggs and the nests. The most effective method would
be to destroy the eggs and the nests systematically, because, strictly
speaking, no species of bird can remain continuously in flight
without alighting. Similarly, destroying an enemy's airplanes by
seeking them out in the air is, while not entirely useless, the
least effective method. A much better way is to destroy his airports, supply bases, and centers of production. In the air his planes
may escape; but, like the birds whose nests and eggs have been
destroyed, those planes which were still out would have no bases
at which to alight when they returned. Therefore, the best means
of destroying such objectives is by aerial bombardment carried
out by "units of bombardment."
Bombers, however, are by their very nature not intended for
combat; so pursuit planes must clear the sky of enemy interference
before the bombers can accomplish their mission. These pursuit
necessary to destroy all the enemy's

squadrons

I shall call

"units of combat."

An

Independent Air Force should be organically composed of
bombing units and combat units, the first to direct offensive
action against surface targets, the second to protect the
34
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enemy opposition. It follows, therefore, that
bombing units of an Independent Air Force, the

destructive capacity.

The

total strength of the

combat

units, on the other hand, should be only proportionately greater

than the combat strength of the enemy; that

is,

they need be

only strong enough to gain superiority over the enemy's combat

Once

forces.

mand

bombing
has

the Independent Air Force has conquered the com-

combat units. The
on the contrary, once the Independent Air Force

no need

of the air, there will be
units,

won command

of the air,

now

be able to unleash without risk
off the

of the

freed of aerial opposition, will

all their offensive

power

to cut

enemy's army and navy from their bases of operation,

spread terror and havoc in the interior of his country, and break

down the moral and physical resistance
The following simple outline shows

of his people.

the skeleton

upon which

an Independent Air Force should be constituted:
1. Maximum bombing power
2.

Combat power proportionate

to the enemy's possible strength

UNIT OF BOMBARDMENT
The

bombardment must

unit of

to ensure really

important

possess sufficient striking

results. I

power

have already pointed out the

fundamental principle which should govern offensive action from
the air; namely, that a

the target at which

returning to

my

In

bombing

it is

diameter.

on the same target.
bombardment should be capable

attack

opinion the unit of

The

must completely destroy

directed, thus obviating the necessity of

make a second

of destroying everything

attack

on a

specified surface of

500 meters in

area of that surface, then, should be the basis

upon

which to compute and establish the degree of power necessary
to the

bombing

by empirical
step

is

to

unit.

Once

criteria,

the area of such a surface

or the

number

of targets

is

on

determined
it,

the next

determine the quantity of active material— explosives,

incendiaries,

and poison gases—necessary

to demolish everything

exposed on that surface. This quantity will be larger or smaller
according to the efficacy of the active materials used in the actual
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upon this necessary quantity of
number of bombers to a unit, other

stop to think that

active material

depends the

things being equal,

we can

easily see

how

great an advantage

it

would be to make use of the most efficient active materials.
Once the basic quantity of active materials is established and
the ratio between it and the weight of the shell determined, it is
a simple matter to calculate the total weight of the

needed

the surface under consideration.

to destroy

bomb

load

Once

this

is computed, we know the number of planes needed in
unit. On the assumption that a quintal of active mabombing
a
terial is enough to destroy everything within a radius of 25 meters,
and that on an average the active material in a bomb accounts
for half its weight, we arrive at the conclusion that 20 tons of
bombs are necessary to destroy a surface 500 meters in diameter.
And further, allowing a carrying capacity of 2 tons of bombs to
a plane, I conclude that the bombing unit should be a force of
10 planes. The assumptions upon which this computation is based

weight

are not pure speculation; they are derived from existing conditions.

So that even

if

they are not absolutely exact, they furnish

us with a reasonably accurate estimate which cannot be far from
the truth.
figures;

details

Only experience, of

course, can establish the exact

and only experience can accurately determine the specific
of the organization of the bombing unit. But that is not

of vital importance to us here.

principle of the matter
the strength of a

interests us

realization of

bombing unit capable

now

is

the

what should be

of destroying a surface

500 meters diameter.

of, say,

We

and some

What

may think from

all this

that a unit of

bombardment

estab-

somewhat indefinite
power which might be capable of inflicting a certain
amount of damage upon an opponent. That is not the case. Such

lished according to this principle represents a
offensive

a unit represents an exactly determined offensive
possesses a definite
surface.

When

known

such a unit strikes against an enemy target within

we have mathematical
be destroyed. The offensive power

the specified surface,
target will

power which

capacity for destruction over a given

Air Force as a whole, then,

is

certainty that that

of an Independent

computed from the number

of

bomb-

/
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these, in turn,

from

of given surfaces to be destroyed. This offensive— or

destructive— power can be launched against an

whatever point

at

it;

The Air

of

it

will prove

most

enemy

and most painful.

effective

Take, for example, an Independent Air Force of 500 planes, each
carrying 2 tons of bombs, and capable of destroying 50 surfaces,

each 500 meters in diameter. Such an air force could destroy
every day 50

enemy

aviation nests— i.e. airports, supply depots,

production plants, et cetera. At that
it

would take

to

ground the present

rate,

how

long do you think

air force of

any of the great

powers of Europe? What opposition, aerial or ground, could any
of

them

offer against

such attacks?

In discussing the unit of combat,
bility of aerial opposition,

will

us

let

because

it is

look into the possi-

first

the combat unit which

overcome the opposition. As for any opposition from ground

can be none except antiaircraft guns; and I shall try
show how combat planes can counteract even the action of
antiaircraft guns. But quite apart from this point, in actual fact
forces, there

to

the efficacy of antiaircraft guns can never be anything but very

and because of the

limited, both because of their inaccurate fire

dispersion of
fire

—a

means inherent in

that kind of defense. Antiaircraft

can certainly put out of action some planes in a bombing unit
limited

some

loss;

but no one can hope to

risks, especially

mum. And

when

war without taking

fight a

those risks can be reduced to a mini-

that loss can easily be compensated for

by simply

keeping up the strength of the bombing units by a constant flow
of replacement planes.

As

an adequate supply

to this question of replacement planes,

of such planes should be kept

on hand ready

for instant action,

and the quota of these planes should never be allowed to go below
a certain limit. For example, taking the potentiality of the

ing unit as 20 tons of bombs, this

amount

veloped by 10 machines, each carrying
carrying 4 tons; or by a single

of

2 tons;

bomb-

power can be

de-

by 5 machines, each
a machine existed

machine— if such

—carrying the whole 20-ton load.

From one

point of view,

it is

better to have as few planes as possible to simplify the organization of the unit.

But from another point of view,

it is

very unwise
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to make

the

the

of planes in a unit too small, because the loss

one plane would too greatly reduce the potentiality

of even

of

number
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For

unit.

number

this

reason

I

consider

that

of planes per unit should never be

less

the

minimum

than

4;

which,

under consideration, would mean planes carrying 5 tons

in the case

each.

Now let

us try to determine the general characteristics of planes

suitable for

bombing

of air-worthiness

istics

flying

units.

and

An

airplane must have the character-

These are demanded

usefulness.

machine in peace or war.

It is

of any

the functional characteristics

—the performance— of a plane we must determine here; and these
include speed, radius of action, ceiling, armament, and useful-load
capacity.

Speed:

We have already noted that bombing units, which should

carry out their mission in spite of

enemy

opposition, are sup-

ported by combat units. This means that they need not have the

speed to outdistance enemy pursuit planes; a fact of utmost importance because

it

makes

it

unnecessary for bombing planes to

enter a speed race, the outcome of which

The

nation which stakes

in the

air,

its

safety or

never

be uncertain.

to

power simply on speed

its

gambles on a very doubtful card— especially in view of

the ever-increasing speed of airplanes.
is

bound

is

won by

fleeing.

On

the other hand, victory

Great speed in an airplane

is

always

obtained at the expense of carrying capacity. So in planes of great
carrying capacity

may

we must be content with

a

moderate speed, which

actually prove to be best for practical purposes.

The bombing

plane, then, should be a plane of moderate speed, since, protected

by combat planes,

enemy and

it

Radius of Action:
its

flee

or dodge the attacks of the

thus sacrifice load to speed.

greatest distance

under

need not

own

it

The

radius of action of a warplane

can travel from

power.

A

bombing

own

its

airfield

its

penetration into

enemy

tent of the radius of action depends exclusively

sumption of

its

motors and

its

the

plane's radius of action should

therefore be the greatest possible; for the longer
action, the deeper

is

and return

its

radius of

territory.

upon

The

ex-

the fuel con-

carrying capacity. Therefore, the

greater the carrying capacity, the longer

its

radius of action.
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plane's carrying capacity, exclusive of the crew,

bomb
maximum total

should be proportionately divided between fuel load and
load.

It is

understood, of course, that, given the

load of the plane— a predetermined fixed quantity— the radius of
action can be increased simply by increasing the load of fuel

and decreasing the bomb
cerned with here

is

and

load,

vice versa.

What we

are con-

determining the normal or average radius of

bombing plane; and that depends upon two factors:
disposition of enemy targets intended for attack during nor-

action of the

the

mal operations, and the choice of plane capable, within that nor-

bombs

sufficient to de-

opinion, the normal radius of action of a

bombing plane

mal radius of

action, of carrying a load of

stroy the target.

In

my

today should be between 200 and 300 kilometers.
radius of action"; in exceptional instances
fied.

If

the normal radius

is

I

said

"normal

can easily be modi-

it

300 kilometers and an action

planned within 100 kilometers,

it

would be wasteful

is

to carry a

load of fuel sufficient for 300 kilometers instead of reducing the

and using the weight thus saved to carry more bombs.
Conversely, if the normal radius is 300 kilometers and an action
fuel load

at

400 kilometers is planned, the bomb load can be lightened by
to correspond with the increase in fuel load. This elas-

enough

ticity in

the radius of action of a plane can be secured by a few

extra details of construction to allow for adjustment of the total

load between fuel weight and
Ceiling:

The

bomb

weight.

higher the altitude, the

ability to antiaircraft fire. Since

less

a warplane's vulner-

by their very nature bombing

operations are characterized by dispersion rather than concentration of
at very

fire,

bombing

high altitudes.

raids can be carried out effectively even

The normal

ceiling, therefore,

should be

between 3,000 and 4,000 meters. Considering the nature of our
boundaries, made up for the most part of high mountain peaks,

we need warplanes with
entire Alpine range at
ceilings

surmount the
any point without difficulty; which means
ceilings high

enough

to

between 6,000 and 7,000 meters.

Degree of Armament: Obviously, the
purpose, of a

bombing plane

is

to carry

first

requisite, the chief

bombs and

to

be equipped
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with the proper mechanism for releasing them. But that
all;

something more

is

is

indispensable.

plane cannot possibly be the ideal

would be poor judgment

weapon

to leave its

helplessness against possible attack

Though

bombing

a

for aerial combat,

it

crew with a feeling of utter

by enemy pursuit planes.

It

imperative, therefore, that the plane be supplied with small-

caliber rapid-fire guns for

Useful Load:

its

own

defense, even though conscious

combat should be

of the fact that aerial

is

not

needed. For the sake of the crew's morale,

some defensive armament

is

is

The maximum

left to

sum

of the weights

crew, fuel, and armament.

naturally, should be kept to

units.

useful load of any type of plane

a predetermined fixed quantity equal to the

of these three elements:

combat

The

crew,

an indispensable minimum, allow-

The relationship between weight
and weight of armament we have already discussed. Given,
the amount of fuel and armament needed for normal opera-

ing for possible losses in personnel.
of fuel

then,

load of a

tions, the total useful

bomb

to allow a

bombing

many

units of too

of planes in a

as

my

opinion, the

characteristics of a

number

12.

bomber— character-

which, translated into specifications, should be required to

be put into
I

planes. In

bombing unit should be between 4 and

Such are the functional
istics

bombing plane should be such

weight substantial enough to avoid cumbersome

effect

by plane designers and builders.

have already called attention to the great importance of the

efficacy of the active materials

used in bombs. Doubling the

efficacy

power
would be foolish indeed to be
too economical in these matters or in any way stint appropriations
for research into the nature and use of these materials.

of the active materials, in fact, automatically doubles the

of an Independent Air Force. It

Active materials

into three major categories: explosives, in-

fall

cendiaries,

and poison

efficacy of

each of these,

ties
if

gases. Besides

study and research into the

we should also investigate the potentialithem in bombing operations. Even
knowledge of them, we can at least sense,

of possible combinations of

we

still

have

little

and experience may confirm the impression, that high explosives
will play a minor role in potential combinations, given a more
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This will be par-

ticularly true as regards civilian objectives such as warehouses,
factories,

food supplies, and population centers, the de-

stores,

which may be more easily accomplished by setting
fires with incendiary bombs and paralyzing all human activity for
a time with gas bombs. Only in exceptional cases will high-explostruction of

sive

bombs be

fields

with

detail to

useful, as in

bomb

which

I

bursts.

smashing runways and plowing up

But

this

matter of bombs

is

air-

a particular

allude only in order to give you an idea of the

scope of the whole problem of the formation of a

bombing

unit.

UNIT OF COMBAT
The

essential function of the

combat unit

aerial opposition out of the path of

their mission.

They should

is

to clear

any possible

bombers while they carry out
and equipped

therefore be designed

primarily for aerial combat.

In the days before the World
military circles that

War

combat in the

except in rare instances, the

first

the opinion was current in

air

was an impossibility, and,

planes used in the war were

provided with no armament suitable for combat. But aerial combat

is

a reality

Any

and

is

aerial action

here to

stay.

on the part

the

World War

it

is bound to be to his
we must contest it. During

of the foe

advantage, and our disadvantage, and

was considered poor policy to admit that our

reconnaissance planes could do practically nothing to prevent

enemy planes from carrying out their observations over our
lines, and vice versa. But aerial combat developed spontaneously,
in the natural course of events. Planes began to carry some armament, and pilots began to learn to attack and to defend themselves—the beginning of aerial maneuvers.
fights the fact

emerged

And from

clearly that the faster planes

these

dog

had the adwill. Soon

vantage over slower ones; they could hit and run at
after,

out of that experience came the pursuit plane, so

precisely because

its

named

purpose was to interfere with other planes

and prevent them from fulfilling their missions. Speed and armament were the characteristics most stressed in the design of this
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type of plane; and as a consequence the pursuit plane immediately
became master of the air and dominated all other types of plane
in combat.

Out

of the necessity of protecting other types of plane

from the pursuit plane, arose the need of another plane
or faster, a plane able, as

it

as fast

were, to give chase to the chaser.

Then the race was on to develop more and more speed in airplanes. More speed and greater maneuverability than the enemy,
was the cry— for planes capable of performing aerial "acrobatics,"

by which, in case a pilot found his speed

and

the fight

and maneuverability, the

minimum— a single
The radius of action

to the

gun.

little

The

more

else

was

he could dodge

sacrificed to speed

requisite for gaining even tempo-

first

enemy

rary superiority over the

or a

Everything

flee to safety.

inferior,

in the air.

who

pilot

also

The crew was reduced
handled the machine

minimum—an hour

was reduced to a

of flying time was

all.

function of pursuit planes, then, was to seek out other

types of

enemy plane and

to protect their

own

pursuers. Since they were the fastest planes
aerial acrobatics,

hence the most

difficult to

planes from

enemy

and designed

for

handle, they were

assigned to the most daring of the pilots. For two understandable
reasons pilots preferred

them

to other types of plane.

In the first place, other types— reconnaissance, observation, and
bomber planes— were sent out on definite missions, which put
them at a disadvantage in encounters with enemy chasers. Pursuit

on the other hand, were given less definite missions and
consequently had more freedom of action. They attacked enemy
planes of other types, over which they had obvious advantages
planes,

when

it

came

to

an encounter. Or, encountering enemy pursuit

planes, they could engage
entirely, or,

them

in

once engaged, cut the

dog

fights,

evade the encounter

fight short in the

head for home. Their performance was thus more
restricted, less

monotonous, and even, in a certain

middle and
colorful, less

sense, less dan-

gerous than the operations of other types of plane.
In the second place, pursuit planes usually operated near the

headquarters of the High Commands, to whose protection,

I

may

add, they directly contributed. In the war both sides kept trying
to

bomb

Headquarters, and

it

was soon apparent that pursuit
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planes were the best defense against these attempts.

quick take-off and

fast

With

climbing speed, these machines were more

likely to succeed in intercepting the attacker before
strike and,

their

more often than

down

not, in bringing

he could

the slower

became the particular province
of the pursuit planes, and they enjoyed the favor of the High Commands, whose safety and peace of mind they could safeguard, at

enemy bombers. Policing

least

the sky

during the day.

This favoritism produced a rapid growth of
but

at the

same time

it

this flying specialty;

obscured the problem of national defense

and prevented a correct understanding of what the command of
the air consists in. When the pursuit squadrons of one side in the
war succeeded in bringing down more enemy ships than they
of their
air.

own, that side would immediately claim

In reality

all

that

more difficult for the
did not, and could not, pre-

aerial operations

for the time being.

But

it

clude his engaging in aerial operations.
the war, in

all

fact,

of the

had been gained was a temporary superiority

which may have made

opponent

command

lost

Up

to the very last days of

belligerents carried out aerial operations

against each other.

The

fact of the

matter

is

characteristics, the pursuit

that, in spite of its

claim to offensive

plane was used almost entirely as a de-

fensive means. It could not have

been otherwise. With

its

very

limited radius of action, the pursuit plane was forced to play a
passive role instead of seeking out the

The

enemy on

his

own

grounds.

pursuit planes of those days could not have been differently

employed. They were used primarily to shoot

down enemy ma-

on observation patrol or directing artillery fire, and to
defend important centers from bombardment. For the rest, their
chines

usefulness was as limited as their operations were scattered;
aerial

combat became merely a

and courage of the individual
liance. Pursuit

errant of the
the

series of duels in

aces

which the

were displayed in

and
skill

all their bril-

squadrons were a loose agglomeration of knights-

air,

rather than an effectively organized cavalry of

air.

We

can see

now

that such a situation has something false in

something that does not ring true; for war

is

no longer fought

it,

in
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of

a series of scattered individual encounters,

may

skillful the individuals

men and

machines. So

be.

War

no matter how brave or

today

is

fought by masses of

this aerial knight-errantry

ought

to

be sup-

planted by a real cavalry of the air— the Independent Air Force.
Earlier in these pages I
aerial
let

combat

is

remarked that

to stake one's all

on

a doubtful card. For instance,

a pursuit plane be chased by a faster one,

a pursuit plane.

By

its

on speed alone in

to rely

and

most recent technical developments,
abilities

But war

is

ceases to be

very nature the pursuit plane must be an

exceptional machine, embodying at any given

tional pilots.

it

fought with

moment

the

all

and manipulated by excep-

men and machines

of average

and standards; and we must therefore change our present

conception of aerial warfare— or go under.

What

determines victory in aerial warfare

serves only to

more.

come

A slower,

heavily

own armament, can

A

to grips

is fire

with the foe or to

armed

flee

plane, able to clear

power. Speed

from him, no

its

way with

always get the best of the faster pursuit plane.

unit of combat composed of slower, heavily armed planes

a position to stand
carry out

its

its

up

to the fire of

enemy pursuit

mission successfully. As a matter of

is

in

planes and

fact, it is

not the

business of a combat unit either to seek out an aerial foe or to

flee

and I repeat it, that the primary function
of a combat unit is to clear enemy aerial opposition out of the way
of bombing units intent upon carrying out definite missions.
Let me use this simple example to illustrate what I mean: A
bombing unit leaves point A to bomb point B. Combat units have
no other purpose in this operation than to clear out of their path
any enemy aerial obstacles attempting to bar the way of the bombing unit on the road from A to B. It is up to the enemy to prevent
the bombardment of B if he can. He is the one who seeks battle,
who makes the attack. If he does not, so much the better— the
bombing of B can be performed with more safety. If he does attack, there are the combat units to fight off the attack. Therefore,
combat units have no need of great speed in order to seek out the
enemy and force him to give battle; all they need is enough to
escort the bombing units and put up an adequate fight if the
enemy attempts to interfere with their operations.
from him.

I

have

said,
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obvious, then, that the speed of combat units ought to be

It is

somewhat greater than
of fact,

it

bombing

that of

units.

And,

as a

matter

goes without saying that the radius of action and ceiling

combat planes should be greater than those of bombing units,
which they must escort and protect. In general the chief characteristics of combat planes should be speed, radius of action, and ceilof

bombing

ing superior to those of

From

this the

conclusion

the whole, be very

little

planes.

may be drawn

difference

on
plane and

that there should,

between one type of

the other, which implies that combat planes, like bombers, ought
to

be capable of carrying a substantial load in addition to an ade-

quate supply of

fuel.

This increase in the carrying capacity of the

combat unit should be made use of for increasing
if

possible,

ing the

afforded by armor-plating the vital parts of the plane with

much

A

it

armor protection against

would be absurd
all

to expect

possible hits; but

to expect that a very light armor-plating

many

great

merely a matter of increas-

of the plane's

light metal alloys. Certainly

plete

is

power and,

armament and its ability to concenany given direction. A certain amount of protection

amount

trate fire in

may be

armor protection. This

fire

it is

would

com-

not too

deflect a

bullets.

plane designed and constructed along these lines would on

the face of

it

of carrying two tons of
possible to construct
action,

Then

and

if

now

existing. If a

bombs can be made,

one with

certainly

it

should be

slightly superior speed, radius of

ceiling, capable of carrying a

one-ton load of bombs.

armament
plane equipped for combat

the carrying capacity thus saved were used for

instead of bombs,

with a

fire power as to outbombing plane capable

be so superior in intensity of

match any pursuit ship

much

we would have

greater fire

a

power than any pursuit plane now

ex-

isting.

The organization of a combat unit must be such as to include
a number of planes which can fight in formation; and the formation must be of a nature to concentrate maximum intensity of
fire

ward off enemy aerial attack, or
the enemy to approach. Compared

in any direction in order to

at least

make

it

hazardous for

with such units— the purpose of which,

I

repeat,

is

not to attack,
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but to defend themselves against attack— pursuit planes, with

all

their superior speed and maneuverability, would have no advan-

but rather the disadvantage of light armament. Such a unit

tage,

could be attacked with success only by a similar unit made up of
a

still

larger

number

of planes, stronger, better armed,

and better

armored.

Only

practical experience can furnish us with

enough data

determine the proper organization of the combat unit in
detail— i.e.

here

is

number

of planes, formation,

tactics.

My

specific

purpose

to present a schematic, but nonetheless concrete, idea of

what the combat unit should be

like.

STABILIZATION OF

We

and

to

have seen

ized, that it

ARMAMENT

how an Independent Air

Force should be organ-

must include both bombing and combat units in order

to be fully effective. It

may

include other types of plane in addi-

tion—fast planes for observation, dispatch bearing, and liaison

duty between the various commands, for example. But

its

back-

bone must always be bombing and combat planes. In that lies
stabilization of its armament.
One of the gravest problems confronting an air force is this
question of stabilizing its armament. It is often said that military
planes should be changed in design and construction every three

months because of the constant and rapid technical progress being
made in aviation. This is true in view of the concepts which today
govern the organization of such forces. For instance, we have noted
the importance accorded to pursuit planes at present. Since this

power from speed, and
since new speed records are made and broken every day, pursuit
aviation is clearly unstable; the plane which today is the last word
branch of aviation derives

in technical developments

This

is

its

potential

may be

obsolete tomorrow.

true not only of pursuit planes.

There are machines

called "daylight bombers," in

which a combination of great speed

and bomb-carrying capacity

sought. In the prevailing concept of

is

their purpose, these planes are called daylight

they can carry out limited

bombers because

bombing operations— during

daylight
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only—at the same time taking advantage of their greater speed to

enemy pursuit

escape from

These daylight bombers are

planes.

considered to be the counterpart of the medium-speed bombers
called "night

bombers" because they are supposed

to carry

out

their operations under cover of night. In both cases the same con-

cept governs; namely, trying to carry out an operation by fleeing!

This

a concept that cries aloud for revision.

is

inasmuch

war demands the power

as

whether on land, on the

sea,

or in the

The

idea

is

absurd

to carry out operations,

air, in spite

of

enemy

opposi-

But apart from that, these so-called daylight bombers must
evidently remain unstabilized inasmuch as they rely upon speed
tion.

alone for their effectiveness, a factor forever changing.

Very different indeed

is

my

conception of the planes which

should form the main body of an Independent Air Force. Whether

bombers or combat

No

speed.

planes, they

need no more than a medium

emphasis need be placed upon speed;

portance that technical advances

it is

of little im-

may soon produce bombing

or combat planes which, while retaining other basic characterunaltered, will have a speed of 10 to 20

istics

To

more miles per hour.

keep abreast of technical developments in armament,

it

will

be enough to take into account the gradual improvement in arma-

ment

itself.

Theoretical perfection always demands the extreme;

but our interest
Therefore,

in the middle road of practicality.

is

it

is

the actual

armament

of an

Independent Air

Force which governs the stabilization of whatever armament

is

considered necessary for a really efficient air force. But there

is

more

that. If we examine carefully the functional charbombing and combat planes as I have tried to dethem, we can readily see that they are in general almost

to

it

than

acteristics of

fine

identical

with the functional characteristics of

When

and done, the bombing plane is essentially a
medium speed and sufficient radius of action,
equipped to carry bombs. In fact, to change its equip-

civil

aviation.

all is said

transport plane of
especially

ment
use.

is

all that is

The same

necessary to transform

it

into a plane for civilian

thing can be said of a combat plane of normal

radius of action

and medium speed (even

if

greater than the speed of a regular bomber),

this is

and of

somewhat
sufficient
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carrying capacity to carry out
slightly less

This
that,

also

of

The Air

bombing operations (even

civilian planes could

the law of reciprocity works both

civil aviation,

be turned into military planes in case of

made

in

an Independent Air Force can rely for many of

its

much

of

equipment upon

its

dition to military progress. Based as

it is

civilian progress in ad-

upon planes

characteristics, military aviation in its present state

of this advantage.

As a

result, military aviation

failed to stabilize design

dependent upon

argument, which

is

and construction, but

its

own

resources.

I

military

and

of extreme

cannot boast

today not only has
is

also almost en-

shall return to this

of the utmost importance, in

the relationship between
chapters.

ways—

civil aviation,

need. This in turn implies that, with the strides being

tirely

is

than the carrying capacity of the regular bomber).

means— since

by mutual understanding between military and

needs and

this

if

civil

my

discussion of

aviation

in

later

CHAPTER

III

Aerial Warfare

GENERAL PRINCIPLES
Before we can draw up an accurate estimate of the scope of an
Independent Air Force, we must first consider the following point:
An Independent Air Force is an offensive force which can strike
with terrific speed against enemy targets on land or sea in any
direction, and can force its way through any aerial opposition from
the enemy.
its

From

operation:

this fact

emerges

An Independent

this first principle

governing

Air Force should always operate

in mass.

This
sea;

is

the same principle which governs warfare

and therefore the material and moral

effects of aerial offen-

sives—as of any other kind of offensive— are greatest

and

fensives are concentrated in time

together in mass in

Force to force

The

its

its

when

the of-

space. In addition, keeping

operations makes

way through

on land and

it

possible for the Air

aerial opposition successfully.

radius of action of an Independent Air Force obviously

must depend upon the radius of action of the planes comprising
its units. But because all its units cannot be located at a single
base, the disposition of the various units in relation to

one an-

other and to the general theater of war have some influence
the radius of action.

Once

the disposition of

its

units has been de-

cided, the Air Force's field of mass operation against

can be shown on a military

map

upon

enemy

targets

simply by tracing the periphery

all units. It is self-evident that any enemy
on land or sea, within this line can be reached with equal
facility by the entire Air Force in a few hours, at most in the time
needed to cover the maximum distance between its bases of operation and any given point on that periphery. The attack may therefore be prepared in complete secrecy and launched without fore-

which can be reached by
target,
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warning the enemy, with the offensive retaining the advantages of
operational initiative. And, considering the suddenness of the at-

enemy would have time enough

tack, it is unlikely that the

to

parry the blow effectively either in the air or from the ground.

Whatever he might be able
attack with

no more than

Whatever the
vided

it

has at

to do, in general

total strength of

its

he could oppose the

a fraction of his air forces.

an Independent Air Force,

disposal an adequate

number

of

bombing

pro-

units,

the attack can be successfully directed not only against a single

but against a number of them within the same zone. Since
a bombing unit is potentially able to destroy any target on a specitarget,

fied surface, a fully activated

demolishing
ing units.

as

An

many

Air Force

is

potentially capable of

such targets, or surfaces, as there are bomb-

Air Force of 50 bombing units, each capable of

stroying a surface 500 meters in diameter, could in a single

de-

flight

completely destroy 50 enemy objectives, such as supply depots,
industrial plants, warehouses, railroad centers, population centers, et cetera.

In considering the objectives situated within striking distance

would be advisable to subdivide the area into
If we get 10 zones when the subdivision
is mapped out, it means that the Air Force has the potential capacity to destroy all enemy objectives in that area of land or sea in
ten days of operation, after which its striking power can be trans-

of the Air Force,

it

zones of 50 targets each.

ferred to other zones designated for destruction.

All this sounds very simple; but as a matter of fact the selection

and determining the order
in which they are to be destroyed is the most difficult and delicate
task in aerial warfare, constituting what may be defined as aerial
strategy. Objectives vary considerably in war, and the choice of
them depends chiefly upon the aim sought, whether the command
of the air, paralyzing the enemy's army and navy, or shattering the
morale of civilians behind the lines. This choice may therefore be
of objectives, the grouping of zones,

guided by a great many considerations— military,

and

psychological,

For example,

I

political, social,

depending upon the conditions of the moment.

have always maintained that the essential purpose

of an Air Force

is

to

conquer the

command

of the air by

first

The Command
wiping out the enemy's
always the

not always the

case.

aerial forces are so

and materials
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would seem to be
an Independent Air Force. But this is

Take, for instance, a case when the enemy's

weak

to so

The Air

This, then,

air forces

objective of

first

of

it

would be a waste

men
may be more

of time to devote

unimportant an objective.

It

enemy to various other offensive actions
instead, thereby doing him far more damage. Let us suppose—
hypothetically, of course— that Germany had an Air Force of the
profitable to subject the

strength described above, and decided to attack France,

who was

armed only with the aerial means now at her disposal. How long
do you think it would take Germany to knock out not only the
French

flying forces,

The same

thing

but the very heart of France?
is

true of the grouping of

enemy

objectives

into zones

and

pendent

they are on diverse factors of vital consequence to the

as

in the disposition of the zones themselves, de-

conduct of aerial operations
warfare

I

do not believe

it

as a whole.

possible to lay

On

this aspect of aerial

down any

specific rules.

It will

be enough to keep in mind the following basic principle,

which

is

same one which governs warfare on land and

the

Inflict the greatest

damage

sea:

in the shortest possible time.

In the light of this principle the value of the surprise attack
obvious.

A

really strong

described above could

Independent Air Force such

inflict

as the

is

one

upon an unprepared enemy such

grave damage as to bring about a complete collapse of his forces in

a very few days.

To

confirm the truth of

this statement, I suggest

that the reader solve for himself the following military problems:

Given a possible enemy armed with an Independent Air Force
of

enough bombing

units, each capable of

demolishing a surface

500 meters in diameter, and with an adequate radius of action—
1.

How many bombing

units

would be needed

to cut all rail

communications between Piedmont and Liguria, and the
Italy, in a single
2.

from
to

How many bombing units would
all rail,

telegraph, telephone,

plunge the

city itself into terror

tion of governing bodies, banks,
single day?

rest of

day?

be needed to cut

Rome

off

and radio communication, and
and confusion by the destruc-

and other public

services in a
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If

the reader

remembers

The Air

of

we mean

that by a 500-meter surface

an area of that dimension upon which a variety of explosive,
incendiary, and poison-gas bombs will be dropped, he needs must
answer the questions with very small numbers indeed; and
conception of the power of
that

much

clearer

new weapon

this

and nearer the

his

of warfare will be

truth.

THE DEFENSE
The

very magnitude of possible aerial offensives cries for an

answer to the question,

them?"

To

this I

"How

can we defend ourselves against

have always answered, "By attacking."

More than once

I

have stressed the pre-eminently offensive

character of the air arm. Like a cavalry corps

mounted), whose best defense

is

(unless

it

is dis-

always to attack, the air

arm

own best defense, to an even greater
degree, in fact. But before we go on with the air arm, we should
thoroughly understand what we mean by the term "to attack."
depends upon attack for

its

A

armed only with combat units
and depends upon them in case of war to repel the attack of
Nation B's Independent Air Force. What do you think would be
Let us suppose that Nation

is

their respective situations at the outbreak of hostilities?
ability

B's

Independent Air Force, find

To
The

find

it is

air is a

it,

prob-

A

would have to seek for
compel it to fight, and defeat it.

that the air force of Nation

is

The

One may look—but where?

the crux of the matter.

uniform element everywhere; there are no signposts

show the road Independent Air Force B will follow in attacking Nation A. The word "seek" becomes an abstraction; and
to

"to find

compel

'

is

B's

a possibility, not a probability.

For A's

Independent Air Force to engage in

have greater speed than B; to win,

A

air force to

battle,

A

must

must be stronger than B

and have good luck besides. But while air force A's search for
Independent Air Force B is going on unsuccessfully, B can strike
at A's territory and do enormous damage, with A helpless to inflict any damage at all on Nation B. If, however, Nation B considers A's air force dangerous, her

doubtless concentrate her attacks

Independent Air Force will

upon demolishing everything
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essential to the functioning of A's air force. A's wasted time

looking for Independent Air Force
in a futile joyride, but in a real

if

B

will then result not only

indirect defeat, since her air

potential will have been wasted without her having
to engage
If

we

had a chance

Independent Air Force B in combat.

also consider that the air force of

Nation

A

must operate

in mass in order to be in the best position to win, the question

comes up of where and when

to concentrate those forces, oper-

ating as they are from scattered airfields.

This kind of action

essentially defensive in spite of

is

offen-

its

and it has all the disadvantages of the defensive.
attack on land means to attack, without the need of scouting
them, fixed targets immovable upon the surface, targets which

sive appearance,

To
for

On

are the very lifeblood of an opponent's air force.

the sea, con-

ditions are different. Naval bases are as a rule so strongly fortified
that

it is

practically impossible for hostile naval forces to destroy

them. This

fact increases the

importance of naval battles fought

to prevent or carry out subsequent possible action against land
targets

by one belligerent or the other. Things would be radically

different,

however,

if

naval bases could no longer be protected,

and instead were subject

to destruction in a

few hours by naval

In such a case the destruction of naval bases would

forces.

value of battle

fleets at

naught, because

it

would prove

set the

of incal-

culable help in crippling the operating efficiency of such

fleets

without wasting time and materiel trying to catch and sink them

on the open

seas.

For a nation to be equipped with an
aerial

combat alone

also to preclude

is

any

air force

not only to jeopardize the

intended for

home

front,

possibility of offensive action against

but

enemy

objectives— a condition of profound aerial inferiority.

The
for

it

only really effective aerial defense cannot but be indirect;

consists in

reducing the offensive potentiality of the oppo-

nent's air forces by destroying the source of aerial

The

power

at its point

and most effective way of achieving this end
is to destroy the enemy air force at its bases, which are found on
the surface. This is the principle which governs the situation: it is
easier and more effective to destroy the enemy's aerial power by
of origin.

surest
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destroying his nests and eggs
birds in the air.

And
it

The Air

on the ground than

every time

mit an error. Therefore, even
than self-defense,

of

if

we

to

hunt

his flying

ignore this principle

a nation has

we com-

no other end

in view

should be armed with an Independent Air

Force capable of launching powerful offensives on land and
It

remains for us to take up the question of what

I

sea.

shall call

meaning defense of singularly important points on
one's land and sea territory. Theoretically there are two ways of
making this defense effective: by preventing enemy bombardment
of them and by immediate repair of the damage inflicted by bomlocal defense,

bardment. This

last

appears at once impossible to

would be impossible

to bomb-shelter entire cities

effect, since it

with their

rail

and so on. In a
a distance and prevented
by antiaircraft fire or by

centers, port facilities, supply bases, factories,

measure

aerial

enemies could be kept at

from bombing certain objectives either

defensive aerial operations. Since antiaircraft guns are limited in

range and not effective enough, practically speaking, to be of any

numbers

great value, large
since

of

to

be used; and

vital centers to

be defended,

them would have

any country has a great many

even partial protection of them would require an enormous number of antiaircraft guns. 1

Moreover, the
aircraft

fact

must be taken into consideration that

anti-

guns may be neutralized by the escorting combat units'

drawing on themselves the

fire

of the guns.

These operations are

even safer at a low altitude than at a higher one, for the simple
reason that the angular variation of the gunfire would have to be
greater to keep the diving planes in sight.

meters

is

far

more

difficult to hit

because the angular variation
therefore, the escorting

is

A

plane flying at 100

than one flying at 2,000 meters

about twenty times greater.

If,

combat planes should dive with machine

guns wide open straight at the gun emplacements,

it

would be

very unlikely that the gunners could stay at their posts and keep
firing at the high-flying

were not quite forced

to

bombing

units. In all probability, if they

drop the guns and take up the

rifle,

they

has recently been estimated by Fletcher Pratt in America and Total War, that
defend our northeastern cities and vital centers alone, we would need about 120,000 antiaircraft guns.—Tr.
1 ft

to

The Command
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ace,

hard

as it

shift their fire,

might be

to
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trying to hit the immediate

keep them in

sight.

my
me

For

men-

part,

I

in my
maintain— and war experience has already confirmed
opinion— that the use of antiaircraft guns is a mere waste of

energy and resources. 2

As
poses,

for the utilization of aerial units for purely defensive pur-

we have only

Force operates

to recall that

efficiently, as

if

an enemy's Independent Air

presumably

in mass, so the defensive units

must

it will,

at least

bat units of the hostile Independent Air Force.
tively all areas threatened

it

will function

be equal to the com-

To

defend

effec-

by such an Air Force would require a

defensive force equal to the total combat strength of the attacking

Air Force, multiplied by as
positions to be protected.

To

many

times as there are defensive

obtain even this negative result

it

would be necessary to spend an enormously greater amount of
resources than the enemy had to spend to obtain a positive result.
This clearly demonstrates that it is both cheaper and wiser to put
these resources to work where they will do the most good, for
offensive purposes.

In conclusion, no local defense can be very effective

when

con-

fronted by an aerial offensive of this magnitude; therefore, the

expenditure of

men and

resources for such a purpose goes against

the principles of sound war economy.

Viewed in
only offense.

its

We

true light, aerial warfare admits of

must therefore resign ourselves

no

defense,

to the offensives

enemy inflicts upon us, while striving to put all our resources
to work to inflict even heavier ones upon him. This is the basic
principle which must govern the development of aerial warfare.
the

THE DEVELOPMENT OF AERIAL WARFARE
As long as aerial forces remain mere auxiliaries of the army
and navy, there will be no real aerial warfare in case of conflict.
True, there will be

air battles of

major and minor proportions,

2 Since this was written, in 1921, antiaircraft has been greatly improved in both
range and accuracy and has become immeasurably more effective. Still, this does not
alter the essential validity of the author's premise and argument.— Tr.
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but always subject to land or sea operations. Before any real aerial
warfare can take place,

and

sonnel,

body, must

their
first

its

basic elements, such as planes, per-

organization

into

an autonomous

be created and forged into an

fighting

efficient fighting

organization.

Under

the circumstances, the

first

arm

nation to

herself with

a real Independent Air Force will be in a superior military position, at least until other nations follow her

example; for she will

weapon of formidable power,
be dependent upon mere aerial auxiliaries.

be in possession of an offensive
while the others will

No doubt

the necessity of establishing military equilibrium

among

the nations will induce others to follow her lead.

To

study the development of aerial warfare,

let

us consider two

war between Nation A, armed with an Independent
Air Force, and Nation B, without one; and (2) a war between two
nations, both armed with an Independent Air Force.

cases:

An

(1) a

Independent Air Force must be always ready

otherwise 90 per cent of
of

effectiveness

is lost.

no matter how widely dispersed

its units,

tion

its

may be

in time of peace,

forces along

its

line of battle

it

for action;

Given the speed

their bases of opera-

should be able to concentrate

and be ready

for action in a

its

few

hours. If civil aviation units, scattered over the country, are a

part of the Air Force's organization, they must be located where
integration into the Air Force can be accomplished as

their

quickly as possible. In short, the Independent Air Force must be

and logistically organized so that it can go into action
immediately upon the outbreak of hostilities.
Now let us examine the first case. Independent Air Force A
organically

begins

But

its

let us

mobilized

B

action to catch Nation

assume that Nation B
all

in the midst of mobilization.

is

found

to

have immediately

her military aviation. Only her pursuit and bomb-

ing specialties, however, could take part in the battle, because

her other specialties are suitable only for integrating the action
of her naval

and land

A

will have

Air Force

forces. It

A

clear, then, that

Independent

freedom of action, for B's pursuit aviation

certainly could not hinder

Force

is

has an adequate

it.

On

number

the contrary, assuming that Air
of

combat

units,

it

will be able

The Command
to inflict losses

rapidly gain

on

The Air

of

B's pursuit aviation.
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Thus Air Force

A

will

of the air by destroying the mobilization,

maintenance, and production centers of Nation B's aviation.

Once

the

command

of the air has

been won, the combat units of

A's Independent Air Force will naturally cease functioning solely
to protect

bombing

units

and

of antiaircraft batteries during

more,

trains, transport

if

bombing operations by

bomb and machine-gun

Air Force, and to
supply

will be used to neutralize the fire

the entire

troop concentrations,

or marching* columns, et cetera. Further-

constructed to undergo the necessary conversion in equip-

ment, these combat units can quickly be transformed into

bombing

command

planes. Therefore, with the

accomplished

Independent Air Force

fact,

A

first-rate

of the air

an

won com-

will have

no risk to itself, over
all the enemy's territory, and quickly bring him to his knees.
By bombing railroad junctions and depots, population centers
at road junctions, military depots, and other vital objectives, Air
Force A could handicap the mobilization of B's army. By bombing naval bases, arsenals, oil stores, battleships at anchor, and
plete liberty of action to strike at will, with

mercantile ports,
navy.

it

By bombing

could prevent the

operation of B's

the most vital civilian centers

terror through the nation

and moral

efficient

could spread

it

and quickly break down

B's material

resistance.

The reader who thinks this picture overdrawn has only to look
at a map of Italy, and imagine himself the commander of an
Independent Air Force belonging to any of the nations on our
Let him remember that his Air Force

frontiers.

is

capable of

destroying 50 surfaces 500 meters in diameter every day; and then
ask himself
the

how many

days of operation

aim described above.

He must

it

would take

to achieve

also take into consideration

the fact that, even in the present stage of aeronautical develop-

ment, the daily operational strength of such an Independent Air
Force would be, even

if

only half of

it

were used on alternate days,

about a thousand machines, requiring only a few thousand
to

man
At

it.

this

Then he may draw

point

I

want

to stress

his

own

men

conclusions.

one aspect of the problem— namely,

that the effect of such aerial offensives

upon morale may

well have
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the conduct of the

war than

For example, take the center of a large

effects.

their material

city

and imagine

what would happen among the civilian population during a
single attack by a single bombing unit. For my part, I have no
doubt that its impact upon the people would be terrible. Here is
what would be likely to happen to the center of the city within
a radius of about 250 meters: Within a few minutes some 20 tons
of high-explosive, incendiary,

and

gas

bombs would

rain down.

would come explosions, then fires, then deadly gases floating
on the surface and preventing any approach to the stricken area.
As the hours passed and night advanced, the fires would spread
while the poison gas paralyzed all life. By the following day the
life of the city would be suspended; and if it happened to be a
junction on some important artery of communication traffic would
First

be suspended.

What
happen

could happen to a single city in a single day could also

And, since news

to ten, twenty, fifty cities.

travels fast,

even without telegraph, telephone, or radio, what,

upon civilians of other cities, not
but equally subject to bombing attacks? What civil

would be the

effect

I

ask you,

yet stricken

or military

authority could keep order, public services functioning, and pro-

duction going under such a threat?

And

even

a semblance of

if

order was maintained and some work done, would not the sight

enemy plane be enough to stampede the population
into panic? In short, normal life would be impossible in this
constant nightmare of imminent death and destruction. And if on
of a single

the second day another ten, twenty, or

who

could keep

to the

A

all

those

open countryside

lost,

fifty cities

were bombed,

panic-stricken people

to escape this terror

complete breakdown of the

from

from the

social structure

fleeing

air?

cannot but take

pounding
from the air. The time would soon come when, to put an end to
horror and suffering, the people themselves, driven by the instinct
of self-preservation, would rise up and demand an end to the war
—this before their army and navy had time to mobilize at all!

place in a country subjected to this kind of merciless

The

reader

who

thinks

I

have overcolored the picture has only to

recall the panic created at Brescia

when, during funeral

services
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compared
have pictured here— one of the mourners mistook

for the victims of an earlier

with the one

I

a bird for an

enemy

Now

of

negligible one

plane.

to the second case, of

Independent Air Force.

It is

two nations each armed with an
easy to see that in this case, even

more than in the first one, the nation who struck first would have
the edge on the enemy; or, conversely, how imperative it would
be to parry as well as possible the enemy's blow before it struck
home. To simplify the situation, then, let us admit that both Independent Air Forces could begin operations simultaneously.

We

have already seen that the fundamental concept governing aerial
warfare

upon

to

is

us,

be resigned to the damage the enemy may

while utilizing every means at our disposal to

heavier damage

inflict

inflict

upon him. An Independent Air Force must

even

there-

fore be completely free of any preoccupation with the actions of

the

enemy

force. Its sole

greatest possible

amount

concern should be to do the enemy the
of surface

damage

which depends upon the available

in the shortest possible

and the choice
of enemy targets. Whatever resources, of men, money, and equipment, are diverted from the strength and essential purpose of an
Independent Air Force will result in slowing down the conduct
of the war and delaying its final outcome.
time,

The

choice of

enemy

targets, as I

air forces

have already pointed out,

the most delicate operation of aerial warfare, especially

is

when both

armed with Independent Air Forces. In such a case the
depends upon the disequilibrium between the damage suffered by the enemy and his powers of recuperating from a
blow which must be struck as quickly as possible, lest the enemy
strike at us first. Of course, it may still be possible for one side

sides are

final decision

to use its

Independent Air Force to conquer the

command

of the

which would ultimately win the war. But there may not be
time enough for this if the other side succeeds in striking first

air,

and throwing the country into complete confusion.
The truth of the matter is that no hard and fast rules can be
laid down on this aspect of aerial warfare. It is impossible even
to outline general standards, because the choice of
will

enemy

targets

depend upon a number of circumstances, material, moral,
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and psychological, the importance of which, though
easily estimated. It

enemy

in choosing

real, is

not

just here, in grasping these imponderables,

is

commanders

targets, that future

of Independ-

ent Air Forces will show their ability.

Once

enemy

the choice of

and the order of

objectives

their

destruction have been determined, the task of the Air Force be-

comes very simple— to get on with their destruction in the

no other preoccupation. In

possible time, with

briefest

the case

we

are

considering, therefore, both Air Forces will, at least in theory,

proceed simultaneously in mass from their points of concentration

toward their chosen objectives, without seeking each other out on

happen

the way. Should they
inevitable; but

flight,

repeat that their purpose

I

other out and fight in the
I

meet in

to

is

an

air battle is

not to seek each

air.

consider this phase of aerial warfare very important, and

should like to pause

I

Let us suppose that

here to clarify it further.

one of the Air Forces does seek out the other; but meanwhile
the latter, avoiding an encounter, goes straight to
jectives.

He who

handed.

If

may

seeks

by seeking out the enemy in the
the latter

is

its

and

factor,

such a failure

of action

the chances are not only that
in the air, but also that

moment carrying out unchallenged its
home territory. The one will have accom-

failed.

In this kind of war, in which time

may have

and should

is

a vital

grave consequences in the outcome

at all costs

Speaking of aerial actions,
sibility of

own freedom

essential

task successfully; the other will have missed its oppor-

tunity

of the war,

its

at that very

operations against the
plished

air,

its

enemy Air Force

will fail to find the

chosen ob-

but he may also return empty-

find;

one Independent Air Force deviates from

purpose, wastes time and fritters away

it

its

I

be avoided.

have already mentioned the pos-

having units of an Independent Air Force operate on

alternate days; but

I

meant

an Air Force might achieve

it

merely

as

an

illustration of

only half her strength, or with a relatively small

But during actual operations

it

would be an

strength of the Air Force piecemeal; for

dependent Air Force

is

how

results of major importance even with

to inflict

upon

the

number

of planes.

employ the
the purpose of an Inerror to

enemy

the greatest pos-
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potential strength

of an Independent Air Force should always be used to its fullest,
with no thought of economy, especially when confronted by

another equally strong Air Force which could do equally heavy

damage.

To

may be

expedient; but the Air Force itself— that

replace personnel

and equipment with

plement of planes— should always remain in the

enemy

Force which succeeds in

its full

com-

air battering at

bombing operations

targets. It is the total effect of these

which decides the outcome

fresh reserves

is,

of the conflict in favor of that

dumping

the largest quantity of

Air

bombs

in the shortest time.

In presenting these ideas of the general character of aerial
warfare,

I

have attempted only to show that

broad outline looks

its

sents staggering problems, the solution of

But even in

stop to think of the magnitude

and realize that no really
them exists; and since it would be
to defense, the phrase "to
inflict"

which

is

very complex.

resume we can catch a glimpse of the
which aerial warfare may reach.

offensives,

may

aerial warfare in

this brief

heights of atrocity to

When we

if

like a simple matter, it nevertheless pre-

effective

and power of aerial
method of parrying

futile to divert aerial forces

submit to whatever damage the enemy

becomes a phrase expressing actual circumstances of

tragedy attending aerial warfare.
Tragic, too, to think that the decision in this kind of war

must depend upon smashing the material and moral resources
of a people caught up in a frightful cataclysm which haunts them
everywhere without cease until the
organization.

3

final

collapse of all social

Mercifully, the decision will be quick in this kind

of war, since the decisive blows will be directed at civilians, that

element of the countries at war

may

least able to sustain

them. These

more humane than wars in the
past in spite of all, because they may in the long run shed less
blood. But there is no doubt that nations who find themselves
unprepared to sustain them will be lost.

future wars

3

yet prove to be

when the Germans bombed and broke the
Holland, Belgium, France, Greece, and Jugoslavia (and Norextent) in the aerial Blitzkrieg of 1940-41.— Tr.

Exactly what seems to have happened

will to resist of Poland,

way

to a lesser
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THE FUTURE
The

matters

have been discussing up to

I

actual possibilities

which could

this point are all

be put into practice with

easily

moment. By that I mean that any nation,
if convinced of its value and expediency, could make practical
application of present-day aerial weapons to the science of making
war along the i.aes I have described.
Having accepted this premise, we can now look toward the
future— a near future, be it understood, and no idle exercise of the
imagination, but a future which takes into account prevailing
means

the

existing at the

tendencies in the technical development of aviation; tendencies

which point out the road we must follow

if

we wish

to

keep abreast

of technical advances for tomorrow's use.

The

problem faced by aviation is to make
more dependable, more economical, and

technico-practical

aerial navigation safer,

in general better suited to the needs of society. Study of the prob-

lem

is

1.

therefore directed toward realizing these four aims:

To

increase the safety of flying

and of

and landing

take-off

facilities.
2.

To

exclude materials which warp and deteriorate in use

to-

day in the construction of airplanes.
3.

To

increase the carrying capacity

and radius

of action of

airplanes.
4.

To

increase the speed

and give better performance on

less

fuel.

Improvement along

these lines will give the airplane

greater utility in peacetime
I shall
1.

To

facilities:

now

and in wartime

much

as well.

briefly analyze these trends.

increase the safety of flying

While

in the air

and

an airplane

is

of take-off

and landing

self-stabilizing

and tends

automatically to maintain equilibrium. If an airplane has enough
space beneath

it,

and

if

the pilot does not willfully keep

natural tendency to right

balance against

its

tions the plane

may

go through, eventually

natural flying position. This

phenomenon

itself,
it
is

will

it off

whatever posi-

end up in

its

the basis of aerial
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acrobatics—nose dives, spirals, spins, loops, and so on.

any of these acrobatic
plane

off

execute

throw the

stunts, the pilot has only to

balance in a certain way; to straighten out, he has only

and the plane

to stop interfering,

equilibrium.

The

by abnormal

air

cetera;

To

but in

will automatically regain its

equilibrium of a plane

may

also

be disturbed

conditions—air pockets, storms, cross-currents, et

this case too,

once the disturbing action of the

air

has ceased, the plane will automatically regain equilibrium. In
short, a plane

number

may

of reasons

lose its natural

equilibrium in the air for a

owing to abnormal

air conditions

or to actions

of the pilot.

These disturbing

air conditions usually prevail at

low

altitude,

near the surface of the earth where atmospheric pressure

more

Just as sea waves are

est.

currents, even

if

is

great-

irregular near the shoreline, air

generated by entirely different influences, are

more pronounced near the

surface,

which

is

in effect the shoreline

of the air.

As

I

explained above, a pilot

balance, in

control

willfully

which case the assumption

is

throw his plane

that he has

it

off

under

and can regain equilibrium; or he may make an error in

maneuvering and
of course,

may

may

happen

lose control of the plane.

at

any

altitude. If the pilot keeps his

easily straighten the plane

beneath him. But

if

Losing control may,

out in time,

if

head he

he has enough space

he loses his head and the plane continues out

may crash no matter what the altitude.
we can see that the higher the altitude, the

of control, he

All in

all,

safer flying

some mechanical device could be built into the plane
from throwing it off balance whether from
voluntary or involuntary action, more than half of the accidents
in flying would be prevented. Hence the tendency toward the invention of a mechanism— which we need not go into here— to keep
is.

But

if

to prevent the pilot

the plane automatically self-stabilizing while in flight.
matically equilibrated plane should be as simple to

mobile to run. That

An

fly as

auto-

an auto-

is, an accelerator to increase the power of
motor in climbing or diminish it in descending, and a steering
wheel to turn right and left. We shall certainly soon reach this

the

goal.
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early as 1913, in the arsenal at Vizzola, a plane

structed which took

and

ator

of

off, flew,

and landed, simply with an accelerwhich would not allow the

a steering wheel. 4 This plane,

and reacted automatically to disturbing
atmospheric conditions, hung up a world endurance record for
pilot to lose equilibrium

automatic

flights

(over an hour).

We

can easily imagine the prac-

such an improvement, once

tical results of

it is

firmly established.

Take-off and landing are two of the most difficult operations in
flying, just as

entering and leaving port are two of the most difficult

operations in navigation.

The

reason for this

lies

either in the

from a

difference in the physical resistance of a plane passing

medium, or in air disturbances near the surface.
Of the two, landing is the more difficult; and, as the shock upon
touching ground is proportionate to the speed of the plane, the
fluid to a solid

greater the landing speed, the greater the hazard.
Safety in flying therefore requires that a plane be able to land
at a very

low speed; while on the other hand more and more

demanded. Three hundred kilometers an hour
have already been surpassed, and 300 kilometers an hour are
equivalent to about 83 meters per second, or a little more than
flying speed

is

a quarter of the velocity of sound. 5 Aeronautical science

is

there-

and slower,
safer landing and take-off speeds. Surface improvements in the
form of better airfields, runways, and signal systems will no doubt
fore trying to develop planes of greater speed in flight

contribute to safety in aviation. 6
2.

To

exclude materials which warp and deteriorate in use

today in the construction of airplanes: As a machine the airplane
has marvelous accomplishments to

its

way from what could be considered

credit;

but

it is still

a long

a hundred-per-cent perfect

machine. Except in a few recent rare experiments, such perishable
materials as

wood and

of planes. It

is

istics
4

of elasticity

Not only was

canvas are

true that

this

flew without a pilot by

and

wood and

still

used in the construction

canvas have certain character-

lightness that

we have not been

able to

accomplished, but flying machines were constructed which
means of commands transmitted from the ground through

electro-magnetic waves.
s Now 400 kilometers have been surpassed.
6 Already, blind and night flying by means of radio beams has become a reality.
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the other hand, their lack of

homogeneity and their rapid deterioration from a num-

structural

ber of causes, such as meteorological conditions, create a doubt of

permanent value. The

their

ideal

metal, because the characteristics

Hence the trend

easily altered.

machine should be entirely of
of metal are definite and not

to construct airplanes entirely of

metal, which, besides affording greater stability in construction,
will

minimize

if

From

hangars.

this, especially

and labor can be

To

3.

not eliminate the necessity of housing planes in
in wartime, a great saving in time

effected. 7

and radius of action

increase the carrying capacity

The

airplanes:

airplanes

is

of

trend toward increasing the carrying capacity of

in line with principles of

sound economy and with

the desire to increase the radius of action of the planes. Greater
carrying capacity in a plane proportionately decreases total costs

and operation.

of construction

A two-passenger

plane carrying two

no need to double

passengers instead of one has

because of the extra passenger.

its

personnel

It costs less to transport ten pas-

sengers, or ten quintals of cargo, with a single plane than with

ten planes. Moreover, by varying within certain limits the pro-

portion between useful load and fuel weight, an increase of total
carrying capacity of planes
action.

And no

would

extend their radius of

also

regular transoceanic service could be effectuated

except with planes of greater carrying capacity than those in use
today.

A

plane

is

kept aloft by

being distributed over
square meter of

its

its

its

wing

its

wing

its

surface,

seemed

be the wing surface. At one time

to offer the best possibility for

but even

this

appearance in Italy— a
As a matter of

since the weight per

carrying capacity will depend

maximum

fact,

tailless

canvas and

new

type of plane

plane based on

wood

maximum wing

could not be forced beyond

certain limits. Recently, however, a

7

But

weight

surface. Therefore, the greater the carrying capacity

desired, the greater will have to

triplanes

surface.

its total

wing surface cannot be increased beyond a

certain predetermined limit,

upon

wings, the stress of

made

its

a series of triplane

already seem an aeronautical anachronism.
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and operated by a new system of controls.
and the experiment proved practical.

It

was tested in

Since planes of such weight 8 probably could not land or take
off

except on liquid surfaces,

we may have

to build artificial lakes

That would be of some military advantage,
because in case of war enemy bombardment could not put liquid
fields out of service as easily as ground fields.
4. To increase the speed and give better performance on less
fuel: The increased speed of planes is mainly due to increased
power of their motors. It follows that the greater the power of
the motor, the greater its power to conquer air resistance, and
the greater the resulting speed. But we can see that such a system
for their landing.

cannot possibly be economical.

The need

to increase the speed

is

not by increasing motor power, but by diminishing air resistance.

But that

is

not in our power. Air resistance

is

what

it is.

But

it is

a fact that air resistance grows less as a plane gains altitude. Therefore, the

higher

we

go,

if

we could continue

to

develop the same

horsepower, the greater would be the speed and the economy in

performance.

But the matter is not so simple as it would seem at first sight,
and the difficulty lies in keeping motor power. One of the factors
in determining the power of a motor is the intake volume of its
cylinders; that is, the amount of air and gasoline mixture used
by a cylinder
cylinder

is

at each intake stroke. If the cubic displacement of a

one

liter, it

means

that with each explosion in the

cylinder a liter of carbureted mixture

The

is

used up.

density of air varies with the level under consideration.

would be about
1/2, and at 18,000 meters it would be about 14* That means that
at 5,000 meters a motor, while keeping unaltered the volume of
its cylinders, would absorb only half the quantity (weight) of the
carbureted mixture it would absorb at sea level; and at 18,000
meters it would absorb only one-tenth as much. Therefore, if the
power of the motor is 1 at sea level, it decreases as it climbs, to
1/2 at 5,000 meters and to 1/10 at 18,000 meters.
If this

8

density

is

1

at sea level, at 5,000 meters

Already there are planes in service of 2,000

of 6,000 h.p., with 6 to 12 motors.

h.p.,

it

and others under construction
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but what

that,

have said here should be enough to show how, owing to rare-

faction of the air, the
increases.

power of a motor decreases

as the altitude

This explains why every type of airplane

say, a "ceiling," a limit to the altitude it

the power of a plane's motor

climb beyond

is

has, as

we

can reach. At that altitude

almost exhausted, and

it

cannot

that.

Theoretically, to develop the same

power

at various levels,

a

motor would have to absorb at any altitude air of the same density

To

as at sea level.

obtain such a result,

be enough to compress the
of

1,

still

theoretically, it

air intake of the

motor

to the density

the density of sea level, as the air becomes gradually lighter

on climbing. Studies

problem
and there

to find a practical solution to this

are being conducted by technicians all over the world;
is

would

nothing to keep us from thinking that some day or other

be solved for

all practical, if

But, since air resistance
resistance

is 1

is

at sea level, it

it

will

not for theoretical, purposes.
proportionate to

becomes roughly

density, if the

its
i/£

at 5,000 meters

and 1/10 at 18,000 meters. Therefore, if we could succeed in keeping the same motor power irrespective of altitude, an airplane
capable of 150 kilometers per hour at sea level could theoretically
do 300 kilometers an hour at 5,000 meters and 1,500 kilometers
and there would no longer be any limit to its ceiling,
it climbed, the more easily it could climb.
Naturally, these are all theoretical goals which practice will
never be able to reach, but toward which aeronautical progress is

at 18,000;

for the higher

making it
and economically
at the 10,000-meter level, and at 500 kilometers an hour. 9 When
flying at such an altitude becomes the normal thing, passenger
tending; and in fact technicians do not despair of

possible in the near future to travel regularly

cabins should of course be hermetically sealed with constant air
pressure at sea-level density, as in the case of the motors. This
possibility of

heavy air

traffic

at great speed

permit the extension of the plane's radius of

and economy will
action and greater

comfort aboard.

From what we can
9

The

transoceanic clippers

see of present tendencies in technical de-

and stratospheres of our days.— Tr.
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assured that aerial navigation will

a great spurt of progress, especially in long-distance travel.

make

The

day will come when no one will think of crossing the ocean by
steamer, just as

no one today thinks

of doing

it

by

sailboat.

And

since the offensive power of planes, considered as war machines,
will

be constantly increasing, there

is

nothing to prevent us from

thinking that in the not too distant future Japan
attack the United States of
I

America by

air,

may be

able to

or vice versa.

have dwelt upon the future only to emphasize the necessities

of the present;

and

to the present I shall

immediately return.

CHAPTER

The Organization

IV

of Aerial

Warfare

GENERAL OUTLINE
In 1910

I

wrote: "Besides the technical question of weapons in-

demands solution of the problems
preparation, organization, and utilization of aerial forces; that
volved, aerial warfare also

it calls

is,

for the creation, ex novo, of a third part of the art of war,

the art of aerial warfare."
I

of

1

believe that this statement today

a consensus of opinion;
aerial warfare, I

and

in compiling this study of the art of

have been led to make

may

heights which aerial warfare

importance

it

may meet with agreement by
it

simply to point out the

reach,

and thus be given the
war would try to create

deserves, so that students of

the third branch of the art of

The problems

war— aerial warfare.
many and difficult; but they must
an arm we must first know what we

involved are

be solved, for before forging
intend to do with

it

and how

to use

it.

So far in

this

study

I

have

merely tried to indicate, without making any pretense of solving
the

many problems

involved, the character

and scope of

aerial

warfare in general and to define the means necessary to actuate
the Independent Air Force, fcrmulating as

principles

which

I

I

went a few

basic

do not despair of having accepted.

But even from the

little I

have

said, it is

evident that the estab-

lishment of an Independent Air Force requires an organization
founded not on empiricism, but upon a comprehensive study of
all

While the
an Independent Air Force may result from

those logistical dispositions necessary to operate

strategic utilization of

wise application of a few basic principles,

its tactical

an accurate theoretical and practical study of
formation of
1/ problemi

its

units.

A

Rome,
69

1910.

use requires

armament and
or tactics would

its

study of aerial logistics

dell aeronavigazione,

it.
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be out of place in
deeper into

little

ization that

this

The Air

of

book. Instead

I

we must

begin.

And

shall

try to correlate

to

it

it is

timely to go a

with

its

flights of the

the best of

my

organ-

an

since the organizing of

dependent Air Force does not admit any
I

believe

organization here, since

its

In-

imagination,

and

ability present

future needs.

CO-ORDINATION
The

use of military, naval, and aerial forces in war should be

directed toward a single end, to win.

To

maximum

attain

effec-

must be thoroughly co-ordinated and in

tiveness these forces

harmony with one another. The

three forces should function as

ingredients— or factors— of a single product in which the best

re-

can be obtained only by a proper apportioning of the

in-

sults

gredients used.

The

resources which even the richest nation can put at the

disposal of national defenses are not limitless.

quantity of resources

it

is

With

a given

possible to secure a national defense

just as efficient as the correct proportioning of the three factors.

The more

nearly just the proportions of these factors, the smaller

will be the nation's expenditure for

when

its

national defense. But even

the three factors are so justly proportioned, the

results

maximum

cannot be obtained unless they are perfectly co-ordinated.

Allowing the greatest freedom of action to the respective com-

manders of the army, navy, and
interest of national defense to
service co-ordinated

not enough.

What

air forces, it

would be in the

have the three branches of the

under a supreme authority. But even

is

needed further

is

this is

and
national defense where

the proper subdivision

allocation of the resources destined for

they can be most effective in war or any other eventuality.

These considerations are

so self-evident in nature that it

be superfluous to explain them further.
that the following
1.

and

An
to

is

authoritative

It logically follows, then,

what

is

body

to study the needs of national defense

needed

to carry out the

program:

determine and allocate the proper proportions of national

resources to the three branches of the service— land, sea,
forces;

would

and

and

air

The Command
2.

An authoritative

mand

of the three

of

body prepared

armed

forces

to
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assume the Supreme Com-

and co-ordinate

their action.

such authoritative bodies in existence now. In-

There are no

stead the resources of the country allotted to national defense

now

are

allocated by loose empirical methods, so that the propor-

tion granted to each

armed

force

is

more

a matter of

bination of circumstances than of real planning.
otherwise

when

each branch of the service

bodies, each jealous of

co-ordination there

among them cannot be

is

among

is

no precedent

ones in the future because war

other than con-

for

it.

2

Lack of

co-

which

is

it

will cause even worse

tending more and more to absorb

making war, and because of the new

the activities of a nation

factor of air power,

More than

war whatever

the various branches of the service has always

been the cause of serious drawbacks; and

all

cannot be

It

directed by separate

prerogatives. In case of

its

tingent, especially since there

ordination

is

happy com-

constantly increasing in importance.

is

ever in the past,

we need today

to keep within the

and create a national body which would
army
nor navy; a body that would have the clear vision
be neither
to perceive the totality of war and to weigh the value of the three

logic of strict necessity

basic

arms without preconceptions, in order

mum

result

But

is

not the

we must

navy, even though

it

case,

and

is

clear

why

we must begin with
we find it and begin

something which

participates with both

civilian life. Stating the case exactly as
it

since

take the situation as

there. Aeronautics today

make

maxi-

from their co-ordination.

since this

the present,

to obtain the

is

army nor

neither

no

it is, is all

than with

less

that

is

needed

to

the present forms of organization of the air

forces fall far short of their potential scope. In

my

opinion

we

need to establish the following fundamental principles:
1.

Aerial means used by the

army and navy

to facilitate

and

own actions in their respective fields, no matter
actions may be, are an integral part of the army and

integrate their

what those

navy and must be considered
2.
2

Aerial

With

as such.

means destined to carry out war missions in which

the establishment of a

by order of Mussolini in 1927,

High Command under a Chief

this

of the General Staff,
fundamental necessity has been provided for.
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army nor navy can take part and beyond their radius of
must be made independent of both of them and constitute

what we may call an Independent Air Force, an entity that, while
paralleling and co-ordinating its action with the army and navy,
must
3.

act

independently of them.

Civil aeronautics, like any other national activity, should

be supported and encouraged by the
its

bearing on national defense, in

no

direct bearing

on national

directly all national activities
4.

civil

But

state quite
all

defense.

independently of

those phases which have
I

say direct, because in-

have a bearing on national defense.

in all activities bearing directly

on national

defense,

aeronautics must be supported by the organs of national

defense.

As we
ciples

shall see later, application of these four axiomatic prin-

could bring about logical and effective organization.

AUXILIARY AVIATION
By
aerial

the phrase "army and navy auxiliary aviation"

means

utilized

by the army and navy to

I

facilitate

mean
and

all

inte-

grate operations in their respective fields of action. If these auxiliary aerial

must

be:

means form an
(1)

integral part of the

army and

navy, they

included in the budgets of the army and navy

re-

and (2) placed absolutely under the direct command
of the army or the navy, beginning with their organization and
ending with their employment.
There is no valid reason why the auxiliary aviation of the army
and navy should be financed under a separate budget. On the
contrary; for the auxiliary aviation of these two branches of the
armed forces should be proportionate to their total strength and
organization, and this would be impossible if these auxiliaries
were provided for under a separate budget. The only body competent to decide upon the proper organization of this aerial auxiliary is the army or navy, as the case may be; for they are in possession of the data necessary for determining the aerial weapons most
suitable for furthering their respective actions. There is, in fact,
no good reason why the army, in determining the formation of
spectively;

The Command
an

ammunition,

number and

et cetera— should

if it

gun

of guns,

not also determine the

type of planes needed to direct

For instance,
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example— number and kinds

artillery unit, for

carriages,

The Air

of

its

artillery fire.

seems advisable to put reconnaissance or ob-

command

servation planes under the

of large

commands should obviously have complete

ground

units, these

control of them,

all

the

way from their organization in peacetime to their use in wartime,
in order to get the best results. In planning their operations these

commands can then
their disposal.

take into account the exact aerial strength at

This in turn permits the

themselves with the

tactics of the

aerial units to familiarize

ground

forces.

This system not

only conforms to logical concepts of the organization and use of

such units, but also avoids the dangers of dual control, which

may

easily

happen when auxiliary aviation becomes almost inde-

pendent of the army.
Military aviation, then, being an integral part of the army,

should be placed under
pline, utilization,

and

direct control for provisioning, disci-

its

training.

But before this first principle of
armed forces, a preconceived

organization can be adopted by the

notion which has so far prevented reciprocal relations between
aviation

and the army must be dispelled— that

aviation

is

too technical a field for

left exclusively to

it

is,

the notion that

to deal with

and should be

technical specialists— a notion originated by the

novelty of aviation, with the essence of which only a few specialists

concerned themselves.

Dispelling this notion

an easy matter once we

is

terms of the problem.

It is

other kind of aviation,

is

state the exact

true that military aviation, like any

highly technical and depends

upon

per-

sonnel trained in the techniques of aviation. But considered as
a

weapon

ness as a

of war, aviation

must

weapon. In directing

also

meet the requisites of

artillery fire, for instance, there is

need of planes and personnel trained
utilized to control artillery
this

need in

flight. If

they

fire.

fail

useful-

to

fly

them, both of them

Therefore, both must answer to

in this, the artillery

is

utterly use-

knowing its own
needs, must determine the prerequisites of its planes and gi\e the
special training needed by the personnel which mans them.
less.

As

a matter of fact,

it is

the artillery which,
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Once the problem has been thoroughly examined, the
can

"We

say:

artillery

need so many observation planes, of such and such

models, equipped with such and such instruments, and capable of

landing in such and such restricted
artillery

had made

not the function of aviation technicians to

It is

Once the
would be theirs.
decide which types

fields," et cetera.

their choice, the responsibility

of plane should or should not be used by this or that branch of

armed

the

forces.

Their responsibility

is

to

produce air-worthy

planes according to the specifications furnished them by the armed

not to pass judgment upon the military usefulness of their

forces,

This they are not qualified

planes.

required a
course be

new
up to

army or navy
it would of
study the requirements and
to do. If the

type of plane not yet in existence,
the technicians to

produce the desired plane, at the same time suggesting the right
direction for aeronautical science to follow in the production of
useful planes. Such requirements must, of course, be reasonable

and

feasible.

ment

as

We

might otherwise have some such absurd require-

a plane capable of remaining immovable in midair.

avoid such absurdities

which

ideas

it is

enough

to

To

be aware of those general

common heritage of our culture; and it is certhose who employ aviation felt the responsibility

are the

tain that, once

of their choice, that aeronautical culture too

would not be long

becoming part of the common heritage of mankind.

in

In conclusion, what aviation technicians should be concerned

with

is

tions;
fly

the production of air-worthy planes according to specifica-

and the military should furnish the aviation

and take care of them. In

would each be

way

the military

and the aviation

fulfilling his

proper function and would

full responsibility for his acts,

avoiding interference with

technician

assume

this

instructors to

the other's sphere of activity.
I

the

have declared that the responsibility for the organization of

army

auxiliary aviation rests with the army. I shall not enter

into a discussion of

its

merits here;

I shall

only

say, to forestall

objections, that assigning an auxiliary aviation to the

not imply a duplication of military organization. This
able to demonstrate

later on.

army does
I shall

be
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INDEPENDENT AVIATION
To
shall

avoid words which at the beginning

make

may sound

extreme,

I

between "auxiliary aviation" and "inde-

a distinction

pendent aviation," the term

I shall

use instead of Independent Air

Force to refer to all those aviation means destined to accomplish
war missions to which neither the army nor the navy can in any
way contribute. These means exist today in embryo in the socalled bombing and pursuit specialties.
Aerial offensives, which can be carried behind the enemy's lines
where neither land nor sea weapons can reach, may prove helpful
to either the army or the navy. But just because such aerial cooperation may prove helpful to them does not necessarily mean

weapons should be placed under the direct control

that such aerial

of either of

them— if

Nor

follow that in

does

it

no other

for

reason, to avoid dividing them.

bombing operations

army should

the

use only land-based planes and the navy only ship-based planes.

An enemy

port or inland city can be

bombed by

bomber, operating from either land or sea
taught us during the
tion of the

should be,

if

bases, as experience

war. Even in the present limited concep-

last

command

either type of

of the air, the function of pursuit aviation

not exactly to wage aerial warfare by

least to fight in the air.

itself,

at

Therefore, for the very reasons discussed

it

should not be under the control of the army or the navy.

If either

branch wishes to make use of pursuit units to police the

above,

sky above
tion of

its

its field

of operation, that

is

the concern of the organiza-

auxiliary aviation.

have dwelt at great length on the reasons

I

why

I

consider an

independent aviation having the mission, in case of war, of conquering the

command

said that, in

my

of the air, to be indispensable.

I

have also

opinion, the prevailing concepts governing

ing and pursuit aviation do not answer this purpose; and

pointed out

how

they could be

made

to

do

so.

bombI

have

Whatever the

dis-

sent

on

least

must be admitted: To be unprepared for the coming struggle

for

this

command

phase of aerial organization,

of the air

I

believe that this at

would be foolhardy indeed.
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The

first

The Air

of

step toward preparedness

would be

bombup

to separate

ing and pursuit aviation from the army and navy, thus setting
the
it

first

may

independent nucleus, the seed, which, whatever the form

take, will in a

not too distant future become an Independ-

ent Air Force. This independent aviation will be strong or weak

according to the means placed at

its

disposal.

But because

be independent to enjoy the widest latitude within

means must be provided

my mind

doubt in

for

it

must

its limits, its

under a separate budget. There

is

no

that this budget will be increased as the public

command

gradually comes to realize the importance of the

of the

and functioning of this independent aviation must be free of outside control. Although it stemmed
from the army and navy, aviation has reached maturity and should
air.

Likewise, the organization

be emancipated— hence the need of creating a competent body to
supervise

its

war in general

of

made up
and open to new

growth, a body

be technical experts;

new

bilities of this

with; for

of

men

familiar with the art

These men need not
they need only be aware of the great possi-

aerial

ideas.

weapon. That will be enough

to begin

not a question of deciding the best profile of a wing,

it is

but of determining the best technical means available for creating
a combat force and the best method of utilizing

it

in war.

This body must examine and solve the problems involved.

Though those problems are complex and far-reaching, the fact that
we must start from the very beginning will make their solution
easier, since errors committed along the way can be righted as they
occur.

And

must be

it

this

body which

creates this third

the art of war, that relative to aerial warfare.

cause nothing exists today. But the present

made independent, could

aviation,
for

say ''creates" be-

I

bombing and pursuit
a means of experience

it.

In

fine, this

proposed body should, within

relation to the air force as the

army; and

By

this

it

limits,

bear the same

Supreme Army Council bears

to the

should function accordingly.

time

my

readers should be convinced that, despite the

majestic scale of the canvases
is

serve as

branch of

I

have painted, what

nevertheless practicable within modest limits.

I

have proposed
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CIVIL AVIATION
As

to the future of aerial navigation as a

may be

means of

civil progress,

one thing is certain: this new
means of transportation is here to stay. 3 This machine which man has
forged out of his genius and daring after millenniums of trial and
failure, is the swiftest and most marvelous invention in the history of
transportation. Its eventual development cannot be predicted now,
but all the signs point to a long life for it.
there

Two

differences of opinion; but

basic characteristics distinguish this

new

aerial

means of

trans-

portation from all others, namely:
1.

itself

the fastest known, whether one considers its actual speed in
or the fact that it connects the point of departure and the point

It is

of arrival by a straight line.
It requires no roads, in the commonly accepted meaning of the
2.
word.
Heretofore all means of transportation were made up of two elements, one of which is the roadway. The locomotive does not in itself
serve as a means of communication, nor does the automobile negotiate
two points connected only by a mule path. In ocean travel the road
element is not so vital, but nevertheless laborious tasks like building
the Suez and Panama canals have sometimes been necessary to shorten
distances by water. Only the airplane can travel without restriction
over the whole surface of the globe, needing only a point of departure

and one of arrival.
By virtue of these two

essential characteristics, the airplane has
speeded up existing communications and made possible even more
rapid and economical ones between points on the surface of the earth
no matter how separate and distant. The establishment of more and
better means of communication is a vital factor in our social structure,
a fact which encourages the development of aerial navigation. Because

of these two special characteristics, this development will take the

form of long-distance

air lines

which

will save

much

across barren country without the usual roads

and

time,

and others
which

railroads,

will solve the problem of communication in such regions. It is
impossible to conceive that man would neglect to develop a means of
transportation capable of reducing the distance between Rome and
London to a few hours' travel; and it seems inevitable that Alexandria,
Egypt, will be linked to Capetown, South Africa, by air sooner than

by rail. 4
Local

air lines between shorter distances and trunk lines between
longer ones will develop as travel by air becomes little by little more
popular and practical. But even now it is easy to foresee the rapid
s

This statement shows that Douhet was looking into the future

humanly
* It

possible.— Tr.

was so linked by Imperial Airways in 1931.—Tr.

as

far as

is
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expansion of the plane used in air sports and private travel. The airplane has already withstood the most trying tests, fulfilled the most
daring hopes; and the war has shown incontrovertibly the shortsightedness of skepticism about it. What should interest Italy about all this is
that great air lines will surely be established, and soon; the greater
part of which will necessarily span the Mediterranean basin. The axis
of the three great European powers lies NW-SE, and if it is extended
across the Mediterranean, it falls on Suez, where Asia and Africa meet.
Thus the majority of these air lines will follow the direction of this
axis, and will constitute a vast aerial network gathered together by
England, spanning France and Italy, and fanning out from here to

and the Balkan peninsula.
Because of the geographical and political position accorded Italy

Asia, Africa,

the war, she must necessarily become the crossroads of the
communications of the Old World. This undeniable fact puts
her in a privileged position in regard to aerial communication, but it
after

aerial

on her the duty of being as quickly as possible in a posimeet the exigencies which will arise, lest she lose the immense
advantages within her grasp and become a field of exploitation for

also imposes

tion to

foreign aerial navigation.
If we exploit our geographical and political position in the Mediterranean in the maritime field, there is even more reason why we should
take advantage of it in the air, a field even larger and one in which
we are the first arrivals. Everything remains to be done in that field,
and we are on our home ground. For political, moral, and economic
reasons, as well as for national security, aerial navigation over our own
territory and over the Mediterranean should fly the Italian flag. That
should be the guiding principle of our aeronautical policy. Italy should
not be content to be merely the pier at which foreign lines tie up.
To take full advantage of her privileged position, she must be ready to
meet the demands of aerial navigation in the Mediterranean, and to
foresee the needs which will stimulate such navigation herself.
Obviously, the establishment of an air line from Turin to Rome to
Alexandria would promote one from London to Paris to Turin, and
further lines from Alexandria to the Sudan and Palestine. We must,
therefore, provide not only for the establishment of the main internal
and colonial arteries, but for all those which will link our coasts to
Africa, Asia, and the Balkan peninsula. That is, we must be the clearing center for the air lines of the Old World. Since the Balkan peninsula is nearer to us than to the other great powers, and since the

aeronautical industry lags there, it is also up to us to take care of the
internal aerial navigation there, a task which will be made easy for
us by the fact that our ports on the eastern coasts of the Adriatic
constitute the natural bases from which to push on to southern Russia

and Asia Minor— precisely

From

across the

these considerations

it

is

Balkan region.

evident that Italy

is,

perhaps more
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than any other nation, vitally concerned in the development of aerial
navigation. Apart from the general advantages described above, adequate development of aerial navigation would bring others which
should be justly valued, as follows:
advantages. The development of a
in turn stimulate the development
of the aeronautical industry as a whole. This industry is best suited
to the genius and to the resources of our country. It requires only a
limited quantity of raw materials, and it needs skillful workmanship;
and though we are poor in the first, we are rich in the second. The
aeronautical industry is an industry in which Italy can excel if she
1.

Economic and

industrial

flourishing aerial navigation

seriously applies herself to

would

it.

Advantages of national security. It is to be hoped the World War
was the last war; but it would be folly to rest on this hope. That war
revealed the air arm, even though there was not time enough to show
all of its importance. There is no doubt that the perfecting of civil
aerial means will enhance the military value of the air arm, and
that in an eventual conflict the possession of the command of the air
will be a greater advantage than command of the sea. To have at one's
2.

disposal a large fleet of air transports
tary power, to having a large

is

equivalent, in terms of mili-

Independent Air Force always ready

to

defend one's rights.
In conclusion, for Italy the intensive development of aerial navigation in the Mediterranean is a chance to avail herself of the magnificent geographical position in which destiny placed her, and of the
political prestige bought with the blood of her sons. It gives her an
opportunity to excel in a great industry, and it constitutes a means
of political power, national wealth, and military security.
In planning for the establishment of internal, colonial, and Mediterranean air lines, we must start with comprehensive ideas, taking into
account the advantages enumerated above, and not be halted by miserly
considerations of immediate expense. Certainly the first air lines will
not pay for at least the first few years, because of the high cost and the
fact that flying goes against the atavistic habits of

counter

difficulties

and some

hostility.

But

all these

man and

will en-

drawbacks will be

conquered in a short time, competition will develop, and the

cost of

air lines will rapidly diminish.

The flying machine is marvelous in every sense of the word, far
exceeding the boldest imaginings. The man who said before the World
War that airplanes would be numbered in thousands was considered
a visionary; but aerial navigation will go on developing in the same
strain. In a few years express trains will become mere third-class
locals, the Compagnie des Wagons-Lits will have changed its name,
and international mail will be carried exclusively by air transport.
To put ourselves definitely in the stream of this development would
in our situation be wise and far-seeing. The initial expense of estab-
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would not be money thrown away, but a

solid

insurance for the future.

The development

of aerial navigation is a matter of national conshould have the close attention of the government. The
establishment of air lines presents a number of problems from divers
fields— political, economic, social, military, et cetera; and these problems must be solved by a competent national body with the authority of
a cabinet minister. During the World War a General Commissariat
of Aeronautics, more or less dependent upon the Ministry of War or
of Arms and Munitions, was considered sufficient inasmuch as its
activities were limited to procuring certain arms specialties. But during the subsequent period of peace this proposed body dedicated to
furthering aerial navigation should be invested with greater authority
and more freedom of action, at the same time co-operating closely
with the various ministries of transport, industry, mail, war, and so on.
A Ministry of Aeronautics should have the authority and the competence to pass upon all questions, of whatsoever nature, dealing with
aeronautics. Gradually such questions will increase in number and
importance; and, considering the newness of the field and the scarcity
of men educated in it, the fact that this increase will be gradual rather
than rapid will have the advantage of familiarizing the people with
the importance of the Ministry and preparing more men to deal effectively with the ever-vaster problems implicit in the future development
cern,

and

it

of aeronautics.

Relative to air lines, the function of the Ministry of Aeronautics

may

be either activating or co-ordinating. That is, the main air lines may
be run directly by the state, or by concessions granted to private
corporations under the supervision of the state. But the state should
in no case turn over control of aerial navigation to private interests,
whose chief concern is bound to be personal gain, to the neglect of
the broader, less direct interests of the state, which are far more vital
to the nation. Since peacetime civil aviation can and should be quickly

converted into military aviation when the occasion arises, the Ministry
of Aeronautics should keep a vigilant eye upon the organization and
armament of the proposed fleets of air transports, so that both organization and armament can be quickly and easily converted into means
of war. In addition, the Ministry should encourage and integrate
secondary aerial activities such as local air lines, sport and recreational
interests, as well as aerial navigation in the Balkan peninsula and
South America, and the aeronautical industry as a whole so as to
give Italy a position of

first

importance in the aerial world of the

future.

From

a subject of far-reaching importance and
calls for daring and imaginative
ideas to deal with it— we can see how necessary it is for this national
body to rise to the occasion and carry through the project. In a very

recent

this exposition of

development— a subject which
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short time both the plane itself and the useful application of it have
developed and improved with a truly fantastic speed. Delay in this
matter may be fatal. In order not to be left behind, we must work
fast— clay feet are irreconcilable with the lightness of wings. In this
relatively unexplored field the war has set free an enormous quantity
of new energies and new resources, all of which are ready to combine
enthusiastically in the work of peace which must follow the Allied
victory. Everywhere in the civilian world, large numbers of technical
experts, skilled workmen, and industries have been converted to
production in this new field. Large interests have banded together in
the new industry, and a long roster of courageous youth has learned

the art of flying.

All these new energies will surge forward over a new road— none
other than the road of the air; and fierce competition among the
nations will follow to get possession of the principal air routes, the
ones which will give the best returns in various ways. Since Italy is at
the center of clearance for the most important international lines, Italy
and the Mediterranean will certainly become the field for the peaceful
competition of international aerial navigation in the Old World. The
only way to come out ahead in the competition is to be prepared to
meet the requirements of this new means of transportation. Hence the
necessity not only of undertaking the task, but of doing it quickly and
well. Timidity and hesitation now will be bitterly regretted later.
In conclusion I must add that, in my opinion, the nation should
promptly undertake to further a sagacious aeronautical policy based
on the following points:

Favoring the development of internal, colonial, and Mediterra1.
nean aerial navigation by exercising a co-ordinating state supervision
on the principle that internal, colonial, and Mediterranean aerial
navigation from Africa, Asia, the Balkan peninsula, and in South
America must fly the Italian flag.
Favoring the development of the aviation industry by giving it
2.
protection, publicizing it, and giving it funds for research and experiment.
3. Favoring the development of aerial navigation and a national
aviation industry by provisions for transforming them quickly into

instruments of war; whereby a large part of the money assigned by
the state for national defense could profitably be employed to further
the development of peacetime civil aviation.
A detailed examination of the questions here briefly sketched would
require a thorough exposition. It is enough for us here to call attention
to the aeronautical problems which, in the press of national affairs,
might easily be overlooked entirely or considered as of secondary
importance; whereas in reality they are of capital importance for the
future of aviation.
Let us take a map of the Roman Empire and see how power radiated
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Rome

across the sea basin which bathes the great mole of Europe.
days
the radiating power was one of conquest and civilizaIn those
tion. Today the new position of Italy and the new means which makes
man master of space can form a similar radiation, this time peaceful.
Rome, which was the center of the greatest empire of early civilization, for the last conquest of civilization must become the center of

from

the world.

of communication— the most important airport of
over this center of civilization must fly the tricolor, still

means

the fastest

And

warm from

glorious battles.

So I wrote soon after the end of the World War in an article
on "Mediterranean Air Policy" in the Nuova Antologia of January
16, 1919.

pened

What

I

wrote then

is still

valid today; nothing has hap-

to invalidate the concepts I expressed in those lines.

But

unfortunately Italy has not been able to find her way in the air,
and much has already been accomplished abroad in these two
years. If we look on the map of Europe at the air lines in existence
or projected, we can see how they circle about Italy, making her
almost an obstacle to the aerial communications of the Old World.
This situation cannot last, either from the point of view of our

own

from that of national duty.

It is

plain that

develop the aeronautical value of our

own

country,

interests or

fail to

have to give foreigners a right-of-way in Italy for their air
All that

I

have said about

the state should promote
tional security.

Some

its

civil aviation I said to

development in the

if

we

we

will

lines. 5

show

that

interests of na-

of the activities of civil aviation have a direct

bearing on national defense, others do not.

The

organs of national

defense should have no concern with the ones that do not, for these
activities lie outside their province.

of the state in general.

The

activities

They should be
which do have a

the concern
direct bear-

ing should be the concern of the organs entrusted with national
defense.

ACTIVITIES OF CIVIL AVIATION

WITH A

DIRECT BEARING ON NATIONAL DEFENSE
These activities are those which prepare means directly utilizable by national defense— that is, by independent aviation and
s These words were written in 1921. This year
(1926) I have had the satisfaction
of seeing a promising beginning toward putting into effect the ideas expressed in

them.
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bombing and combat specialties
what may become an Independent

are the

constituting the nucleus of

Air Force.
Civil aviation

employs planes, trains

and maintains them

pilots

and makes use of various aviation accessories— all
utilizable by the organs of national defense, pro-

in active service,

means

directly

vided they meet certain conditions— such

as,

for instance, that the

planes be easily and rapidly convertible into warplanes.
interest of the organs of national defense in the
civil aviation insofar as its

means

also

Hence

the

development of

meet the needs of national

defense. In the matter of training of personnel, the only conditions

imposed upon

civil aviation are that it

must be ready

for instant

mobilization in case of war, and in time of peace must undergo
a

minimum

of training to

mobilization.

rected

and

to

The

for

fit it

war

service at the instant of

fulfillment of these conditions should be di-

and supervised by the aerial branch of national defense;
this end subsidies should be granted to civil initiatives. And

in this sense the subsidy

may be

considerable: If

we

actually cal-

culate the cost to the military administration of training

maintaining a

pilot, this cost is the

maximum

which the military administration may grant

and

limit of the subsidy

to civil initiatives for

each pilot trained and maintained in operation. But this maxi-

mum limit is so high
much
As

that the subsidies

may be brought down

lower sum, thus effecting a great economy.
for the planes themselves, even in military aviation circles

the misconception

is

held that civilian planes cannot be used for

war purposes because the two types of plane must have
characteristics. I call this

rich

enough

to

fact

is

that

no nation on earth

keep up an adequate military

instant action. All nations, rich
necessity to

different

opinion a misconception because, apart

from any other consideration, the
is

to a

and poor

put the resources of their

air force

alike, will

ready for

be forced by

civil aviation facilities to

military use.

No

one will dispute the

which must meet both

fact that, in the absolute sense, a

plane

and military requirements cannot be
the perfect machine for either purpose. But the absolute does not
exist. In practice we must always strive to compromise between excivil
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compromise would be of advantage to military aviaby basing itself upon civil aviation, which is

tion for this reason:

constantly active,

it

would always have

types of plane; whereas,
it

would often

find itself

if it

at its disposal the latest

relied entirely

upon

its

own

means,

armed with antiquated models.

This misconception also

results

from the

fact that military avia-

tion today uses almost entirely planes of extreme characteristics;

whereas

civil aviation uses

I repeat, aerial

teristics,

are

is

planes of moderate characteristics. And,

not fought with planes of extreme charac-

War

in spite of occasional air battles. 6

men and

of

war

is

machines; and masses, whether of

fought by masses

men

or machines,

composed of the average and not of the extreme. In discussing

the Independent Air Force,
of moderate characteristics,
istics

of

I

more or

commercial planes.

utilize civilian planes fitted

pointed out that
less

Military

it

similar to the character-

aviation

If

we

difficulty in ful-

stop to think what the

operating cost of a military plane

diately have

therefore,

conditions in view of the advantages ensuing from

such a relationship to the military.
per diem

can,

with special, though not exceptional,

equipment; and civilian aviation would have no
filling these

requires planes

an idea of the amount of the

would

maximum

be,

we imme-

subsidy which

the military administration should grant to a civilian plane for

each day of operation. These considerations are sufficient to show

how much assistance military aviation could give to civil aviation.
The financial assistance should logically be included in the
appropriations for military aviation. As

civil

aviation developed,

self-sustaining, the amount of this
would be gradually reduced, so that military
aviation of a permanent character, so to speak, would be brought
down to a minimum while still having the power to absorb these
civilian complements, in case of war, into an effective striking
as it

expanded and became

financial assistance

force.

This financial

must be

aid,

left entirely in

being in the interest of military aviation,
the hands of the military authorities, be-

cause they are the only body competent to determine the condi-

The

superb account the United States Flying Fortresses have given of themselves
war is ample proof of Douhet's point, inasmuch as they are evolved
from commercial transport designs.— Tr.
6

in the present
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activities of civil aviation

must

conform in order to be directly useful to them.
This

is

not enough. Military aviation can co-operate

still

more

in developing civil aviation by entrusting to the latter all activi-

not

ties

strictly military.

tenance and repair

not

strictly

The

men— in

military— can be

training of pilots, mechanics, main-

short, all special technical instruction
left to civil aviation.

After

all, pilots,

must be masters of their ships; and
mechanics, in or out of uniform, must know their motors and

whether

how

civilian or military,

keep them running. All technical aviation instruction can

to

therefore be left to private initiative, thus lightening the burdens
of the military authorities, reducing costs,

and stimulating private

responsibility.

Military aviation can do

ing in

its

own

much

for civil aviation while

still act-

and avoiding interference, provided that

interest

the diverse interests of the two branches are clearly defined,
that

we

act with

and

magnanimity, without misconceptions, cutting

away the traditions which have already grown up about aviation
in spite of

its

youth.

ACTIVITIES OF CIVIL AVIATION

WITH NO

DIRECT BEARING ON NATIONAL DEFENSE
Like

all

other

activities, these

have an indirect bearing on na-

tional defense, but they should not

tration with problems

beyond

burden the military adminis-

their scope. Activities of this

kind

should be supported by the state to the extent that they represent
the collective interest of the nation; but this support should

come

through a separate budget apportioned according to their usefulness.

These

activities

include everything relating to the scien-

and industrial progress of aviation, everything which is found
improve the position of our aviation industry, commercial or

tific

to

otherwise, in the field of international competition, a field in

which national defense can never take a direct part

for obvious

military reasons.

All organs of national defense profit indirectly from
tific

and

industrial progress in aviation, but they are not

all scien-

competent
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promote such progress. All military establishments for aeronautical research and experiment should be in the hands of

to

trained civilians under the supervision, in

my

opinion, of the

Ministry of Public Instruction; for scientific study and experi-

mental research in the techniques of aviation do not have a special
military character. All such establishments should be within reach
of all students of aviation, whether or not they wear a uniform,

thus avoiding a

bring about

monopoly which,
In

scarcity.

like all monopolies,

is

bound

to

this situation, if the military authorities

should need, for example, a special type of plane or a plane with

equipment, they would need only to make their require-

special

ments known to these

civil

aeronautical establishments and re-

quest that they study the problem and produce the plane; and
I

am

certain that the military authorities

more

satisfactory response

The

than

is

would

and

get a quicker

possible otherwise.

military authorities should not be

burdened with the

re-

sponsibility of supervising the air-worthiness of civilian machines

and training of

pilots,

any more than with the construction and

regulation of automobiles.
a

hand

in such matters,

administration, as

it

it

If

the state considers

duty to take

it its

should do so through some organ of

civil

does in supervision of public utilities and

driving licenses. For the military to intervene in such matters,
besides burdening itself with extraneous functions,

dissension between civil

and military

aviation,

would

create

which should be

avoided in the interests of both.

To

increase appreciation of such a national industry,

be publicized by
et cetera.

These

it

should

air races, air shows, competitions, exhibitions,

activities also

to private initiative.

The

should be

left in civilian

military should stay clear of

hands, or

them except
more sport

in such special cases as military horse shows. Very likely

and competitive

air activities of a similar

new ones

kind will be developed,

But the military
them and get rid of the
hybrid harness which lies a dead weight on their shoulders and
cramps their movements. They have enough to carry as things are.
As I said, the state should establish a special budget to take care

as well as

of quite different character.

authorities, I repeat, should stay clear of

of activities of civil aviation not bearing directly

on national defense.
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What

Commission

is

needed

is

the

to study the matter

and recommend the appropriations.

CENTRAL ORGANIZATION
From

the investigation conducted in the preceding chapters

we

reach the conclusion that the central organization for both a
national military air force and civilian aviation should be based

upon

the following principles:

Integration of auxiliary aviation with

1.

provision for

A

2.

it

under

army and navy, and

their respective budgets.

separate budget for independent aviation, to serve as a

nucleus for the Independent Air Force of the future.

A separate budget for civil aviation.

3.

The

adoption of these three principles in no way implies a

development of aviation.

larger expenditure for the
trary, it

now

means merely the

logical

On

the con-

apportionment of funds which

are arbitrarily allocated.

4.

Transfer of

all

nonmilitary aerial functions from military

to civil aviation, thus lightening the
5.

burdens of military aviation.

Exact definition and control, as to both quantity and quality,

means allocated to army and navy auxiliary aviation
and to independent aviation by their respective organizations;
and with it absolute control over the organization and employment of these means by these same organs.
Adoption of this point is in line with the criterion of differentiation of function, which is the index of progress.
The central organization based on the foregoing major prinof all aerial

ciples
1.

could be realized along the following
(a)

Army and navy

auxiliary aviation

lines:

would have no

tech-

nical aeronautical function in respect to their materials, because

would be supplied to them
amount and quality requested, by a technical body which

special technical materials

discuss later, (b)

given

its

No

in the
I shall

technical aeronautical instruction should be

personnel by the army and navy auxiliary aviation, be-
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would be given by

cause this kind of instruction

body which I shall discuss later.
A body should be created, as

tion
2.

The Air

of

I

a technical avia-

have already indicated,

constituted to superintend the organization of the proposed inde-

pendent aviation within the
priation granted to

it.

by the budget appro-

limits allowed

At the beginning

this

body would use

its

time experimenting with existing bombing and pursuit planes
placed at

its

disposal, in order to

determine the organization, com-

and utilization of the independent aviation.
and
(b)
above, no technical aeronautical function
As
i
(a)
would devolve upon this body.
3. A body (Direction of Construction) should be created to
provide in quantity and quality the special materials requested
mand,

instruction,

in

by the various

aerial organizations,

with the understanding that

such materials must come solely from private industry.

A

body (Direction of Personnel) should be created to provide in quantity and quality the special instruction for the personnel of the army and navy auxiliary aviation and independent
4.

aviation, with the provision that such instruction

from

come

solely

civilian sources.

Both the Direction of Construction and the Direction of Personnel should function without the encumbrance of operating
establishments or schools— they should be, as

it

were, light organs,

almost simple clearing houses for directing civilian activities and
for passing

them would be
aviation standards of the men and

on materials and personnel. Both

responsible for the technical

materials passing through their hands.
energies

if

To

of

obviate dissipation of

these departments were left to themselves, they should

be under the direct supervision of a body which would superintend independent aviation, as being the most air-minded.
5.

A

Consultive Commission should be created to study and

propose the best uses for the appropriations for

and

now under

aviation,

That

is

military jurisdiction which are not essentially military.

enough; and we must not be dismayed by the word

"create" in paragraphs
I

civil

also the transfer to civil aviation of all aeronautical activities

prefer

it

2, 3, 4,

to "transform."

and

5. I

However

have used "create" because

briefly

we consider

the ideas
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a fact that the organization outlined in

them demands the creation
abolishing a

of

new body as compensation for
now in existence, the functions of

of a

of organs

which are confused, overlapping, or belong elsewhere
I said, "That is enough"; but on second thought it is
must be some agency

to co-ordinate all these

entirely.

There
aviation organs and
not.

their functions into a responsible, smoothly functioning whole;

a

bond which would unite them under a

direction.

single comprehensive

This unity can only be effected through a Ministry of

Aeronautics.

Someone must be invested with authority to assume
and he must be free to devote all his time and

full responsibility,

energy to

it.

our national aviation today

If

is

not matter. Aviation, military and

we do not know what
present aviation

is

proportions

civil, is
it

may

expanding rapidly, and
reach tomorrow.

If

if it is

we have

alert

I

the will,

we can begin with
for the

our

little

new, we

little.

maintain, then, that our aviation body needs

ing head; the creation of a Ministry of Aeronautics.
details of a central aviation organization

purpose here. Details will follow
has been realized.

If

and capable of prepar-

and end up with much; when we are unprepared
have to begin with

does

scale, it

of modest proportions, a modest Ministry of

Aeronautics will be sufficient
ing for the future.

on a very small

when

would

own

own

To go

serve

no

direct-

into the
practical

the central organization

We must plan and work

rest will follow of its

its

for this

first

of

all.

The

accord.

THE AIR ROUTES
Before concluding this study
subject of air routes, which

The

I

I

must pause

a

moment

over the

consider of paramount importance.

no need of roads in the accepted meaning of
all space is an unlimited roadway for planes. The sea
is also an unlimited roadway for ships; nevertheless the best results in navigation of the sea depend upon the preparations made
on land. The same thing is true of aerial navigation. In theory
a plane needs only a point of departure and a point of arrival;
airplane has

the word;
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but in practice thorough preparations on the ground are necessary
before a plane can
to a large extent
ticularly

when

over

fly

upon

it.

Facility

and

the preparations

a country

is

safety in flying

made on

depend

the surface, par-

rugged, broken, intensively cultivated,

like ours.

So we can hardly hope to develop an aerial navigation until

we have prepared
much preparation
war

itself

We

for air routes.

managed somehow without

in the last war; the answer

were so great

as to

make other

risks

is

that the risks of

seem negligible. But

must be reducd to a minimum.
Air routes demand very little: good take-off and landing fields,
some emergency landing fields, an effective signal system, efficient
maintenance and repair service in the main centers. But that inin peacetime all risks

dispensable

up of large

''little"

must be done.

A network of

links connecting great arteries;

benefit to the nation,

it

must be of

and

to

air lines is

made

be of the greatest

a kind to facilitate the develop-

ment of civil aviation and the utilization of military aviation. To
open new air routes is to further the national interest.
Provision for establishing air lines
as a whole,

and therefore

is

is

to the interest of the state

a duty of the state.

The

shape of our

country clearly shows the routes that our major air lines should
take:

two along the coast and in the Po Valley,

lines

converging in the Mediterranean can be connected. This

to

which

all air

triangular network will rapidly assume international importance

and change our country from an obstacle to a junction which will
facilitate aerial communications between Spain and southern
France and the Balkan States, and between Central Europe, Africa,
and Asia. At the same time this triangular network will lend itself
to eventual strategic aerial movements, for instance, if rapid concentration of aerial forces is required in the Po Valley or along
the littoral fronts.

This

is

the absolute

minimum

without which

for progress in aeronavigation in

one of the

first

it is

our country; and

futile to
it is

hope

therefore

provisions the state should make.

This does not, of course, mean that the

state

should be the

entrepreneur of the undertaking, be the active manager of the
air lines.

On

the contrary, the state should merely encourage, see
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run. In view of the

doubtful results so far shown by state-controlled undertakings,
the

management

of air lines should indubitably be entrusted to

With

private enterprise.

and other

the right kind of airfields

ground works accomplished, with well-disposed civilian enterencouraged and amply subsidized, with each function of the
military air forces differentiated and co-ordinated under comprise

new enthusiasm

petent authorities, with

tion toward a future that cannot
to rise to the
us,

freedom of the

who have men

a land

of genius

embraced by the

seas,

fail,

for adventure

aspira-

aviation will finally be ready

That much

skies.

and

aviation offers to

and courage, an unclouded
where civilization was born.

sky,

and

CONCLUSION
Readers

who have

vinced that

doing

I

I

kept pace with

me

so far

must now be con-

have dared to look into the future, but that in so

have based

my

views, not

on

idle imaginings,

but upon

the reality of today, out of which grows the reality of tomorrow.

Not only

coolest minds,
to stress

must also have noticed that, though I see in
tomorrow something which cannot but disturb the

that; they

the reality of

when

I

have dealt with practical problems in order

what should be done today

I

presented no revolutionary

proposals. Instead I limited myself to simple proposals for co-

ordinating and integrating what already

This necessity

stares us in the face:

exists.

to plan to increase the

present output; and to create the possibilities of tomorrow instead
of resting inert in the present

has already

fled. If I

may be

moment, which even

tainty that the future will confirm
fare will

as

we speak

so bold, I have mathematical cer-

my

assertion that aerial war-

be the most important element in future wars, and that

in consequence not only will the importance of the Independent

Air Force rapidly increase, but the importance of the army and

navy will decrease in proportion. Nevertheless, coming down to
present realities,

I

have not proposed the constitution of an In-

dependent Air Force;

body be created

I

have simply proposed that a competent

to study the

problem and

to furnish experimental
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means. This

is

the

minimum

of

proposal that, in the present state

of the question— a question discussed

and we cannot ignore

it

unless

The Air

we

everywhere— could be made;

deliberately choose to bury our

heads in the sand.

No

matter

because

problem

I
is

how minimum my

to solve
I

it,

if

not in the

it is

enough

for

me

sow the good

plant will

letter, certainly

in the spirit,

my long study of and deep conenabled me to induce those in author-

have made.

cern with the subject have

The

is,

have the mathematical certainty that to propose the

of the deductions

ity to

proposal

If

seed, I shall consider myself

nourish and grow

to

be

amply rewarded.

a giant.

Rome, 1921

PART
(Added

When the
lished,

1

first

it

in 1926)

The Command

edition of

thought

I

II

wiser not to express

problems of aeronautics because

my

all

thoughts on the

did not want to upset too vio-

I

on the

lently the prevailing ideas

The Air was pub-

of

subject.

My

purpose then was

simply to break ground for the acceptance and execution of a

minimum program which would

have constituted a point of de-

parture for further progress.

In 1921 we had only an auxiliary air force— it could hardly be
called even that— that
facilitate

and

is

some

to say,

integrate land

and

the services rendered by the air

aerial

to

sea operations. Notwithstanding

arm during

the war,

considered superfluous, especially in military
if

means intended

circles.

it

was really

At

that time

few paid attention to the needs of the army and navy, no one

gave any attention to the needs of the air force. This being the
case, it

was a question at that time of bringing

"command

cept of the
of

its

to notice the con-

of the air," of giving a preliminary notion

importance, of pleading for consideration of means better

adapted to conquering the

command

of the air, of gaining ac-

ceptance or the idea of an air force independent of the army and
navy. All this

which the

had

air force

be done shortly after a major war during

to

operated only as an auxiliary, and against the

cherished convictions of

make ready

for the future

This was dangerous
official status

all

given to

those— they were and are legion— who

by looking

at the past.

territory; and,

The Command
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notwithstanding the semi-

The Air by

its

publication

under the auspices of the Ministry of War, none of the high army
1 The first edition contained only Part
the second edition, published in 1927.

I.
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Part II appeared for the

first

time in
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authorities deigned to concern themselves with the ques-

about which complete silence was preserved until the march

on Rome. Then came a revolution which

provoked thought.

really

must have seemed doubtful, if not altogether insane, unless the indifference sprang from
general congenital mental laziness. But had I not sacrificed much
Apparently the ideas expressed in Part

I

in permitting the retention of the auxiliary air force in order to
propitiate the goddess of incomprehension?

make

I tried to

aviation; but

I

clear the essential

made

weakness on
to

my

importance of an independent

Part

I

was,

and

still

But the things one must go through

sense prevail! For the rest, anyone

who

with attention must have understood perfectly that

I

am,

incompatible with the other. This was a

is

part, I admit.

make common

I

the admission that for the time being the

auxiliary air force should be retained, though

convinced that one

had. In Part

I

I

read
con-

sidered auxiliary aviation worthless, superfluous, harmful.
'

In the section on 'Independent Air Force and Auxiliary Aviation," after stating the conclusion:

"An adequate

national defense

cannot be assured except by an aerial force capable, in case of

command of the air," I added: "We can
how easy a time a well-organized enemy bent on conquering the command of the air would have, and how helpless

war, of conquering the
see clearly

means employed by the army and navy
would be, confronted by an enemy Independent Air Force bent
on conquest." This means that an auxiliary air force is worth
these auxiliary aerial

nothing

if it

Now,

air.

does not succeed in conquering the

in wartime an auxiliary air force

only that, but harmful because
fully
I,

its

employed in another way. In

"Any

essential

effort,

aim

command

any

(the

action,

its

worthless; not

means could have been
short, as I said in

use-

Chapter

any resources diverted from

this

command of the air) makes conquering the
much less probable; and it makes defeat
much more probable." Any diversion from this
to

keep an auxiliary

was incapable of conquering the
mitted

is

of the

of the air that

war that
essential aim is an error.
I considered it an "error"

in case of

command

command

air force

which

of the air, but I ad-

right to existence so as not to upset too violently those
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too great a leap to abolish the auxiliary air

it

force, the only air force

allowed then, and create an independent

aviation, an innovation which did not grow out of the war.

Even though I conceded it, I did not want to discuss it then,
the
and in the section on "Auxiliary Aviation" I wrote: ".
responsibility for the organization of the army and navy auxiliary
aviation rests with the army and navy. I shall not enter into a
discussion of its merits here." Earlier in the same section I said
.

that auxiliary aviation

the

army and navy

the direct

As long

and ending with

perfectly logical; but in
I

and (2) placed absolutely under
army or the navy, beginning with

of the

their

employment."

conceded the auxiliary aviation, that stand was

as I

further aim.

be: " (1) included in the budgets of

respectively;

command

their organization

must

.

making the concession

I

had in mind a

thought that when a really worth-while auxiliary

had been organized and the army and navy compelled to
it out of their own budgets, and their authorities had been

aviation

pay for

obliged seriously to study the organization and employment of
it,

come to the conclusion that such
was useless— and therefore not only superfluous,

they would automatically

auxiliary aviation

but contrary to the public

These are the

interest.

essential reasons

why

I

did not then, as

I

state that the

only aerial organization whose existence

justified is the

Independent Air Force.

By
it

the term Independent Air Force— it seems to

clear since

1921— I do not mean any

me

mand

of the air" I

command of the air. By
do not mean supremacy

ponderance of aerial means, but that
find ourselves able to
to

fly

The command

fully

have made

to strive

fit

the expression "comin the air nor a pre-

state of affairs in

in the face of

do likewise. Given these

is

air force capable of carrying

out any military action whatever, but an air force
for conquest of the

I

do now,

which we

an enemy who

is

unable

definitions, the following affirmation

of the air provides

is

axiomatic:

it

with the advantages of protecting

all his

own

whoever

possesses

land and sea

ter-

The Command
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ritory

from enemy

of

aerial offensives

jecting the enemy's territory to his

The Air

and

at the

own

same time

of sub-

offensives.

In view of the carrying capacity and range of modern airplanes

and the

advantages

efficacy of present destructive materials, these

are such that a country in possession of adequate air forces can

crush the material and moral resistance of the enemy; that
say, that

is

to

country can win regardless of any other circumstances

whatsoever. This cannot be denied; for the material and moral
resistance of the

enemy

is

destroyed by means of the offensive, and

be carried out by means of airplanes. The question

offensives can

one of delimiting the quantity and quality of the air
offensive necessary to destroy the moral and material resistance of
will be

moment. With

the enemy, but this need not concern us for the
the proviso, "if adequate air forces are possessed,"

must accord with the

to state that the air force

intend merely

I

objective; that

is,

must have the power to bring against the enemy that quantity
and quality of offensives which will suffice to crush the enemy's
material and moral resistance. Now, if the command of the air,
controlled with an adequate air force, assures victory regardless

it

of any other circumstances whatsoever,

immediate consequence that the
for
is

command

the

means

stances

it

air force

logically follows as

an

adapted for the struggle

of the air— namely, an Independent Air

Force-

suitable to assure victory regardless of other circum-

when

it is

capable of winning the

command

of the air with

adequate forces.

To

deny

this

axiomatic truth, considering that

denied that airplanes

fly

and explosives

possibility of the struggle for
possibility of

commanding

command

destroy,

it

it is

cannot be

to

deny the

of the air, or to deny the

the air in the sense in which I use

the expression.

In order to conquer the

command

of the air— that

is,

to prevent

enemy from flying while keeping the power to fly oneself—
the enemy must be deprived of the use of all his planes. For the
present we need not investigate how this end may be achieved.
It is enough to show the actual possibility of achieving it. This
the

possibility does exist, because the

enemy's planes can be destroyed,

either in the air with airplanes or

on the ground with

air attacks
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directed against the places of maintenance, concentration,

and

production. These actions aimed at the destruction of the enemy's
planes will, on the other hand, provoke retaliatory counteraction

from the enemy

to prevent the

launching of such actions. Action

and counteraction; hence, battle.
When I say that the Independent Air Force must be an
capable of fighting for the

must be
action

and destroy

To

his airplanes.

mean

In the absolute sense,

destroy all the enemy's

air,

I

mean

that

it

it

means

prevent the enemy from

to prevent even his

from

flies

will certainly be hardly possible to

of flying.

The command

of the air

be gained when the enemy's planes are reduced to a negli-

will

number incapable

gible

importance in the war

of developing any aerial action of real

as a

whole.

A fleet can

quered the command of the sea even
boats;

the

of the

so fashioned as to be able to crush the enemy's counter-

flying does not, of course,
flying.

command

air force

if

the

be said to have con-

enemy

has a few

still

an Independent Air Force can be said to have conquered

command

of the air even

if

the

enemy

still

has a few flying

To

say that having command of the air means to fly in
enemy who has been prevented from doing likewise
means to have the ability to fly against an enemy so as to injure
him, while he has been deprived of the power to do likewise.
I must beg indulgence for dwelling so long on my definition of

machines.

the face of an

"the

command

the expression

of the air." I have

is

used ambiguously.

done

this

because in general

"Command"

of the air

confused with "preponderance" or "supremacy" in the
these are

two very different

things.

Whoever

is

often

air.

But

possesses preponder-

ance or supremacy in the air will be able to conquer the

command

more easily; but until he has conquered it he does not
possess it and he cannot make use of it.
During the last phase of the war it was often said that we
possessed the command of the air, when all we had was aerial
preponderance and we even neglected to use this preponderance

of the air

command

much so that notwithstandwe did not have command of
the air, and the enemy continued to make attacks up to the day
of the Armistice. Some people, especially of late, have discovered

to

conquer the

of the air— so

ing our preponderance in the air

The Command
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of

of the air, namely,

command

of the air

restricted to a particular zone of the sky, again, naturally, con-

command. Considering

fusing preponderance with

the speed

and

range of action of the air arm, characteristics which prevent the
cutting

up

indeed.

To

because to

of the sky into small slices, such a conception

be stronger in the

command means

gestion of the comparative;

we

to

air does

not

mean

to

is

faulty

command

it,

be master of and excludes any sug-

and

if

we

are content to be stronger,

are content with a potential condition

which

will not prevent

a weaker opponent from injuring us.

Thus

the Independent Air Force

to assure victory, regardless of

when

shown

be the best way

to

any other circumstances whatever,

has been organized in a way suitable to winning the

it

struggle for the

mand

is

command

of the air

and

to exploiting the

com-

with adequate forces.

To become

the essential factor in victory, the Independent Air

Force must therefore meet two conditions:
It

1.

must be capable of winning the struggle

for the

command

of the air.

must be capable of exploiting the command of the air,
once it has been conquered, with forces capable of crushing the
material and moral resistance of the enemy.
It

2.

The

An

of these conditions

Air Force which meets the

which
air

first

is

but

essential, the

first

second

not able to exploit

territory

enemy; and

it

with forces

integral.

command

sufficient to

enemy, will be in a position

from being subjected

is

condition only— that

capable of winning the struggle for the

is

resistance of the

own

is

to:

(1)

is,

one

of the

crush the

prevent

its

to aerial offensives of the

and
aerial offensives— without, however, having enough
(2) subject all the enemy's land

sea territory to

offensive

power

and moral resistance of the enemy. In other
words, an Independent Air Force which meets only the first conto crush the material

depend
upon other circumstances besides the aerial warfare. But an Independent Air Force which meets both conditions, essential and
integral, decides the issue of the war without regard to any other

dition cannot decide the issue of the war, which will then

circumstances whatever.
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an Independent Air Force meets only the

first

on land and

the issue of the war will be decided by the struggle
sea.

In what situation will

the

command

if

this struggle

put the one

condition,

who conquers

of the air? Plainly, a very advantageous situation

the Air Force retains the greater power after having conquered

the

command

of the air, because

it

(1)

will have blinded the

army and navy of the enemy, while providing far-seeing eyes for
its own army and navy; and (2) it will have retained the possibility of carrying

which,

moral

out air offensives against the

enemy—offensives

not completely successful in crushing his material and

if

resistance, will seriously

damage and weaken

that resistance.

Thus, an Independent Air Force which meets only the

con-

first

dition will nonetheless be able to develop effective action for
victory.

Auxiliary aviation

power delegated

command

the conquest of the
aviation can in no

On

army or navy

to render designated services to the

confined to that purpose; therefore not designed for

strictly

mand.

defined as that mass of air power which

or integrates land and sea actions, or a mass of air

facilitates

and

is

of the air. Consequently, auxiliary

way influence the

issue of the struggle for

put the enemy in a position where he

is

com-

command means

the other hand, since to gain the

no longer able

to

fly,

to

the

one defeated will have been deprived even of the use of auxiliary
aviation. In other words, the possibility of using auxiliary avia-

tion

is

dependent upon the

issue of the struggle for

the air, an issue on which auxiliary aviation can have

command

of

no influence

at all.

Consequently, aerial means set aside for auxiliary aviation are

means diverted from
purpose

is

their essential purpose,

and worthless

not pursued. Since diverting force from

its

if

that

essential

purpose can bring about failure of that purpose, diversion of
aerial

means

struggle

to

to auxiliary aviation can bring

conquer the command of the

auxiliary aviation

is

made

Considering, then, that,

about defeat in the
air;

consequently,

useless.
if it

seems worth while, there will be
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nothing to prevent detaching some of the planes from the In-

dependent Air Force to use

the air has been conquered,
auxiliary aviation

is

we must

air.

if

conquered. Harmful because
purpose, thus making

To make

.

.

not

less

command

it

more

this assertion

may seem
.

that

Worthless

command

does not have

if it

of

of

Superfluous because a part of the Independent Air Force

can be used as an auxiliary

idea

logically conclude

worthless, superfluous, harmful.

because incapable of taking action
the

command

as auxiliaries after the

bold; but

the
it

command

diverts

difficult to

of the air has

power from

was even bolder

important than the

essential

achieve that purpose.

while auxiliary aviation

it

its

been

command

is

a dominant

to say in 1909:

of the sea will be the

arm and prepare for
the latest war; and, as has been the case for the army and navy, and
still is, a headlong race checked only by economic limitations will
Automatically, inevitably, air forces
begin in the field of air power
will make a dizzy ascent.
The conquest of the air will be bitterly
contested.
Aeronautics will inevitably give rise to aerial warfare
Civilized nations will

of the air

.

.

in

its

.

.

.

.

widest possible significance

Henceforth we must accustom

From now on aerial means
must be governed by a concept similar to that governing war
means on land and sea, with aerial warfare in view.
Warplanes
must essentially be capable of fighting in the air against other aerial
weapons, and not merely of carrying out such special missions as
observation, liaison duty, and so forth
Besides the solution of the
technical problem of aerial means, aerial warfare also involves the
solution of a great many problems of preparation, organization, employment, et cetera, of aerial forces; and that calls for the creation,
ex novo, of a third branch of the art of war, which branch may be
accurately defined as the art of aerial warfare.
The army and navy
must look upon airplanes not as auxiliaries to be put to use in certain
circumstances only, but rather as a third brother, younger but no less
important, in the great warrior family
We shall have assisted and
contributed toward the beginning of aerial warfare
and it would
indeed be strange if we had never been aware of it! 2
ourselves to the idea of aerial warfare.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Yet these bold assertions, offspring of iron-clad

on

facts,

have

.

.

.

clad logic based

.

.

.

logic,

an

now become mere common

ironsense,

even thought their true inwardness has not yet been understood.
2

See

La preparazione ,

1909.
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say today

I

sense, since they rest

may

on the same

foundations.

Let us check

this

A

reasoning by the following:

nations which have the same

amount

of resources

and B are two
and the same

standards of technical proficiency in their respective air forces.

But, while Nation

A uses all its resources to build an

Air Force capable of striving for conquest of the
air,

Nation B divides

its

Independent

command

of the

resources into two parts, one to create an

Independent Air Force, the other to create an auxiliary aviation.
Plainly, the Air Force of

Nation

A

will be stronger than that of

Nation B. Therefore, in case of war,
Nation

A

will

win the command

unable to use
will

its

other things being equal,

all

of the

air,

and Nation B

will be

B

auxiliary aviation. In other words, Nation

be defeated in aerial warfare simply because she diverted part

of her resources

from an Independent Air Force

auxiliary aviation,

which became the cause of her defeat and from

then on was worthless. However
the same: auxiliary aviation

In the World
auxiliaries, it

value of the

is

War

true.

command

we look

at

it,

But what does

garded

as

the conclusion

is

employed exclusively

this

as

show? Simply that the

of the air was not appreciated, hence was

The war broke out when
it,

establish

worthless, superfluous, harmful.

is

airplanes were

not sought, and no means designed to conquer

believed in

to

aviation was

still

it

in

were prepared.

its

infancy.

Few

and they were not in power. Indeed, they were

enthusiasts, fanatics.

The

re-

military authorities of the

nations engaged in the war did not believe in aviation. Worse, the
greater part of

them knew nothing about

it.

Only

in

Germany

was there some conception of aerial warfare; but fortunately Ger-

many was

led

down

the blind alley of the Zeppelin

and put her

faith in dirigibles instead of airplanes.

Aviation entered the war more from tolerance than from conviction,

more

in deference to public

opinion— which was more

clear-sighted than the military-technical authorities— than in the
belief that
as a

it

might be valuable.

secondary service— in Italy

it

It

was

left to itself

and treated

was placed for a short time under
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one took any notice of

bombs rained down on General Headquarters.
What use could this newest arm be put to under such
an empirical

tions? Plainly, to
jectives.

The

In other words,

it

use, for partial

who

accomplished things in spite

army

condi-

and particular ob-

served as an auxiliary.

credit for everything accomplished

belongs to the personnel,

until

it

by aviation in the war

displayed valor and initiative and

of,

sometimes in contradiction

to,

the

But the aviation personnel could
not embrace the whole field of war in its entirety; it had to limit
its vision to the narrow fields open to it. When someone like me—
in 1915 I proposed the institution of a national Independent Air
Force and in 1917, an Allied Independent Air Force— tried to
actions of the

authorities.

bring to the attention of the high military authorities the importance of aerial means as a separate

arm

to

be used in pursuing the

general objectives of the war, the military authorities did not

deign to take the matter under consideration.

Under such conditions a

consistent, authentic aerial warfare

could not, and did not, develop. Instead there could, and did, develop local aerial actions, chaotic and unorganized because

di-

rected by instinct rather than by reason.

Because

easy to see well

it is

and

drop things from a high

to

and bombardment are accepted; because
the damage inflicted by them is necessary, pursuit

altitude, reconnaissance

defense against
is

accepted.

warfare;

it

Upon
goes

this

no

simple fact

further.

rests all the action of aviation in

Opposing

air forces reconnoiter,

bom-

and pursue throughout the war. The one which gains preponderance in the air reconnoiters, bombards, and pursues more
than the inferior one; and aviation, securely chained to the surface

bard,

forces, does

not leave them, but limits

ice of those forces in their
tie

hampers the

air

own

its

fields. It is

arm, whose

action to the direct serv-

not understood that

this

field of action is essentially differ-

ent from the field of the surface arm; and the idea has not yet been

born which can make aviation do
broken. Despite

all this,

A

service analogous to

can do once that chain

is

circumstances forced the recognition of

the great value of the air arm.
s

all it

What

could

this

our Quartermaster Corps.—Tr.

newest arm not
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stood

who
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really under-

it!

In view of this situation, what can the experience of the
teach us? Nothing; in

fact,

last

war

than nothing; for aviation was

less

used with poor judgment, and it is easy to see that good sound
judgment cannot grow out of the use of an arm which is not
understood and is abandoned to its own devices. Just because in

war aviation was used empirically, with no guiding principle, must we do likewise in a future war? In my judgment, to
say this would be even bolder than not to say that auxiliary aviathe last

tion

worthless, superfluous, harmful.

is

4
I

have said that an Independent Air Force must meet two con-

ditions:

enough

(1)

to

the essential condition— namely, to possess strength

conquer the command of the

dition—namely,
air has
rial

define

I
it,

it

resistance of the

have shown that

if

in such a

way

the

command
fly

of the air means, as

in the face of an

Air Force which succeeds in conquering the

of the

strength

and use

enemy, will nevertheless be able

effective in the

enough strength

it

(1)

command

enemy who
of the air,

to crush the resistance

to carry
(2)

out actions very

an Independent

of the air

to crush the resistance of the

to achieve victory regardless of

I

an Independent

command

achievement of victory; and

Air Force which conquers the

of the

as to crush the mate-

has been prevented from doing likewise, then

its

command

enemy.

being in a position to

but does not keep up

the integral con-

(2)

keep up that strength after

been won and exploit

and moral

Also

to

air;

and keeps up

enemy

what happens on the

will be able

surface.

These two propositions are axiomatic. They cannot be refuted
without altering the meaning of the expressions given here.

Now, to conquer the command of the air— that is, to put the
enemy in a position where he is unable to fly, while preserving for
oneself the ability to do so— it is necessary to deprive the enemy
of all his

means

of flying;

and

this

can only be done by destroying
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still
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least a part of one's

own means

intact.

To

exploit the

command

of the air in a

manner

calculated to

crush the material and moral resistance of the enemy,
sary to have at one's disposal after

won

command

it is

number of aerial means to carry out
enemy strong enough to crush him.

a sufficient

against the

These two propositions

also are axiomatic

neces-

of the air has been
offensives

and cannot be equivo-

cated.

The

enemy's flying forces can be found in the air or on the

surface, in centers of maintenance, concentration, production,

so on; in either case they can only be destroyed

and neither land nor

by

and

aerial offensives;

sea forces can co-operate or collaborate in

any way in such destruction. Air attacks which can be launched
over the enemy's land and sea territory after

command

of the air

has been won, obviously can be carried out only by air forces; and
neither

army nor navy can co-operate in any way

Therefore,

command

when

in this purpose.

considering the matter of the struggle for the

of the air

and the launching of

air offensives,

one

sees

that the air forces assigned to accomplishing this— namely, the In-

dependent Air Force— should not and cannot depend in any way

upon

the

This

is

army and navy.
not in any sense to say that the Independent Air Force

should not co-ordinate

navy in order

its

to attain a

actions with the actions of the

army and

common

merely to

final objective. It is

say that such co-ordination should be planned by the authority

which
does

directs the use of all the

it

mean

armed

forces of the nation. Neither

that the Independent Air Force should never in any

army and navy to give them
army and navy co-oper-

instance co-operate directly with the

assistance in special operations, just as the

ate with each other. Plainly, there will

authority in charge of all the
sider

it

necessary— once the

armed

be instances when the

forces of the nation will con-

command

of the air has

been

put the Independent Air Force, or a designated part of
rarily in the service of a land or sea
it

of

its

To

won— to

it,

tempo-

commander, thus depriving

independence.

succeed in destroying

enemy

aerial

means, one must be able
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overcome the obstacles the enemy will put in his way to prevent
that destruction. In this struggle we have authentic aerial warfare
to

carried to

command
unable to

logical conclusion. In fact,

its

whoever conquers the

enemy who is
warfare against an enemy

of the air will find himself opposing an

and there can be no

fly;

aerial

deprived of his aerial means. All the actions an Independent Air
Force can perform after conquering the

command

necessarily be directed against the surface.

must

of the air

These actions

will play

a large, perhaps a decisive, part in deciding the issue of the war,

but they can never be accurately
fare.

Therefore, the struggle for and conquest of the

of the air constitute the

unique object of

Independent Air Force should

To

deprive the

enemy

war-

classified as actions of aerial

set

up

aerial warfare

for itself.

means of

of his

command
which the

flying,

they must be

destroyed wherever they are found, in the air or on the surface.

Therefore,

if

an Independent Air Force

of conquering the

command

is

of the air,

to be equal to the task
it

must be capable of

carrying out destructive actions either in the air or
face.

One

air force

combat— that

aerial

on the

sur-

cannot destroy another in the air except by
is,

by subjecting the enemy

to a

more

effec-

power than he can employ. In other words, destructive
action in the air can be carried out only by means adapted to
aerial combat, which for simplicity I have called "combat means."

tive fire

To

destroy an air force

on the

surface, that surface

must be

at-

tacked with destructive power, which, generally speaking, can be
effected only

found on

by bombardment.

It

follows that the enemy's forces

means of bombardThus the Independent Air Force must possess both combat
planes and bombers. Thus, by a different route, I reach the same
the surface can be destroyed only by

ments.

conclusions as

Can

I

expressed in Part

I.

either of these two kinds of forces be spared in an Inde-

pendent Air Force?

My

answer

is,

absolutely not, for these rea-

sons:
1.

—that

An

Independent Air Force made up of combat planes alone

is,

forces capable only of carrying out destructive actions

against

enemy

of failing in

its

aircraft in the

air— might be put in the position

action whenever the

enemy avoided an encounter—
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something he can do simply by descending to the surface, scarcely
observed by the opposing Air Force. An Independent Air Force

made up

of

combat planes alone, even

means, would end by exhausting

if it

had superiority

in these

itself in futile actions directed

empty space. Whenever it was opposed to an Air Force inferior in combat planes but provided with bombers, it would have

at

great difficulty in achieving even the negative objective of safe-

guarding

own

its

from enemy

territory

air attacks,

enemy, taking advantage of the rapidity with which

be carried out, might evade combat and

because the

air attacks

can

try a surprise attack.

Thus, an Independent Air Force made up of combat planes alone
is

not a true Independent Air Force, because

command of the air, and it is also
tion of its own territory from enemy
for

2.

An

it is

unfit to strive

unfit for the simple protecattacks.

Independent Air Force provided only with bombers

could not operate except by evading air encounters and making
surprise attacks,

and

it

could offer no resistance to the will of the

enemy.

The Independent Air
and bombers could

Force in possession of both combat planes

impunity to the enemy's sky and

travel with

there launch offensives against the ground.

Lack of combat planes
even though an

is

air force

Independent Air Force

therefore the lesser of the two evils;

provided only with bombers

at all,

is

not an

merely the beginnings of one.

Consequently, there must be both combat planes and bombers
in

an Independent Air Force. In what proportion? For an Inde-

pendent Air Force to maneuver
impose

its

will

on the enemy,

freely
it

and

to

be in a position to

must be able

to travel to the

designated points in the enemy's sky in spite of the enemy's opposition.

That

is, it

should put

itself

in a position to overcome the

enemy's opposition, an opposition manifested in the action of the
adversary's

combat means.

things being equal, one

To

be in a position to win,

must be stronger in the

all

other

field of battle.

Therefore, combat means should tend to be stronger than those
of the enemy.

As

greatest possible
is

always

for bombers,

it is

obviously desirable to have the

number, because, whatever the circumstances,

opportune

to

launch

major

offensives.

it

Therefore,
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no set proportion of combat planes and bombers
both depend upon diverse independent circumstances.

there can be
since

For these reasons

it

can be said of the composition of an Inde-

combat forces should aim to be
stronger than like forces of the enemy; and (2) bombing means
should strive to reach a maximum of power to produce the greatest effects, always remembering that an Independent Air Force
cannot dispense with either type of plane and must at all costs
pendent Air Force only that

prevent being

left

(1)

without one or the other.

In relation to what has been

said, let us

suppose that we have

an Independent Air Force which disposes (1) a combat power
superior to the enemy's and (2) a power of bombardment of
limited capacity for the offensive.

can

fly

anywhere in the enemy's

choice, traveling swiftly

cause

oppose

(1)

(3)

over any objective of our

by the route most favorable for

us, be-

the enemy's Independent Air Force will not try to

us, so

we have

offer resistance

or

With such an Air Force we

sky,

the

a free path, or

but will

enemy

fail to

will offer resistance with

force, thus putting us in a position to

enemy will try to
we have a free path,

the

(2)

contact us, so

an inferior combat

overcome

so

we have

will

be in a

it,

a free path.

Consequently, in the

first

and second

cases

we

position to operate against the surface with impunity, inflicting

damage upon the enemy in proportion to our bombing power. In
the third case we will make the enemy suffer an aerial defeat,
after which we will be in a position to inflict damage upon the
surface in proportion to our bombing power.
If we have chosen as our objective the enemy's means of flying
—centers of maintenance, concentration, production, and so forth
—in any of the three cases we will have inflicted damage which
will result in a

diminution of his air potentiality. Therefore,

every time our Independent Air Force attacks the enemy's surface
objectives directly , whatever else
potentiality.

The

may

do,

it

will diminish his air

reduction of the enemy's air potentiality to zero,

or conquering the
as

it

command

of the air, will be effected as rapidly

our Air Force can operate intensively, can possess the greater

means of surface destruction, and can pick

its

objectives with care.
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action could the enemy's Independent Air Force bring

against this action of ours? Will he try to oppose

it

directly? Obvi-

ously not, because he will either not succeed in contacting us and

thus operate in empty space or succeed in contacting us and be

combat and strike in turn against
what he must do, for only when he

defeated. Will he try to avoid

our

territory? Plainly, that

is

succeeds in avoiding combat can he strike against us in a

can force a diminution of

which

The

our

command

battle for the

way

air potentiality.

two Inde-

of the air between

pendent Air Forces of different combat powers will show these
features:
1.

The Air

Force having the greater combat power, not being

enemy

fettered by

action,

will operate with full

The Air

its will,

freedom of maneuver, choosing those objec-

most useful

tives it considers
2.

hence in a position to impose

to

purpose.

its

Force weaker in combat power will try to avoid

combat and destroy those objectives

it

considers most useful to

its

purpose.

That

is,

the actions of the two Air Forces will be similar, but

the struggle will be characterized by the preoccupation of the

weaker Air Force with maintaining

itself

in action. Let us say

that during such a struggle the weaker Air Force does succeed in

keeping in

action— that

is,

in

avoiding battle.

In

this

case

every action of either Air Force will diminish the enemy's air
potentiality,

damage

and

that Air Force

sufficient to

conquer the

which

wipe out the

command

cumulative

other's air potentiality will

of the air. Therefore,

Force must operate as intensively

inflicts

first

if

the stronger Air

must employ the
greatest possible destructive power against the surface, and must
choose the objectives which will have the greatest effect in
as possible,

diminishing the enemy's air potentiality,

all

the

more reason why

the weaker should do likewise.

From
1.

this

we can draw

these conclusions of practical interest:

Immediately upon the opening of

hostilities, aerial

warfare

should be conducted with the greatest possible intensity.

The

Independent Air Force should always be ready for action, and
once the action

is

begun,

it

should be ready to carry on without
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conquered. Considering the

magnitude of the offensives which the Independent Air Force
can develop and the intensity with which they will be carried out,
not possible to hope that

it is

opening
is,

of hostilities

new

planes not yet ready at the

can carry any weight in aerial warfare— that

in the conquest of the

command

of the air. In other words, the

means ready to go into action at
the opening of hostilities. Those prepared later will at best be
used to exploit the command of the air after it has been con-

war

will be decided

by the

air

quered.
If

2.

the choice of objectives

side, the

how

way

is

of great importance for one

those objectives are disposed in one's territory

they present themselves to the

That

enemy

and

of equal importance.

is

to say, the location of a nation's potentiality should be so

disposed as to
It

is

make

it difficult

can readily be seen that

if

for the

enemy

to destroy

them.

the planes, the life-blood of the

Independent Air Force, are concentrated in a few centers along
the frontier, the
3.

The

enemy

will

have an easy time of destroying them.

issue of aerial warfare will of course

forces opposing each other, but in particular

how

it

depend upon the
depend upon

will

employed— that is, upon the genius of the
prompt decisions and swift action, their exact

the forces are

commanders, their
knowledge of the

air resources of the

In preceding paragraphs

enemy.

we concluded

definitely that aerial

warfare must be between two Independent Air Forces solely con-

cerned with inflicting the greatest possible damage upon the

damage the enemy may inflict in
which has been explained in
Part I, consists in resigning oneself to submit to enemy attacks
in order to use all possible means for launching the greatest offen-

enemy without

giving heed to

turn. This conception of warfare,

sives against the

enemy.

It is difficult for this

minds of people, because

it

idea to penetrate the

departs from the conception of gen-

eral warfare prevalent in the past.

We

are used to seeing the

and the defensive aspect in every battle, and we cannot
grasp the idea of a battle which is all offensive, with no defensive
aspect. Yet aerial warfare must be exactly this and nothing else,
because the characteristics of the air arm are eminently offensive

offensive

no

The Command

and completely unsuited
the air

arm

it is

Let us take

now

him when he

with

is this:

Can

much

is

stronger in combat planes than

this

Air Force defend the nation from the

Two

methods of defense

go in search of the enemy; the other

to

fact

the most favorable case, that of a nation whose

enemy's Air Force?
is

The

for the defensive.

easy to strike but not to parry.

Independent Air Force
the enemy's.

The Air

of

appears.

One

offer themselves.

to wait

is

and

strike at

Can an Independent Air Force go in search
it can; but it may not find it, or if it

of the enemy's? Of course

may not be

does,

tunity to attack

it,

especially

finds

no opportunity

to attack

so will find

no oppor-

deliberately avoiding battle.

if it is

in search of an

Now, whenever an Air Force goes
and

and

able to give battle

it,

that Air Force

enemy

force

thrusting

is

empty space, is exhausting itself to no end, and inflicts no
damage on the enemy; but the enemy's Air Force, which has suc-

at

ceeded in evading the attack, can
first

method

of defense

is

inflict indirect

illusory; it

is

damage. So

this

nothing but sport for the

enemy.
It

can be said that nothing prevents the Air Force which

sets

out in search of the enemy's from inflicting some damage with

bombers. That

is

true.

But in

this case the

its

Air Force does not

have free choice of objectives, for these are secondary to

its

main

purpose and contingent upon being located in the particular spot

happened upon in the search

Can an Air Force
as

in wait for

lie

must

to

its

objective? If

it

first

concentrate in mass.

Force, particularly

him

can.

have any chance of winning, the

necessarily

at

But what are the chances of its
the enemy Air Force comes in mass, as it

he comes along? Certainly

gaining

enemy Air Force.
the enemy and strike

for the

if it

thinks

it is

first

Air Force must

Can any Independent Air

the stronger, passively await

the enemy's convenience, submit to his initiative, with

ance of ever contacting

him and with

no

assur-

the probability of being

forced to endure his attack without being able to retaliate? Certainly not. So this second

method

of defense

is

illusory,

is

nothing

but sport for the enemy.

Hence we must conclude

that there

is

only one attitude to

adopt in aerial warfare— namely, an intense and violent offensive,
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even at the risk of enduring the same thing from the enemy.

one

effective

offensive

by

method
air

of defending one's

own

territory

to destroy the enemy's air

is

from an

power with the

greatest possible speed.

Any means

of defense against an

and therefore
intention

made up

is

aerial action will fail,

enemy. This statement applies gener-

benefits the

ally as well as to the specific

The

enemy

Air Force action already examined.

to oppose aerial offensives with aerial defenses

of groups of airplanes,

employing surface arms.

To

be

and with

antiaircraft defenses

effective, the aerial

center must crush the enemy's action, since

its

defense of a

purpose

to

is

hinder an offensive against that center. That means the aerial

enemy with a combat force
enemy operates by the sound

defense of a center must confront the
at least equal to his

own. Now,

if

the

rules of warfare, he will operate in mass.
aerial defense of a center

combat planes equal

must have

to the

number

To

be

effective,

at its disposal a

the

number

of

combat planes
be overcome and the

of the enemy's

in mass. Otherwise the aerial defense will

center destroyed.

But since the air arm has a long range of action, potentially an
Independent Air Force can threaten other centers. And since air
offensives are carried

out very rapidly, in order successfully to

would be necessary
to station air forces in various parts of the territory attacked, and
each of these forces would have to be equal in combat power to
the mass combat power of the enemy. Besides that, it would be
necessary to set up a complicated network of communications and

defend

keep
I

all centers

all

potentially threatened,

it

the air forces in constant readiness for action.

arm is so essentially offensive in character that
dooms it to the absurdity of being stronger
and yet being obliged to keep this preponderant

repeat, the air

to use

it

defensively

than the attacker
air force

completely inactive, because unable to pursue any posi-

and thus at the mercy of the enemy's initiative.
Even admitting that defensive air forces could always arrive
in time to be of some use, would it be wise to use air forces in
this manner? Plainly not, because this would mean an extremely
dangerous dispersion of forces. Undoubtedly, one should instead

tive objective,
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resources to strengthen to the utmost one's

own

Independent Air Force, because the stronger the Air Force, the
more easily and rapidly it will be in a position to conquer the
only effective way of protecting one's

command of the air, the
own territory from enemy

To

be

effective,

air offensives.

an antiaircraft defense of a center must be able

an

to prevent the execution of

The

air offensive against the center.

range of action of the antiaircraft arm

there

would have

to

by

Hence, to be of any

use, anti-

would require an enormous quantity of equip-

ment spread over

On

very limited, hence

be an adequate supply of antiaircraft guns

for the protection of each center.
aircraft defense

is

the entire surface.

the other hand, antiaircraft guns can easily be neutralized

air action,

of smoke,

and

Certainly

if

by attacks

at

low altitudes or wrapping in clouds

so forth, so that effective retort could not be

made.

the resources used for antiaircraft defense were em-

ployed to strengthen the Independent Air Force to the same
extent, the rewards

method

mand

would be much

of defending one's territory

greater, for the only valid
is

by conquering the com-

of the air. Therefore, there should be

antiaircraft defense.

The

surface

is

no

air defense

and no

defended from the air just

as

defended from the sea— by gaining command. No one
would think of scattering ships and cannon along the coast in

coasts are

order to defend

open and

it

from bombardment. The coast

Therefore,

all possible

resources

Independent Air Force so that
in the air solely

my

urge

cities are left

their defense entrusted indirectly to the fleet.

it

must be used

to strengthen the

can operate and defend

by means of intensive and violent

itself

offensives. I

readers to think about this statement, which

is

funda-

mental and admits no exceptions, implications, or reservations,
because

our

it

must be made the

basis for the

formation and use of

aerial power.

To

reach this conclusion

warfare in
istics

its

it

has been sufficient to consider aerial

general characteristics, or in the essential character-

of the airplane itself— wide radius of action, great speed,

ability to fight in the air,

power

to carry out

an offensive against

the surface— without going into technical details. Therefore, the
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general in nature and does not depend

which can

upon

alter the essential characteristics of

the planes at one's disposal, the future perfecting of which can-

not but add weight to the conclusion drawn here. Proof of
conclusion can easily

this

be obtained— simply contrast any other con-

ception of air power with an Independent Air Force conceived

and operating according to my ideas.
Let us imagine an encounter between such an Independent Air
Force and an air force organized according to prevalent ideas, the
resources for constructing
It is clear that

the resources at

them being equal in both

cases.

the Independent Air Force, having utilized all
its

disposal for building

planes, will be able to

combat and bombing

employ a combat force superior

to that

of the other air force, because the latter will have subdivided

its

resources to provide a variety of planes designed for special uses,

generally excluding combat. For the same reason the Independent

Air Force will be superior in bombers.
In these circumstances the Independent Air Force will immediately take the initiative and pursue

its

aim

intensely

and

without interruption, by means of a succession of offensives against
the surface executed with the mass of
to contacting the

him. Against

enemy and

and

paying no heed

nor evading

other air force could not retaliate

by confronting the Independent Air Force with

pursuit planes which,

its

forces,

so neither searching for

this action the

directly except

its

indirectly by using

its

come to grips, will be beaten;
bombers which, inferior to those of the

if

they

Independent Air Force in offensive power, will conduct their
operations in a way calculated to avoid combat.
for

combat and bombing operations,

all this

Not being adapted
mass of auxiliaries

cannot effectively influence the issue of the struggle for com-

mand
tive,

of the air.

They

will

have to remain almost entirely inac-

seeking to avoid destruction, especially on the surface.

Therefore, other things being equal,
certainly be conquered by the

command

of the air will

Independent Air Force. Nothing

could oppose an Independent Air Force constituted according to

my

ideas except just such another Independent Air Force.

Any

other form of air force, any other standard of action, will result
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in an improper use of the air arm. I challenge anyone to prove

the contrary.

All the conclusions

I

have stated have been made simply to

combat forces must be suited to combat in the
air and (2) bombers must be suited for offensives against the
surface. Now we can go on to more concrete ideas of what should
be the characteristics for combat or bombardment which the
aerial means of an Independent Air Force must possess.
establish that (1)

MEANS OF COMBAT
An
The

aerial battle

fitness of a

of attack

and

by enemy

is

fought by

plane for aerial battle

action between warplanes.
is

determined by

its

power

may be attacked
must therefore be capable

defense. In aerial battle a warplane

fire

from any direction.

of returning this

fire;

and,

lies

with the plane which

fire

power than

greatest

fire

its

all

is

It

things being equal, the advantage

more heavily armed and has greater
To best withstand enemy fire, the

adversary.

measure of self-protection

is

needed. Therefore, other

things being equal, the advantage lies with the plane which

more

is

heavily armored.

Obviously, in an air battle

it is

an advantage to have greater

speed and maneuverability than the adversary, which permits one
to engage or refuse battle at one's discretion; or, once engaged,
to cut the battle short. Again, other things being equal, the ad-

vantage
In

lies

fine,

with the

faster

and more maneuverable plane.

other things being equal, the plane with the greater

radius of action will have the advantage because

it

can carry the

action deeper into the enemy's territory.

Therefore, a warplane should possess to the

maximum

degree

compatible with technical exigencies, the following four character-

armament, armor protection, speed, and radius of action.
These characteristics are reducible to terms of physical weight,

istics:

the

sum

total

being determined by the aerodynamic structure of

the plane, subdivided to harmonize with these four characteristics.
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The problem here is analogous to the problem presented by warships. Nor could it be otherwise, considering the similarity of
purpose. There are, however, other considerations to be taken into

account in

this case.

Armament: The combat planes

of an Independent Air Force

They must

are not designed to fight alone, but in formation.

therefore be grouped in units of
gether;

mum

and in

combat capable of

this lies the basis of their tactics.

intensity of fire

is

wanted, not so

but essentially in the combat unit

which may be modified according

enemy or
enemy. Hence
the

much

as a

fighting to-

Hence

the maxi-

in the single plane,

whole, the formation of

to the direction of the attack

by

the direction of the intended attack against the
the

armament problem concerns both the

indi-

vidual plane and the formation of the unit, whether emphasis on
the plane or emphasis

on the formation

as a

whole

is

the deciding

factor.

In

fire

power, likewise,

it

is

not the individual plane that

matters so much, but the unit of combat, a unit which must be

considered indivisible. Here, too, the emphasis must
formation, rather than on the individual plane,

power of the individual
any case we can see that, though it is desirable for
have a potential fire power above the bare mini-

grate in the best possible
planes.

But in

each plane to

mum, we must

way

on the
which must intelie

the

fire

not exaggerate the importance of such

fire

power,

would seem that, as between two combat units of equal
fire power, the unit which gets its power by the possession of more
planes is in a better condition to effect a more enveloping action.
Only experience can decide this for practical purposes, however.
Armor Protection: The purpose of armor protection is to conserve the power of the weapon by reducing its vulnerability.
Obviously, as between two planes with equal armament, the one
with the best armor protection has twice the offensive capacity
of the other, because it can keep up its offensive power twice as
long in the same action, or double its power for the same period
of action. This characteristic of protection has not only a material but a moral value, and therefore it is erroneous to think
that the weight used for armor protection is always a waste of
because

it
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power and material, even though it may exist at the expense of
armament itself. The problem of armor protection has to do with
the individual plane, not with the formation as a whole. Nevertheless, it is

obvious that the total physical weight of armor pro-

tection grows relatively less as the

even though the formation

as a

number

of planes

whole keeps

its

is

reduced,

total offensive

capacity unaltered.

Speed:

Though

superior speed

battle, the fact remains, as I

is

indisputably an advantage in

have fully demonstrated, that an

Independent Air Force should neither seek an encounter nor
force a battle. Superior speed has therefore only a relative im-

portance for a weaker Independent Air Force in avoiding an

So

aerial battle.

it is

not advisable to exalt speed at the expense

of the other three characteristics.

Radius of Action: Possible offensive actions against enemy

terri-

depend upon the radius of action of the planes.
Therefore, there is a radius of action, depending upon the operational distance necessary to reach enemy objectives, below which
tory

more or

less

an Independent Air Force
of action should be the

loses its value. Naturally, the radius

maximum whenever

possible.

MEANS OF BOMBARDMENT
The

function of

combat

bombing planes

is

integral with the action of

which are entrusted with clearing the

planes,

obstacles. Therefore, their characteristics

air of

enemy

should meet the follow-

ing conditions:

Radius of Action: Equal to that of combat planes.
Speed: Equal to that of combat planes.

Armor
for a

Protection: If armor protection is considered necessary
combat plane, there is no reason why it should not be

equally necessary for bombers. Therefore, armor protection equal
to that of

combat

planes.

Armament: Essentially the armament of a bomber should
of bombs with which to attack the surface. But for
the sake of the crew's morale, no warplane, which may be atconsist

tacked in the

air,

should be completely unarmed. All character-
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except armament shall be the same for both combat and

istics

bombing
lies

The Air

of

planes.

The

between the two types of plane

difference

in the difference in distribution of weight for

armament

in

the combat plane and for bomb-load in the bomber.

BATTLEPLANE
From

this fact

emerges the conception of a plane suitable for

both combat and bombing, which for simplicity

I

shall

call

"battleplane." This type of plane should have the radius of action,

and armor protection

speed,

ment

sufficient

surface.

both for aerial combat and for offensives against the

after satisfying the other three characteristics,

If,

note by the letter

W

armament— consisting
B,

its

of firearms, munitions,
consists of

combat strength

strength B(W-w),

w

armament in

bombing

the

we

de-

the rest of the weight at our disposal for

Independent Air Force
planes,

but should have arma-

as described;

combat
will

and crew— and

planes, C,

CW

be

and

if

an

and bombing
its

bombing

being the weight taken up by defensive
planes.

But

if

the Independent Air

number of planes will
be C+B, and the weight allowed for combat armament will be
(C+B), or CW+BW. Now, if the two types of arms— for aerial
Force consists entirely of battleplanes, the

W

combat and

for surface attack— are proportionately distributed in

each plane, the total value of the armament which can be used
against the surface

is

BW.

In other words, this Independent Air

Force would be identical with the other in combat power; but in
offensive action against the surface

owing
In
total

to lack of defensive

this respect

number

it

would be

slightly superior

armament.

we should make another

observation. If the

of planes in an Independent Air Force

is

divided

between combat and bombing planes, in case of an encounter
with an enemy the action will be not simultaneous, but at
ferent times. First will

come an

aerial battle to

opposition, then afterward the
objectives.

bombing

dif-

overcome the enemy

action against surface

Thus, only combat planes can take part in the

first

phase of the action and only bombers in the second. Similarly,
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only machine-gunners will be able to operate in the

first

phase,

and only bombardiers in the second.
But if, instead, the Independent Air Force consists entirely of
battleplanes, the

same personnel could employ

of the planes in aerial battle in the

first

all

the

armament

phase of action, then strike

means that the
machine-gunners and bombardiers,

against surface targets in the second phase. This

same crew can function both

as

thus utilizing the weight saved in personnel to increase the

power

Independent Air Force

of the

fire

as a whole.

Moreover, an Independent Air Force made up of bombing and

combat planes

will

have to

fight,

in case of an encounter with the

enemy, with only an aliquot part of

dom

of action, because this

number

its

planes and without free-

will have to devote itself to

bombing planes during the engagement. If the
Air Force were made up entirely of battleplanes, all the planes
protecting the

could take part in the engagement, with
Therefore, from

all

points of view

it is

full

freedom of action.

best that the bulk of

an

Independent Air Force be made up entirely of battleplanes designed for aerial combat and for

bombing

offensives against the

surface. 4

We
it

can go even further in this respect. As a matter of

would be

them, were
tection,

and

better

elastic.

if

some of
armor pro-

these characteristics, or at least

For instance, since radius of action,

and armament can be translated into carrying

since the

sum

fact,

total of the

capacity,

weight of these in a given plane

is

them may be increased at the exNow, it may be expedient to do
intended use. Consequently, it would be very

constant, the weight of any of

pense of any or

all of

so because of the

the others.

useful to have these details in the construction of battleplanes

allow of easy alteration of these characteristics.
If

an Independent Air Force undertook an operation within a

would be more useful to decrease the weight of the fuel load and increase the armament a
corresponding amount. Conversely, if the action is far from the
bases, it would be more useful to decrease the armor protection and

short radius of action, obviously

it

* If this interpretation of Douhet's thought is correct, the plane he is describing
resembles our modern Flying Fortresses but is much more powerful.— Tr.
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had
been conquered, there would of course no longer be any need for

an Independent Air Force

of the air

engage in aerial battle— so there

to

would no longer be any need of heavy armor protection and dearmament. The construction of a battleplane should

fensive aerial

therefore be such as to allow the ready adjustment or substitution
of these

two weight

of action or

striking

its

being equal,

characteristics to increase the plane's radius

it is

power against surface

targets.

Everything

better for a battleplane to be elastic in

char-

its

acteristics.

We

have determined

plane which should
Force.

The problem

the basic characteristics of the battle-

all

make up
left for

the mass of our Independent Air
technicians

and builders

to pro-

is

duce the plane which will best meet the conditions desired within
the limits of practicability. Such a plane
type,

multimotored, and of

medium

must certainly be

speed

if it is

to

a heavy

fill

all

the

requirements. Since the Independent Air Force will have to
operate in mass over land and sea, the battleplane ought to be

an amphibian.
present, the

If it is

impossible to realize this kind of plane at

Independent Air Force will have to be made up partly

and partly of land

of hydroplanes
characteristics.

The

planes, both to have identical

present state of technical development permits

the realization of a plane which will
certain degree,

and surely further progress

the battleplane ever

We

meet these requirements

more

will tend to

to a

make

efficient.

have been able to determine through deduction the char-

acteristics a battleplane

should have— the only type of plane which

should make up the operating mass of an Independent Air Force—
the only organism necessary, because sufficient in

itself,

to

wage

aerial warfare.

But an Independent Air Force must maintain an

efficient in-

formation service to keep from being surprised by the enemy, so
it

must be provided with reconnaissance means. Before we go on

any further we must define "reconnaissance," a term which lends
itself

easily

to

ambiguity. Reconnaissance

operation undertaken for one's

own

is

obviously a war

advantage and against the

The Command
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enemy's
ject to

and

interests;

enemy

The Air

war operations, is subaccomplish this kind of opera-

therefore, like all

To

counteraction.

tion successfully,

of

it is first

necessary to be in a position to defeat

or circumvent the enemy's counteraction.

or sea or in the
the

enemy

That holds

true

on land

For instance, cavalry may reconnoiter against

air.

either by employing large masses of cavalry troops ca-

pable of breaking through the enemy's lines to see what goes on

behind them, or by using small, well-mounted patrols who can
avoid contact with the enemy and slip behind his rear, then
turn with the needed information. In the air the situation
same. If a reconnaissance in force to overcome
is

of

wanted,
to

it,

it is

up

Independent Air Force, or

to the

perform the

task. If

enemy moves
with the enemy

enemy

is

re-

the

resistance

at least a part

a small scouting operation

is

planned

to report

in order to use the information to avoid

contact

in subsequent operations, a type of plane

entirely different
this type of

To

is

needed.

We

shall call

enemy

and at the same time
combat, superior speed and more skillful flying than

get behind the

avoid aerial
the

from the combat plane

plane a reconnaissance plane.

enemy can oppose

ful reconnaissance,

aerial defense

to it are necessary.

To

carry out success-

an active Independent Air Force needs special

observation planes with a greater radius of action than that of the

mass of the Air Force
the Air Force

is

if it is

to

operating in the

cessful reconnaissance

is

be of any use during the time
air.

In short, the essence of suc-

to see, understand,

and

report. Therefore,

a reconnaissance plane needs two eyes, an alert brain,

able

and

suit-

means of communicating with the Independent Air Force.

RECONNAISSANCE PLANES
The

characteristics of this plane should

Speed:

The maximum

be as follows:

possible compatible with the actual state

of technical aeronautical developments.

Radius of Action: At

least

equal to that of the Independent Air

Force. If the Air Force has a range of six hours of flight, for

example, the reconnaissance plane should have at
range.

least

an equal

The Command
Armament and Armor

Protection:

intended to avoid combat.
to increase speed

Means

It is

The Air

of

It is useless to

arm

a plane

better to use the weight thus saved

and radius of

action.

Communication: The most

of
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perfect.

Crew: The absolutely indispensable minimum, possibly one
person only.

To

avoid combat, reconnaissance should be undertaken by

individual planes operating singly, or by small groups, to allow
for

any possible

during operations.

loss

An

Independent Air Force

operating in mass, preceded and surrounded at a convenient

dis-

tance by a covey of such reconnaissance planes, will be protected

from any surprise

attack.

At the same time

it

can use these recon-

naissance planes to discover ground targets for eventual attack.

6

The

characteristics of battle

and reconnaissance planes denned

so far are valid for any Independent Air Force.

here in our

tially interested

But we are

own Independent Air

Force, so

must take into account two other conditions particularly
cable to us.

Our

we

appli-

eventual enemies will be found either beyond the

Alps or beyond the narrow sea surrounding

want

essen-

to be in a position to strike at them,

us.

Therefore,

we must have an

if

we

Inde-

pendent Air Force capable of crossing the Alps and the narrow
seas

surrounding

minimum
second the
If

us.

The

first

of these conditions determines the

ceiling the planes of

minimum

we do not meet

radius of action of the whole Air Force.

these

two conditions, the value of the whole

Independent Air Force will be
In this connection

our Air Force must have; the

nullified.

we should be

careful not to confuse the

radius of action of the individual plane with that of the Inde-

pendent Air Force
former.
first

of

An
all

itself.

The

latter

may be much

less

than the

Independent Air Force intending to act in mass must
assemble

its

each unit re-entering

forces,
its

an Independent Air Force

then operate, and finally disperse,

proper base.
is

The

radius of action of

equal to the radius of action of the
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minus twice the distance from the point
the base farthest from it.

planes constituting

concentration to

From

of

it,

this consideration derives the

tion of air bases, or the

home

point of concentration, the

importance of the disposi-

bases of the various units

the Independent Air Force.

The

more

of

composing

closer these bases are to the
efficient the

Air Force will be.

But the points of concentration may vary with the enemy in question, and sometimes also with the operation intended against the
chosen enemy. From this springs the necessity for numerous air
bases

more or

less

grouped

to

make

the best use of the radius of

maximum

action of each individual plane, so as to effect the

radius

of action for the entire Independent Air Force.

That

is

part of aerial logistics, which must determine the best

conditions for utilizing the greatest operating efficiency an Air

Force

is

capable

For the present

numerous

I

of.

But

I

do not intend

now.

to speak of that

merely want to point out the necessity of these

air bases to

be used simply

as

landing

bases cannot be provided with hangars, because

fields.

it

Wartime

would be

number

prac-

of them,

and

because the bases would be too easily identified by the enemy.

The

tically

impossible to dispose such a large

planes should therefore be

made

of metal resistant to all kinds

of weather. Large peacetime air bases, at least those of no practical value,

should be abandoned immediately upon declaration

war and the planes dispersed to substitute airfields.
An Independent Air Force should disappear from the surface
immediately upon landing, and should never be left exposed to
enemy attack on the open field. An able and daring enemy force,
even if inferior, can make good use of this critical moment. When
an Air Force is on the ground, it should be widely dispersed and

of

camouflaged

as

much

as possible.

And,

as

we have

seen,

an Inde-

pendent Air Force should dispose different groups of bases so as
to have freedom of maneuver and to facilitate its dispersal. Aerial
forces should be able to function at will,

independent of the

ground.

which
movement,

It is necessary, therefore, to create a logistical aerial unit,

will have to

be provided with

and combat, which must

all

the needs of

life,

in turn be supplied by

its

own

aerial

The Command
organization.

To

fulfill

its
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purpose, an Independent Air Force

must be a completely self-sufficient organization able to move in
the air and to change its location on the surface autonomously.
That proves that an Independent Air Force worthy of the name
something very different from what

is

The
—that

is

generally thought.

type of battleplane suitable for our Independent Air Force
is,

a plane with a wide radius of action, a high enough

ceiling to navigate

capacity large

and a carrying
margin of armament and

the Alps, sufficient speed,

enough

to allow a safe

armor protection— is similar to a commercial transport plane
utilized by civil aviation, once an equal weight of armament and
armor were substituted for passengers, cargo, and mail. This shows
the possibility of converting a civil machine into a battleplane by

means of appropriate technical arrangements. I believe we should
hasten and bend all our energies to this end: to organize a civil
aviation capable of being converted into a powerful military air
force in case of national need. 5

During times of peace, which

is

to

say normally, a military plane has only a potential function in

what

it

may be

able to do

when war

breaks out. All kinds of re-

sources needed to maintain such a military plane in
all

the time

sumed

when

power during

the life of the nation flows normally are con-

in view of that potential action.

civilian plane capable of conversion

On

the other hand, a

immediately on the opening

of hostilities has a potential value identical with that of the military plane.
it

But

it

also represents a real value in

can perform useful civilian
It is

masses,

peacetime in that

services.

understandable, therefore,

how

in choosing between two

one made up of military planes and the other of

civilian

ones capable of immediate conversion to military ones, there are

moral and material advantages in choosing the second.

how

No

matter

limited the returns of a civil air service, materially speaking,

the returns will always be a plus value. Therefore, a mass of
civilian planes capable of
s

An

being converted into military ones will

ideal magnificently followed in

Germany.
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always cost

than an equal

less

convertible civilian planes
greater military

we

power and

actively maintaining a very

This

is

so great

number

The Air
of military ones.

By using

obtain from the same expenditure

same time the

at the

possibility of

comprehensive civilian

an advantage that

we must work

that the end

of

for

I

have no hesitation in saying
to organize a

is

air service.

powerful

civil

aviation capable of immediate conversion, in case of needy into
a powerful military aviation, reducing the latter during peacetime
to a skeleton force for instruction

and command.

have already shown that the possibility for

I

far as the

according to the idea expressed here

world in general denies such a

cal

this

unit exists as

mass of planes constituting an Independent Air Force
is

concerned.

possibility.

The

aeronauti-

Considering the

prevalent conception of air power— a conception which demands a

and sometimes even of
extreme characteristics— is this denial altogether wrong? It may
not be possible now to make civilian planes capable of immediate
great variety of specialized types of planes

conversion into battleplanes, since these require, besides suitable

armament

for aerial

for suitable

combat and

for surface offensives, installations

armor protection. But

it

is

certainly possible even

now

to make civilian planes capable of immediate conversion into
bombing planes, because to do this we need only substitute bombs
for the weight of passengers, cargo, and mail.
So from now on it will be possible to increase the bombing
power of an Independent Air Force by using civil aviation to
complement it. Depending upon circumstances, such complements
could be used to increase the bombing power of an Independent

Air Force during the struggle for
the

command

to stop us

command

of the air or after

has been conquered. Therefore, there

from aiming

is

nothing

at this goal.

and proved, that only those who have learned how
air will be in a position to employ
aerial means as auxiliary services with the army and navy, and
that the only aerial force a nation must create for itself is the
Independent Air Force. Conversely, an Independent Air Force
which has conquered the command of the air can lend part of its
complements to the army and navy for auxiliary services.
I

to

have

said,

conquer the command of the
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But are such complements adapted to such services? Most certainly they are. First of all we must note that when an independent Air

an enemy made incapable of flying,
auxiliary or not, undertaken against him is ac-

Force, confronts

any aerial action,

complished with great ease and important results because the

enemy is powerless to retaliate.
Once it has conquered the command of the air, an Independent
Air Force may lend the army and navy, for auxiliary service,
battle units (or units of combat and units of bombardment) and
also observation

units.

These units can carry out with great

because in complete safety,

facility,

all

the auxiliary tasks of ex-

and observation which the army and
navy may require of them. The combat units, powerfully armed
and capable of maximum intensity of fire in all directions, can
serve best to attack marching troops, supply trains, rail movements, and so forth; while the bombing units can serve to destroy
objectives bearing directly on surface operations. Therefore,
there will be no need of pursuit planes once the command of
ploration, reconnaissance,

the air has been conquered.

And

therefore the constitution of

render

to

all

my

make

it

able

imaginable auxiliary aerial services after

it

has

an Independent Air Force according

conquered the command of the

to

ideas will

air.

8
In

all

the foregoing

my

purpose has been to demonstrate that

an Independent Air Force, once
the

air,

abundance because

command

I

am

I

all

have made

convinced

of

auxiliary services required

that,

my

demonstrations in

even after conquering

of the air, an Independent Air Force should operate

independently and not waste

its

actions of secondary importance.
is

command

has conquered the

can also meet the needs of

by the exigencies of war.
the

it

time and disperse

Once

the

its

command

means

in

of the air

conquered, the Air Force should attempt to carry out offensives

of such

magnitude

the enemy.
still

Even

necessary

to

as to crush the material

if this

and moral

aim cannot be achieved in

weaken the enemy's

resistance

resistance of

entirety,
as

it is

much

as

The Command
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possible, because that, better

of

The Air

than any other means,

facilitates the

army and navy. But to achieve such an end, we
must avoid dispersing our means and make the most possible use

operations of the

of them.

The maximum returns from aerial offensives must be sought beyond the field of battle. They must be sought in places where effecand where the most vital and
vulnerable targets are to be found— targets which are, even though
indirectly, much more relevant to the action and outcome on the
tive counteraction

field of battle.

negligible

is

In terms of military results,

it is

much more

im-

portant to destroy a railroad station, a bakery, a war plant, or to

machine-gun a supply column, moving
the-lines objective,

than to strafe or

trains,

bomb

or any other behind-

a trench.

The

results

are immeasurably greater in breaking morale, in disorganizing

badly disciplined organizations, in spreading terror and panic,

than in dashing against more solid resistance. There

what

to
air

a powerful

is

no end

Independent Air Force in command of the

could do to the enemy!

It

seems paradoxical to some people that the

future wars

may be brought about by blows
But that

what the

final decision in

to the

morale of

war proved, and
it will be verified in future wars with even more evidence. The
outcome of the last war was only apparently brought about by
the civilian population.

is

military operations. In actual fact,

down

of morale

among

it

last

was decided by the break-

the defeated peoples— a moral collapse

caused by the long attrition of the people involved in the struggle.

The

arm makes

air

hind the line of
directly.

day

And

it

possible to reach the civilian population be-

and thus

battle,

there

is

this direct action

moral resistance

nothing to prevent our thinking that some

may be on

sistance of the people

armies and navies.

to attack their

a scale to break the

moral

re-

even while leaving intact their respective

Was

German Army still able to go on
fighting at the time when it laid down its arms? Was not the
German fleet turned over intact to the enemy when the German
people

We

felt their

power

not the

of resistance weakening?

must keep in mind, not what aviation

could be today. Certainly

if

we

is

today, but

said that the actual air

what

it

powers of
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we would

be uttering not only paradox, but downright absurdity. But that

means nothing, because we do not say that the actual aviations of
today are what they should be in effectiveness. We should think,
for example, what would happen if an enemy were to conquer the
command of our sky with his Independent Air Force, enabling
him to rove at will over Piedmont, Lombardy, and Liguria,

dumping great quantities of explosive, incendiary, and poison-gas
bombs on the most vital centers of these three northern provinces.
If we think of that, we must conclude that the resistance of our
surface forces

day

life

about by

would soon be broken by the disruption of

every-

in those three provinces— a disruption directly brought
air

power.

Even assuming— although I by no means concede it— that today
it would be impossible to launch aerial offensives of the necessary
magnitude, still the constant improvement of aerial weapons and
increase in the efficiency of destructive materials show that the
necessary magnitude will be possible in the not too distant future.
In any case, by common consent the fact remains that aerial
offensives have already attained such material and moral efficacy
as to compel surface armies to undertake arduous, time-consuming
defensive measures— secret night movements of troops and supplies, et cetera— which tie up the movement of surface aerial
defenses and antiaircraft guns which might be more useful elsewhere, thus causing a serious dispersion of means. This is true
whenever we give credit to aviation for what it is, and for what it
may and should be.
We must not rely on the fact that other nations organize and
employ their air forces much as we do. One fine day one of our
eventual enemies may decide to organize and employ his air
forces as I would do myself, for example. And in that case, I ask
anyone disposed to give me an honest answer, whether, taking
into account the concepts of aerial organization and employment
which prevail in our country and the location of our aerial resources on the surface, this potential enemy would not be in a
position rapidly to conquer the

command

and whether, having conquered

it,

of the air over our sky;

he could not perhaps

inflict

The Command
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irreparable

damage upon

unequivocable "no,"

that

am

I

wrong. But until

which someone

is

anyone can conscientiously give

us. If

me an

I

will lay

I

hear

ready to assume

my

power, thus fulfilling

Following

is

my

down my arms and admit

this

unequivocable "no," for

full responsibility, I shall

and

cease to point out this grave danger
in

The Air

of

fight

not

with everything

solemn duty.

a recapitulation of

my

ideas

on the constitution

of

our air power:

The purpose of aerial warfare is the conquest
mand of the air. Having the command of the air,
1.

of the comaerial forces

should direct their offensives against surface objectives with the
intention of crushing the material and moral resistance of the

enemy.

We

2.

should seek no other purposes except the two described

we want to avoid playing the enemy's game.
above
3. The only effective instrument for carrying out these purposes is an Independent Air Force made up of a mass of battle
if

and an aliquot part

units
4.

The Independent

of reconnaissance units.

Air Force should embody the greatest

power compatible with the resources at our disposal; therefore no
aerial resources should under any circumstances be diverted to
secondary purposes, such as auxiliary aviation, local air defense,

and

antiaircraft defenses.

The efficacy
much as possible,
5.

of destructive materials should be increased as

because, other things being equal, the offensive

power of an Independent Air Force

is

in direct proportion to the

efficacy of the destructive materials at its disposal.
6.

a

Civil aviation should be so organized as to be utilized as

complement

to military aviation in case of war.

That

organiza-

tion should be in the direction of a powerful fleet of transports

capable of immediate conversion into a powerful military air
force.

The

latter

should be reduced, in time of peace, to a simple

organization for instruction and
7.

Aerial warfare admits of

command.
no defensive

attitude, only the

Of two Independent Air Forces, the one stronger in
combat units should neither seek nor avoid aerial combat; the
offensive.

weaker should

try

to avoid

it.

But both stronger and weaker
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hostilities

break

and once action has begun, both should keep in action incessantly and with the utmost violence, trying to hit the enemy's
most vital targets— that is, targets more likely to cause repercussions on his air power and moral resistance.
Once an Independent Air Force has conquered the com8.

out;

mand

of the air,

should keep up violent, uninterrupted action

it

end

against surface objectives, to the

that

it

and moral resistance of the enemy.
An Independent Air Force should be

terial
9.

move

as quickly as possible over

own

its

may

crush the ma-

so organized as to

territory with

its

own

means, in order to be of the greatest use against any potential

enemy.
Aerial warfare will be fought and decided solely by aerial

10.

forces

which are ready

because, owing to the great violence with which
if

break out,

to act at the instant hostilities

the adversaries are fairly well

matched

it

will be fought,

in strength,

it

will be

conducted and decided very rapidly.
11.

An

Independent Air Force formed with

a nation has at

its

disposal for

its

all

aerial forces,

the resources

made up

of a

mass of battleplanes and an aliquot part of reconnaissance planes,

and exclusively on the offensive, will soon wrest
the air from an enemy air force constituted, organ-

acting decisively

command
ized,

of

and performing

in a different way.

In spite of the close reasoning by which

am sure they will seem
affect me in the least. I am

affirmations, I

does not

I

have arrived at these

extravagant to many. That

used to hearing

my

ideas,

which often contrast with those of many people, who have clung
fanatically to the

On

I

ideas, called extravagant

the other hand, this will not prevent

radical ones,
ion.

same old

from

little

by

little

Such stubbornness leaves

my

ideas,

and worse.

even the most

being accepted by general opin-

me

absolutely unaffected, because

have the mathematical certainty that the time will come when

air forces of nations

everywhere will conform exactly to the con-

cepts described above.

Naturally,

because

I

am

I

wish we might be the

convinced that the

first

first

to

conform

to them,

nation to create an air force
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along rational, logical lines will have an inestimable advantage
over other nations. But even if my wish is not to be fulfilled, I

have done

my

all

that

is

humanly

possible to bring

conscience will have nothing to reproach

me

it

about, and

for.

General Bonzani said in L' Epoca:
Italy needs an air force capable of defending her own sky during
the necessary time after the beginning of hostilities for her industry
to turn out the latest types of plane.

This statement

carries over into the field of the air a concept

and the lance on the ground. According
to this concept, an aerial shield would be sufficient protection
against an aerial lance, or for all aerial purposes. That is to say,

applied to the shield

it

admits the possibility of an air force able to protect our centers

means and personnel-training from aerial offenthe time necessary to set up an air power able to

of production of
sives

during

all

take the offensive;

and

same time holds out the hope of

at the

having means incorporating the

and industry

The
of the

latest

improvements of science

for the decisive encounter.

shield-and-lance concept

enormous disproportion of

on the ground because
needed by the offensive in

justified

is

forces

no
where the means

order to break through a well-organized defense. But there
justification for

applying

it

to the field of the air,

is

employed have no defensive value, but present the most outstanding offensive characteristics in the highest degree. Unfortunately,

we cannot

dig trenches in the

air,

nor throw up barbed-wire en-

tanglements, nor prevent infiltration. Also unfortunately, our
essential aeronautical industries are well within the range of aerial

offensives
curity,

from our eventual worst enemies.

nor what probability,

I

say

preventing, by aerial defense, an

what

enemy from

essential aeronautical industries

during

ing to mass production? Even

if

are

we

behind

to suppose that the
his

back during

I

do not

possibility

all

is

say

what

se-

there of our

destroying our most

that time

we

are turn-

there were such a possibility,

enemy would be

all that time,

sitting

with his hands

instead of starting his

own

mass production too?

That kind

of thing

is

fantasy. Aerial warfare will

be waged and
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He who is caught unthe air. The stronger one

decided by the available means in hand.

prepared will be irrevocably defeated in
will try for a
his

quick decision; he will not wait upon the pleasure of

weaker adversary, nor permit him to go on producing under

his very nose. In the

Then

name

was possible

it

of charity, let us forget the last war!

to create

an

from the very be-

air force

ginning, by establishing industrial plants

and creating the various

types of plane. But at that time aviation itself was just being

born, and every nation was in the same situation. But in future

know

wars aviation will have grown to adulthood and will

own

value.

We

And

its

that will be a very different matter.

must not waste time talking about

it.

We

should get to

work and do it, always keeping abreast of the latest developments
in armament. And for that reason our industry must always be in
a position to produce the best materials, and to produce them in
greater quantity than normal needs require. It is of supreme importance to national defense that our aeronautical industry should

develop a large export trade, because in that way

it

will produce

better materials in greater quantities, thus meeting the
of

abnormal times. As

infinitely better to

far as national defense

is

demands

concerned,

it is

have an aeronautical industry with an export

and fewer squadrons of up-to-the-minute planes than a hitor-miss industry compelled to depend sometimes on imported materials and a larger number of makeshift armed squadrons. Theretrade

fore, it

is

to the interest of national defense that aeronautics also

should make some

sacrifice so that

our industry can compete with

foreign industries.

But economic

sacrifices are

not enough.

What

stimulate the expansion of our aeronautical industry
direction

and

needed to

is
is

a definite

measure of security— objectives which for obvious

a

reasons cannot be reached unless

we formulate

a definite aero-

nautical policy.
If

we

analyze the air forces of the principal nations,

that they are all constituted according to the

governed during the
warfare.
yet,

War

though

is

all

last

war.

Today we

we can

see

same concepts which

often speak of aerial

a struggle fought out with deadly weapons.

And

the air forces have innumerable types of plane for
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one of them has a combat type of
though they are prepared to do anything that

different purposes, not

plane. It seems as

can be done in the air except

fight.

There are pursuit

planes,

I

know. But pursuit planes are not combat planes; they are for the
purpose of pursuit. In spite of their apparently offensive character, pursuit planes are essentially suited for defensive

only.

That

owing

is

and

to their very origin

purposes

to their limited radius

of action, which precludes their carrying out effective operations
inside

enemy

The

territory.

combat plane, able to impose its will upon the enemy,
has not yet been invented; nor does it seem likely it will be soon,
true

because

we have stopped with

aerial action— and

necessary thing

is

the

World War— in

the infancy of

have not yet learned that in war the most

to

be

fit

for combat.

speaking we are convinced that

many

warfare without being forced to

On

the contrary, generally

things are possible in aerial

fight, so

much

so that the great

majority of warplanes are unfit for aerial combat.
It is

on

this very

concept— that action of an offensive nature can

be developed without combat— that the bombardment aviation of
the nations

is

founded. Generally speaking, bombardment avia-

bombing and night
combat by virtue of having greater speed
than the enemy; the second flees combat by grace of darkness!
Now, one who intends to flee is at the mercy of enemy action or

tion

is

divided into two specialties, daylight

bombing. The

first flees

special circumstances,

actions

and

can he do

enemy

and therefore he

his initiative

if

is

limited.

On

is

not master of his

own

the other hand, what else

he lacks the concept and the means for conquering

opposition, as

is

the constant rule of

war on land and

sea?

war the purpose of a bombing action was
limited to merely annoying the enemy, and it was admissible that
bombing operations were possible by fleeing enemy counteraction. Now this is no longer admissible, because today the tendency
is to get positive and very great results from aerial bombardment.
During the World War there were some night bombings carried
out by a limited number of planes scattering a few bombs on
enemy objectives. We made some on the northernmost section of
During the

last
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But to carry out bombing raids under present conditions, whoever our eventual enemy
may be, we would have to take off with a considerable number of
planes from the lowlands, cross the Alps, reach the enemy objecand

the Isonozo front

tives,

and return

night?

And

if it

possibility of

across the Piave.

across the Alps. Is
is

possible,

bombing by

worth while?

it

is

what

daylight,

would

it

If

all

that at

we admit

the

the necessity of keep-

is

why

ing nighttime aviation? In either case,
in two instead of collecting

do

possible to

it

divide our strength

which
and replacement of

into a single striking force,

also facilitate training of personnel

materials?

Lack of a
rise to a
it

clear conception of an

curious notion of

its

Independent Air Force gives

formation. According to this notion,

generally understood to consist of daylight-bombing units,

is

night-bombing

units,

and pursuit

units.

The

very term, Inde-

pendent Air Force, implies something unified. As a matter of
an Independent Air Force

as generally

fact,

conceived would consist

of three specialties, because their essential characteristics

would

prohibit their working together even in pairs, inasmuch as daylight

bombing requires

great speed

and a wide radius

of action;

night bombing, low speed and a wide radius of action; and pursuit
planes, great speed

The bulk
But even

as

and

a short radius of action.

of existing air forces consists of reconnaissance units.

concerns this specialty,

fluence of the past

and the idea

we note

that

war operations without being forced
notions the reconnaissance plane

ing

all

is

it is

the predominating inpossible to accomplish

to fight.

Because of such

held up as the ideal, possess-

the essential characteristics best fitted for facilitating re-

connaissance operations, intended not as war operations, but as
operations sufficient in themselves and apart from the struggle
as a

whole. So we look for ideal

visibility,

medium

photographic equipment, good radio, a hook to

and

so on. In fact,

we have found

we expect

suitable

necessary

first

to spot

fish

up

good

orders,

of a reconnaissance plane everything

and convenient in peacetime, without

stopping to think that, in order to observe the
is

speed,

enemy

in war,

it

him; and without taking into account the
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important for us to observe him,

fact that, if it is

it

is

equally

important for him not to be observed.

and B, are facing each

and

B

line

Two enemy

this hypothetical case:

Let us consider

other. Line

A has

planes cannot

mission because

its

over Line

fly

shot

more

its

down by

B's

pursuit planes

planes will be able to reach Line A. This demon-

where the

strates that in war,

are

will not

be able to observe something of the enemy

for observation, will
its

A

reconnaissance

its

B without being

pursuit planes; but Line B, however unsuitable

because

A

has 500 pursuit planes. Obviously, Line

succeed in accomplishing

lines,

500 reconnaissance planes

effective

essential

is

to fight,

machine guns

than photographic equipment for carrying

out a reconnaissance operation.

Reconnoitering
tions, is

the

is

a

war operation which,

war opera-

like all

accomplished at the expense of the enemy; and therefore

enemy

will try his best to prevent

perform aerial reconnaissance

it.

Therefore, in order to

successfully, it

is

necessary to be

able either to checkmate the enemy's counteraction by force, or
to escape

by speed and stratagem. Consequently, reconnaissance

units should be either

combat units or pursuit units capable of

avoiding combat.

For lack of the realization that in war the primary need

we

capacity to fight,

is

the

neglect the fighting capacity in our so-called

warplanes in order to concentrate on essentially secondary auxiliary capacities.

The

result

is

a great deal of specialization

breaks up our air power into fragments and diverts

it

which

from

its

essential purpose.

In peacetime maneuvers
then

we have two

this

may be

all

very well, because

identical parties, each provided with the

same

means. Since neither the "reds" nor the "blues" have combat

no combat can take place, and each party can
employ its aerial means as though there were no such thing as
combat. But in war things may be different. If one of two conunits, obviously

fronting sides excludes aerial combat, and the other considers
it

the essential function of air

the situation

is

power and

is

armed

accordingly,

completely different, because the one

in a position to fight could not fight, nor observe, nor

who

is

not

bomb, nor
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the other aerial specializations which detract from

the essential purpose of an air force.

we must

In preparing for war,
that the

enemy

always begin with the assumption

not only as brave and

is

as able as

we

are,

but also

that he will always try to act in ways least advantageous for us.

As

far as aerial warfare

have the enemy

is

armed

concerned,
chiefly

it is

with

always an advantage to

hybrid aerial auxiliary

weapons, for defense, observation, pursuit, et cetera; because then

he has

at

disposal

his

capable of hindering our

on our

less

combat and bombardment means

own

aerial actions

and

inflicting

damage

territory.

we must assume that
the very opposite will be the case, that the enemy will use all
his resources to provide himself with combat and bombardment
means. Then we should arm ourselves in accordance with this,
the worst, hypothesis, because if we are armed to face the worst,
surely we can, with better reason, face any other hypothesis.
Whoever our enemy may be, we will encounter him in the
Since that

would be advantageous

to us,

high mountains near the frontier; and in the mountains our

army

will have to

wage a long and

bitter fight. Therefore,

auxiliary aviation will have to operate above the Alps
to act

our

and be able

above the highest peaks in case these areas are occupied

by the enemy. So we can say that such aviation must be able
operate at 3,000 meters above the ground, or at a

minimum

to

ceil-

ing of 5,000 to 6,000 meters. As for our Independent Air Force,
it

too will have to cross the Alps, presumably guarded by the

enemy, with a

full

load

wants

if it

to

launch offensives against

important enemy objectives.

These are particular and
themselves

upon our

If

our aviation does not meet these

satisfactorily, its

value will be nullified. But there

acteristics in its

requirements
is

more

to

it

armament.

which impose
and they demand special char-

essential conditions

aviation,

than that. Since

we must depend on

the hope that

our army will be able to drive back the enemy, and since
not easy to find places in the high mountains adapted for
fields,

our aviation will have

to operate

from

its airfields

it is

air-

in our

lowlands until the army reaches the enemy's lowlands on the
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other side of the mountains. Therefore,

be able

enemy

from

to operate

all of

our aviation must

our rear bases, across the Alps,

Everyone agrees that the characteristics of the
it

and over

territory.

the one

weapon which

air

arm make

will go into action first— immediately,

in fact, perhaps even before

war

is

formally declared. For this

arm should always be ready to mobilize and to deTo mobilize means to move— specifically, to be able to pick

reason the air
ploy.

up and

leave peacetime locations,

disposal, live

and

and with only the means

autonomously.

act

To

at one's

deploy means to make

the most opportune disposition of one's forces for action against
the enemy. For an Independent Air Force, deployment
disposition

is

that

which proves most opportune in developing those

aerial actions

intended to be carried out unswervingly. For an

auxiliary air force,

it is

that disposition

auxiliary actions in relation to the

the disposition of the

most opportune

to further

deployment of the army or

fleet.

Deployment naturally varies according to the hypothesis of war
under consideration, but in each case it must be exactly determined so that each unit or command may know where to go as
circumstances

may

require. Consequently,

all

units of a military

aviation should always be ready for immediate mobilization

immediate transfer

to the localities assigned

ment, to be put into

effect in

and

them by the deploy-

accordance with a predetermined

plan of war.

To

be ready for immediate mobilization, an aerial unit must

have in permanent possession

means necessary for autonomous
living and acting during the whole period of time needed, once
the disposition has been made, to establish a regular, uninterall

air unit and the supply
means may be lumped together

rupted flow of supplies between the
service in the rear. All these

under the term "mobilization supplies." They should include
replacement

parts,

planes and motors, small repair units, fuel

and personnel, arms and ammunition, maps, and various other necessary equipment. There must
be a constant flow of these supplies, far in excess of the amount
needed for ordinary peacetime requirements. Since it is evidently

deposits, depots for materials
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necessary to be in the best condition for instant action— and there-

move armed with the most efficient machines— the
unit should possess more planes and motors and other

fore ready to
aerial

equipment in peacetime than are mobilized, because they must
be constantly kept

To

at

top operating efficiency.

effectuate proper disposition

and

to

the order of deployment,

variations in

make

possible other

equipment of
by air, must have

the

all

mobilization supplies not possible to transfer

some other means of transfer. In general the only possible way
will be by motor transport. Therefore, an aerial unit must have
not only mobilization supplies beyond peacetime needs, but also
'automotive means" for transporting all of them which cannot
be transferred by air. Only on these conditions can an aerial unit
be speedily and effectively mobilized, deployed, and utilized in
1

case of war.

Of

have to be on

necessity, the dispersion of aerial units will

improvised

airfields

during the war, thus avoiding disaster by

camouflaging them as

change location

much

aerial units

omous. Large permanent

We

must

and by being ready

to

by the enemy.
must be highly mobile and auton-

as fast as the bases are identified

This means the

moved back

as possible

airfields

near the

front

should be

to prevent the destruction of the materials in them.
realize that the

problem of

air

power

is

very complex.

number of planes and
number of operating personnel. A great many
requirements must be met to make this arm, the efficacy of which
may reach formidable proportions, function properly. They are
It is

not limited to production of a certain

training a certain

linked one with the other; and

all

the air arm,

most of
I

if

not

if

made completely

one of them
useless,

fails to

would

be met,

certainly lose

its efficiency.

have mentioned deployment according to various hypotheses

of war.

To

say that aerial units should deploy

mental necessity of war. But in order to

is

to state a funda-

satisfy this necessity in

the case of a powerful aerial mass which must be put into action

immediately,

it

is

necessary above everything else to study the

best disposition of all aerial units in relation to the objectives
of aerial action

and the deployment of land and

sea forces

under
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the circumstances of the particular war. This
for each aerial unit the locality to

which

it

means determining

should be transferred,

and, in view of the intensively cultivated nature of our land,

predisposing the chosen terrain which can immediately be adapted
as take-off
I

and landing

fields.

have already spoken of the supply problem.

air forces in efficient operation, it

is

To

maintain

necessary for supplies of

kinds to reach them during the conflict.

To

all

get an idea of the

we have only

to remember
enormous amount of work
what the last war showed; namely, that to maintain 100 first-line
planes in efficient operation, it was necessary to keep 300 in re-

entailed,

and

serve,

for industry to

produce about 100 every month for

replacement. Since in future wars aerial forces will be used

much

and in much greater numbers than in the last
war, the supply problem will demand even more work.
The real power of an aerial force depends, then, on such a
large number of coefficients that none of them can be reduced

more

intensively

and when we wish to judge the real value of an aerial
we must take into account all the coefficients which go to

to zero;

force

make

it

up.

The number
means

little

of planes a military aviation can put in the air

in itself as regards the

power of that

cause in the true military sense, flying

is

aviation, be-

not an end in

itself,

but a means for accomplishing actions of war. Now, in order to
accomplish war actions, aerial means must be: gathered into
organic units; armed accordingly; trained in aerial combat; easily

employed; ready for instant mobilization; and so forth— all of

them harmoniously co-ordinated

to

meet the

reality of aerial

warfare.

CONCLUSION
I

feel sure there

cannot be anyone today

maintain that the problem of
portance.

More and more

solidated,

its

increased;

air

power

is

can honestly

of only secondary im-

every day the air

radius of action widened, and

and the

who
arm

its

is

being con-

carrying capacity

efficacy of destructive materials is constantly

being raised. With our geographical and political situation,

all

of
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exposed to eventual enemy offensives

of imposing dimensions operating

arc embraces our richest

The Air

from land

bases.

The Alpine

and most industrious provinces,

all

of

which can be reached by enemy aerial offensives operating from
the opposite slopes; and the narrow seas surrounding us offer
little

protection from aerial attacks launched from

Our extremely

enemy

shores.

concentrated industries, with large centers of

population exposed, the ease with which our main communication lines can be broken,

hydraulic resources,

all

and the degree

to

which we employ

put us in a position to fear aerial offen-

on the one hand the Alpine
on the
other hand, because of the difficult terrain and scarce roadways,
it favors an enemy effectively armed in the air and bent upon
cutting off from their bases our land forces operating in the

more than any other nation.
power to bar

sives

If

the door of our house,

barrier gives us the

mountains.

we consider all this
command of its own sky
If

safety. Nevertheless,

seriously,
is

we cannot but

agree that the

an indispensable condition of

even today anyone

who

the importance of air power in future wars

is

tries to

Italy's

point out

called a visionary.

admitted that the enemy can compel us to evacuate entire

It is

cities

by using

aerial offensives;

but

it

is

denied that

this

can

weigh heavily in the outcome of the war— as though an army deployed in the Alps would not be affected by the evacuation of
Milan, Turin, and Genoa; or as though the evacuation of a city

could be compared to moving out of an apartment house. Even

though

it

admitted that aerial offensives can stop industrial

is

production,

it

is

maintained that

this small

inconvenience can

be obviated by transferring the factories farther inland, as though
all industrial

plants were not compelled to intensify their pro-

duction during wartime.

The

idea that a war could be decided

by the collapse of the nation's morale

and

this in spite of the fact that the

is

considered paradoxical,

World War was decided by

the collapse of the moral resistance of the defeated peoples.

The

armies involved in that war were only the means by which

the nations of each side tried to
other; so

much

so that,

undermine the

resistance of the

though the defeated side was the one
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of

whose armies won the most and greatest battles, when the morale
of the civilian population began to weaken, these very armies
either disbanded or surrendered,

and an entire

fleet

was turned

over intact to the enemy. This disintegration of nations in the
last

indirectly brought about

war was

in the field. In the future

it

by the actions of the armies

be accomplished directly by the

will

actions of aerial forces. In that lies the difference

between past

and future wars.

An

aerial

bombardment which compels

the evacuation of a city

some hundreds of thousands of inhabitants will certainly have
more influence on the realization of victory than a battle of the
kind often fought during the last war without appreciable results.
A nation which once loses the command of the air and finds itself
subjected to incessant aerial attacks aimed directly at its most vital
centers and without the possibility of effective retaliation, this
nation, whatever its surface forces may be able to do, must arrive
at the conviction that all is useless, that all hope is dead. This
of

conviction spells defeat.

Even admitting— I by no means concede it— that the command
of the air exercised with adequate forces could not defeat the

enemy without regard
indisputable that the
terial

to other circumstances,

command

and moral damage

to the

portance that
of the

command

command

of the air,

military

it

is

of

paramount im-

The primary concern
that their own aviation

of the air; otherwise all their actions will

and naval

the value of the air arm, they

command

of the air.

forces are not yet fully

do

aware of

feel the necessity of protecting

themselves against aerial operations.

and by

effec-

sky.

to see

be put in jeopardy by an enemy in

Though

nevertheless

from the value that may be

we should dominate our

army and navy should be

conquers the

is

enemy, thereby contributing

tively to his defeat. Therefore, apart

attributed to the

it

of the air can bring serious ma-

The mere

fact that it

is

pos-

war operations, must be
the determining factor in modifying the methods of combat on
land and sea. A single example will suffice: It is no longer possible
to imagine fuel deposits in the open sky. We must therefore consider seriously the new aerial factor in itself and its influence
sible to

fly,

flying to accomplish

The Command
upon

military

and naval

we

sky,

if

than upon the total civilian

less

are in a position to dominate

will automatically

be in a position to dominate

But

if

the Mediterranean sky as well— that

must be ours
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resources of the country.

our own

no

forces

The Air

of

we wish

The Independent Air

to control the sea

is,

which

to create for ourselves

an imperial destiny.

Force must become

Italy's

impregnable

shield and the sharp sword with which to carve out her future.

At present such

ideas are in the

embryonic

but

stage,

it

is

them in the right
way will have an advantage over all others. With time and experience, the Independent Air Forces of all nations will take on a
similar form, as long ago their armies and navies did. Today ingenuity may still be useful; tomorrow quality alone will count.
Thanks to the native aptitude of her people, though poorer than

certain that the nation which

first

learns to use

may still forge for herself an Independent Air
commanding respect from others.

other nations, Italy

Force capable of
I

have been harping on

keep on harping on
a soldier,

and

toward

ments

its

for years,

confident of doing

my

and

duty

I

intend to

as a citizen

and

same time of doing a work of sound collabora-

at the

tion in a period
Italy

it,

theme

this

when

the national government intends to lead

We

bright future.

for creating a

superb

possess all the necessary ele-

power: daring

air

pilots, resourceful

and craftsmen, a unique
strong government which knows

technicians, large guilds of skilled artisans

geographical situation, and a

what

it

wants and

how

to get

it

done. All

we need do

is

unite in

with the firm determination to get to the

silent, intense labor,

top and stay there.

Aviation has already shed

dustrial production.
its

primitive, or I should say sporting,

and has now entered upon

character,

now

its

purpose

is

to

a period of serious in-

aim was simply to fly;
accomplish something worth while through

At

the beginning

its

flying— to shorten great distances in peacetime, to fight in wartime.

We

to try to

must enter

this

second period with the determination

do something in the

air,

something better than the

rest

of the world.

Note: For various reasons, nearly a year went by between the time the manubook went to the printers and its publication date. During this

script of this
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interval 2,000-horsepower planes were put in service by various nations, and
construction of 6,000-horsepower planes was undertaken. These are the very
means from which to realize the battleplane, an equal of the battleship in
striking power, and the true Independent Air Force according to the concepts
I have expounded in this book.
Faced by these formidable machines, powerfully armed, strongly armored,
with a radius of action wide enough to cross the ocean, and each capable

of destroying the nerve center of a city, is it still possible to cling to the
concepts of the use of the airplane which prevailed during the World War?

One hundred planes of 6,000 horsepower may cost as much as a dreadnought;
but the nation which, once it has conquered the air, can maintain in operation, not 100, but 50 or even 20 such planes, will have won decisively, because it will be in a position to break up the whole social structure of the
enemy in less than a week, no matter what his army and navy may do. In face
possible to deny that a revolution has taken place?
admit the truth of the affirmation which forms the
book— namely, that the command of the air is a necessary and

of this state of affairs,

is it

Is it possible to refuse to

basis of this

sufficient condition of victory?

Book

Two

The Probable Aspects of The
of The Future

War

Originally published as a

monograph

in April 1928.

Introduction

The

study of war, particularly the war of the future, presents

some very interesting features. First is the vastness of the phenomenon which makes whole peoples hurl themselves against one
another, forgetting for a time that they

human
striving

wear the aspect of

all

same family of humanity

beings, that they belong to the

toward the same goal of ideal perfection, to become

wolves and throw themselves into torment and a bloody work of
destruction, as

Next comes the
demands the assembling, ordering,

though possessed by blind

impressive scale of war, which

and directing toward the

folly.

single goal, victory, all the formidable

material and moral forces of whole nations— the destructive forces
to hurl against the

enemy, the productive forces

destructive ones. This

which must

still

is

be done with foresight before the

may

yield the

resources poured into

it.

And,

results

there

finally,

and

try to think of

far away, presses

veil of

it

it

bears within

and must
scientifi-

from the national
is

what might be

no matter how hard

something improbable

as

upon everyone, and

mystery in that

crisis,

but always

crisis,

maximum

called the mysterious aspect of war, which,

an individual may

more

an immense and varied undertaking

be integrated with fervor during the
cally, so that it

to turn out

is

it,

shrouded by a heavy
vaguely descried, an

eventuality of the future.

To prepare

for

war

ality of the future.
cise

is

to prepare to face this vaguely felt eventu-

The

preparation for war demands, then, exer-

we

of the imagination;

excursion into the future.

strument must
instrument

is

to

first

are compelled to

A man who

wants

to

make a mental
make a good in-

have a precise understanding of what the

be used

for;

and he who intends
145

to build a

good
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instrument of war must

be

And

like.

most

War

what the next war will
an answer which approximates

ask himself

first

he must try to find

closely the reality of the future war, for the closer that ap-

proximation, the more suitable for dealing with the future reality
will be his instrument. Research into the
not, therefore,

an

tical necessity.

And when we

idle pastime. It

is,

rather,

war of the future is
an ever-present prac-

consider that such research proposes

to discover the nature of the cataclysm

humanity, and that analysis of

which may come upon

cannot be accomplished except

it

by exercise of the imagination within the confines of rigid
it becomes a fascinating study.

logic,

Defining with a larger measure of probability what the forms

and characteristics of future wars will be like is not,
minds affirm, the province of the fortuneteller or the

idle specula-

rather, a serious problem, the solution to

which must

tor. It

is,

be worked out by logical progression from cause to

There

is

a simple

method

ing of the present what

what

the cause

its effect

knows what he

who can

tell

and Mars

lazy

effect.

preparing for the future, asking of

will be.

will reap

some

of foretelling the future, simply ask-

it is

and the man who

of today;

as

Tomorrow

is

only the outgrowth

foretells it is like the

farmer

who

from what he sows, or the astronomer

the precise instant at which the conjunction of

Venus

will occur.

In the period of history through which we are passing, war
is

undergoing a profound and radical change in character and

forms, as
different

more
and

I shall

from

show; so that the war of the future will be very

all

wars of the

past.

interesting, because the

Our

trace

We

its

shall glance at the

essential features;

we

preparing for the future; and,
modifications will be
at

work today

made

we

problem even

will be a

accompany you on

itinerary will be simple:

the past, look over the present,
future.

the

war of the future

different thing. I shall try to

into the future.

That makes

this

new

excursion

from

shall start

and from there jump into the

war of the

past long

enough

shall ask of the present
finally,

we

shall try to decide

in the character of

to re-

what

it is

what

war by the causes

in order to point out their inevitable consequences.
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will find the road easy

and even.

I shall
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not try to
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tell

you,

do not know how, about matters abstruse or transcendental.
is simple, like good sense. Perhaps I shall tell you things
quite different from what is commonly said, but even these things
for I

War

will

be the modest offspring of

common

sense.

CHAPTER

In this first chapter

and

trace

its

we

won

shall glance briefly at the

essential features.

taken part, a war which
as Italians: the first

I

This

is

World War

an event in which we have

we have won— won

as allies,

and

thrice

time by breaking our bonds to the Triple

Alliance and permitting France to win the Battle of the Marne;
the second time by entering the

war

at a critical

moment

for the

and the third time by leading the Allies on the road to
triumph. This is, then, an event we should recall with pride, a
memory which should make our hearts beat faster. Nevertheless,
if we want to build a solid base of departure for our journey into
the future, we must for the moment ignore its spiritual beauty
and moral grandeur and examine it dispassionately, as a surgeon

Allies;

dispassionately dissects a nameless corpse to question

mysteries of

life

it

about the

without letting himself be moved by thoughts

of the life that once pulsed in

The World War was

it.

a colossal tragedy, with the whole world

and humanity for its protagonist. To retrace the
we must betake ourselves to a high point of
observation and look at it through the reverse end of binoculars,
counting off time with the small hand of our watch, ticking off
months instead of hours. If we do this, we see immediately that
the World War displayed a character different from any preceding
war, a character which I shall call social. Past wars were larger
or smaller conflicts between more or less imposing armed forces.
In those days, as an ultimo ratio, nations delegated, by tacit confor

its

theater

course of

its

action,

ventional accord, the solution of their conflicts to special groups

organized and destined for that end. 1
i

The

The outcome

professional armies of the past, often mercenaries.— Tr.
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of clashes be-

War
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tween such groups on land and sea was accepted by the nations
concerned, and they resigned themselves to bear the consequences.

A

single battle

between a few thousand

men was

often enough

to decide the destiny of entire peoples for long periods of time.

The

heads of nations used to draw from the people the material

for their

game

armed

and with these they would play

forces,

their big

of war, the stake of which was often the destiny of the people

themselves.
until

it

The game

of arms

won

or

lost,

the matter was settled

was renewed by fresh troops. Only these troops, a small

part of the whole strength of the peoples involved, sometimes a

very small part indeed, counted in the decision of those conflicts.

The

majority of the people remained aloof, almost oblivious,

if

not completely indifferent to the whole thing. In short, these

heads of nations were playing for their

own

fortunes and the

fortunes of their peoples with special pawns, called armies and

moving them over special gambling tables called theaters
of war. The outcome of those conflicts were therefore dependent
upon the number and quality of the pawns and the ability of the
players. Hence the "art of war," which consisted in a set of rules
and standards for playing the game, a codification of the best
methods for: arranging the pawns— organization; moving them
—strategy and logistics; striking with them— tactics; rules and
standards, the more or less brilliant application of which made the
navies,

fame of great captains.

The

principal rules of this

game— those fundamental,

so-called basic principles— remained
ers

intuitive,

unchanged, because the play-

were always alike and the game always the same, even though

the forms of the pawns changed. But even
ciples

if

the

main

prin-

did not change, their application in specific cases de-

pended on the

player;

and great captains were only clever and

who found themselves confronted by inferior players,
and therefore won the stakes even when they held less in their
hands than the enemy did. And they were essentially players who
lucky players

could cut free of tradition and revitalize old and obsolete methods
of playing the game. In fact, the great captains

the psychology of great gamblers.

own

luck, audacity at the right

were

men

with

They had
moment, intuitive understand-

confidence in their
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ing of the enemy's play, ability to bluff, the art of trickery and
surprise,

and absolute

faith in their last card.

This explains events in history which otherwise seem absurd.
It explains, for

his eagles

example, the phenomenon of Napoleon carrying

through Europe with only a handful of men. But the

World War,
began to realize their power and almost unconsciously came to
feel that it was absurd to let their fate hang upon the outcome of

people, especially in the period just prior to the

a conflict fought by only a part of their total strength.

men or two

animals fight to the death, they throw

into the struggle.

They have

When

all their

a single aim, to win.

two

strength

Once the

peoples of nations became aware of their individualities, the same

bound to happen in a struggle between nations. All
their strength and resources were bound to be entered in the
game. All saving is vain for him who is about to die.
Universal conscription had increased the bulk of the armed

thing was

forces,

but that was not enough; there were other formidable

resources at the disposal of the people,

and

be entered in the game. Thus the World

assume the character of a

all these, too,

War had

titanic struggle for life

tween two coalitions of peoples armed with

had

to

to, as it did,

and death

be-

all their energies, all

their resources, all their faith.

In the World War, then, the pawns in the game were the
people themselves, with

The armed

forces

all their spiritual

and material wealth.

were only one of the manifestations of the

power of the peoples involved in the

struggle. In preceding

wars

the armed forces had been the sole agents in the conflict; in the
World War the agents were the people themselves, and the armed
forces were merely the means they used and remained firmly in
their hands as long as they themselves remained firm. But when,
as in the case of Germany, the people began to give, an army still
strong and disciplined gave up and an entire fleet was surrendered
intact to the

The

enemy.

war could not be based on the outcome
pawns moved over a board by more or less clever
captains; it could not be decided by a purely military fact or series
of facts. Groups of highly civilized people, millions and millions
of a

decision of such a

game

of

War
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men, could not possibly delegate the decision

as

hang upon the

future, nor allow their destiny to

more or less dashing move of a condottiere or to the heroism of
an armed mass. Inevitably the two groups of nations had to enter
the conflict directly, throwing themselves into the vortex with
reckless

abandon; and neither group could have resigned them-

selves to

acknowledge defeat except

general collapse.

And

this collapse

as a

consequence of complete

could not have happened except

by a long and onerous process of disintegration, moral and maan

terial, of

essential

nature— a process which came about almost

independently of the purely military conduct of the war.

This explains why the side which

won

the most military vic-

was the side which was defeated. This explains the length

tories

of the war, because

it

was necessary to beat a group of nations,

not merely a group of armies. In short, this explains the conditions

which both victor and vanquished found themselves

in

after the

war.

When

wars were decided by armed forces alone— that

is,

by only

a small part of the resources of nations— all those resources which

were not put into the game remained untouched in the case of
both victor and vanquished.
hardly

felt

The

effects of the

World War exhausted
it;

as a

relative,

by the people, simply the exaction of tribute from the

vanquished with which to begin the game
in

war were

all

over again. But the

the resources of all the people involved

consequence of

its

having been decided by the complete

disintegration of all the forces of one side under the pressure of
all

the forces of the other side, the victors were left prostrate

and

The conquered nations
hurricane. The victorious

the vanquished stripped of everything.

were wrecked,

though struck by a
ones were exhausted by the supreme

and found

it

as

effort they

had put forth

impossible to recoup their losses from their fallen

enemies.

Looking through our reversed
this social character of that
It

would have been useful

effect of existing causes.
first.

As proof of that

I

telescope,

we today can

war and recognize

to have seen

Nor would

it

perceive

its

consequences.

it first, as

the inevitable

have been

difficult to see it

take the liberty of including a few ex-
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from an

Turin

article

of

The Air

which appeared in the Gazzetta del Popolo

in the issue of

August

11,

1914, entitled,

"Who

Will

Win?"

To say today what will be the outcome of this gigantic war seems
a daring thing to do, but it is not. The elements of this formidable
struggle are well known in their larger outlines, because they are made
up of all the material and moral powers of the nations involved.
Nations today no longer entrust their destiny to an army which, once
beaten, leaves the nation beaten. Today the struggle is larger in scope
and more complex— a struggle between nations rather than armies. In
such a struggle, a victory or a series of victories in the field is not
enough to decide the outcome; more important is the strength of the
nations concerned to resist.
If we were to make any prognostications, on the basis of the strength
and disposition of armies, on their probable actions, on the major or
minor preparations of the General Staffs, we would be committing a
gross error because we would be ignoring the real clashing agents,
the nations themselves, whose armies are but exponents in the struggle.
It is not a case of the Franco-Russian armies arrayed against the
rather, it is France, Russia, and England
arrayed against Austria and Germany. The difference is enormous.
In so gigantic a struggle the idea of gaining advantage by action
through interior lines by the Austro-German armies is a dream
destined to come to nothing. Sooner or later, inevitably, the Central
Powers will find they have on their hands all of France, all of Russia,

Austro-German armies;

England; and the victory will go to the side which knows how to
bring to the fight the greater resistance of means, of energy, of faith.
With their seaports closed to them, with their land borders surrounded by enemies fighting for their very existence, Germany and
Austria are locked in as though by an iron ring. They are like a couple
of wild boars cornered in their den by a pack of baying hounds, who
make wild rushes now to one side, now to the other, widening the ring
around them on one side while it tightens on the other; and the threat
of the hounds grows more fiercely insistent until the boars fall exhausted and are mangled while the forest rings with triumphal howls
as the bleeding hounds prepare for their banquet.
all of

week of the World War,
is a forecast of that war which shows it would not have been
difficult to foresee its essential character. That did not happen;
the governments involved were unable to see what was bound
In this

article,

written during the

to be the character of the

Today

it

war about

first

to begin.

seems impossible to believe that the idea of Deutsch-
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land iiber alles could have taken root in the minds of a group of
cultivated, intelligent

no doubt

men, such

the

as

German General

mere military
seems even more incredi-

was, simply from the execution of a

maneuver, no matter how
ble that the

men

and

clever;

it

governing Germany, outside of the military

element, could have taken in such an idea and

And

Staff

yet so

it

made

it

theirs.

was.

This absurdity was given strength because other absurdities

had been

at

work

for a long time.

As a matter of

war— that

tendency was increasingly toward total

fact,
is,

though the

in interesting

an evergrowing number of citizens— an increasingly sharper

When

dis-

power and military power was drawn.
the heads of the government ruled their people, the two

tinction between

political

powers overlapped; but with the transformation of governments
into agents representing the will of the people, a kind of incom-

between

patibility

political

The more war came
ral evolution, the

to

war

power and military power grew up.

to interest civilians

more the

through a process of natu-

civilians left all matters pertaining

in the hands of a special category of people, to

tary matters

A wall was erected between the civil and the military,
cut off

all

relations

other's view.

whom

were entrusted with absolute unquestioning

And

a wall

milifaith.

which

between them and shut them away from each
because the people on the inside of the wall

were engaged in something which seemed mysterious to profane

on the outside considered that something beyond their
comprehension and bowed to it with a respect almost religious.
Any judgment pronounced from within that enclosure came
to be accepted as indisputable; and at the outbreak of the crisis

eyes, those

the fate of the nation was put completely in the hands of

men

competent only by definition, who had remained out of touch
with the living, acting, operating nation. Political power ceased to
function

upon

power the

the declaration of war, delegating to the military

task of

window looking

waging the war while the

on.

to limit the activities

own

activities.

political sat by the
power on its own part tended
of the political and enlarge the field of its

The

military

The government, by

military matters,

had the power

definition incompetent in

to appoint

and dismiss Supreme
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of

Commanders. Now, appointment and dismissal implies a judgment; and such judgment was the judgment of an incompetent
upon whom rested the responsibility of the war. Obviously, the
nations had to pay the price for this strange dance of competence
and incompetence by definition.
This

dom

state of affairs still exists in

of the Chief of State put an

ernment

also the chief of the

is

many

end to
armed

control over preparations for war and,
tion of

its

In Italy the wis-

The

chief of the gov-

forces,

having supreme

it.

need

supreme

be,

direc-

conduct.

The most

important

effect of this

acter of the conflict was the

war

excellence of

incomprehension of the char-

itself.

sideration only the military angle

posal, the

if

states.

Having taken into con-

and being confident of the

plans and the preparation of the forces at

its

German General

Staff

its dis-

had concluded that a decisive

and at relatively low cost. But
this conviction was based upon a wrong evaluation of the situation; yet it was accepted in political circles without careful examination because it had come from the organ competent by
definition, the General Staff. Had the shrewd men who governed
Germany not been dazzled by the high reputation the General
Staff enjoyed, had they examined the reality of the problems involved, very likely they would have gained clearer insight into the
situation, the unlikelihood of victory, and the prodigious cost of
the game. And perhaps they would have refrained from throwing
victory could be gained quickly

the dice.

The war on

land can be divided into two periods: the

from the beginning

to the Battle of the

Marne; the second from

the subsequent establishment of the continuous front to the
of the war.

The

first

period, very short

compared

was a period of adjustment, and on the face of

it

was a war of movement, and

of it" because the clashes

and led only

which characterized

presented an
I

say

say "almost

"on the

face

were not decisive

to the formation of the continuous front,

destined to become the essential form of the
duration.

it

I

end

to the second,

it

aspect almost similar to that of preceding wars.

similar" because

first

which was

World War

for the
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plans were strategically unassailable, above

from a classical point of view. They were reminiscent of
Napoleon and were based on the famous maneuver over interior
lines. One who finds himself in a central position, by utilizing its
all

advantages can strike at one or more of his adversaries in succes-

on the periphery. Of course, in order to succeed he must decisively defeat one of them before the others pounce upon him,
or he will find himself encircled. In the case of the Germans, they
had to defeat the French Army before the Russians could throw
their whole weight into the action. Therefore, with their powersion

ful,

well-organized army, they launched a speedy, resolute offen-

sive against the French.

To

get through quickly, they avoided a

by turning the French

frontal attack

wing. That

left

made

it

necessary to pass through Belgium, but they did not hesitate, as
strategy

made

imperative.

it

They knew

that violation of

Belgium

would draw England into the war, but they relied on the unpreparedness of the English Army. The strategical advantage
gained by turning the French left wing to reach Paris quickly
was considered to overbalance the entry of Belgium and England
into the war. Once the French Army had been beaten, they would
have had plenty of time to beat the Russians and whatever forces
the English could raise in the meantime.
eral Staff,

Thus

the

German Gen-

not fully realizing the situation and regarding the war

as the traditional chess

game on the

battlefield,

put

its classical

plans into effect and did not hesitate to draw England, with

her might, into the war against Germany.

ment followed
treaties

The German Govern-

the lead of the General Staff

and declared

that

were scraps of paper.

The war
theories,

the

all

plans of the French General

Staff,

based on the same

were simple and aggressive, independent of the plans of

enemy and

the size of his forces. It

would be

difficult

to

imagine a simpler strategy than that which France followed, for
it

can be condensed into these few words:

in victory!"
positivism,
to such a

No

'

'Forward, and trust

one in the nineteenth century, the century of

would have thought of trusting the safety of the nation
naive theory. But the French General Staff, certainly

with a high sense of patriotism, but closed within

itself,

living
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apart from present reality and influenced by an almost mystic

and attempted to execute just such a naive
plan until it gave way before the brutal impact of events.
In fact, the French Army was deployed all the way from the
Belgian to the Swiss frontiers, with a reserve army behind its center; and it was instructed to pounce on the enemy and overwhelm
him before he could execute any maneuver at all. As soon as it
ideology, conceived

was deployed, the French
forces

its

General

Army was

supposed to attack with

all

on both wings simultaneously. Undoubtedly the French

knew

Staff

wing, but

it

gave

of

little

Germany's intention of turning

its

thought

In case

to this possible danger.

left

Germans passed through Belgium, the French left wing was
supposed merely to extend itself still more toward the northwest.
That was all.
But the war began, the French attack petered out after a few
inconclusive initial successes, the German right wing overwhelmed
the scant French forces which opposed it, and on September 2 the
the

French General

Staff

ordered a

100-kilometer

retreat,

while

Millerand asked the Council of Ministers to declare Paris an open

But God had not chosen to punish France so severely. The
Battle of the Marne came and the subsequent rush by both sides
to the Channel ports, which led to the establishment of the con-

city.

tinuous front.

From

moment on

war assumed its predominantly static
character, which lasted until the end; and it is from that moment
that the true conflict among the nations dates. Everything which
that

the

could have made this war like preceding ones, every traditional

war move of the

On

past, disappeared.

the contact lines, anchored to insurmountable natural or

political obstacles,

trenches were dug, parapets raised, barbed-

wire entanglements constructed; men,

rifles,

cannon, and machine

guns were distributed along their length; and the game of trying
to

push back the enemy began, now on one

other;

now

meaning

here,

now

there. It

side,

the

was no longer war in the traditional

of the word. Rather,

it

was a single endless battle ex-

tending along hundreds and hundreds of kilometers.
alternately flared

now on

and died down along various

Its

intensity

sectors of

its

long

War
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during which

lasted for years,

were never really broken, because

its

continuous front lines

soon

as
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as a

break occurred

anywhere, the severed ends promptly united again along a

differ-

ent line ahead or behind.
It
It

was a

war, not a war of armies which fight each other.

static

was a war of nations besieging each other.

It

who, instead of getting holds and trying

wrestlers

was

like

two

to pin each

other down, stand shoulder to shoulder and strain at each other,

each patiently waiting for the other to collapse from nervous

and nervous

strain.

was a struggle without precedents, with an entirely new

aspect,

prostration induced by the constant muscular
It

shame

a struggle which puts to

the traditional classical rules

all

of war.

Maneuvering was out of the question; you cannot maneuver
Wall of China. Strategy was useless; for strategy is the

against the

men on

war
the masses of men were already there facing each other and
rigidly deployed. Tactics, the art of choosing one's own ground of
art of

deploying masses of

the battlefield, but in this

attack or defense, was useless too, because in this

choosing of ground; there was only one

change

it.

There was no more use

tential forces

forces

and no one could

war because po-

for the art of

could not be brought into play;

were already on the

spot. It

brutal carnage went on unendingly;

and destroying

The

field,

war there was no

as

much

all

the material

was a war in which the most

was simply a war of killing

it

as possible.

establishment of the continuous front was a surprise to

everyone.

It

was in direct opposition to

the habits of thought of

all

all

the General

current theories and

Staffs.

There had been

previous instances in history of defensive actions attempted by
establishing a solid line of defense, but always the attacker

massed

his forces

and broken through

sidered heresy— and
wooden benches in
attacker

had

so
all

it

it easily.

would have been
war colleges in

the

to deploy his

mass of

men

but

The two
hammer at each

behind.

called by the very

the

now

world— that an

the past

lines sat opposite each other

other.

idea was con-

along a solid line opposite

the solid defensive line of the enemy. But
left

The

had

had been

and did nothing
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Something even stranger happened. Other nations entered the
war, and immediately their armies took places along similiar
continuous

We

always along the longest line possible.

lines,

our-

on May 25, 1915, deployed our army along an uninterrupted line from the Stelvio to the sea, and we found the Austrians
selves

facing us along an uninterrupted line from the sea to the Stelvio.

Not one
and

of the General Staffs

so they

lessly;

were

all

had foreseen such a form of war,
it and tried to react, but use-

surprised by

for the continuous front

was the brutal, threatening, un-

alterable reality.

What were

the causes of this strange, widespread

This phenomenon, which had appeared in

phenomenon?

men who

spite of the

must have been caused by something
present everywhere, and not to be removed

directed the war, naturally
of a general character,

by the

men

will of

alone.

That cause was purely and simply

the formidable efficacy of

And

firearms, especially small-caliber ones.

the reason

is

that any

increase in the efficacy of firearms, especially small-caliber ones,
increases the value of the defensive. If

a

gun which

one shot a minute,

fires

one attacker coming

me

enemies attack

at

am

I

me from one

at the

same time,

in a trench

at the

most

and

have

I

can stop only

I

minute's distance.

two

If

can stop one of them but

I

100 attackers

my gun fires 100 shots a minute, I can stop
coming at me from one minute's distance; therefore,

my

must number 101 so that

not the other. But

attackers

reach me. In the
attacker;

if

first case, I,

in the situation has
If in

on the

but in the second case

both cases

I

I

at least

defensive, can checkmate

put up on the

to cross the field, in the

first

efficacy of

field

down

so

enough barbed-wire enit

takes

this efficacy is

entanglement,

as in the

attackers than

I

first

is,

means

minutes
gun;

changed in value by the barbed-wire
case

could without

the

5

and in the

efficacy of the

it,

me

checkmate 4 more
and in the second case 400 more.

it

allows

to

These considerations give great importance
tems; that

him

case I can stop 5 attackers,

second case 500. Nothing has changed but the

but indirectly

one

And nothing
my gun.

can checkmate 100.

changed except the

tanglement to slow the attacker

one of them can

to defensive sys-

suitable for protecting one's

own arms—
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means suitable for slowing down the enemy's
advance in the immediate vicinities of the trenches— barbed-wire
entanglements and other such devices— because they make it posthe trenches— and the

sible for small forces to

checkmate forces

far larger.

Therefore,

improvements in firearms favor the defensive and make the
sive

pay a heavier

price, for the offensive

all

offen-

must be carried out with

a preponderance of strength.

In actual practice the increase in value of the defensive became

immediately and impressively

were

easily

clear.

The most

stopped by smaller entrenched

trenches and entanglements were improvised.
tallization of the lines, because

violent attacks

forces,

That

even

if

led to the crys-

both sides were unable to break

through once they came in contact and had to stop and dig
After the Battle of the

the

Marne and

in.

the rush to the Channel ports,

the two lines underwent the crystallizing process by sectors all the

way

to the

North

Sea.

The

the lines to be thinned

land to the

were

still

sea,

till

value acquired by the defensive allowed
they stretched unbroken from Switzer-

because even

when

they were thinned out they

impregnable, thanks to the superior strength of the

defensive.

Nothing of the kind could have happened

if

guns had

still

been

But everybody on both sides had
rapid-fire arms, and no human will could have made them go back
to the traditional methods of waging war, based on muzzle-loading
the old muzzle-loading kind.

guns of the

No

past.

one, with the possible exception of the Germans, had fore-

seen any such phenomenon.

On

was prevalent everywhere— that

the contrary, the opposite belief
is,

ments in firearms would favor the
openly expressed in
of the time.

Why

official

was

the belief that the improveoffensive.

This concept was

documents and instruction manuals

this technical error

to have such serious consequences? It

is

made, an error bound
hard to say why, but

must have come from some kind
of collective suggestion. The War of 1870 had been thoroughly
studied for the lessons to be learned from it— it is traditional to
draw instruction from preceding wars. In 1870 the Germans had

certainly

it

can be said that

been constantly on the

it

offensive,

and they had always won. There-
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of

was deduced that they had always

been always on the

offensive,

and the

won

fact

because they had

was ignored that they

could keep on the offensive because they were stronger. Going
step

further,

a

was declared that the offensive was the right

it

mind turned whole-

recipe for victory. Therefore, the military

heartedly to the offensive, always the offensive at any cost. In

France a trend of thought which gained a good deal of ground
time went so

at the

far as to

advocate that a

commander should

concentrate everything on the offensive to such an extent that he

should not even bother to try to get information about the enemy.
In peacetime maneuvers the offensive was always successful, because

no umpire would have dreamed

The

to the defensive.
cisive,

of daring to give any credit

idea that the defensive, though never de-

might be of help in gaining time and mustering strength,

was completely disregarded, and the thing was carried so

far that

some armies did not even mention the word defense in their
manuals of
of

tactical instruction. It

mind made

it

is

no wonder

that such a habit

impossible to realize that the increase in the

efficacy of firearms increased the

value of the defensive

more than

the offensive. Instead, the increased efficacy of firearms was seen
as

an increase in offensive

that a

gun which

which

fires

fires

potentiality, perhaps

owing

100 shots a minute offends

to the idea

more than one

only one shot.

The spontaneous and unexpected

rise of the

continuous front,

the surprising revelation of the efficacy of the defensive,

and the

failure of the prevailing rules of war, caused a serious disorientation.

The

boldest, best trained,

most enthusiastic troops were

stopped on the barbed wire by the rapid

fire

of rifles

and machine

guns. Attacks were repeated, always with the same results. It ended

with the attackers exhausting themselves while the defenders

mained

in position or retreated,

and wait

for a renewal.

part in the
State,

and

war
as a

the battlefield

as

re-

and the struggle would die down

Abel Ferry, deputy from the Vosges, took

an infantry lieutenant,

member

of the

on September

as

Under-Secretary of

Army Commission, and

25, 1918.

the beginning of the war, he wrote:

died on

Twenty-two months

after
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Only one who has taken part in this war can realize how deeply
ignorant was the French General Staff of the character of the war, of
machine-gun fire power, of the value of barbed wire, and of the necessity for heavy artillery. Our General Staff, having a high sense of moral
duty and great personal virtues, worked very hard to prepare for the
war— but unfortunately in the wrong direction. Our General Staff
officers had made themselves experts in the Napoleonic war, but
ignored the function of economic, industrial, and political forces; they
were not experts in the modern war between nations. The trench war,
made up chiefly of small details, had not been foreseen nor studied.
The great General Staffs know nothing about it yet; they have not
lived it, and they have not led it. The experience has not yet permeated from the lower ranks to the top.

When

all

plans of strategy had failed,

when one

erected facing another wall, the struggle

wall had been

became

diffused

and

unco-ordinated. Since no strategical results could be gained even
at the cost of

heavy

the contending armies had to resign

sacrifices,

themselves to tactical results.

were

also very costly, they

And

came

because these

to have a great importance. Since

by paying the price one could gain
tactical actions

were the rule

all

tactical results

tactical

along the

able season, after a good stock of

line.

men and

results anywhere,

During the

favor-

munitions had been

on a large scale were periodically attempted,
actions which would turn out to be very expensive in men and
materiel, and the results at best would be measured only by an
laid in,

actions

indentation in the enemy's
of action, the battle line

lines.

grew

After a long series of this kind

fantastically twisted

and

bizarre,

not because of any strategical or tactical requirement, but according to the points where the various ineffectual offensives of both
sides

happened

to stop.

Only very occasionally was

a deep break

made through the front, and even then the front lines were somehow always re-established. In reality, though very costly actions—
perhaps more costly than in any other war in the past— often took
place, each of

them was only an episode in

the single battle which

continued without any let-up from the Battle of the Maine to
final victory.

The
sive,

offensive action

until

it

is

always

more expensive than

the defen-

succeeds in overwhelming the defense. After con-

quering, the offensive reaps the fruits of

its

labor in large mea-
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But the

reaches

its

offensive

is

of

a net loss

objective, because then

The Air

when

it is

stopped before

costs the attacker

it

it

more than

the defender. This fact was not unobserved. But as the idea of the
offensive for the offensive's sake,

theory of the grignotage.

it

brought into being the French

2

This theory was based on the premise that the Allies had a great
numerical preponderance over the Central Powers, and the reasoning went:

It is true that

more than it
man power than we
in the meantime we

every offensive costs us

does the enemy; but since the

enemy

has

less

end we will exhaust him even if
have to suffer more serious losses than he does. This theory bankrupted the art of war and seriously jeopardized the final victory,
because after the Russians collapsed, the Allies no longer had
numerical preponderance, and the great losses they had suffered
had already had a demoralizing effect on the Allied armies on the
have, in the

Western Front.
In July 1916 Abel Ferry sent to the members of the Viviani
Cabinet a memorandum on the Woevre operation, in which he
said:

The war

of attrition, besides being a patent

acknowledgment of

strategical impotence, besides leading to a devastated

future,

is

a journalistic formula, not a military one;

kind of war

a war against ourselves.
it was animated by heroic

is

When

I

France in the

and

rejoined

after all, that

my

regiment

on March 18,
folly. Of my company 250 men
went to the attack; only 29 returned. The same thing happened to the
8th Company. In the German trench, first taken, then lost, they found
only one German killed. On the twenty-seventh we attacked again,
and again we were checkmated. On the fifth, the sixth, the twelfth of
April

we

went so

attacked again. Captain X, glorious defender of Fort Tryon,
go out of the trenches alone to get killed. This brave

far as to

regiment has

now

I

and at best is fit only
same of twenty other regiments

lost all its offensive strength,

to stay in the trenches. I could say the

know.

They claim that to fire human grapeshot at the enemy, without
preparation, gives us a moral ascendancy. But the thousands of dead
Frenchmen lying in front of the German trenches are instead those
who are giving moral ascendancy to our enemy. If this waste of human
material keeps on, the day is not far off when the offensive capacity of
our army, already seriously weakened, will be completely destroyed.
2

Gnawing

or nibbling away, as a rat gnaws or nibbles.

War
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Outside of the great offensives, for which all sacrifices are justified,
good only for the sake of the daily communique, have meant from 300,000 to 400,000 men uselessly lost.
During last December the attacks against the Hartmann Willerkopf
alone cost us 15,000 men without gaining one meter of trenches.
these small local attacks,

And

May 1917, after the famous Nivelle offensive, which cost
so much blood without result, Ferry, as relator of the

in

France

Army Commission, ended

his report as follows:

The morale of France has been seriously
on vacation have been heard shouting: "Long
live peace!" These are the fruits which we are reaping from the systems of war followed during these last three years. The French Government has not defended the lives of French soldiers from the

The

tragic

injured.

hour has

Some

struck.

soldiers

thoughtless policies of the

High Command.

The hour was indeed tragic, not only for France but for
Allies. Petain, who came after Nivelle, sensing a collapse of
in the near future, inaugurated a new policy of avoiding

the

all

Russia
useless

and improve the morale
But during all the summer and

offensive actions in order to save lives
of the
fall

of

army and

the nation

itself.

of 1917, the English launched a series of offensives at a cost

more than 400,000 men,

And

losses

which they could not replace.

therefore, during the second half of 1917,

Armistice was signed, the Allies were short of

when

the Russian

men and low

in

A

balance was re-established only when American troops
march along the roads of France.
The closing period of the war was characterized by a radical
change in methods and policies. The Allies realized they had to
husband their forces and gain time until American reinforcements
could be made available and fully trained. The Germans realized
that the issue must be decided as soon as possible, before American
help, with all the strength back of it, should weigh in the balance.
morale.

began

to

Besides, reversing their previous attrition theory, the Allies real-

ized

it

would be

enemy until
counteroffensive. From that

better to leave the offensive to the

he exhausted himself, then go on to

point on the conduct of the war led to victory.

Retaining the initiative does not necessarily

freedom

to attack at will; it

may

also

mean having

mean having

the

the freedom
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when it seems more profitable. This was
the rational, economical method the Allies should have adopted
at the outbreak of the war; and they would have done it if their
minds had not been dazzled by the myth of the offensive. The
to let the

enemy

attack

had been caught unprepared, not only for war, but also for
full comprehension of its realities. They should have played for
time to increase and bring into play their latent strength, to make

Allies

up

the preponderance in

men and

materials necessitated by the

They should have avoided

increased value of defensive action.

any

useless effort, for

worst

foe.

time was their best ally and their enemy's

One should

always do the opposite of what suits the

enemy, so they should have tried to put

off the decision until they

means needed to make it in their favor. This is
what they should have done at the beginning, instead of plunging
in like a bull after a red cloth waved by the enemy.
If the Central Powers had taken the offensive during this period
of waiting, so much the better; they would have exhausted themselves more quickly. Instead of hurling men and munitions against
the enemy at periodic intervals as they became available, without
appreciable results, it would have been better for them to make
their lines impregnable, then mass behind them formidable forces
which would have had potential weight until the day when they
had ready

all

the

could be effectively utilized in action.

The

great waste of

man

being an error in

itself,

advantage for the

Allies,

edge that
favor.

it

also

power, not always

proved

to

justified,

be a serious

because they were compelled to acknowl-

was American help which turned the

This led

to

besides

political dis-

scale in their

the dominant place of the United

States in the

peace treaty and afterward.

This

fleeting glance at land operations

has enabled us to note the essential characteristics of them.
a struggle of nations,

who plunged

War

during the World

into the

war with

strength, trying to shatter each other by attrition, pitting

all

It

was

their

one army

move from because
of the greatly increased value of the defensive, a new value given
by the efficacy of small-caliber firearms. We have also seen how
the wrong evaluation of a technical factor— the improved smallagainst the other in positions they could not
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and ma-

caliber firearms— made the armies take the field morally
terially

unprepared for the kind of war they would have to wage.

In

everything had to be changed and

fact,

over during the course of the

much had

to

be made

Civilian mobilization took

crisis.

England military conscription was debated bitlength; and the program for rapid-fire heavy artillery

place slowly. In
terly

and

at

was adopted by the French General
after twenty-two months of war.

just before the

war

to

The

Staff

only on

May

30, 1916,

inability during the period

answer the question of what the war would

be like in the near future, jeopardized the successful outcome of
it,

lengthened the war, and made victory more
It

tions

was the

fault of systems, not of

under which they had to

act,

costly.

men. Considering the condimen did everything humanly

on by ardent patriotism and burning faith. We
should salute them reverently.
But even war has economic needs which cannot be disregarded.
Even victory is a purpose, a maximum result which must be attained with a minimum of means. In this case the means is the
blood of citizens and the purpose the saving of the country. War
is all-inclusive, and no one can be allowed to dissociate himself
from it and take no part in it. During the era of her greatest
splendor, Rome drew her best soldiers from her prominent citipossible, spurred

zens, all of

whom

were passionately interested in the

art of war.

After being initiated into politics, law, public administration, phi-

known and

losophy, oratory— in short, after having

public

life,

young Romans

lived

Roman

tried to get military commissions to

earn fame and renown, after which they resumed their political

and administrative
military career to
abilities

careers. Caesar did not

become a great

have to go through a

captain; he used the natural

which had brought him success in

politics.

lively intelligence, sure intuition, adaptability, firm

His genius,

will— all con-

tributed to the military fame he earned.
It

was true then, and

of a nation at

it

will be true

war must not

interest himself in the

tomorrow, that the leader

limit himself to military matters, but

manifold

life

of his nation

and

others. In

other words, he must really be a leader.
If in

looking at the past

we can

see

what errors we have com-
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pride in the victory
selves as well as

we must

we won,

of

The Air

share the guilt,

we can

feel

more

we had to conquer ourreason why I, who bear

because then

the enemy. This

is

the

the undeserved reputation of being hypercritical, conceived the

Unknown Soldier as the sacred symbol
people, who were victorious over all.

idea of glorifying the

our magnificent

of

CHAPTER

In the last chapter

World War,
of

its

we

II

examined the land aspect of the

briefly

outstanding characteristics and the consequences

an error in evaluating a technical

factor.

shall consider the sea aspect of the war,

that another technical factor, this

In this chapter

and there we

we

shall find

one peculiar to the

sea,

was

wrongly evaluated, a mistake which entailed almost exactly similar
consequences.

Admiral Lord

House

St.

Vincent once attacked Prime Minister Pitt

seemed in favor of encouraging
experiments with the torpedo and submarine. He told the Prime

in the

of Lords because he

you
war which we who dominate the

Minister: "I think you are the biggest fool that ever lived
are in favor of an instrument of

do not need at
nation from us."

sea

all,

and which

if

if

successful will take that domi-

Well, the great English Prime Minister was certainly not a
fool;

but neither was Lord

St.

Vincent a

false

prophet. That

instrument was perfected, and after almost a century took away
the dominion of the seas from the English. In spite of the improve-

ments of the submarine arm during the
since Fulton with his Nautilus

and

no years which had passed

his torpedo for the first time

up a ship, the brig Dorothea, the technicians of
Navy did not realize the truth of Lord St. Vincent's
words. Therefore, the German submarine war caught them by
surprise and found the English Navy totally unprepared.
During that long span of time some people with imagination
had foreseen and tried to call attention to the possibilities of the
submarine arm for war; but it did no good. Wells, the English
in history blew

the English

novelist, foresaw the

submarine war completely; but because he
167
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was a

novelist,

of

and a writer of fantasy

The Air

besides, serious people could

not take him seriously.

Shortly

Admiral

famous innovator in

Sir Percy Scott,

before

war,

the

the

English

firing tactics for

naval artillery and an expert on guns and armor, wrote:

Given the actual power of the submarine, battleships have become
and therefore to keep on building
them would be a waste of the money citizens contribute to the defense
of the Empire.
useless for offense as well as defense;

But even

Sir Percy Scott's

opinion was sunk by a barrage of

from the upholders of the ultra-superdreadnought. During the English naval maneuvers of 1913 a submarine attacked

criticism

the Admiral's ship six times in a row,

and

six times

the im-

prudent submarine commander received the following acknowl-

edgment from the Admiral: "Go to hell!"
Admiral Sims of the American Navy wrote:
Until the great war, the opinion held about submarines by most
admirals and naval captains was that they were wonderful toys, good
for spectacular feats, but only in carefully selected localities and under

good weather and sea conditions.

Competent naval

circles

declared that the submarine could

operate only by daylight and with favorable weather, that
useless in fog, that

that

its

it

had

it

was

to rise to the surface to fire torpedoes,

interior was unfit for

human

life,

so that crews

had

to

be

so, that it had no
on the high seas, that it needed mother-ships in order to operate,
and several other such objections. All this despite the fact that

changed every week or

probability of success

the submarine was already a tangible reality!

These strange prejudices were not dispelled even by the sinking
of the Hague, Cressy, and Aboukir, because, it was claimed, these
three cruisers

had been sunk under circumstances exceptionally

favorable to submarines, while navigating inside a narrow stretch
of sea.

Only

after the sinking of the

coast of Ireland, several

Audacious on the northwest

hundred miles from the nearest German

base, did the possibilities of the

new arm begin

to

be realized.

The German submarines [wrote Admiral Sir Percy Scott] deprived
the English ships of their freedom of movement, as on account of

War
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them no big ships dared to go out of a naval base without being protected by an escort of torpedo boats and destroyers; they prevented
the Great Fleet from bombarding the German ports; they sank 100,000
tons of our warships; compelled us to keep as far away as we could
from enemy shores; compelled the Fleet to go to Bermuda in order
to carry on fire drills, and to hide ships which were sent against the
Dardanelles inside the Bay of Mudros, except those that were sunk
during that expedition. In other words, they greatly impaired the fighting potentiality of the greatest war fleet in the world, which for the
first time in its long history felt itself incapable of safeguarding
England.

The
Lord

toy

undisputed

of 1917,

to

Vincent's prophecy

St.

lost the

had turned out

when

command

be a formidable weapon after

had come

and England had

true,

of the sea. In

fact,

the submarine warfare was at

all.

during the spring

its

height, English

naval circles and the English Government began to feel that the

war might be

lost

because of the submarine action. About the

beginning of April in the same year, a meeting between Admiral

Sims of the American Navy and Admiral

Jellicoe, First

Lord of

the Admiralty, concluded with this exchange of opinions:

me

"It seems to

the

Germans

are

winning the war," said Ad-

miral Sims.

"They certainly will if we don't succeed
and at once," answered Admiral Jellicoe.
"Isn't there

"None

that

in stopping these losses,

any solution to the problem?" asked Sims.

know

I

of,

for

the present at least," answered

Jellicoe.

This exchange gives an idea of the seriousness of the submarine
warfare, the

more

about that time.

so as the

The

United

States entered the

war

at just

great English Navy, undisputed mistress of

and Italian navies at her
side and also being able to rely on help from America, was already
sensing defeat by submarine action. That moment marks the loss
the seas, in spite of having the French

of England's naval supremacy, the victory she gained afterward

notwithstanding.

The German submarine

warfare did not win

its

objectives, for

these reasons:
1.

The

Allies

were able

to

oppose to the destructive action of
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of

The Air

the submarines the shipbuilding production of the rest of the

world in addition to their own.

The Germans

2.

themselves did not realize fully and at the

right time the value of the submarine arm. If they

idea of the value of the submarine, they

arm

this

part of the

money

had had a true

would have

allocated to

they spent to create the great surface

and they would have begun the
submarine warfare right away at the beginning of the war, and
with a number of submarines which would have enabled them to
prosecute it successfully. When we stop to think that by the
middle of 1917, when the submarine warfare was at its height,
which proved almost

fleet

the

number

more than

German submarines in English waters was never
we can get some idea of the importance of this arm.

of

35,

The Germans

3.

useless;

hesitated to launch their all-out submarine

campaign until January 1917; they lost time in vain discussions
between military and political authorities, military and naval

and kept on hesitating even

staffs,

after they did

other words, they were half-hearted about
the worst

way

of

all,

it,

begin

which

is

it.

In

always

especially in war.

more or less suitable
defensive means, but did not allow Germany enough time to get
ready and build enough new submarines. When at last the
partisans of the all-out submarine warfare had their way in GerThese delays gave the

many,

it

Allies time to devise

was already too

late.

Building of new submarines was

begun, but the needed raw materials and skilled labor had grown
scarce.
little

the

Toward

or

the end of

will prove that there

no co-operation between the German General

navy— the General

skilled

1917— this

workmen then

Staff refused to release to the

serving in the army.

to find because of the demoralization

navy 2,000

Even crews were hard

German Fleet. In spite of this
French Navy General Staff stated:

We would have lost the war if
launching their all-out submarine
courage of their commanders and
doubts and scruples entertained by

and

engendered by the long

enforced inactivity of the

History Section of the

Staff

was

the

Germans had not delayed in
and if the extraordinary
crews had not been offset by the
the Kaiser and his Chancellor.
the

warfare,
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on

can therefore be concluded that the Allies

own merit and

their

both

failure of

the war for the

War
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the war partly

partly because of the Germans;

that

sides to realize the realities of naval warfare lost

Germans and endangered

it

for the Allies.

war— April 7, 1917— was probably
prospects for a German victory were bright-

America's entry into the

owing

to the fact that

est just at that time, a victory

the

doom

of the Allies, but also great danger to America.

the United States

naval

which would have meant not only

affairs,

came

to

Thus

have a predominant position even in

since they could claim with

some truth

that their

entry into the war tipped the scale, even in the naval

field,

in

favor of the Allies. It was therefore impossible for the United
States to acquiesce in her naval inferiority to England. It can

between the United

said that a naval race

began

as

States

be

and England

soon as the American Fleet was put side by side with the

English Fleet.

Admiral Sheer has written:
Until now few nations have been able to afford the luxury of having
big ships which would have enabled them to rule the seas; but now
the submarine has upset this situation and the dread of the English
Navy as a compelling political argument has disappeared.

That

is

the reason

why

the richest nations, those

who can

afford

big ships to be used as compelling political arguments, have a

decided dislike for submarines and declare, shuddering with

self-

righteous horror the while, that they are inhuman.

The
istic

naval aspect of the

which

a special character-

been wrongly interpreted.

To

a superficial

may seem that the navy's functions had been limited
attacking enemy traffic and defending its own. A few naval

observer
to

at times has

World War took on

it

clashes took place,

it is

true;

but they were limited in scope and

therefore indecisive. This leads

some people, perhaps too many

of them, to say that the navy's essential purpose in the future will

be simply defense of

its

own

traffic

and

Magazines and newspapers carry more or

attack

on the enemy's.

less serious articles

along

these lines.

But

this

impression

is

completely

false

and may lead

to serious

The Command
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errors.

The

of

naval struggle during the

The Air
World War was

carried

on

under exceptional conditions. The preponderance of the Allied
fleets over the enemy's and their excellent geographical and
strategical

positions constituted such great advantages that the

navies of the Central Powers thought themselves defeated before

commit suicide, they shut themselves inside their fortified bases, made impregnable by their own
submarines, and lay there in ambush waiting for an opportunity,
which could only come to them as a result of some mistake on the
part of the Allies. The Central Powers gave up their sea traffic
of their own accord and laid up their cargo ships in their own
ports or had them interned in neutral harbors. In actual fact, the
Allied navies were not confronted by enemy navies; yet they had
to keep constantly on the alert and keep a strict watch on fleets
which were out of their reach, bottled up of their own accord;
and they had to do this for the whole time of the war, always
hoping to catch them if they came out. For them it was not a
question of attacking enemy traffic, for enemy traffic did not
exist. The enemy had willingly given it up. Their task was to
defend their own traffic from ambush by submarines.
Therefore, there was no naval warfare in the true sense of the
the fight began. Unwilling to

term.

The

English Fleet acted potentially, inasmuch as her po-

tential capacity for action

naval forces and give

up

its

compelled the enemy to shut up
sea-borne

become
have happened had not the Germans
for this potential capacity to

For

this

reason people

who

traffic

its

without even waiting

actual.

That would never

felt their

naval inferiority.

look at the matter superficially say

lightly that the great surface fleets, especially the big ships,

were

no great help or no help at all in the World War. Such people
make a great mistake, and the deductions they draw from their
mistaken premise are wrong.

As a matter of

fact,

the great surface fleets

won

the war without

moment war
and the immediate consequences of their
naval victory was the cessation of all enemy traffic and the disappearance of the enemy naval forces. The enemy had to rely
upon submarine ambush. Submarine action might have reversed
firing a single shot, the

their potential capacity;

was declared, by virtue of

War
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but

true;

is
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does not detract from the

this fact

value of an initial naval victory on the surface. This proves also

though a naval victory on the surface

that,

prevent enemy

own

traffic, it is

the surest

is

way

to

not yet a sure way to safeguard one's

after a surface victory.

must be defended from submarines even
The side which compels the enemy's naval

forces to hole up, or in

any other way prevents them from navigat-

ing,

traffic,

because

it

can attack enemy

traffic

to have recourse to the

would not pay him
destroying
So, if the
fleets
it

does not need

submarine arm for the purpose, and

submarine has reduced the

over-all efficacy of surface

their functions,

at all as far as the essential task of the

namely, fighting and defeating the enemy.

be normal when there was

it

has not reduced

navy

concerned—

is

A naval situation would

disparity in the strength of the

little

forces, a disparity so small it

would not make one

side consider himself beaten before the battle begins.

the case, a naval war in the full
to

it

superior to that of submarines.

by taking away some of

contending

He

because surface means have a capacity for

to,

traffic far

with surface means.

meaning

of the term

If this

were

would have

be fought.

The

expression

had in the
at the

"command

past; that

forces of

it

do

will

it

impossible for the

would be very

difficult to

an enemy who has naval

comes out of a naval
as the

battle with

German

meaning

it

the ability to be free to navigate while

is,

same time making

wise, because

of the sea" has lost the

its

bases.

enemy

destroy

When

to

all

do

like-

the naval

a naval force

strength greatly reduced,

Fleet did during the last war,

it

and then

on the remainder
have no full freedom to

the victorious fleet will have to keep watch
of the defeated one. Therefore,

navigate, but

it

it

will

will completely prevent

enemy

traffic,

defending

and its own traffic from the submarine menace.
Nowadays the command of the sea is to be understood only as
a state in which the side which enjoys it has much more freedom
of navigation than the enemy, a state similar to that which prevailed for the Allied navies during the World War. Although
itself

they did not have

had

it

command

of the sea in the old meaning, they

to the extent of preventing

enemy

traffic

and keeping enemy
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up

naval forces bottled

navy

task of a

and

is

to

until they

the struggle

is

own
This

is

won. The

essential

the sea;

decided, neither fleet can risk detach-

like that

side

its

own

traffic

or attack

can be attended to only after

which gains such a command of the

enemy

sea will at once stop all
its

The
command of

to surrender.

mass in order to defend

its

Anything

the enemy's.

had

conquer that kind of

until such a struggle

ing forces from

The Air

of

but

traffic,

it

will have to defend

from danger of submarines.
is

the difference characteristic assumed by the naval strug-

gle in the last war;

but

it is

a difference

which did not

affect the

essential value of the surface naval fleet.

From

the foregoing examination of the

draw the following conclusions:
1. It was a war between nations, and
welfare of
2.

it

World War we can

affected the interest

and

all citizens.

Victory went to the group of nations which succeeded in

breaking the material and moral resistance of the enemy group
before their
3.

The

own was

exhausted.

armies functioned as agents of attrition for the nations

From time to time the nations would send their resources, made into war means, to the battle lines, where they
would be used up by attrition. After they were used up, they w ere
involved.

T

replaced by others; and this process of attrition and replacement

went on until one of the two groups, materially and morally

ex-

navies functioned as

means he had used up.
accelerating and retarding organs

when

acting to prevent the inflow of re-

hausted, was no longer able to replace the
4.

The

of attrition— accelerating

sources to be used for replacement,
facilitate

to

such inflow.

5. War on land took on
of those who directed it,

small-caliber firearms,

an

a static form contrary to the intentions

the reason being the great efficacy of
efficacy

of the offensive to the point

preponderance of
6.

and retarding when used

War on

which increased the

where

it

came

to

difficulties

need an enormous

forces.

land was decided only

when

the nations

a long, painful process of attrition and were

support their armies materially or morally.

had endured

no longer able

to
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to the great preponderance of Allied forces, the naval

war was decided before it began; therefore, it developed for the
Allies into a long, wearisome period of keeping watch on the

enemy

forces,

and

for the Central

Powers into a long, demoraliz-

ing wait for a chance to strike at their
8.

Though

foes.

the Allies were in a position to prevent

enemy

sea-

which the enemy had given up of their own accord
anyway, they were nevertheless compelled to defend their own
borne

traffic

traffic,

from the submarine arm, whose action became during one

period very dangerous to the Allies' chances of success.
9.

Because of wrong evaluations of technical elements, both

armies and navies failed fully to understand the realities of the

war when they began

to fight;

and they were therefore compelled

to remedy the effects of their lack of adequate preparation, materially

and morally,

as they

went along.

Such are the premises upon which we can base our excursion
into the future.
1.

and
2.

The war
all their

At once we can

say:

more involve

of the future will once

all

nations

no exceptions.
the side which first succeeds in breaking

resources, with

Victory will go to

down the material and moral resistance of the other.
3. The armed forces will be better prepared for the war

of the

future to the extent to which they have correctly answered the

question of what that war will be like and

been trained to meet
think

I

4.

take

Of
on

we can

the

all

its

how

nearly they have

requirements.

agree

on

these three indisputable points.

war on land taken by

itself, it

can be said that

a static character very similar to that of the

since the causes of that character

still

exist

and

it

will

World War,
more im-

will be

portant in the future than they are now.

From

the Armistice to the present day, the efficacy of firearms

has been increasing, and

it

will go

rapidly in the future. Everything
all

armies the

number

is

on increasing even more
and in

constantly improving,

of very rapid small-caliber firearms issued

has been increasing constantly. Consequently, the value of the
defensive has kept

on

increasing,

which means that the offensive

must have greater preponderance than before

in order to be able
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New

to break a stalemate.

of

The Air

arms will not

affect the situation, be-

cause they will be found on both sides equally, and they will always

tend to favor the defensive. Offensive action will be seriously
difficult

even against a

much weaker enemy,

especially

the

if

enemy has mountainous borders which prevent a large deployment of forces and complicate the supply problem. Since one of
the two sides will always find it more profitable to try to delay
the decision until a more favorable time, that side will go on the
defensive;

up even

and thus inevitably the continuous front

against the will of the

war

leaders.

To

will spring

break through the

enemy's continuous front, prodigious quantities of means will be
needed, such as no nation can have ready before the beginning of
the war. Therefore,

it

will be necessary to go

on during the war

converting national resources into means of war by intensifying
industrial production. Since both sides will be doing this, the

stalemate will be hard to break unless and until one side suffers

complete attrition of national resources. Without doubt the war
of the future will be long, slow,

On
be

the whole

up

set

it

and onerous.

can be said that long, continuous fronts will

war

in the future

as in the

World War,

fronts hard to

break through and easy to join together again in case of a minor
break, fronts which will slowly wear
fighting nations until

theories

like to do, the

the resources of the

one side collapses from exhaustion. All

war of movement will fail against these
because, no matter what the stronger side would

and concepts of

continuous fronts

down

a

weaker one, being

fident, will avail itself of the

less

well prepared

and

less

con-

advantages of a defensive attitude in

order to stop the attacker and gain time to grow stronger, better
prepared, and

more

confident. Inevitably, the weaker side, but-

by the advantages of the defensive,

tressed

will

impose

his will

on

the stronger, who, in spite of being the stronger, will not be strong

overwhelm the adversary. Aggressiveness and the will
maneuver cannot overcome the fact. It is true that an army

enough
to

must

to

foster aggressiveness, because a submissive spirit

absurd in an army; but

it is

equally true that

against a stone wall in order to

break

my

show my

head without even marring the

if I

butt

would be

my

aggressive spirit,
wall.

Men

head
I

will

with a task
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do must be imbued with an aggressive spirit; but the man who
makes decisions and gives orders must have clear vision and know
how to be guided by it. A war of movements and maneuvers will
be possible only after the stalemate of a static war has been broken.
to

Considered by

5.

itself,

very like that of the
struggle

would

first

last

the naval

war

will take

on a character

war, allowing for the fact that the naval

have to be decided, except in cases where one

side has a decisive initial

preponderance over the other.

If

no

great disparity exists between the forces of the two sides, each of

them

will try to gain

other.

That

will

mean

preponderance by

to prevent the loser's traffic

The

victor will be able

with his surface forces; while the loser

have to limit his action to submarine warfare against the

victor's traffic. Nevertheless, the

defend his
It

on the

the naval victory, which will greatly curtail

the losing side's freedom of navigation.

will

inflicting losses

traffic

would seem

to similar effects,

winner

will

still

be compelled to

from the submarine threat of the enemy.
logical to

and

conclude

that, since similar causes lead

since all the causes

which shaped the forms

war are still applicable and have suffered no substantial
changes, land and naval warfare of the future, considered by them-

of the last

selves,

should show characteristics similar to those of the

last

war.

CHAPTER

But that will not be

III

the case, because, even

ments have taken place on land, on the

new development

there has been a
the air

and

is

sea,

no new develop-

if

or under the sea,

in the air— one which, because

over land and sea alike, tends to change war as a whole

also those of

aspects peculiar to land

its

new development

is

and

sea warfare.

This

the existence of the air arm, which, since

was born about the time the World

War

it

began, did not greatly

influence that war.

To
arm

get an immediate realization of the radical change the air

is

and forms of war, we need
has suddenly upset the characteristics which
war ever since man first began fighting man.

making in the

only consider that

it

were fundamental

to

characteristics

As long as man was earth-bound, all human activities, including
war, were localized on the surface of the earth. War has always
been the result of a clash of two wills— one the will to occupy a
certain territory; the other, the will not to let

it

be occupied.

Every war has therefore consisted of movements of and clashes by
forces deployed

on the

the opposing force to

surface;

seize the

one force trying
land beyond

repel the attackers in order to protect
forces thus aligned

ing to break the

it,

its

to

break through

the other trying to

own

territory.

on the surface had two purposes: one

enemy

force to reach

its

The

struggl-

objective, the other

struggling to protect the objective sought by the

first.

This has been the fundamental character of war from

its

origin

and such were the essential functions of the
on the surface up to the time of the World War,
which presented the most formidable example of this fundamental
character and the functions of the opposing lines of forces. The

up

to the present day;

forces deployed
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possesses, has

and

in the air,

fly
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which man now

changed the character of war and curtailed the func-

tions of surface forces, because the character of the

functions of the forces originated in the fact that

war and the
war was re-

stricted to the surface.

In other words, there

is

no longer any need

the enemy's lines, to reach an objective.
tect

what

is

behind them.

of things caused

that

you stop

to

lines

break through

no longer

to consider the

by the appearance of the

bound

it is

If

The
air

new

prostate

arm, you will realize

to produce a radical change in the forms

and

characteristics of war.

Armies and navies have
the nation behind them.

lost the ability

they once had to protect

That nation now lies open to enemy
and location of its army
can no longer be limited; it now extends

aerial attack regardless of the existence

and navy. The

battlefield

to all the lands

and

seas of all the nations in the war.

No

longer

can a line of demarcation be drawn between belligerents and
nonbelligerents, because all citizens wherever they are can be

enemy offensive. There
and work can go on in comparative

victims of an

no place where life
and tranquillity; the

will be
safety

countinghouse will be just as exposed as

the trench— perhaps

more; imminent danger will hang over everyone and everything.

Many

people think the air arm

is

only an improved weapon

based on a new invention, as firearms were based on the invention
of gunpowder, or as steamships took the place of sail after the

invention of the steam engine. These people are mistaken. Never
before in

all

the history of humanity has there appeared a

arm which can be compared to the air arm.
tween the stone thrown by primitive

by the famous Bertha
of kind.

is

all

Between primitive man and Krupp's
these

the projectile fired

stretches a series of

to the propulsion of a projectile.

improvements have been along the same

thought; and as long as

war

difference be-

simply a difference of performance, not

improvements in giving force

But

man and

The

we move along

line of

the same line of thought

we have evolution, but never revolution. Between the triremes
and the great steamships there is nothing but a series of improvements in methods of propelling a floating ship. Ever since man
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began to

The Air

of

war has been waged with

fight,

means having

identical

identical characteristics in differing degrees; therefore, in
eral lines

war has always been the same. But the

is

not an improvement;

of

its

own, and

It is a

gives

it

new and
and

characteristics

which brings

characteristics of war.

new

Woe

line

during

this

to

peculiar

From

factors

this point

loses its continuity

from

and veers sharply in a completely
no longer a matter of evolution; it is
him who keeps on following the old graph

different direction. It

revolution.

war

own

its

group of age-old

possibilities into the

the graph line of the evolution of
the effects of this

machine

he has never had before.

possibilities

different factor

which shape the forms and

gen-

something new, with characteristics

it is

man

aerial

its

factor

is

period of transition.

He

will find himself out of

touch with the reality of the present. Disrupting violently the

form of war, the

age-old

air

arm

has by

itself

broken the evolu-

tionary continuity of the character of war.

The
lends

almost simultaneous appearance of the poison-gas arm
sharper point to this revolution.

still

The

chlorine-gas

attack of April 25, 1915, was called the most terrifying episode of

must be considered the beginning of
the poison-gas era in war. Until April 25, 1915, it seemed that, as
had been the case since ancient time, human life could be attacked
only by cutting, piercing, or bruising instruments handled by
the last war. Besides that,

it

man, or by other means having a force of impact. From the

we had

natural primitive arms

numerous im-

arrived through

provements to modern arms. From the stone ax and the rough
flint

stone

we

hand, to the

arrived at the bayonet; from throwing rocks by

rifle,

cannon, and machine gun, simply by substi-

tuting the expanding force of

used before

word

in

its

its

gunpowder

for the

muscular force

invention. But to be hit by a projectile, using the

widest meaning, one must at some given time be at a

The

given point along

its

jectile is therefore

instantaneous and linear. But to be hit by the

trajectory.

offensive action of the pro-

action of poison gas, one need only be within the space occupied

by the volume of gas
action

is

effective.

exercised in

at

The

any time during the period in which

offensive action of poison gas

volume and duration. The

projectile

is

is

its

therefore

harmless once

War
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propulsive forces

mains active

is

long

as

on the

spent; the poison gas,
lasts

as it
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contrary, re-

within a certain space in the

atmosphere.

A

305 projectile is more harmless than a child soon after it has
exploded; but an Yperite bomb is mortal from the moment of its
explosion until whole days

poison gas
jectile

is

silent

The gun
The

later.

and often

shell

is

the

noisy;

trajectory of a pro-

invisible.

can be intercepted by suitable surfaces behind which

man

can shield himself; but poison gas penetrates, expands, enters any
crack or crevice, permeates the element
a

moment, and can therefore

over wide stretches of ground.
is

kill

man

cannot do without for

simultaneously masses of

The

offensive

men

power of poison

therefore greatly superior to that of the projectile.

gas

When we

consider that everything in this world undergoes improvement,
it is

be

clear that the atrocious gas attack of April 25, 1915, will

child's play to soldiers

and

civilians of

tomorrow.

delude ourselves. All the restrictions,

It is useless to

ternational agreements

made during peacetime

means

right to use any
classified as

to

keep his

life.

human and inhuman. War

and the means which are used

in

it

A man

who

is

nowadays— has the

War means

will always

cannot be

the in-

are fated to be

swept away like dried leaves on the winds of war.
fighting a life-and-death fight— as all wars are

all

cannot be

be inhuman,

classified as accept-

able or not acceptable according to their efficacy, potentiality, or

harmfulness to the enemy.

The purpose

of

war

is

to

harm

the

enemy as much as possible; and all means which contribute to this
end will be employed, no matter what they are. He is a fool if
not a patricide who would acquiesce in his country's defeat rather
than go against those formal agreements which do not limit the
right to kill
destroying.

atrocious

and

The

means

hypocrisies.

As

destroy, but simply the ways of killing

limitations applied to the so-called

of

and

inhuman and

war are nothing but international demagogic

a matter of fact, poison gases are being experi-

mented with and improved everywhere— and
purely scientific purposes. Just because of

its

certainly not for
terrible efficacy,

poison gas will be largely used in the war of the future. This

is
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and

the brutal fact;

without

false delicacy

The Air

of

better to look

it is

it

squarely in the face

and sentimentalism.

The

airplane affords the means to drop great quantities of poison
and large extents of territory. The airplane makes it
possible for chemical warfare to produce terrifying effects over wide
gases over armies

extents of ground.

So wrote Marshal Foch awhile ago. In
take the poison gas to any point in the

fact,

enemy

the aerial

arm can

territory.

The two

arms thus combined have a much greater offensive capacity than
any other arm employed up to now. Everyone knows the terrible
poison gas in the World War, and everyone is aware that
and experiments are going on in the quiet of the chemical
laboratories all over the world to increase these effects in intensity
effects of

studies

and duration. Each nation tries to keep it a
its enemy by surprise; but there is no end
tion, especially abroad,

There

is

secret in order to take

of published informa-

about the best ways of poisoning people.

no reason why we should not

therefore

talk

about some

of them.

In the United

States,

experiments have been made with gases

pacifist proposals,

and
which

father of the most humanitarian

would make the ground over which they were released barren
for years to

human

The

come.

only protection against these gases for

beings would be a diving suit of some special, material

with a suitable apparatus for
that

artificial

breathing. It

there are slow-evaporating gases whose

would

last for

weeks.

It is

is

well

known

poisonous action

claimed that with 80 or 100 tons of

would be possible to envelop a great city like
London or Paris, and that with a proportionate number of explosive, incendiary, and poison-gas bombs it would be feasible to
poison

gas,

it

destroy completely great centers of population, because the poison
gas

would make

The Germans,
which they
city for
gases.

it

impossible to put out the

fires.

always a romantic people, have devised a system

call the "gas cloak."

The

idea

is

to release, over a

example, an invisible cloud of heavier-than-air poison

This cloud would slowly

everything on

it.

No

safety,

fall

to the ground, destroying

no way of escape would be

in basements nor skyscraper terraces.

left,

neither
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two
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war, but these

arms were in their infancy then, and the proper

terrible

techniques for their use had not yet been developed.
little

now about the present and future use of poison
many facts are available about aerial arms. The po-

can be said

gas, a great

machine

tentiality of the aerial

than

Though

about ten times more today

is

was at the close of the World War. Machines with

it

2,000-,

3,000-, even 6,000-horsepower motors are in use today or about to

be

built.

In this

thanks to the ingenuity and initiative of

field,

His Excellency the Honorable Balbo,

Italy

ahead of

is

other

all

He has already commissioned Caproni to build the 2,000-,
and 6,000-horsepower airplanes. Some of them are ready

nations.
3,000-,

now, others are in the process of construction. The
of the 6,000-horsepower

useful load.

is

1

machine

In other words,

is
it

about 40
is

weight

total

tons, half of

which

equal to four freight cars

supplied with wings. These machines are ideal for safe transporta-

make very powerful
when armed with two cannons,

tion of passengers at great speed, but also they

war weapons, veritable

air cruisers,

one foreward and the other

aft,

with from sixteen to twenty-four

machine guns of larger caliber than usual, and

six tons of

bombs.

Eventually these planes can be protected with light armor over
their vital parts.

Their large fuselages allow them

on water. By being multimotored, they

of forced landings, because they can keep

motors stop, since

their

it

is

feasible

to alight safely

largely avoid the danger

on

flying

to repair

even

if

half

minor motor

troubles in flight.

These are the
future,
aerial

aerial

machines of the present and the near

machines built of metal and independent of hangars.

machines of the

last

war look

like toys in

comparison.

The

When

we can forget the admirable but fragile
machines of yore, made out of wood and canvas, and be thankful
that progress in the construction of airplanes is being made in
thinking of airplanes

geometrical progression.
progressively a 600-,

The

1,000-,

300-horsepower Caproni became

2,000-,

and now

3,000-

and

6,000-

horsepower plane.

An
1

This

English
is

officer

has figured out that today an Independent

one of the developments Douhet foresaw

as early as 1909.— Tr.
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Air Force can release in a single
to that of all the

bombs

flight a

weight of bombs superior

released by all the English airplanes dur-

ing the whole time of the
at

The Air

of

last

800 tons. As a matter of

war, a weight which was computed
fact,

is

it

Independent Air Force of normal

size

computed

that today

can carry on each

an

flight

1,500 tons of bombs, equal to the carrying capacity of 150 railroad
freight cars.

The

English Fleet, firing one shot from each of her guns, can

throw a

total of

200 tons of projectiles. Therefore, an Independ-

ent Air Force can drop

bombs weighing seven

times as

much

as

But the English Fleet
fleet, which can fire
which can also retaliate

a broadside from the whole English Fleet.

can

her broadsides only against another

fire

back at her, or against coastal objectives,

some measure; whereas an aerial fleet can hurl its bombs anywhere on the land or sea territory of the enemy, including its
most vital points. While the English Fleet must throw much steel
and little explosives, an Independent Air Force can drop much exin

plosives,

much

Force of

this

poison

gas,

and

little steel.

An

Independent Air

much greater
be made to fly.

kind would have an offensive power

than the English Fleet, even

During the World War the

if

the latter could

city of

Treviso had to be evacuated;

and the evacuation was accomplished long before it was hit by
the 80 tons of bombs which were dropped on it. If those 80 tons
had been dropped in one raid, the damage to Treviso would have
been much greater, owing both to fires which could not have been
put out and to the effect on the morale of the population. A
normal Independent Air Force of today can drop 80 tons of
bombs on twenty centers like Treviso; and it is logical to think
that such an action would have an incalculable effect upon morale
in addition to the material damage it would do.
Every day planes fly from London to Paris and back. It is
entirely feasible, then, that a thousand airplanes could take off

from northern France
easily as a

and

fly

at

any time and

thousand planes could take

over Paris.

over

London

just as

from southern England

one can deny that today an airplane can

bombs from

London. Neither can it be
1,000 tons of explosive, incendiary, and poison-gas

carry a ton of

denied that

No

off

fly

Paris to

Probable Aspects of Future
bombs dropped on

Paris or

London could
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destroy these

cities,

and England.
readers would think long and deeply about the

the heart of France
I

wish

sibilities

my
and

figures I

pos-

have mentioned. They are the reality of

today, not a vision of

what might happen tomorrow or ten

twenty years from now.

The undeniable

fact is this:

whatever the

situation of the armies and navies on the surface, today the

plane makes

it

possible to launch over

enemy

or

air-

territory offensive

and stronger than any action which could have
been imagined. The air arm gives the means of reaching the most
vital of the enemy's centers, and poison gas makes such an offenactions larger

sive as terrifying as it

could possibly be.

be an inhuman, an atrocious, performance; but these

It will

And no one will shrink from using such terrifying
tomorrow if need be, no matter how inhuman and
atrocious they might be considered. Up to the present, enemies
could protect themselves with armor and deal each other heavy
blows in an attempt to break through the armor. But as long as
the armor lasted, the heart beneath it was safe. Now the situation
has changed. Armor has lost its protective power. It no longer
shields the heart, which can be reached by the air arm and paralyzed by poison gas.
Lord Rothermere wrote:
are the facts.

offensives,

From now on no nation can boast of naval supremacy;
English a bitter pill to swallow, but we have to swallow it.

it is

for us

Baldwin, then Prime Minister, said on July 24, 1924:
easy to say, as many people do, that England should isolate
from Europe, but we have to remember that the history of our
insularity has ended, because with the advent of the airplane we are
no longer an island. It does not matter whether we like it or not; we
are now indissolubly tied to Europe.
It is

herself

This was the second very bitter
swallow.

And

tropolis

until

pill

the English have had to

no navy, no matter how powerful, can prevent an adequately prepared enemy, be it Germany or France,
from attacking London from the air— London, the great mein fact,

now

rejoicing

in

her

inviolability.

It

cannot

1
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prevent an attack against her mercantile ports— her stomach; nor
against her naval bases—her heart.
ability to protect; the safety of

The

English Fleet has lost

England now

lies

in

an

its

air force

able to keep off the aerial menace.

This situation

at

once gives a picture of the revolutionary

changes which have taken place in war, and should be enough to
convince anyone that the war of the future will inevitably be
past. But it means even
means that the influence of such purely technical factors
as the submarine and the airplane extend beyond the military
sphere into the political. There is no doubt that the submarine
and the airplane have altered the very foundation of England's
political situation, and certainly not in favor of the Empire on
which the sun never sets. It would be interesting to make a study
of the political influence exerted by technical means; but I shall
be satisfied with showing, as I hope I have, that in an eventual
future war, necessarily different from the last one, it would be

completely different from

more.

all

wars of the

It

extremely dangerous not to recognize or properly evaluate the
air

arm— that

is,

to repeat the errors of evaluation

period just before the

last

war. It

is

made

in the

therefore important

and

necessary to give passionate attention to the effects of the aerial
factor

on the forms and

characteristics of war.

CHAPTER

I

come now

to the

ance rather than
starting

Now

we have

follow.

brings

difficult to the reader,

reality.

We

but that

is

appear-

have already well established our

point— we have seen the events which have been maturing.

all

must

most interesting problem, the problem of the

This may seem

future.

IV

man

to

do

Human

closer to

well discovered

is

deduce from them the

to

effects

which

reasoning has this divining power which

God. Using abstract calculus

as a basis,

Max-

and defined electromagnetic waves, which we can-

not perceive with our senses.

On

the same basis Hertz built the

instrument which revealed them; and Marconi in his turn put

them

to use

amining,

and

and gave them

we

perceive,

to

mankind. In the matter we are

ex-

are confronted with facts which our senses can see

and therefore we should

easily

be able to define the

consequences which must inevitably ensue from them, provided

we

free

our minds from the

set traditions of the past.

In a book of mine in 1921
it

asked the following question:

I

Is

not true that the strongest army deployed on the Alps and the

strongest navy sailing our seas, could

do nothing

an enemy adequately armed in the

air

practical against

who was determined

to

invade our territory and destroy from the air our communication,
production, and industrial centers, and sow death, destruction,

and terror in our population centers in order

The

terial

and moral

"It

true"; today the answer

still

is

resistance?

is

to break

only possible answer then was:
the same, and

tomorrow

be the same, unless one denies that airplanes

gases kill,

our ma-

which would be absurd. As

I

fly

it

must

and poison

have said about the

last

war, the armies then functioned as organs of indirect attrition of
187
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of

national resistance, and the navies as organs to accelerate or retard
this attrition.

While the armies and navies tend

indirectly

break the

to

enemy's resistance, the air arm, having the capacity to act upon
the very source of resources, tends to break

with more speed and

efficacy.

Once one had

destroying a battery with shells; today

it is

to

where the guns

the last

war tons of explosives and whole mines

its shells,

enemy army,
onerous

arm can ignore

explosives,

An army

tage.

for the batteries are being built.

of iron

and poison

fired

and

gases to

much

better advan-

can reach the enemy's capital only after facing the

defeating

it,

and pushing

series of operations; the air

is

were

that kind of objective

it

back by a long, painful,

arm

instead

destruction of the enemy's capital even before war

There

During

with barbed-wire entanglements in order to

destroy them; the air
use

be content with

possible to destroy the

factory

at regions covered

directly— namely,

it

no comparison between the

may
is

try for the

declared.

efficacy of direct

and

indi-

rect destructive action against the vital resistance of a nation. In

the days
of an

when

a nation could shield itself

behind the stout armor

army and navy, blows from the enemy were barely

the nation

itself,

sometimes not at

all.

The blows were

felt

by

taken by

army and navy, well organized and disciplined, materially and morally able to resist, and able to act and
counteract. The air arm, on the contrary, will strike against entities less well-organized and disciplined, less able to resist, and
institutions such as the

fated, therefore, that the

moral

come about more quickly and

easily.

helpless to act or counteract. It

and material collapse

A

body of troops

will

is

will stand fast

under intensive bombings, even
men; but the workers in shop,

after losing half or two-thirds of its
factory, or

The
the

harbor will melt away after the

direct attack against the

enemy

first losses.

moral and material resistance of

will hasten the decision of the conflict,

shorten the war. Fokker, the famous airplane builder,
stands the mentalities of

all his

and

so will

who

under-

international clients, said:

Do not believe that tomorrow the enemy will make any distinction
between military forces and the civilian population. He will use his
most powerful and terrifying means, such as poison gas and other

Probable Aspects of Future
things, against the civilian population, even
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though in peacetime he

may have

professed the best intentions and subscribed to the strictest
limitation of them. Squadrons of airplanes will be sent to destroy the
principal cities. The future war, of which we now have only a vague
idea, will

be frightful.

Fokker

We

right.

is

the so-called

dare not wait for the

inhuman weapons banned by
doing the same. This

justified in

would be too

costly since it

enemy. Owing to extreme

enemy

to begin using

treaties before

justification, useless

would leave the

we

feel

anyhow,

initiative to the

necessity, all contenders

must use

all

means without hesitation, whether or not they are forbidden by
treaties, which after all are nothing but scraps of paper compared
to the tragedy which would follow.
This
it is

is

and bloody picture I am drawing for you; but
happen and there is no use in burying one's head

a dark

bound

to

in the sand.

And

the picture grows

still

that defense against aerial attacks as
illusory,

An

owing again

when one realizes
commonly envisaged is

darker

it is

to the essential characteristics of the air arm.

airplane taking off from the center of the island of Corsica,

with a 500-kilometer radius of action, could attack, besides

all

o

on the peninsula, from Trent and Venice
in the east to Termoli and Salerno in the south. To defend all
the centers exposed to the potential threat of this one airplane,
we would have to distribute defense planes and antiaircraft artilSardinia, every place else

lery to each of these centers.

How many

defense planes and

would be needed

to

make

how many

antiaircraft

sure of repelling that one plane?

guns

What

look-out service should be organized on the ground so as not to

be surprised by
fense planes,

it?

How

and the

long should the look-out service, the de-

antiaircraft

put in an appearance, and
able to prevent

its

offensive

all this
if it

guns be on the alert for

it

to

without any certainty of being

should come? Anyhow,

how many

and how much energy would be immobilized for such
And all for one lone airplane, which could accomplish
the immobilization of all these resources and energies merely by
its potential existence, without needing to take off and fly at all.
If that lone airplane is multiplied by a hundred or by a thou-

resources

a defense?
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sand— in other words,

would have

if

we
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contend with in case of war— we will

to

we
imme-

consider the size of the air forces
realize

would compel us to immobilize for
much larger amount of resources than
us— perhaps so much larger that we

diately that defensive action
a purely negative

purpose a

would

those which

could not afford

it.

attack

Would

not be better to renounce this

it

and expensive attitude and send out against that threat,
which could become a nightmare, an offensive aerial force of our
own which would go in search of the enemy and destroy him in his
nest, thus putting an end to the nightmare and the threat?
Wouldn't this be the best way out, the way which would accompassive

plish the

The

most with the

air

arm

least?

eminently offensive, but completely unsuitable

is

one who used

for defensive action. In fact,

it

defensively

would

much

be in the absurd situation of needing a defensive aerial force
larger than the enemy's offensive one.

Although there were no

exact rules for large-scale aerial offensives in the last war, those

which were carried out with determination were

successful.

We

bombed Pola every time it suited us, and the Austrians kept on
bombing our Treviso right up to Armistice Day, although our
aviation was in preponderance during the last months.

In England a few months ago an experiment was
aerial

many

defense of London.

The

defense had at

its

made

in the

disposal as

airplanes as the offensive side, besides the antiaircraft bat-

and organization. Furthermore, it knew the days during
which the offensive would be attempted. The offensive side, equal
in strength to the defensive, had its objective limited in time and
space. All the conditions were in favor of the defense; but the
experiment proved that London would have been bombed.
teries

Aerial defense should therefore be limited to the organization
of all those
sives,

means which would

such as decentralization of vital organs, preparation of

shelters, protective

Only

measures against poison

gas,

and

bomb

similar means.

a center of exceptional importance should be defended by

antiaircraft artillery, because

have

lessen the effects of aerial offen-

as

much

as

tory efficaciously.

it

I

it

would take

would be

to

physically impossible to

defend the whole national

terri-

have heard that 300 antiaircraft batteries would
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efficacy.

How

many would be needed to insure the safety of all the important
centers of Italy? The situation is the same for aerial offensives as
would be impossible
or even the more important coastal

for naval ones. Since
coastline,

offensive, defense

it

being entrusted to the

from

which

points,

from a naval

view— fortified naval bases— leaving

points undefended, even the great maritime

aerial arm,

defend the whole

limited to the most important points from

is

a military point of

tional territory

to

cities,

all

other

their protection

Similarly, the protection of the na-

fleet.

should be entrusted to the

aerial offensives

will be capable of repelling, defeating,

and

de-

stroying the enemy's aerial force.

There

is

only one valid way to defend oneself from aerial offen-

namely, to conquer the

sives:

command

of the air, that

is

to pre-

vent the enemy from flying, while assuring this freedom for oneself.

To

means

prevent the enemy from

of flying. His

means may be found

in airfields, in hangars, in factories.

of flying, one

flying,

must have an

To

aerial force

one must destroy

in the air,

his

on the ground

means
capable of destroying them
destroy the enemy's

wherever they may be found or are being manufactured. In line
with

this concept, I

have been preaching for years the necessity of

an Independent Air Force, a mass of aerial means adequate

to

an aerial war to conquer the command of the air.
During the last war this concept was unknown. Aviation was
used then as auxiliary means intended to facilitate and integrate
land and sea actions. There was no true aerial warfare; there were
fight

aerial struggles

and

but only

clashes,

partial,

limited, isolated,

often individual ones. Aerial victory was not sought, only aerial

preponderance. Until Armistice Day there were auxiliary aerial
actions carried
forces.

Today

on by both

sides in

proportion to the available

things are quite different; the magnitude of possible

aerial forces leads to real aerial war, the struggle

between masses

of means.

Without going into

we can

easily

of aerial

details,

which would be out of place here,

understand that an Independent Air Force capable

combat and of bombing the surface can aim

quest of the

command

of the air, because

it

at the con-

can destroy enemy
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on the ground, wherever they are found
or manufactured. Through its aerial offensive, therefore, an Independent Air Force can reduce the enemy's aerial means to a minimum, insignificant in relation to the economy of war in general.
When it gets such a result it has won, inasmuch as it has conquered

means in the

aerial

air or

command of the air.
The command of the

the

air

carries

with

it

the following ad-

vantages:

offensives,
offensives.

of the nation
It

2.

own

and seas from enemy aerial
because the enemy has been made powerless to carry out
It protects, therefore, the material and moral resistance

It shields

1.

one's

territory

from direct and terrifying attacks by the enemy.

own

exposes the enemy's territory to one's

aerial offen-

which can be carried on with the utmost ease, because the
enemy has been made powerless to act in the air. It therefore facilitates a direct and terrifying attack on the enemy's resistance.

sives,

It

3.

one's

completely protects the bases and communication lines of

own army and
It

4.

navy, and threatens those of the enemy.

prevents the

enemy from helping

and at the same time insures
army and navy.
the

air,

To
has

all these

his

army and navy from

aerial help for one's

advantages must be added the fact that the one

command of

the air can prevent the

aerial force, because

who

enemy from rebuilding

his

he can destroy the sources of materials and

the places of manufacture. This

conquest of the air

own

is

equivalent to saying that the

is final.

In consideration of the advantages which ensue from the com-

mand

of the air,

air will
I

it

must be admitted

have said that the

the one

that the

command

of the

have a decisive influence on the outcome of the war.

who conquers

command
it

of the air

is

final,

inasmuch

as

can prevent the enemy from rebuilding

But there is more than that— the one who has command of the air can increase his own aerial forces to his liking.
The nation dominated in the air must suffer without possibility

his aerial forces.

enemy
enemy in-

of effective counteraction the aerial offensives carried by the
to

its

territory— offensives which will increase as the

creases his offensive aerial forces. Its

army and navy

will be power-
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from material damage,
both on the nation enduring

against these offensives. Quite apart

must be the moral effects
this nightmare and on its armed forces, who would be conscious of
their impotence to help?
In their turn the army and navy will see their lines of communication cut and their bases destroyed; the forwarding of supplies
great

from the nation to its armed forces would be cut off completely or
made irregular and dangerous. By simply destroying facilities in
enemy mercantile ports, the dominant Independent Air Force can
cut off maritime traffic even if the enemy nation is able to protect
its seaways. Then is it not logical to assume that a nation placed

would begin to despair of a favorthe war? And would not that be the beginning of

in such a position of inferiority

able outcome of
the end?
If

it you will realize how true it is. Dominated
England would be lost. Her magnificent fleet, her

you think about

from the

air,

naval predominance, would be of no avail. Even

marine could bring supplies to her

ports, they

if

her merchant

could not be un-

loaded and forwarded. Hunger, desolation, and terror would stalk
the country. These are

some of the

probabilities of the

war

to

Do they not revolutionize all past ideas on the subject?
The conquest of the command of the air will be a necessary con-

come.

dition of future wars, even
It will

always be necessary;

Independent Air Force

is

it

left

by itself.
and when the

will not insure victory

if it

will be sufficient

if

with enough offensive strength to

crush the material and moral resistance of the enemy.

Force

is

not

left

by the land and sea
having the

If

the Air

with enough strength, the conflict will be decided
forces,

command

whose

of the air

task will be greatly facilitated

on

by

their side.

Considering the decisive importance of the conquest of the

command

of the air,

it is

imperative to put oneself in condition

to reach toward this aim. It

is

essential to

have an Independent

Air Force able to fight an aerial battle, the most powerful possible
within one's resources; and to have this

it is

necessary to

of all the available resources of the nation. This

principle

I

advocate, allowing

no exceptions;

is

for

make

use

the inflexible

any resources

diverted from that essential end, or only partly used, or not at

all,
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would reduce our chances of conquering the command of the air.
I have shown how aerial defense would demand immobilization
of a larger quantity of means than the offense needs, since the
defensive value of the aerial arm is much less than the offensive.
One hundred airplanes offensively employed by an Independent
Air Force would be worth more than 500 or 1,000 used defensively. If the enemy should conquer the command of the air, our
army and navy auxiliary aviations would be destroyed without
even having a chance to go into action; but
victorious Independent Air Force
tial

if

we conquer, our

would be able

to give substan-

help to the army and navy. Therefore, auxiliary aviation will

be useless in the

first case,

Consequently,
useless.

No

I say:

superfluous in the second.

No

aerial defense, because

auxiliary aviation, because

it is

practically

practically useless or

it is

superfluous. Instead, a single Independent Air Force, to include

the aerial resources available to the nation,

all

my

thesis.

Some people

thesis

which

differs

is

from the average

The

thesis.

poor solution, and in wartime the worst of
thesis brings

me

latter

it is
is

I

am

confident that

just a

always a

Supporting

all.

I

this

who hold

into conflict with valorous opponents

a different opinion; but
battle too.

none excepted. This

but really

call it extremist;

shall

win

this

1

way to defend oneself from aerial offensives is
and destroy the enemy aerial forces, and since every
resource diverted from this fundamental aim might jeopardize
Since the only

to attack

command

one's chances of conquering the

mental principle of

aerial warfare

is

endure enemy aerial offensives in order
sible offensives

At

first

this

of the air, the funda-

this:

to resign

oneself to

to inflict the greatest pos-

on the enemy.
principle seems atrocious,

especially

when one

and horror which would be caused by aerial
is the principle upon which all war actions

thinks of the suffering
offensives.

But

that

An army commander
hundred thousand men

are based.

resigns himself to the probable

loss of a

if

1

The

"battles" to

which Douhet

refers

he can

were his

inflict a larger loss

battles for a unified

on

command, an

Air Ministry, and the creation of an Independent Air Force distinct from the auxiliary air force.— Tr.

War
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enemy—a

loss

number

which, disregarding the

volved, might bring victory.

A

commander
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of

men

in-

of a fleet resigns him-

some of his units in order to sink more of the
manner a nation must resign itself to endure the
enemy's aerial offensives in order to inflict heavier ones on him,
because victory comes only through inflicting more damage than
self to

the loss of

enemy's. In like

one

suffers.

When
it

this

general principle of war

is

applied to aerial warfare,

seems inhuman to us because of a traditional notion which must

be changed. Everyone

says,

and

convinced of

is

longer a clash between armies, but

is

a clash

tween whole populations. During the

form of a long process of

that

war

is

no

war

this clash

took the

between armies, and that seemed

attrition

natural and logical. Because of

last

it,

between nations, be-

its

direct action, the air

arm

pits

populations directly against populations, nations directly against

and does away with the intervening armor which has kept
them apart during past wars. Now it is actually populations and
nations which come to blows and seize each other's throats.
nations,

This

fact

sharpens that peculiar traditional notion which makes

people weep to hear of a few
raid,

and

leaves

women and

them unmoved

killed in action. All

human

children killed in an air

to hear of thousands of soldiers

lives are

cause tradition holds that the soldier

is

equally valuable; but befated to die in battle, his

death does not upset them much, despite the fact that a soldier,

young man, should be considered to have the maximum
economy of humanity.
In employing submarines the Germans had an end in view
which, as we have seen, they came close to reaching. We were

a robust

individual value in the general

submarine warfare

justified in stigmatizing the

as atrocious in

order to play upon the sensibilities of world public opinion.

was to our
reason

interest,

and we had

we were worried about

simply that

it

was dangerous to

a right to

it

do

was not that

it.

it

It

But the real
was inhuman,

Compared with the carnage
humane and civilized, which

us.

wrought by means recognized as
amounted to millions of dead and millions of mutilated, the approximately 17,000 victims of the submarine are insignificant.
the last

war had been wholly

a

submarine war,

it

If

would have been
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decided with

much

less

blood.

ally as a science, regardless of

A great
men

The Air

of

War has to be regarded unemotionhow terrible a science.

furor was raised about submarines' leaving shipwrecked

them any

to their fate without giving

marines were only doing

But the sub-

help.

English did when, after one of

as the

their ships was torpedoed in the act of picking

up

the survivors of

men

another ship, the commander gave orders that shipwrecked

must be

and

left to their fate to

in this case the

not enemies.

War

is

men

prevent the torpedoing of rescuers;

in question were fellow Englishmen,

war. Either one wages war or one doesn't;

but when one does, one must do
frills

on

that

The French Jeune

either side.

this subject

war

is

without gloves and without

it

Ecole advocated ideas on

Anyone who

very like the Germans'.

something different from what

it is,

likes to

pretend

puts himself at a

disadvantage because of that thinking.

Any

distinction

between belligerents and nonbelligerents

is

no

longer admissible today either in fact or theory. Not in theory

when

because

nations are at war, everyone takes a part in

soldier carrying his gun, the

woman

it:

the

loading shells in a factory, the

farmer growing wheat, the scientist experimenting in his laboratory.

Not

one; and

nowadays the offensive may reach any-

in fact because
it

begins to look

now

as

though the

safest place

may be

the trenches.

War

is

won by

can be done more

crushing the resistance of the enemy; and

this

more economically, and with

less

easily, faster,

bloodshed by directly attacking that resistance at

The more

rapid and terrifying the arms

its

weakest point.

are, the faster they will

reach vital centers and the more deeply they will affect moral resistance.

Hence

the

more

civilized

ages will be corresponding to the

war

will

number

become, because dam-

of people involved.

better arms are able to attack citizens in general, the

not be able to say any more: ''Let us

A
air,

all

arm

for war,

but you go

fighting."

belief generally held

and

The

private

wars will be, for people will

interests are directly hurt, the fewer

and do the

more

nowadays

is

that wars will begin in the

that large-scale aerial actions will be carried out even

before the declaration of war, because everyone will be trying to

War
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get the advantage of surprise. Aerial warfare will be intense

and

violent to a superlative degree; for each side will realize the necessity of inflicting

upon

the

and

enemy

the largest possible losses in the

enemy

means
so as to prevent any possible retaliation from him. Independent
Air Forces will hurl themselves against their enemies and try to
shortest possible time,

of ridding the air of

aerial

repeat their offensives as quickly as possible in order to compress
the effort into as short a space of time as possible. Therefore, the

war in the air will be decided by those aerial forces which are in
being and ready when hostilities break out. No reliance can be
placed on forces to be activated during the war. One who is defeated will not be able to create another aerial force. All avail-

must be thrown into the fray at once; every means
some other use will be that much less weight on the
destiny. The principle of mass must be implicitly followed.

able forces

reserved for
scale of

In land warfare

it is

a disparity in strength

on the defensive

possible to rely

and gain time

to dig trenches,

to offset

throw up

barbed-wire entanglements, and occupy strong positions; but in
the air nothing of the kind

where, and there
to gain time.

The

is

In the

is

no chance
air,

to stop

The

air

is

uniform every-

anywhere and make a stand

fighting forces are as

intense, violent, naked,

of gaining time

possible.

naked

as swords.

immediate action, the impossibility

and creating new

forces, the rapidity

and

efficacy

of aerial actions— all lead to the conclusion that the aerial conflict
will

come

to a

quick decision.

The

length of the

war, as

last

I

have

shown, was caused by the great value acquired by the defensive. In
the air the defensive has
lost.

The

aerial

war

no value

will be short;

the

is

unprepared

is

sides will rapidly

command

of the air, a

which, once gained, will be permanent.

Undoubtedly a decision
land and

He who

one of the two

mean

gain a preponderance which will

command

at all.

sea.

come

will

in the air sooner than

on

Consequently, the army and navy will have to be

prepared to fight on even

if

dominated from the

air,

an eventuality, no matter what we may think of
be taken into consideration, even

if

it,

because such
will have to

only for a short while.

In what situation would an army and navy find themselves
they were dominated from the air?

Up

to the present,

if

war on land

The Command
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and

sea has

been

munication
lines of

chiefly

lines.

of

The Air

dependent on the

safety of bases

and com-

Occupying the enemy's bases or cutting

communication was a

brilliant tactical

put the enemy in

and

off his

strategical suc-

and danger. If an army
and navy were dominated from the air, this very fact would expose
their bases and communication lines, not only to enemy offensives,
but to offensives they could not effectively counteract; which
means that an army and navy dominated from the air would be
permanently virtually cut off. Therefore— and please note well
this inevitable consequence— if an army and navy want to keep
their potentiality of action even when dominated from the air,
they must arrange their forms and methods of action to make
them as independent as possible of their bases and lines of combecause

cess,

it

difficulty

munication.

The problem with which

the air

navy

is

a formidable one; but

even

if

radical

not solved,

it is

arm

confronts the

imperative that

air.

be solved,

and far-reaching changes have to be made. If it is
the efficiency of an army and navy would be nullified

almost automatically by the enemy's conquest of the
the

it

army and

command

of

Because of their heavy equipment and large consumption,

modern armies have to be backed up by a large regular
supply service by rail and road. If this service is disrupted, made
irregular, or cut off, it means the debilitation of the army which
relies upon it and the weakening of its striking power. It might
also deprive the army of its strength, perhaps even immobilize it
and make it impotent. An army dominated from the air may be
the more easily put in a precarious situation, the more intense,
regular, and continuous a supply service it needs. To visualize
such a situation, we need only imagine our army deployed on the
western Alps, and only four of our railroad centers destroyed—
Ceva, Nizza Marrittima, Asti, and Chivasso. As a result no supplies could reach the army from the provinces of Lombardy and
Liguria— that is, from its own country. Now, these four railroad
the huge

centers are about a half-hour's flying distance

and no one can doubt the
air,

ability of

an enemy

from the border,

in

command

of the

given the present potentiality of aerial offensives, to destroy

them and keep them destroyed. In my opinion,

therefore,

it

is

War
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much

modern armies to be less ponderous, and as
autonomous and independent of their bases.
Similarly, a navy which means to keep on operating even under
domination from the air must free itself from the bonds which
imperative for

as possible

The

at present tie navies to their bases.

large military ports, with

and equipment of all
offensives, whether they harbor

their arsenals, warehouses, supply depots,

good

kinds, are

a fleet or not.

targets for aerial

They may be defended by

their safety will always be doubtful,

be

as

certainly they will never

invulnerable as they have been heretofore.

that navies think over the

about

and

but

antiaircraft artillery,

It is

imperative

changed situation and do something

it.

an enemy in command of the

Besides,

maritime

traffic

our commercial ports out of
Force could cut

manding

air

can easily cut

off

the possibilities of

A

service.

our maritime

the air. It does

our

Swiss Independent Air

traffic if it

seem absurd; but

it is

succeeded in comnevertheless one of

modern war.

These short summaries of the influence of the
forms of war on land and

sea,

realize the

air

arm on

the

an influence which should lead

armies and navies to reorganize on a

make people

off

regardless of his naval strength, simply by putting

new

basis,

should

suffice to

magnitude of the revolution and the

seri-

The

ousness of the problems which face the armies and navies.

necessary changes apply not only to exterior forms; they deeply
affect the essence of these

two organizations, and the new prob-

lems cannot be solved merely by adding an auxiliary aviation of

one

sort or another.

Another

characteristic of the air

facilitates the

paratively

waging of war.

much

An

arm

may

that

it,

shall

Independent Air Force

easier to prepare than

sand 6,000-horsepower planes

is

an army or navy.

cost approximately as

we
is

A

say,

comthou-

much

as

ten battleships, will need only 20,000 tons of material— about the

weight of one average battleship— and will need only 20,000 to

000 men, only 4,000 to 5,000 of them

pilots.

30,-

But an Independent

Air Force a thousand planes strong can drop on an enemy nation,

and every
flight,

locality in

it,

from 4,000

to 6,000 tons of

besides carrying 16,000 to 24,000

bombs on each

machine guns and 2,000
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combat in the air. In other words, an
offensive capacity the like of which has never before been imagined, and one which only another similar Independent Air Force
cannon

small-caliber

would be able

A

to

for

oppose and

thousand airplanes of

a nation with

tion for

it

fight.

kind can be built very quickly by

this

an adequate industrial organization, and ammuni-

can easily be supplied by a well-organized chemical

organization. Instructing

and training

pilots

a country in which aerial transportation

is

is

no

difficult task in

well developed. Fur-

thermore, a passenger plane can be converted into a military plane
in a few hours' time,

and

its

crew can be militarized in no time by

simply changing their uniforms.

Thus
it

hope of revenge can be more

the

easily nourished; for

would no longer imply the destruction

formidable navies. Perhaps
losers to recreate their

to look

toward the

it

of

huge armies and

has been a mistake to forbid the

army and navy, because

that forced

them

sky.

In order to get a better idea of the importance of the action of

an Independent Air Force, we can compare the airplane
cial

gun capable

of firing shells a distance equal to

its

to a spe-

flying range,

and with

a special observer to guide the shells to their targets.

Then we

can compare the Independent Air Force to a large bat-

tery of

guns which, though stationed over a wide area, can

concentrate

its fire

on various

objectives within

at will

flying range.

its

Let us suppose, for instance, that we have in the Padua Valley

an Independent Air Force with a range of 1,000 kilometers. The
fire of this gun battery could be concentrated at will upon any
objective in France,

Germany, Austria, Yugoslavia, even on Lon-

don. Let us think for the moment, not of our Independent Air
Force, but of

equivalent, the large

its

enemy, no matter who he

is,

gun

battery.

Our

will have a similar large

eventual

gun

battery

capable of striking us almost anywhere in our territory.

What

ward off these special enemy shells?
Certainly we could not put an armored umbrella over the whole
country. Obviously, the easiest and most practical way would be
to silence the battery by destroying it. And that would be the

would be the

best

struggle for the

way

for us to

command

of the air.
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After

we had

enemy gun

destroyed the

free to choose targets at
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we would be

our own convenience, because our country

would be safe from enemy attacks. Which targets would we choose?
Those which best suited our convenience under the circumstances.

They might be
enemy, such

and

as his capital cities, industrial

which

so on, in

nation

itself to

make

communication
resistance to

bases

if

case
it

and population

centers,

we would be choosing to hammer the
Or we could choose the bases and

give in.

lines of the

enemy's army in order to weaken

its

our army. Or we could attack the enemy's naval

the navy was annoying us too much; or destroy the enemy's

mercantile ports
plies.

targets directly affecting the resistance of the

The

if

on sea-borne supour powerful gun battery should

the nation was dependent

selection of targets for

be the province of the Supreme

Commander

he would be the only one in possession of
gent selection. But in any and

all

of the war, because

the facts for intelli-

would have to
function in all its mass to get the maximum results from concentration of effort in time and space.
The advantage of having such a large gun battery with which
to face an enemy deprived of a similar battery constitutes the
value of the

command

all cases,

the battery

of the air; but as the conquest of

it

implies

the destruction of a similar battery belonging to the enemy,

it is

evident that not a single gun should be taken from our battery
before

it

has accomplished

its

purpose. Therefore, aerial defense

and auxiliary aviation should be ruled out, because they would
if our own battery is destroyed, and superflu-

be useless anyway
ous

if

our battery succeeds in silencing the enemy's.

One more remark: The

offensive strength of

Air Force against the surface

is

an Independent

determined by the quantity of

destructive materials— explosive, incendiary,

and poison-gas bombs

—it can carry and drop on the enemy. But these materials

may be

and therefore it is clear that the destructive
power of the Independent Air Force is in direct proportion to the
efficacy of the materials employed. Doubling the efficacy of the materials employed is enough to double the offensive power of the
of different efficacies;

Independent Air Force

if

nothing

else

is

altered.

This gives us an

idea of the importance of the task of improving the quality of
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destructive materials or, in other words, the importance of co-

operation with war efforts on the part of the chemical industry.

The

air

training

arm

is

fields,

and strengthened not only in the aviation
but in the factories where the wonderful air mabuilt

and in the

where the chemist leans
more powerful compounds.
I think I have made clear the importance of the air arm and
victory in the air in a future conflict, and the revolutionary
changes being made by the air arm on the forms and characteristics
of war in its general aspect, including all forms of land and sea
conflicts. Logically and rationally our imagination enables us then
to visualize the war of the future.
Whatever its aims, the side which decides to go to war will
unleash all its aerial forces in mass against the enemy nation the
instant the decision is taken, without waiting to declare war
formally, trying in this way to exploit to the utmost the factor of
surprise by direct attack and by use of the chemical arm. Balanced against the advantages of surprise and prevention of counchines are built

over his

test

laboratories

tubes in quest of ever

teraction, the time-honored diplomatic niceties will

be discarded.

at dawn capital cities, large centers, and important
aviation fields may be struck and shaken as though by an earthquake. For instance, the Germans might decide to destroy Paris

Some morning

instead of

fifty

French aviation centers, preferring to destroy the

heart of France instead of her aviation.

from enemy

aerial forces

Of

would not be long

course, counteraction

in coming;

and then,

while the aerial struggle rose to the climax of violence, the armies

would mobilize and the navies begin
pered in greater or

less

their hostile actions,

struggle neared a decision, aerial offensives

enemy
sives

ham-

degree by aerial offensives. As the aerial

from one

side against

and navy would weaken, while similar offenside would grow stronger and more intense.
which won the command of the air would insure

nation, army,

from the other

Then the side
its own territory from any

aerial offensives,

and the losing

side

would be helpless against them.
At that moment the most tragic phase of the war would begin.
The side dominated from the air would have to fight an unequal
fight and resign itself to endure implacable offensives. Its army

War
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and navy would have

navy with secure bases and

would be cut
points in

its

and communication
against an army and

to function with bases

exposed to constant threat,

lines insecure,

203

communication.

lines of

off at the ports.

All the most vital

would be subject

territory

sea traffic

Its

and vulnerable

to cruelly terrifying of-

fensives.

Under these conditions, can a long, slow land war— which needs
enormous quantities of supplies, means, labor, and materiel— give
the air-dominated side any chance of a favorable decision?

open

to grave doubt. In all probability, unless there

is

a question

is

a great disproportion of

means and

rale of the air-dominated nation will

war on land and
Therefore

sea could

I say,

That

above

resources, a collapse in

mo-

come before the outcome

of

be decided.

all else, let

us dominate our sky.

CONCLUSION
The
it is

picture

I

have drawn

an attempt

But because

I

much

naturally an imaginative one. Since
it

could not be otherwise.

have painted with the colors of present

and drawn according
be very

is

to visualize the future,

like

to logical reasoning, I think the future will

my

answer along general

realities

picture.

At any

rate, I

lines the question:

think

we can now

''What will a war of the

near future be like?" with the following positive assertions:
1.

which
2.

It will

be a struggle of nations grappling with each other,

will directly affect the lives
It will

quering the

and property of

be a struggle in which the one

command

who

all citizens.

succeeds in con-

of the air will have secured a decisive

advantage.
3.

It will

be a very violent struggle, terrifying in

waged in order
struggle

to strike at the

its

moral resistance of the

which will be decided quickly, and therefore

nature,
foe;

a

will not

be very expensive economically.
4.

It will

be a struggle in which the side which finds

prepared will have no time to get ready; and therefore
decided by the forces ready at hand

when

itself
it

hostilities begin.

will

un-

be
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In consequence of the foregoing, an adequate preparation for

war

at the present time requires:

1.

The

constitution of an Independent Air Force capable of

command

conquering the

of the air,

and the

strongest possible to

achieve within the limits of our national aerial resources.
2.

The

because

it

readiness of the Independent Air Force at all times,

has to go into action instantly, even without a declara-

tion of war,

and cannot

of the aerial struggle
3.

their

A

is

on reinforcements before the decision

rely

reached.

change in the organization of the army and navy and

methods of war,

so as to

pendent of bases and

may go on functioning even
of the
4.

make them

as

much

as possible inde-

communication in order that they

lines of

after the

enemy has secured command

air.

A

forces,

study of the problem of co-operation between the armed

beginning with the premise that a new

set of facts

have

given rise to different circumstances, showing the various functions each of the forces can perform.
5.

A

study of

all

provisions of various kinds which will put the

nation in a position to withstand aerial offensives with the least
possible damage. Since the offensives will be

morale of

civilians, national pride

be strengthened as

These general

much

and

aimed mainly

a sense of discipline

at the

must

as possible in the masses.

characteristics of the

war of the

future,

and the

new requirements which ensue from them, show how formidable
are the problems concerning national defense
today.

I

do not intend that

my

which confront us

words, meant to show the impor-

tance of the air arm's role in future wars, should be construed
as

minimizing the value of land and sea

else, I

forces.

More than anyone

have always asserted that the three armed forces constitute

an indivisible whole,

men and means
they are

a single three-pronged instrument of war. All

used to defend their country have the same value—

all necessary,

under the

sea,

whether they function on land, on the

or in the

air.

In

all these fields

sea,

there are equally

important duties to perform, equally important functions to carry
on, equal honors to be earned.
interest of the Fatherland,

But

that does not

which considers

mean

all its

that, in the

sons equals,

we
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should not build a new instrument, more adequate to its defense,
by changing when necessary the size, form, and function of any one
of

its

make

three prongs in order to

better fitted to bite deeply

it

into the resistance of an eventual enemy.
I

think our glance into the future has not been unprofitable,

especially

if it

has been successful in convincing people of two

simple truths.
1.

All citizens must be interested in the aspects of the war of

the future, because all of

war

in the beginning,
cially in its

is

them

will

have to

essentially based

broad outlines; but because

it

fight in

it.

As

I

said

on common sense, espedemands all the material

and moral resources of a nation, it cannot be limited to a certain
section of the nation, nor to a special class or number of its
citizens. All forces

and

materials, tangible

and intangible, have

be marshaled for the prosecution of war; and

come deeply

interested in

discussing

it,

must beand understanding it, in

order to prepare themselves for the ordeal

may be

forgiven the heresy,

universities

and

I

all subjects

no place has

taught, even to Sanskrit,

if it

should come.

If I

have often wondered why, in the

where

colleges,

to

all citizens

yet

under the sun are
been found

for the

science of war.
2.

We

must look toward the future with anxious, wide-open

eyes to steel ourselves for

what may come,

not take us by surprise. This
lutionary period

we

may

more necessary in the revothrough— so much so that he who is
the

is all

are living

so that the reality

not ready will have no time to get ready or to correct the errors
of the past. So
of the past. It

we must not
is

let ourselves

be led astray by the magic

when

always dangerous to keep looking backward

marching forward, and

still

more

so

now when

the path

is

full

of sharp detours.

Students of war are induced to rely on the experience of the past
for their preparation for the future conflict
ries of

war

reason

why

flict

can't be

by the

fact that theo-

proved except in a real war. This was the

the nations

who went

with their minds on the

war in 1914 entered the conof 1870. But they soon found

to

War

out their mistake and had to adapt themselves to the exigencies
of the 1914 situation.

They could do

this

with comparative

ease,
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and tremendous expense they
endured
between the
two wars was a period of evolution only. But woe to him who
tries to fight the war of the future with the theories and systems
in spite of the serious difficulties

in the process, because the intervening time

of 1914!
I

do not mean

be discarded

to

imply that the experience of past wars should

as useless; I

with a grain of salt— in
future

is

want only

fact,

to say that

should be taken

with a great deal of salt— because the

closer to the present than to the past. Experience, the

teacher of

life,

can teach a great deal to the

to interpret experience;

man who knows how

but many people misinterpret

leon was a great captain; but

we should not

did,

shoes, in

our circumstances, in our time.

could give us some valuable advice; but

it.

Napo-

Napoleon about

ask

rather about what he would do

what he

when

it

if

he were in our

It is likely that

we should not

Napoleon

forget that

the Corsican closed his eyes, the world was not yet girdled

by ribbons of

steel,

guns were not yet breech-loading, machine

guns were unknown, words were not transmitted over wires or

and the airplane were unknown. I
think it is a good thing he cannot rise from his splendid tomb.
Who knows what words would come from his disdainful lips
in scorn of those who too often misuse his name and reputation?
This is the end of my analysis; but before closing it I want to
ether waves, the automobile

point out an intimate characteristic of the air arm.

The

colossal

armies and navies of today, although they cannot do without the

human

element, the soul of every machine, cost enormously; and

so only the richest nations can afford

vantages. In comparison to these
capacity, the air

arm

is

much

them and enjoy

and in proportion

less

their ad-

its

offensive

expensive. Moreover,

it is still

to

very young and in a state of rapid and constant change. Everything
in

it,

from

of creation.

its

organization to

The

its

employment,

art of aerial warfare

is

is

in the process

not yet standardized, like

and sea warfare, and there is still room for ingenuity. The war in the air is the true war of movement, in which
swift intuition, swifter decision, and still swifter execution are
needed. It is the kind of warfare in which the outcome will be
largely dependent upon the genius of the commanders. In short,
the art of land

Probable Aspects of Future
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the air

and

is

the

arm

spiritual, physical

The

air

arm

is

the

of high courage

and
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and bold deeds, material

intellectual.

arm not

of a rich people, but of a

young

who love space and height. It is
arm eminently suited to us Italians. The importance
it has attained and its influence on the general character of war
are favorable to us; it is the arm best suited to the genius of our
race; and surely the solid organization and strong discipline which
people, ardent, bold, inventive,

therefore an

bind the Italian people in unity

is

the most adequate force to

give us courage to face the terrible effects

an

aerial

which
air

war, even

if

victorious.

which would come from

Our

geographical position,

serves us as a bridge across the Mediterranean,

arm

still

more

vital to us. Visualize

Rome

makes the

as the center of a

zone with a radius of 1,000 kilometers, normal range for a plane

and you

today,

ancient

To

will find within the circumference the

Roman

dominate our own sky will mean

ranean

sky.

to

dominate the Mediter-

Let us therefore look to the future with hope and

confidence and give thanks to

have made

whole of the

Empire.

this

all

arm powerful.

those whose daring and ingenuity
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many which

ap-

peared in Italy on the subject of Military Aviation. It

first

This polemic was written

to clarify the

appeared in Rivista Aeronautica for November 1929.

Introduction

The

editor of

this

review has opportunely intervened to make

peace between the contestants. Like war on land, the discussion

had become

The

stabilized.

attackers repeated the

and the defender was forced
defensive arguments.

The

result

long and bloodless war of words

Therefore,

I

sum up

as I

the respective arguments

renewal of the controversy at the proper time.

have accepted the editor's courteous invitation to

present an analysis of the discussion.

now and

same

now a recapitulation of
may be of some interest and

the spectators cordially bored. But

this

as a basis for the

attacks,

was monotonous repetition which

left

utility— if for nothing else, to

same

in retaliation to repeat the

then

I

I

must ask indulgence

have to repeat myself, and not always

if

as briefly

could wish.

My

first

affirmation of the importance of the aerial

arm

goes

back to 1909, twenty years ago. Even then I stated definitely,
with no reservations, that only the heavier-than air machines

would

solve the

problem

of

human

flight, especially in

the mili-

arm was destined not to perform
auxiliary actions to facilitate and integrate actions of land and
sea forces, but to constitute an armed force, the third arm, parallel
to, and of equal importance with, the land and sea forces; that
the military plane should eventually have the capacity for combat
in the air; and that the command of the air would soon be at
tary

field;

least as

that

the

aerial

valuable as the

Since 1909

fundamental

I

command

of the sea.

have done nothing but repeat and amplify these

assertions,

always elated by the course of events,

which indubitably has supported

my

211

original deductions. Follow-
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ing this same line of thinking, in the

mand

first

which appeared in 1921, I
of creating an independent aerial

of the Air,

necessity

The Com-

edition of
tried to

force

show the

instead

of

ones— that is, forces dependent upon the arm to which
they are attached— which I called Independent Air Force, able to

auxiliary

perform

war with

own means.

tried also to

show the

necessity of giving this organization a status equal to the

army and

navy,

acts of

and of putting

its

its

I

organization under an Air Ministry.

At that time Italy was in a troubled and uncertain state, and
my book was not given due consideration. It was, however,
destined for the highest honor— namely, being put into execution.
The National Government did in fact create first the Aeronautical
Ministry and later the Independent Air Force. Thanks to no

Head of
arm has acquired a status equal to that of
its sister arms, the land and sea arms. The Independent Air Force
has been placed in a position parallel to the army and navy. The
merit of mine, but to the enlightened thinking of the
the Government, the air

fact that the

Head

of the

eral Staff

three military ministries were united under the

Government, and that the rank of Chief of the Gen-

was created, defined and perfected the central organiza-

armed power. Thus the most important step had
been taken in regard to the air arm, and at last the Independent
Air Force could show clearly what it was worth.
tion of our

Though

the fundamental concept of an Independent Air Force

was still a great deal of vagueness and
minds of the people in general. An
Independent Air Force? What for? What is it supposed to do, and
how will it work? What is it worth? There was nothing for me to
do in answer but to amplify in more detail the ideas I had already
expressed in The Command of the Air. At that time I had exwas clear and

definite, there

confusion about

it

in the

plicitly stated that the

conquest of the

absolutely necessary for victory.
is

that

it is

essential to

A

command

of the air

is

logical corollary of that idea

be prepared for the conquest of the

air,

and that therefore most of our aerial forces ought to be concentrated into the Independent Air Force, the organization designed
for the conquest of the air.

To

concentrate

is

the opposite of to disperse. So, taking one

Recapitulation
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added in the

of the Air,

affirmed the necessity of concentrating

I

all avail-

able aerial forces into an Independent Air Force designed to sus-

which the

tain the struggle of

the air. In order to accomplish
to

of

this, I said, it

do away with auxiliary aviation and

which

of

would be advisable

aerial defense forces,

both

considered a futile dispersion of strength, useless,

I

and harmful.

superfluous,

That

command

final objective is the

started the fireworks.

Most of the opposition,

in this review, was directed against that assertion.

the attacks.

Still better, I

especially

tried to parry

I

used them as a springboard to launch

argument on the subject of controversy. I not only
stood firmly on my position, but added that, by keenly examining
into general

the future of war, anyone could see that a radical change was in
process, a

change brought about by

would make the

facts

and circumstances which

air the decisive field in future wars.

For

this

reason, I contended, according to the basic principle of the art of

war,

it

was not enough to concentrate

all aerial

resources into an

Independent Air Force by doing away with auxiliary and defense

and more revolutionary

aviation forces. Still another bolder

must be taken— namely,
resources in the decisive

to concentrate the
field,

the air.

Thus

bulk of
I

all

of

mine

up

stirred

best

way

test of fire. I

ideas

I

It

to assay the

was the

first

and look

at

saw the number of

hoped

I

worth of a theory

is

if

my

put

it

to the

and daring of the
could not expect them to

My

I

ideas were so new, so different

street corner, that

them askance.

I

people were naturally

found

it

was grateful for the opponents who honored

Even

my

for.

to

most interesting

indeed to study the reaction they provoked, and for

criticism.

in

to realize the novelty

was expressing; and obviously

surprised

I

was just what

be embraced like old friends.

from those heard on the

on land

Naturally, this contention

the controversy, and

opponents swell rapidly.

The

air.

national

promulgated a new

doctrine of war based on the principle of resisting

order to mass one's strength in the

step

ideas have not yet

been

this

me

reason

I

with their

fully accepted,

I

feel

well satisfied to see that the long debate they started has not
elicited

any argument which makes

me

entertain a doubt of the
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worth and soundness of

my

opinions on the serious problem of

war in our times. Seeing that so
hailing from army,

ability,

many opponents

navy,

of recognized

and even

aviation,

civilian

have not been able to muster a single new argument

circles,

my theories, has been a great source of satisfaction to me;
and I have often patted myself on the back and said: "Well, old
man, you're not so bad after all!"
against

Some

readers

may

think this

presumption or lack of conscience.

happen in

to

this

world; but

obstinacy inspired by foolish

is

it is

It is

true that anything

also true that every

serves respectful consideration. Therefore,

of those readers, but they cannot stop
I

do,

and

I

ask

them

to

be so good

I

is

likely

opinion de-

respect the opinion

me from

reasoning the way

as to follow

my

reasoning

with me.
Several articles of great importance have recently been pub-

on the subject under discussion, articles important because
written by well-known authorities belonging to land and sea
armed forces and civilian circles. To mention a few: "Concerning
Aerial Battles and the Ratio between the Whole and Its Component Parts," by General Bastico, in Rivista Aeronautica Vol.
VI; "Aviation, Tactical Code, and Armed Forces," by General
Bollati, in Rivista Militare Italiana; "To Resist on Land in
lished

Order

to

Mass One's Strength in the Air," by Captain A.

Fioravanzo, 1 in Rivista Aeronautica, Vol. VII; and

Arm As a

"The

Aerial

Decisive Factor of Victory," by Engineer Salvatore Attal,

in Rivista Aeronautica, Vol. VII.

On

the whole these articles can be said to contain

criticisms of

nents.

They

my

theories

and

to represent the views of

(2)

Aerial Defense,

(3)

Aerial Field As the Decisive Field.
1

Of the

my

the

oppo-

will often be referred to in the following synthesis,

which will be divided into the following
Aviation,

all

Italian Navy.

sections:

(1)

Aerial Battle, and

Auxiliary
(4)

The

CHAPTER

I

Auxiliary Aviation

my

In opposition to
superfluous,

assertion that auxiliary aviation

my

and harmful,

is useless,

opponents have been content

to

emphasize the importance of these auxiliary forces during land

and

sea operations,

and therefore the paramount

necessity of keep-

ing and even increasing them. In a recent article, "For the Naval
Aviation,"

the

Beta,

pseudonym

of

a

high naval

authority,

analyzes the importance of ship-based aviation, outlining in sum-

mary the principal needs for auxiliary aerial help for a naval
from the moment it leaves
its base. These needs, according to the author are: (1) anti-sub-

force operating in the Mediterranean

marine scouting,
tactical

(2) aerial

defense,

(3)

reconnaissance,

and

(4)

co-operation. Going on with his argument, the author

declares a certain

Anyone who

number

of aircraft-carriers are indispensable.

must conclude
that the author is right. In the same way all the worthy military
and civilian authors are right who say that an army or navy withreads a succinct article like this

out auxiliary aviation would be seriously inferior in face of an

army or navy with its own auxiliary aviation. It is all so true that
I am proud that I issued, when I was commander of the Aviation
Battalion, the first "Rules for the Employment of Airplanes in
War," in 1913. At that time the airplane was so little understood
that

I

was directed by order of the Ministry of

word "arm" every time

it

War

to delete the

occurred in these "Rules" in reference

to the airplane.

Certainly

it is

true that

when two armies

or navies meet, one

with and one without auxiliary aviation, the one without will
find itself seriously at a disadvantage.

This

is

needs no discussion. Even stones recognize
215

an argument which
its

soundness. But
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argument

of

that

is

The Air
it is

impossible to visualize

two armies or two navies acting in complete

isolation, entirely

by

arm on land

or

themselves.

We
sea.

are not judging here the value of the aerial

we

Instead

are judging

value in the whole field of war as

its

These are two very different points of view. When the
aerial arm was considered solely suitable for auxiliary service in
land and sea operations— in other words, when it was thought
that the only actions feasible for aerial means were auxiliary
a unit.

actions— then

my

opponents were in the

dependent Air Force
willy-nilly

it

Force— that

exists, it

right.

But now the

must be taken into account. The Independent Air

is,

an

and

force of impressive size— flies

aerial

forms in the air above the armies and navies; these forces

perform in the same
to

fly

In-

has been legally constituted, and

and perform.

field in

No

which auxiliary

argument

is

possible

fly

per-

and

forces are supposed

now on

the subject of

aviation without taking the Independent Air Force into account;

the air above the armies
auxiliary aviation forces.
it

is

possible

now

no longer reserved for
contrary— and most important-

and navies

On

the

to argue only

is

about the co-existence of the

Independent Air Force and auxiliary aviation forces in the same
field.

Auxiliary aviation acquires

its

greatest value only

in concert with surface operations;
nullified

if

and

this

when

maximum

acting

value

is

auxiliary aviation cannot co-exist with the Independ-

ent Air Force.

I

maintain that the two cannot

co-exist;

and

there-

and harmful.
In a fight between two Independent Air Forces, no matter how
the fight takes place, one must necessarily prevail over the other.
Assuming that fact, is it possible to imagine a dominating Independent Air Force which would allow the enemy auxiliary
aviation to act at will, especially if it would cause serious trouble
by doing so? On the face of it, it would not. In fact, either
auxiliary aviation cannot influence the outcome of the war— in
which case it would be left unmolested, free to go on burning
gasoline— or it can influence the outcome to some degree— in which
case nothing would stop the dominating Independent Air Force
fore auxiliary aviation

is

useless, superfluous,
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from attacking and destroying it, the more easily as the auxiliary
aviation is not equipped for combat. In order to make use of
one's auxiliary aviation, one's Independent Air Force

must be

predominant, for auxiliary aviation can co-exist only with a pre-

dominant or victorious Independent Air Force.
In order to enjoy the advantages which obviously can accrue
from the use of auxiliary aviation, one must first of all be vic-

must put
one's Independent Air Force in condition to defeat the enemy
Independent Air Force as easily as possible. In other words, one
must make it as strong as possible, avoiding any dispersion of
forces, and consequently doing away with auxiliary aviation. Discarding auxiliary aviation is the best way to enjoy these advantages, which cannot be gained by keeping it.
This may sound like a play on words, but it is not. If by distorious in the air. Therefore, before anything else, one

my

carding

auxiliary aviation

I

Independent Air Force so that

dependent Air Force,

I

can increase the strength of
it

my

can conquer the enemy In-

can also destroy

my

enemy's auxiliary

and in addition put aerial means at the disposal of my
army and navy— means which can then function with no fear of
opposition from my enemy. But if to keep auxiliary aviation I
am compelled to reduce the strength of my Independent Air
Force, and as a result it is defeated by the enemy, I will also see
aviation,

my

auxiliary aviation destroyed or prevented from giving any

help to

my army and navy.

Therefore, although auxiliary aviation seems valuable

when

land and sea operations are considered by themselves, in the

whole picture of the war— the army, navy, and Independent Air
Force functioning simultaneously— it seems useless, superfluous,

and harmful.
Let us visualize two armies fighting in a theater of war flanked

by the

sea.

Obviously, such armies would be greatly assisted by

naval auxiliary means capable of facilitating and integrating the

land operations taking place along the shore. But to visualize the
existence of such naval auxiliary means, the navy

posed not to

exist.

But

as a

matter of

naval auxiliary means do not.

And

it

is

fact navies

must be supdo

and
for an

exist

entirely feasible

8
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army operating on the seashore or any short distance from it to
be helped by naval means, provided its navy is predominant over
the other. The same thing holds when the surface is considered
in relation to the air. As soon as the Independent Air Force was
created, the usefulness of the auxiliary aviation forces came to an
end. The only aerial assistance the army and navy should rely on
help from their

is

their

own

own

own

interest the

victorious Independent Air Force. In

army and navy should do away with

their

auxiliary aviation forces.

Nowadays anyone considering land and sea operations of any
importance must of necessity remember that above the land and
sea is the air. Once, when only the swallow and the albatross flew
in the air, to think of land and sea operations as isolated events
was

justified, because,

with very few exceptions, operations in the

two theaters were independent of each other. But now land operations can be considered independent of aerial operations only

up

Furthermore, since aerial operations can

point.

a

to

directed against both land

not true,

it is

and

sea objectives, while the reverse

be
is

logical to agree that aerial operations are the only

ones which can be carried on independently of the others. This

undeniable
because

fact is

not generally taken into consideration, perhaps

lacks the sanction of historical precedent;

it

sea operations are

still

and land and
and time, as

visualized as isolated in space

though they took place inside closed

At the most, the
those which operate

theaters.

only consideration given to aerial means

is

to

inside these closed theaters.

This

is

nothing

less

than a refusal to face

realities.

In the article

entitled 'Tor the Naval Aviation," the author says he intends to

draw

''the

picture of the principal needs for aerial help for a

naval force operating in the Mediterranean from the
leaves

its

base."

The author

starts

moment

it

by implicitly admitting the

from which the naval force leaves; for naturally
no base at all. Now, this safety cannot be taken
for granted until the enemy Independent Air Force has been
reduced to inability to carry on significant actions. As long as the

safety of the base

an unsafe base

is

enemy's Independent Air Force has threatening power, an aerial
force at least equal to the enemy's

is

necessary to ensure the safety
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of the naval base. Since there can be

would be impossible

it

2

1

base,

to assign to the defense of each base

an

whole enemy Independent Air Force,

aerial force equal to the

enemy were greatly lacking in aerial means. It would
more impossible to assign to the fleet all the other aerial

unless the

be

still

means which Beta considers

On

essential.

enemy Air Force

the other hand, as long as the

is

intact,

the fleet operating in the Mediterranean could always be attacked

by

it;

and in that

would need a ship-based aerial
enemy Independent Air Force, a

case the fleet

force equal or superior to the

manifest impossibility.

Everything Beta describes

indispensable aerial help for a

as

naval force operating in the Mediterranean

only

if

flying over the

would be

sensible

Mediterranean could be forbidden to any

but naval aviations, ship-based or not. But a situation like that
in the Mediterranean cannot be assumed.

Force can

her

To

Independent Air

in any direction over this great sea, against naval

fly

commercial

bases, cruising fleets,
tion.

An

free a naval force in the

own Independent Air

ports,

and

lines of

Mediterranean from

communicathis

menace,

Force must be victorious. Only after

on aerial help— help which
would be of great value because the enemy would be without it.

victory in the air can the navy rely

Beta's contention

is

right only in case of naval forces operating

in zones where Independent Air Forces could not

zones are
to

now found

only in the oceans. His ideas

and such
would apply

fly;

an English, American, or Japanese naval force operating in the

would apply only up
kept far enough away from

Atlantic or Pacific Ocean; but even then
to a

point— that

enemy

is,

as

long

as the ships

it

Once they got within the range of the enemy's
Independent Air Force, they would have to fight not only shipbased aerial forces, but also the Air Force itself. That shows that
shores.

even in the oceans the Independent Air Forces have a not inconsiderable value.

Because

I

always keep in view our

lying athwart the Mediterranean Sea,

I

own

particular situation,

affirm that

our navy should

be deeply interested in an Independent Air Force able to defeat

an enemy's, and that

it

should therefore willingly give up

its
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auxiliary aviation in order to increase the Independent Air Force,

which would quickly conquer the command of the

air in case

of war.

Several times

I

my

have addressed to

opponents in the army

"What would happen to an army
against an enemy who has conquered

and navy the following question:
or navy compelled to operate
the
I

command of

the air?"

I

have never received an explicit answer.

understand that the question

critics

who do

ent Air Force. But
predicated in

is

a difficult one, especially for

not like to give due consideration to the Independ-

it

it

may

should be answered, because the situation

easily

come

of the Independent Air Force

auxiliary aviation.

Some

to pass

owing

now going on

critics

weakening

took the position that there can

be no victory and no defeat in the

and philologically the meaning

to the

in order to reinforce

air.

Others disputed desperately

of the words, "the

command

of

the air."
I

had

to explain repeatedly

those words;

I

had

the air" did not

the

enemy

flies

and

at length

to swear that, according to

mean we had

to succeed to

were prevented from

what

meant by

me, "command of

an extent where even

flying,

but simply where

we had put the enemy in a position that made
him to execute aerial actions of any significance.
no

I

it

I

impossible for
also said

I

had

and no objection
"predominance in the

special affection for that particular phrase

to using a better-sounding one, such as
air," or

"preponderance in the

air,"

or "aerial supremacy," pro-

viding the meaning was not changed. But
that aerial conflict cannot be
sense. Conflict in the air

any other kind. By

and a

its

is

won

or

lost. It

like conflict

I

repudiated the idea

offended

my common

on land or on the

sea,

or

very nature any conflict must end in a

would be no conflict. Aerial forces
are similar to any other forces, and out of a conflict of opposing
forces comes victory and defeat. I leave this matter to the common
sense which nature has given mankind.
victor

Many

loser;

otherwise

it

command
be won only

other people held the opinion that the

(or supremacy or predominance) can
and temporarily. But if there is any field in which
would be difficult to localize, the air is certainly that

air

of the
locally

a struggle
field.

And
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of the air be temporary? If

pendent Air Force puts the enemy

my

Inde-

in a position where he cannot

execute warlike actions in the air of any appreciable significance,
its

command

of the air will be complete

enemy remains
But that

and

lasting as long as the

in that position.

my

opponents understand. In defense of the word

"temporary" they claim that one conquered in the
build

up another

and reverse the

air force

may

air

situation.

Of

still

course,

anything can happen in this world; but when that happens it
would mean simply that the command of the air had passed to
the other side. That is possible, just as it is possible for one beaten

on land
it is

to raise a

new army

possible for one beaten

so

on and on. But

to

be done, on

it is

land,

able to conquer the victor, just as

on the

sea to build a

really very difficult for

on the

sea,

or in the

air;

new

fleet,

and

anything like that

and here we are not

dealing with the exceptional, but with the normal.

In the aerial

field,

the possibility of the defeated side's rebuild-

ing an Independent Air Force able to get revenge

is

based on the

assumption that the victorious Air Force would be so chivalrous
as to

allow the

increase

its

enemy

own

to reorganize

forces

by

as

Such an assumption in war

much
is

its forces,

as the

or so naive as not to

enemy could

rebuild.

foolish.

Captain Fioravanzo writes:
In the case of such a hypothesis (that the enemy, owing to inferior
means, lack of political courage, or fear of risk, would* try to avoid a

command of the air in the hands of the stronger
would be unstable, at least potentially, owing to the fact that the
enemy's forces would still exist; and if the weaker side refused to risk
a decisive battle, it might be difficult to force him to it. This might
happen if, for instance, a weak enemy had a well-organized active and
passive local defense and underground airports, so that it would be
impossible to draw out his aerial forces or attack his industrial or
decisive battle), the
side

population centers without grave risk.
And as time goes on, the aerial forces which were so strong and
numerous at the beginning of the war might even become weaker
little by little from the wear and tear of war, until they reached a state
of inferiority. Then, if the enemy is alert and wise, and if he has been
purposely temporizing, the roles could be interchanged. And then
the battle would take place, just as might happen in naval warfare.
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of the "just as"

arrive at his conclusion, the author has

in his assumption.

had

To

assume that the

to

conditions of sea warfare and aerial warfare are identical. But
that

an unjustifiable assumption.

is

possible but easy to
it difficult if

harm them

draw in one's

On

the sea

On

is

not onlv

way as to make
draw them out or

forces in such a

not impossible for the enemy to

in any way.

it

the sea

it is

absolutely impossible to

prevent an enemy from supplying his naval forces with everything they need. Unless one

is

willing to take heavy risks,

it

is

impossible on the sea to act against industrial or population centhey are protected, and in any case they can only be centers

ters if

on or near the
But
to

coast.

in the air, while the possibility of

underground

shelters has to

drawing in one's forces

be admitted in the absolute

sense,

must be recognized as a very difficult feat, especially
if the forces are large. But to draw in the forces would not be
enough; one would have to draw in also everything which gives
in practice

life

it

and means

to those forces— depots, factories, repair shops,

other necessities— and that would be even more

means

for

difficult.

and

Aerial

keeping an offensive away from an industrial or popu-

more limited and less effective than the means
to keep naval means at a respectful distance
centers. Furthermore, those aerial defense means

lation center are

which can be used
from coastal

must be widely

be attacked from

scattered, because all centers can

the air instead of only the coastal ones, as in naval warfare.

The World War demonstrated
safe

from the strongest

clearly that naval bases

battle fleets

which were

proved easy prey to the very

primitive aerial means in existence then, and they were attacked

with very

little risk, too.

Therefore, the conditions under which

the two conflicts take place are alike only
If

it

up

to a point.

were admitted that a stronger Independent Air Force

could not act at will against the bases and supply and production
centers of the weaker one;
a stronger

if,

furthermore,

it

were admitted that

Independent Air Force could be held in check purely

by the active and passive
have to conclude that

aerial defense of the

it is

enemy, we w ould

useless, superfluous,

T

and harmful

have an Air Force stronger than the enemy's, inasmuch

to

as all it
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could do would be to "thin out from the wear and tear of war,"

and thus become weaker.

"And then the
Why? Why should

battle

would take

the weaker, accept the battle which,

Force refused

The
But

it,

place," writes the author.

the stronger Air Force, which has

when

now become

the initially weaker Air

had the virtue of making

it

stronger?

author continues:

seems that the usual resulting situation will be an unceasing
between the contending forces, and that from the contest will emerge a victor and a loser within a comparatively short space
of time. That is, the battle (one or many of them) is more likely to
happen in an aerial war than a naval one, because the characteristic
of the air which prevents standing without movement has to be taken
it

active contest

into account.
I

admit that

I

do not understand

at all. If the usual resulting

situation will be an "unceasing" contest,

how

can

it

cision within a comparatively "brief" space of time?
battle be a probable event

if

and

if

a position to refuse

it,

the weaker Air Force

only by refusing

it

lead to a de-

How
is

can the

always in

can he hope to

become the stronger one?

The

author goes on:

Immediately after the decisive combat, the victor will enjoy unopposed freedom of flight— in other words, he will have command of
the air; but this does not mean he will enjoy this unbounded freedom
of flight without obstacle, because there is no reason to think that the
destruction of the enemy main aerial forces would also have nullified
his local defenses.

reason to

no reason to think so. But there is every
believe that an Independent Air Force able to destroy

the main

enemy

Evidently, there

is

aerial forces will also

secondary forces, the

more

be able to take care of the

so as they are subdivided into local

defense units and could oppose the offensive action of the Air

Force only separately.

The

author adds:

And if, like Germany, who, thanks to her industrial organization,
was able to launch almost as many submarines as the Allies destroyed,
the dominator of the air should not have enough remaining forces to
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use of his temporary superiority in a way decisive enough to
end the war before the other side succeeds in rebuilding an aerial
force of appreciable value, the war will drag on and on, just as the

make

World War
Quite

make

did.

so. If

the victor

use of his victory,

would not be

it

temporary advantage. But that
field; it

happens in

the author's comparison
ization

which made

is

not

possible for

it

was only

and

air.

of reach of the offensive

had

to wait while the

equipped, and sent out to

built,

at sea that they

Nevertheless,

The German industrial organGermany to replace submarines

action of the Allied naval forces, which

submarines were

but only a

just.

them was located out

as fast as she lost

decisive,

nothing peculiar to the aerial

is

of them, land, sea,

all

which he cannot

in a condition in

is left

because

sea,

it

could deal with them.

But an organization capable of rebuilding an Independent Air
Force would be located in a place easily accessible to the Air Force

command

in

of the air;

and destroy the enemy

and the dominator of the air could
aerial means as they were being

armed, equipped, and launched into the
self,

with the utmost

many

as

aerial

no doubt

that the

porary, but only
if

the one

of

it

safety,

means
if

as

air.

could build, arm, equip, and launch

he was capable of producing. There

command

of the air

may

is

turn out to be tem-

the conquest proves to be a Pyrrhic victory—

who conquers
and

built,

Meanwhile, he him-

the air

is

satisfied

with moral domination

or sleeps on his victory instead of creating

for himself,

attack

lets

the

new

aerial

enemy go about rebuilding

arms

his aerial

But if the one who conquers the command of the air also
knows how to exploit it, he will not make the mistake of letting
the enemy do what he pleases. Because, once the command of the
forces.

air

is

conquered, whether or not

it

becomes "temporary" depends

not upon some peculiar characteristic of the air arm, but solely

upon

the mental caliber of the

commander

dependent Air Force. Let us pray to
General Bastico, to

whom

I

God

of the victorious In-

for a

good commander.

particularly referred

"In what conditions would an army find

my

itself if it

question,

were com-

pelled to operate under a sky dominated by the enemy; that

is,
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could operate freely?"

confined his answer to some witty remarks on the word "freely"

and kept silent about the rest. But there is nothing especially
humorous about the word "freely." Just as an army which has
broken enemy resistance can freely invade the enemy's territory,
occupy

its

important centers, and

seize its wealth; just as a

which has sunk the enemy navy can

freely

roam

the seas

and

navy
inter-

an Independent Air Force which

fere with the enemy's traffic— so

has destroyed the enemy's aerial forces can freely rove the air in

and

directions

all

pleases.

As

usual,

I

how

freely

drop whatever

shall let

it

pleases wherever

common sense be
who claim that

it

the judge.

army and navy
absolutely must have auxiliary aviation at their disposal, and take
great pains to point out the disadvantages under which they labor
without auxiliary aerial forces, show no concern at all about the
eventuality that the army or navy, even with an auxiliary force,
strange

It is

the people

might be compelled

to operate

the

under a sky dominated by the

enemy. But such an eventuality may well come

to pass

and should

be taken into consideration, particularly by those people

uphold the theory that national

who

aerial forces should be scattered

in a thousand different directions, thus decreasing the potentiality
of that force

whose

essential function

is

fighting for the

command

of the air.

No

one can deny that a dominating Independent Air Force
can operate against the bases, communication lines, and supply
centers of the army and navy, causing some damage and some
hindrance.

No

one can deny that a dominating Independent Air

Force can at least hamper the task of the auxiliary aerial services.

No

one can deny that

it is

a serious disadvantage for an

army and

navy to operate under the enemy's predominance in the

No

air.

one can deny that the lowered morale of a country subjected to
the aerial offensives of an enemy predominant in the air would
have a damaging

And
as

effect

on

its

armed

forces.

yet everyone treats the subject with complete indifference,

though

it

were no concern of

theirs.

Why?

once stopped and considered

it

come

do— namely,

to the

same conclusion

I

seriously,

Because

they
that

if

they

would have

to

when confronted
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one must
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of

of all put oneself in a position

first

favorable for victory, which implies concentration of
aerial forces into a single

enemy. But they do not want to reach
ostriches, they

available

this conclusion, so, like

bury their heads in the sand.

"Nonsense!" some of them
the

all

mass expressly designed to conquer the

World War

say.

we need

are all

"Nonsense!

The

remember.

to

experiences of

Isn't it true that

then the contending aerial forces did nothing but seesaw back and
forth without
Yes,

it is

coming

to

true; in the

any decision

World War

it

Then

at all?

was exactly

.

.

."

like that.

Then

only auxiliary aviation shone. But during the Napoleonic wars

worse— then not even auxiliary aviation shone. In the
World War the conception of real aerial warfare had not been
born, and therefore there were no means suitable for fighting one.
Similarly, in the Napoleonic wars there was no auxiliary aviation,
for the simple reason that the airplane had not yet been born.
I am willing to admit that if in a future war there are two
adversaries who both believe that an aerial war can be neither
won nor lost, as some of my critics opine, the aerial conflict will
seesaw inconclusively, just as it did in the World War. It is hard
to prepare for victory and go and win it with a preconceived
notion that it is impossible to win. But I am convinced that such
it

was

still

a situation

is

most unlikely to

Forces exist, and

arise,

make themselves predominant

To

because

many people everywhere

now Independent Air
are studying how to

in the air.

begin an aerial war, the real aerial war, meaning the

command

struggle for the

of the air,

testant decides to follow this idea,

it

is

enough

if

one con-

which can occur spontaneously

even to people uninitiated in the art of war: "It would be very
profitable for

me

to

make my enemy powerless

fore, instead of scattering
sterile seesawings, I

my

aerial forces

in the air; there-

and using them up in

should use them to bring

down my enemy's

aerial forces."

The

experience of the past has no bearing on this matter.

the contrary,

reasoning.
as

it

has a negative value, as

it

tends to distort sound

During the World War aviation was

we know, children play

On

a

mere

child;

at war, but they cannot wage war.

and

Now

Recapitulation
aviation has

come

of age. It

can accept and perform
just as

the missions of

on land and on the
Air Force

is

never forget

made

sea.

knows

its sister

strength and

its

aims;

it

fighting in the air,

is

arms on the surface are fighting

Like the army and navy, the Independent

wage war; and

to

its

which

mission,

its
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in the

name

of charity, let us

it!

In Le Forze Armate Colonel

Aimone Cat

writes as follows:

If the army and navy auxiliary aeronautical forces should be developed to the point which many people advocate, the entire aeronautical budget would not be enough to cover it.

That

is

true;

it

could even be said that

if all

the help the

means could give the army and navy should be
assigned to them, the whole national defense budget would not
be enough to pay for it. In fact, owing to its peculiar characteristics, the aerial arm lends itself to anything which may be useful
in war. It has speed, and by soaring high it sees everything and
sees it well. This makes it useful for all services of exploration,
strategical and tactical, far and near; for topographic and photographic reconnaissance; for fire direction and control; for observation and liaison; for the transmission of orders and news; and
for all other imaginable services which may be rendered by an
instrument which sees well and travels fast.
It is armed, it is fast, and it is powerful; and that is why it is
to be found doing all tasks directly and indirectly connected with
combat: bombing targets out of reach of artillery fire; extending
artillery fire in length and breadth; machine-gunning troops at
auxiliary aerial

low altitude in the

critical

moment

of the attack or in retreat;

hampering enemy troop
headquarters and convoys

bolstering the morale of wavering troops;

concentrations at night;

bombing

staff

on back roads; and other co-operative tasks which need an instrument which is armed, goes fast, and inspires fear. It is the only arm
which can fight in the air. Therefore, it can be used for policing
the sky

and

to prevent the action of

forces while assisting

its

enemy

auxiliary aviation

own.

Everything the aerial arm can do for the army applies equally
well to the navy, and

little

imagination

is

needed

to visualize

new
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and varied auxiliary services, all of a nature to put the side which
doesn't have them at a great disadvantage. Nor is that all. For
instance,
aerial

evident that a land or sea unit with

it is

as its disposal would be
enemy with 2Q quantity of

means

similar

that auxiliary services

Q

quantity of

at a disadvantage faced

aerial

means.

would tend constantly

The

by a

result

is

The

to increase.

supporters of auxiliary aviations, realizing that they tend to de-

Independent Air Force but not daring

crease the strength of the
to ignore the
say:

"As

Independent Air Force, which now has

far as auxiliary aviation

is

concerned,

an indispensable minimum; give us
you
.

.

like

.

with the

given

the

rest."

this

we

legal status,

are satisfied with

minimum and do what

General Bollati writes:

importance of the Independent Air Force,

principal element to be considered

we must

foreseeable tasks; therefore,

is

its

.

.

.

the

efficiency in relation to

its

give to Z (the quantity of aerial

for the Independent Air Force) the maximum possible value
compatible with the minimum exigencies recognized as essential for X
and Y (the quantities of aerial means for the army and navy auxiliary

means

aerial forces).

The word "maximum"

in connection with the value of

pleonastic, as General Bollati himself sets

equation, in which

T stands

down

Z

is

the following

for the total of available aerial

means

T=X+Y+Z.

Once the minimum for the essential
army and navy is established, it is easy to find
the value of Z: Z=T- (X+Y) or Z=T-X-Y.
Now, Z cannot be a minimum or a maximum; it is what it is,
the result of a subtraction, that is, a residue or, if the word is pre-

and

resources:

exigencies of the

ferred, a balance.

This balance can be so small

depending upon the values given

The

principal element

is

Force, but this efficiency

provisions

have

is

to

X

and Y,

as

as to reach zero,

T

is

a constant.

the efficiency of the Independent Air

only whatever the balance

been made for the

auxiliary

is

after all

aviations.

The

General adds:

The two

older forces— the

army and navy— cannot help recognizing

that their younger sister— the Independent Air Force— already

is able
general picture of war operations] where they
could not act, or taking their place in certain circumstances, or validly

to act

on her own

[in the
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It would be absurd for them
deny her the means to accomplish these tasks. But she is now also
a position to give them the precious means they could not do with-

co-operating with them in their actions.
to

in

out.

.

.

she

.

Therefore, even

bound

in duty

is

she can get little or nothing in exchange,
be generous within the limits of her possi-

if

to

bilities.

General

Bollati's idea

is

Cinderella of the family.

that the younger sister should be the

The two

older sisters "cannot help"

recognizing her existence and her ability to act on her
favor of the older

sisters,

them in

of course, going

own— in

where they cannot

go,

them a
lift when they need it; but Cinderella is also in duty bound to
deprive herself in order to give generously to her sisters. But she
substituting for

certain circumstances, giving

should not be afraid; somehow there will always be something
left for her.

No

thought

is

given to the value of the Independent Air Force

war operations. She has

in relation to the whole picture of

the best she can with what

is left

over. She cannot

The army and navy must be

case!

Now

of efficiency.

other arms, her

kept

first

do much in any

to a certain standard

that aeronautics has arrived

and can help the

duty should be to give that help without

being secondary. That

stint, all else

up

do

to

is

with the armed forces; but in reality

what
it is

is

called co-operation

armed

the spirit of an

force not only unable to rise to being the spirit of the national

armed

forces,

but degenerating into pure egotism.

the Independent Air Force has a specific function in the

If

whole picture of war operations,
perform

it,

just as the

it

must have power enough

army and navy have. As long

as the

Ministry has to provide for the auxiliary aviations out of

its

to

Air

own

come up between
own mill, and neither

funds, harmful conflicts of interest will always

them. Each will try to bring

grist to its

will be satisfied.

Do

the

army and navy believe they cam

auxiliary aerial means? All right,
for themselves out of their
else

own

why do

ot get

along without

they not provide

them

funds, as they do everything

they need? In the same way, the Independent Air Force

should have

its

own budget which would

let it live

by

itself

with-
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out interference. Otherwise

it

The Air

of

would be

incorrect to say, as Gen-

eral Bastico does, that a certain nation spends 5 billions for its

armed

forces, of

which 700 millions go

effect a large part of the

when

in

means

to

for aerial forces,

700 millions goes for auxiliary

increase the efficiency of the surface forces.

I

have been saying

this since 1921.

Only the army— or the navy— is competent to estimate what
it needs; and this estimate should not be
compromise arrived at by bargaining between the army and the

auxiliary aerial forces
a

Air Ministry.
it

squarely and settle

It is better to face this situation

once and for

all

way

in the only sensible

so as to avoid inter-

and recriminations. In actual practice, when the size of
its auxiliary aviation has been settled by compromise agreements,
the army will always complain that it did not get enough, and
the Air Ministry will feel that it has been much too generous.
The army and navy should not let their efficiency depend upon
the generosity of the Air Ministry or on sacrifice on the part of
ference

the Independent Air Force. If the auxiliary aviations are acknowl-

edged to be indispensable to the functioning of the surface armed
should have their

forces, they

these

armed

own

place in the organization of

other means and equipment.

forces, like all their

Fixed proportionate quotas of aerial means should be included

and

in the organization of the great land

sea units, just as fixed

quotas of artillery and other war means are; and the determination of these quotas should be
authorities of the land

and

sea

the exclusive business of the

armed

dependent Air Force should have
present vague, fluctuating one.
to use

its

to defend

its

Then

forces.

own

it

In

its

turn the In-

fixed budget, not

its

could study the best ways

available funds without the ever-present worry of having
its

appropriations from requests from other institutions.

This arrangement would not

conflict

with the principle of

aeronautical unity. Certainly this unity must be kept, for there

only one best way of flying no matter for

whom

the flying

is

is

done,

the army, the navy, the Independent Air Force, or civil aviation.

The

Air Ministry would supply the aviation means and personnel

to the

army and navy according

for the cost

and be reimbursed
of production, thus doing away with tasks and responto request
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would prove satisfactory
to the army and navy, too; for they would get the auxiliary aerial
means they consider necessary without outside interference, and
could organize, instruct, and employ them as they think best.
sibilities

Why

not in

its

province. This system

do the supporters of the auxiliary aviations not propose

and support

this system?

In his interesting

article,

Organization, Mobilization, Training, and

.

.

.

"Employment,

Functions of the

Auxiliary Aviation for the Royal Army," Colonel

Aimone Cat

writes:

There is no doubt that the problem of auxiliary aviation is still
from a solution. It is much more complex than Sandalli thinks, if
by solution is meant the complete organic suitability of the auxiliary
far

aviation to all foreseeable circumstances of war. It
that everything

Not

is

to

is

perfectly true

be made anew.

a very encouraging statement!

The

author continues:

An agreement between the Royal Army and the Air Ministry would
be of no benefit to the auxiliary aviation. The road of agreements is
a doubtful one, neither military nor rational because it is paved with
personal opinions and influences which are not, and never will be,
objective.

All too true. Colonel Cat goes on:

The

is not to say, "Let us
should be as follows:

solution

do." Rather

it

"My

Royal Army:

sit

down and

see

what we can

aeronautical needs, strategic, tactical, and logistic,

are as follows."

Air Ministry: "My resources for filling your needs are as follows."
Royal Army: "The organization of my auxiliary aviation, based
on my needs and adjusted to your resources, is as follows."

To my way

of thinking, all this

but not a decisive one.

something free you
to give

It is

only

try to get as

away something

free,

would perhaps be

a step ahead,

human nature that if you can get
much as you can; and if you have

you

try to give as little as

you

can.

In practice the system proposed by Colonel Jat would lead to this
situation: In order to get as

aggerate

its

much

as possible, the

needs. In order to concede as

army would

little as possible,

Air Ministry would be tempted to minimize

its

ex-

the

resources. In the

end, therefore, the organization of the auxiliary aviation would
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again be arrived at by compromise, bargaining, that

What

is

needed

is

a decisive step.

is,

agreement.

The army and navy

should

much. Here is the money; give it to me." Then
the Air Ministry would fill the request and be paid for it. Then
there would be no need of compromise agreements; each would
say: "I

be

need

satisfied

this

and would accept the responsibility which belonged

to him.

Colonel Cat writes further:

Nowadays it is out of the question to expect an institution to have
complete knowledge of everything pertaining to the land and aerial
fields [and the sea fields too, I would add]; and it is necessary that the
most important collaboration— in organizing— should be closer and continuous. One way to develop this most important form of collaboration might be to institute a Command of the Auxiliary Aviation of
the Royal Army. Such an institution should exist in time of war.
This would be another step ahead, but

still

one. Certainly in time of war there should be

not the decisive

commands

for the

army and navy; and no doubt it would be
them now in time of peace, at least in skeleton. But their function should not be a closer and continuous
collaboration; for a collaboration is characteristically vague and
indecisive, subject to personal influence, and can function only
through concessions and compromises. Instead, their main funcauxiliary aviations of the

advisable to organize

tion should be to develop their

The

own

plan of action.

decision as to the quality and quantity of auxiliary aerial

means needed by the army and navy belongs exclusively to the
organizing authorities of these two institutions. The one who has
charge of the organization of the army is the one to say, for example, that the army needs an aerial service for strategical exploration, and so on. No special knowledge of aviation techniques is
required for that; it needs only a knowledge of the general
characteristics of aerial means, and nowadays this is part of the
general culture.

Then

the

commands

of the auxiliary aviation for

army and the navy should use their special technical competence to decide upon the organization of the aerial means needed
and their cost. The organizing authorities of the army and navy
would thus come into possession of all the data needed for their

the
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As soon

as the decision

was made, the
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commands

would send their requests for personnel
the Air Ministry, which would furnish them at

of the auxiliary aviations

and means

to

production

cost.

This

is

the only clear, precise, radical solution of the problem.

would do away with the necessity for compromise agreements
and would be a solution materially and morally clear-cut. The
following advantages would ensue from such a solution:
The auxiliary aerial means would constitute an integral
1.
part of the army and navy, on the same footing as all other war
means these institutions have at their disposal. The organizing
authorities would have as much interest in them as in other means;
the employment of them would be synchronized with other means;
and the result would be perfect because all would be under the
direction of a single mind, and the maximum efficiency would be
It

achieved thereby.

Having the task of organizing their own auxiliary aviations
and paying for them out of their own budgets, the organizing authorities of the army and navy would correlate their aerial forces
with all the others in order to get the most benefit from the money
they had. Only then would we know exactly how much importance
these authorities really do attach to aerial assistance! Today all
they have to do is ask for it, and quite naturally they do not bother
about the cost, which will come out of someone else's budget; and
so they feel that whatever they ask for is an absolute necessity. If
an automobile were given away free to anyone who swore that he
absolutely had to have one, would not everybody be riding in an
2.

automobile?

The Independent Air

3.

Force would have

be free to organize according to
I

am

convinced

its

own budget and

its possibilities.

such a system should be adopted, not

that, if

only would the auxiliary aviation really function, but
little

the

little

by

army and navy would dispense with them. The supwould

porters of the absolute necessity of the auxiliary aviations

no longer
Ministry?"

"What

we ask from the generosity of the Air
The problem would be quite different. Having to pay

ask:

the cost out of their

shall

own

budget, regardless of

its

size— and even
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new expense— they would

ask themselves: ''Which will better increase the potentiality of the

army

our budget to aerial means or
on land (or sea) means?" The problem would then
be more realistic and bring down to earth the soaring imaginations; and probably the answer would be something like this:
(or navy), devoting a part of

spending

it all

"What would be

the use of aerial

means anyway unless our Inde-

pendent Air Force conquers the command of the
does, couldn't

we then

ask for

deprived of aerial strength?

its

Then

And

air?

co-operation against an
the best thing to do

is

enemy

to use all

of our appropriation to increase our land (or sea) means."

the auxiliary aviations

would

die, killed

by their

own

if it

Thus

defenders.

CHAPTER

II

Aerial Defense

My worthy

opponents have often been pleased to

"theorist"— meaning a visionary— when confronting
"practical"

and

"realistic" points of view.

me

call

me

a

with their

Engineer Attal writes

in the article cited above:

am

not an opponent of General Douhet. I discuss his ideas, not
but to clarify them. As I am accustomed by my profession to
single out the reality of any problem I have to consider, I will try here
to translate the theory into practice. From the general I will come
I

to refute

down

to the specific.

Engineer Attal— my courteous opponent will bear with

reminds

me

one of those

a little of

about their friends,

say:

ladies

"Oh, so-and-so? Oh,

charming and virtuous, but

."

.

.

me—

who, when gossiping

and then go on

yes,

she

lovely,

is

to paint so-and-so

blacker than the devil himself.

He

begins by complimenting

several times that he

is

me

not one of

much

so

my

I

blush.

He

opponents, but.

repeats

By

.

.

the

contents of his article he always ends by pointing out that, at least
practically
fact,

and

realistically, I

am

sunk in error up to

my

neck. In

he supports the absolute necessity of auxiliary aviation,

taches great importance to aerial defense,

and recognizes only the

relative decisiveness of the aerial field. Practically,

everything

I

stand for; and

I

would have written about my

am

I

theories

must admit

very convenient, especially
effect

he

says,

"Oh,

when

he

is

against

inclined to ask myself what he

the beginning that he was one of

But, jesting aside,

at-

my

if

he had not declared

at

"fervent followers."

that his system of criticism

is

valid arguments are lacking. In

yes, theoretically it

cannot be said that you are

wrong; but practically you are grossly mistaken." This
235

is

con-
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no one can have practice in this particular question. If I am a theorist— and Engineer Attal will allow me to say
it— he is a poet and a dreamer. In regard to aerial defense, the
question to which I shall limit myself for the time being, he makes

venient, because

statements of this sort:
...

and

we have

to

against any

This

put ourselves in a position to guarantee at any time
the safe development of our national effort!

enemy

the statement of an ideal.

is

Now we

must

see

if

we could

put ourselves in such a position in practice.
our aeronautical budget should answer the following practical
"What is the minimum quantity of aerial forces needed to ensure
the command of the air in our own sky?" After this minimum is arrived at, it should be increased by one-third.
.

.

.

idea:

This
that

is

the

is

no practical basis for a budget, it is a poetic one. At
way any Finance Minister would look at it.

least,

our defense should not be limited by the extent of our budget;
but the budget should conform to the necessities of defense.
.

.

.

This kind of thing may be practical
America, but certainly not for

for the

United

only poets

us. It is

States of

who

are not

confined by the extent of their budgets.
General Douhet

is

always worrying about budget limitations.

reasons very well as a military chief used to fighting for large

appropriations to carry out his plans; but

During

my

I

He

enough

reason like a businessman.

had the opportunity of carrying
out several business deals, and I have found that the only thing that
counts is whether the deal is good— that is, worth while. When the

deal

is

professional career I have

worth while, the money

Although
that the

the

I

am

is

always found.

not a business expert,

end sought in business deals

money and means

Practically

it is

invested.

That

I

should like to point out
the largest profit from

is

is

what counts

practically.

necessary to get the highest return from the

money

and means invested. The businessman who does not give due
tention to the

amount

of

money

available

when he

puts his best

ideas in practice, usually succeeds in bankrupting himself.

a business, like any other;

it is

at-

War

the business of distribution.

is

Even

Recapitulation
in

war one must

try

not to go bankrupt.
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It is

always a question of

budget. Italy can afford a Fiat; America can afford a Ford. 1
fact

is

as

uncomfortable

cannot get away from
It is

it.

not the province of the war expert to decide what a nation

can allocate to
electrical

own

its

defense, just as

advantage what

The war
a nation

is

live first

is

Italy

made

satisfied

with utilizing to the best

available to them.

it is,

and arm

little

no more and no

itself

man

good even

bothered myself with

and that nation must
afterward. Otherwise it would be like
less;

my

if it

were made of the toughest

like the

United

theories.

But

it

States, I

that

adays, the less a nation can afford, the

what

would

inside of a strong suit of armor. It

were a rich country

utilize

not the province of an

expert must realize that the economic potentiality of

what

fastening a dead

do him

it is

engineer to decide about the capitalization of an indus-

company. Both must be

trial

The

as the mythical shirt of Nessus, but one

is

not the

more

steel. If

might not have
case.

carefully

it

has. I consider this a very practical principle,

Nowmust
even

from the business point of view.
I do not say [writes Engineer Attal] that defense needs should come
out of military budgets alone; civilian budgets also may be drawn on.

Engineer Attal cartainly has a strange idea of the budgets of
a state.

He

does not realize that

make up an

all

budgets, military and civilian,

would be "good
business" for the nation to take funds away from agriculture and
education, let us say, and devote them to aerial defense?
But let us drop questions like these, which are outside the
scope of a technical discussion, which should simply define the
best
It

way to
would

indivisible whole.

Does he think

it

utilize available resources.

certainly be ideal

if

we could put

ourselves in a posi-

and against any enemy the safe
development of our national effort"; just as it would be ideal if we
could ensure for ourselves the command of our sky. But it is

tion to "guarantee at any time

precisely the possibility of reaching these ideals that

I

say

is

lack-

iDouhet intends to compare the number of automobiles in the two countries,
not the relative costs of the two kinds.
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hope that Engineer Attal would forget his idealistic
for a moment and point out somewhat practically how

and where and by what means these ideals could be
stead he gives out more general assertions:

realized. In-

Flying over one's own territory is infinitely easier and less expensive
When airfields of the
than flying over someone else's territory.
future have been conveniently distributed over appropriate zones,
when all supplies and other necessities have been made ready, the
command of one's own sky can be ensured with an adequate aerial
force.
We could always arrange our aerial defenses within practical
limits so as to reduce to a minimum the damage from enemy bombings, even if the chemical arm should be used against us.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Fine words,

all of

them; but not a word, not a single verb or

adjective, to clarify even

summarily the quantity of means neces-

There has been a lot of talk going
and we do agree on that; but when

sary to attain those aims of his.

on about

the "moral factor,"

he has

to talk

out of

it

What

with these words:
is not the number but the organization; in case of war
multiplied to the maximum degree within the limits

counts

number

the

about material means, Engineer Attal lightly gets

is

of the organization.

What
factor,

organization, pray?

which

to

arm them.

that

is

Besides the moral

irrelevant to the discussion, preparing

is

demands

defense

What number?

an

aerial

and materiel
be organized. But

aerial forces, antiaircraft forces,

Naturally, these forces have to

not enough.

What

is

necessary

is

that they should exist

already organized and prepared to go into action as soon as hostilities

begin.

We

"multiply" them;

cannot wait for war to come before we

we cannot expect

that the state budget will be

transformed in case of war into a single war budget; we cannot
wait for the

enemy

to

come and bomb us before spending what

will have to be spent for aerial defense.

defense,
it,

no matter what

but to have
I

it

is

What

meant by the term,

is

counts in aerial

not to organize

at one's disposal,

wrote: "If anyone can prove to

me

that

we could

surely

completely protect our country from eventual aero-chemical
fensives

by means of a determined organized

and
of-

aerial defense, prac-
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am

I

ready to give up

In rebuttal Engineer Attal with

much

makes

zest

the words "surely" and "completely," forgetting
I

all

theories."

upon

plays

it is

his fault that

used them, because he had previously affirmed the

possibility of

guaranteeing at any time and against any enemy the safe develop-

ment of our national effort and of ensuring the command of our
sky. But I will pass over that and correct myself to read: "I will
give up all my theories if someone will prove to me that, by means
of a determined organized aerial defense, practically possible to

we could reduce

bring into existence,

the force of eventual aero-

chemical offensives against our country to a point where they

would be unimportant and not dangerous
further: "If, thanks to aerial defense,

enemy

would be the

damage,

I

required

all

And

offensives

aerial

I

to its safety/' I will say

we had

to fear

from the

only unimportant and not dangerous
first

to

uphold such a defense even

if it

our national aerial resources."

really

would! But

am

I

acutely conscious of our unfortu-

nate geographical situation in relation to an aerial conflict; and
therefore

I

know

it is

much

easier for others to attack us than for

us to attack them. For this reason a neutralization of aerial offen-

would work to our advantage and not to theirs; for then,
having done away with the aerial field, we should fight, as in olden
times, only on land and sea.
If I am against aerial defense inasmuch as it takes means away
from the Independent Air Force, it is not just because I like

sives

setting myself against the majority.

I

am

against

it

because

I

have

a reasonably justified conviction that the aerial defense will be

very disappointing in action.
its

air

I

am

convinced that

aim because much

larger forces are

than for offense.

have demonstrated

but none of

my

I

it

cannot

fulfill

needed for defense in the
this

hundreds of times;

opponents, Engineer Attal included, have ever

discussed or criticized

my

demonstration. Nonetheless, that

is

the

most important point in the whole question.

To
itely"

demonstrate that the
less

command

command

expensive— or even just
of the

air,

of one's
"less

besides affirming

it,

own

sky

is

"infin-

expensive"— than the
Engineer Attal should
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have demonstrated that jew aerial forces can keep many enemy
forces

away from our

tice just the

is

But that

is

hard to do, because in prac-

opposite happens.

Ugo

Similarly, Captain

He

valueless.

sky.

Malusardi's article in Rivista Marrittima

asserts that "the useful

percentage of bombings

carried out by the Allies decreased progressively from 73 per cent
in 1915 to 27 per cent in 1918." This is merely a statistical item of

unknown

origin, as

no source

is

given. It

is

vague, since no ex-

planation of what "useful percentage" means has been made.

anyway,

its

validity

concerned, by the

is

And

destroyed, as far as Engineer Attal's point

first

words of the paragraph in which

it

The employment of aerial bombings, even toward the end
World War, was based more on the element of surprise and the
skill of certain aviators than on the materiel itself.

is

occurs.

of the
special

But in future wars aerial bombing operations will be based on
something more positive and concrete. We can place no reliance
on statistics from a period when there was no true aerial warfare,
although some empirical and sporadic bombings were carried out,
as well as some absurd ones. I can still remember heroic Captain
Salomone, a gold-medal aviator

who

died in 1918, returning at

night to the airfield from which he had taken off with his squadron
of Capronis to

bomb

the terminal of a "Teleferica,"

when

every-

one knew that the station was nothing but a make-shift arrangement.

I

believe that in the future aerial squadrons will not be

sent out

to

bomb

make-shift arrangements— something which

must have contributed handsomely

to decreasing the useful per-

centage of bombings. Instead, they will be sent against large,
vulnerable, easy-to-hit targets, even from altitudes over

Without worrying about

1,500

enough to remember that our Treviso was bombed 100 per cent and had to be
evacuated in spite of the aerial defense; and at that time, toward
the end of the war, our aviation was stronger than the Austrians'.

meters.

statistics, it is

marked difference between the command
of our own sky and what we might describe as the general sky. It
is a distinction which I do not understand. There are no natural
Engineer Attal

sees a

borders in the sky, noi

artificial barriers.

In order to

command
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our sky we should be able to face at any time any enemy
force which might

try to cross the

imaginary line dividing

from ours. Therefore, we would need

aerial

his sky

be everywhere, always

to

ready and able to repel the mass of the enemy aerial forces, because
if

we could not prevent him from
to. But if we were able

trying to

he wanted

come over

to repel him,

who

in mass

or what

could prevent our aerial forces from crossing the imaginary border

between the two

skies

and

enemy's sky?

flying in the

The

only

thing which could stop us would be lack of gasoline.

The

up

sky cannot be cut

into sections just to please an aerial

defense or an auxiliary aviation.
sky

if

should

he does not

command

No

one can command

own

the adversary's sky. Engineer Attal

most practical and

realize this: the

his

way

realistic

of pre-

venting enemy planes from coming over and bombing us
destroy them, just as the most practical

and

venting land and sea offensives against our country
the enemy's land and sea forces. This

is

way

realistic

is

to

of pre-

to destroy

is

the real solution. All

others are palliatives or superfluities, like putting a mustard plaster

on a wooden

leg.

An

any way subtracted from

aerial force in

the offensive force is a force rendered powerless to damage the
enemy or offset a corresponding enemy offensive force. This statement is wrong. If two nations, A and B, have equal aerial resources, and A uses all of them offensively while B uses all of
them defensively, B automatically and gratuitously ensures A
against any aerial offensive but does not ensure itself against an

from A. Consequently, B plays into the hands of A, and
does not defend itself either. This is not a theory; it is plain

offensive

common

sense.

Anyway, in war one must know how
that; I myself

have said

it

to take

We

agree

on

But one must not exceed
take it. Even the strongest

several times.

certain limits in training oneself to

boxers are knocked out once in a while.
gerate the benefits of training, or he

who was being trained to
The need of training oneself

horse

resigning oneself. Inasmuch as

one must "resign himself

it.

to

may

One should not

exag-

suffer the fate of the

fast.

to take
I

it

comes from the need of

have stated

as a principle that

endure enemy offensives

in order to
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damage on him" I have long been one of the most
fervent supporters of the need of moral preparation among the
population, a necessity which I feel more keenly than anyone
else, especially more than those who hope to lower the effectiveinflict

by

ness
is

greater

not

who

aerial defense, or those

as

black as he

But the fundamental

painted.

is

believe that after all the devil
necessity in

preparing the population to face aerial offensives unflinchingly
is

to

make them

fully conscious of the gravity of them, not to

delude them about the effectiveness of aerial defense; and above
to make them understand that scattering defensive means here
and there would do them no good and divert means from the
essential task, hence would be harmful in the final outcome.
Even if I were wrong in my ideas, this is the kind of propaganda I would engage in, for it is useful. A population inured to
enduring aerial offensives and convinced that they cannot be adequately protected against them, would certainly be cheered to see

all,

that in practice the aerial defense was really capable of keeping

away
trary.
best.

offensives, in spite of

He who

is

what they had been told

prepared for the worst

But the other way about

is

is

very dangerous.

to believe in the efficacy of aerial defense

and

their morale lowered

if

to the con-

prepared for the

also

A population

led

would be frightened

they found out that

did not protect

it

They could not be made to understand the
aerial defense then. They would clamor for more

in practice.

short-

comings of

aerial

and because they could not blame the means,
to be good and sufficient, they would blame
the men who man them, accusing them of not knowing how.
We do need a moral preparation, then; but it must be one
which will answer the purpose. Besides the moral, material preparation is needed too, which will help to decrease the effects of the
offensive. These two preparations together constitute a whole of
passive aerial protection which does not employ offensive aerial
means, and therefore is not contradictory to the principle of

defensive means;

which they believe

resigning oneself to endure the
greater ones

on him.

I

enemy

offensives in order to inflict

consider the organization of this passive

protection not only useful but indispensable.

point Engineer Attal, but

I

stand firmly on

I

regret to disap-

my

statement:

"I
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acknowledge the value of anything which can be done to lessen
the effect of the aerial offensives against us, provided

decrease the strength of the offensive which

it

we might

would not

carry to the

enemy!'

am

I

The

often accused of being an extremist, but that

truth

three or

is,

five.

two and two

will always

Employing an

profitable than using

it

aerial

defensively.

make four

means

A

to

wrong.

is

me, never

offensively

is

more

hundred, a thousand, ten

thousand aerial means employed offensively are more profitable
than
the

fifty, five

hundred,

same number

that this

simple.

is

five

offensively.

thousand employed defensively and

Two

and two make

not theoretical or extremist;

it is

four.

I

repeat

arithmetic, pure

and

CHAPTER

The

Aerial Battle

Unlike Engineer Attal, who
is

III

at least recognizes that

my

writing

coherent, General Bastico has filled several pages of this review

with an attempt to prove that

I

am

guilty of flagrant contradiction

my evaluation of the aerial battle. Certainly not to prove that
I am coherent on this theme, but to clear up misunderstandings
and show up the reasoning of my opponents in its true light, I
in

shall say

something about the

portance to the thesis

The
this:

I

aerial battle,

which

is

of great im-

support.

simplest concept for the guidance of the stronger side

is

enemy and defeat him wherever he is encounland war this is easily done. There are few easy lines of

look for the

tered. In a

on

and they are well
defined. To compel the enemy to fight, all you have to do is march
against him and invade his territory. That is the way you meet
your enemy on land. In a war on the sea, the concept is less easily
carried out. The weaker side can easily avoid combat, even if he
has to seek refuge in his own fortified bases. In the last war the
weaker side was always being hunted and was never found.
In the aerial war the enemy remains on the surface if he does
not want to be found. Just as it is profitable for the stronger side
to look for the enemy and defeat him wherever he is found, so it
transit

is

the rugged surface of the earth,

equally profitable for the weaker side to avoid defeat by not

letting himself be found. Therefore, a stronger

Force which looked for battle— that

is,

Independent Air

looked for the weaker Air

Force— would be taking the risk of flying in all directions in vain
and exhausting itself without finding its quarry. In other words,
it

would play
Similarly,

into the hands of the weaker enemy.

if

the weaker Independent Air Force
244

went looking
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into the hands of the stronger, very

suicide. In

war one must always do

to play into the hands of the enemy; therefore,

maintained, and

I

looking for battle,

his best not

have always

I

must never go
neither the stronger nor the weaker one. This
say

statement seems to

again, that an Air Force

it

me

so clear, so exact, that

should not be

it

misunderstood.

But

the stronger Independent Air Force happens to

if

weaker by chance,
it is

has everything to gain from a battle because

the stronger; while the other has everything to lose because

is less

it

it

meet the

strong. Consequently,

I

have always maintained, and

again, that the stronger Independent Air Force

I

it

say

must not avoid

battle, but the weaker must avoid it. Even this seems to me clear
and unequivocal.
Since the stronger Independent Air Force must not look for
battle and the weaker must avoid it, and can easily do so, if the
aerial war were decided by a battle, it could last for centuries
without a conclusive ending, and the two Air Forces would grow

old in their
it is

own

Therefore,

airfields.

I assert

that today, as ever,

not enough for an Independent Air Force to be able to fight

in the air, but

it

must

also

have an offensive capacity against the

surface.

When

I

stronger in
capacity.

say the stronger
its

The

nor avoid the

Independent Air Force,

ability to fight in the air, regardless of

stronger Independent Air Force must not look for
battle. If it

obeys that rule,

utmost freedom against the surface; that
can attack the objective

which best

suits

it
is,

it,

can operate with the

during each

and

fly

without giving a thought to the enemy Air Force.
either powerless to put

up any

show opposition, in which

the stronger Air Force will

other on each of

case

flight it

straight for

The

latter is

it

it

will decide

way
some way or

will be defeated. In this

damage the enemy

in

its flights.

The weaker Independent Air Force must avoid meeting
stronger. Therefore, the only thing
surface,

it

opposition, in which case the

offensive will be accomplished without fighting, or
to

mean one
its bombing
I

it

can do

is

the

attack the enemy's

but always trying to avoid meeting the stronger Air Force.
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Since the stronger Air Force must neither look for nor avoid

meeting the weaker,

weaker

The

it

no need of higher speed; but for the
handy when trying to avoid the stronger.

has

it

might come in

aerial struggle thus resolves itself into a series of offensive acts

against the surface, with the stronger Independent Air Force

enjoying the advantage of a larger freedom of maneuver.

The

offensive against the surface can seriously affect the poten-

tiality of

the two contending Air Forces

destruction of aerial forces

on the

may

result

above, will

it

The

conquest of the

in a while, for the reasons

be the result of an aerial

pendent Air Force may
by an action more

command

from these indirect attacks on the enemy

Only once

aerial potential.

directed to the

surface, centers of aeronautical

production, and similar objectives.
of the air

if it is

battle.

A

mentioned

weaker Inde-

also happen to gain an initial advantage

intelligent, violent,

and intense than the action

of the stronger.
It

may happen

that special circumstances

and environmental

factors lead an Air Force to attack the enemy population and

leave objectives of purely aeronautical importance alone. Certainly the

outcome of the

aerial struggle will

depend

largely

upon

the vision of the leaders, the courage of the pilots, and the morale
of the people.

That
cized,

is

but

a clear statement of
.they

my

opinions.

They may be

criti-

should not be casually dismissed. Let us look at

General Bastico's ideas now.

He

will

remember

that he wrote as

follows:

The peculiar conditions of the aerial field will always, or nearly
always, allow the weaker adversary to avoid at will a battle which
might turn out unfavorably for him.

So far we agree. But in the same

article

he wrote:

the latter [the stronger Independent Air Force]
freedom of movement, it must leave equal freedom
to the enemy; that it must let the enemy carry on offensive actions,
and it cannot be said that the stronger will not feel them. They may
turn out to be weak offensives, pinpricks instead of spear-thrusts; but
even pinpricks can be irritating. Then the stronger may very probably
lose his patience and try to engage that same battle he had wanted to
It is

true that

prefers to acquire

avoid.

if
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be accurate, General Bastico should have written, "that he

had not wanted to look
Air Force had to avoid

for,"

because

I

never said that the stronger

battle.

And, I add [it is still General Bastico who writes] that in doing that
he would not be wrong; on the contrary, he had been wrong heretofore because he had waited so long before using the necessary and
most efficacious way to put the enemy Independent Air Force out of
action.
I

must wonder

at

my

colleague's strange reasoning.

the stronger Air Force give

and

pinpricks,

start

up

its

should

spear-thrusts simply to avoid

looking for an enemy

nearly always, avoid the battle?

Why

Why

who

can always, or

should looking for a battle

with the enemy be the necessary and most efficacious way to put out
of action the

avoid

it

enemy Air

at will? In

my

Force, which can always, or nearly always,

opinion,

Independent Air Force

lost his

if

the

commander

of the stronger

patience under mere pinpricks, he

would be showing such nervous instability that he had better go
home and grow cabbages.
Farther along in the same article General Bastico feels that it is
useless to look for something which cannot be found, and writes:
I have said that the battle has to be looked for, but did I say that
the Air Force which desires it must find it by searching through the
immensity of the sky for something which very probably cannot be
found? Is it possible to attribute to me such naivete?

Really,
still, it

no one wants

leaves

one a

to think of

bit puzzled to think of a battle

looked for without the more or

What

does

it all

General Bastico as naive. But

mean?

less

which has

to be

deliberate intent to look for

it.

Perhaps that the battle has to be looked

for without looking for it?

And one

is still

more puzzled

to find in

the same article:
... I repeat that the battle must be considered the apogee of the
conception of the aerial struggle; and I make bold to affirm that the
Independent Air Force which does not so consider it will lower its fighting capacity, and still more its spirit of aggressiveness.

The apogee

of the conception of aerial warfare, then, should be

the battle; that

is,

that action

which

results

from a

clash

which
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of

the weaker Independent Air Force can avoid at will,

and the

stronger cannot look for deliberately without betraying colossal naivete.

To
praise

give support to his argument, General Bastico quotes with

an author who

predominant Independent

asserts that the

Air Force has to look for the battle in order to eliminate as soon
as possible the

major obstacle

to the destruction of the

enemy

bases.

Toward

the

end of the

article

General Bastico reaffirms his

point.

In each case, as respects the particular conduct of the aerial war,
the battle must be considered the pre-eminent action in the struggle.

Then, perhaps remembering

that he

had previously said that

to act with intention leading to this pre-eminent action

to

show

colossal naivete,

would be

he adds:

The ways

of looki?ig for the battle will depend upon contingent
Among these ways bombings and poisonings of the vital
centers of the enemy nation should be considered as the most effective

circumstances.

in the majority of cases.
I

do not happen

will have to

to

know

of any other contingent ways, so I

be content with the ones he

calls

the most effective.

According to General Bastico, in order to force the enemy to the
desired battle, the stronger Air Force should provoke him by
bombing and poisoning his vital centers. The weaker Air Force,
thus provoked and playing into the hands of the stronger, would
intervene between its threatened vital centers and the stronger
Air Force; the clash would occur; the battle would take place;
and naturally the weaker would be defeated. Afterward the
stronger could bomb and poison the vital centers of the enemy
nation with no further worry.
All this could happen, of course; but only if the commander of
the weaker Independent Air Force

would

say. I prefer to picture the

thrice good; so I

a stronger

our

is

a

enemy

,

as the

Neapolitans

as thrice bad,

cannot agree with General Bastico.

I

never as

say that

if

Independent Air Force was bombing and poisoning

vital centers,

we should not

lead out our weaker Air Force to
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we should

use

to

it

bomb and

enemy vital centers, the more violently and intensely the
weaker we are. Above all, we should always try to avoid that battle
in which we would be risking defeat and destruction with no
poison

advantage to

That

us.

point, incidentally, proves also that neither the stronger

nor the weaker Air Force should take the defensive attitude— the
former because

would be unprofitable

it

thrusts to protect itself

to give

up hurling

from pinpricks; and the

latter to

spear-

avoid

being led to an aesthetic but foolish suicide.
It is

no

use.

No

matter which way you turn, no matter what the

contingent circumstances

may

to three or five, only four.

Bastico himself

be,

two and two

Anyhow,

will never

have an idea that General

I

must be almost convinced of

because he writes of the war on the

add up

my

contentions,

sea:

In the struggle on the sea, the defensive requires a superiority of
means. A parity might not be enough because the high speed of
modern naval units and the consequent possibility of sudden attacks
makes larger forces necessary to oppose them. Inferior or even equal
forces might not do. Substantially, a naval defensive does not mean
an economy of forces, but rather a larger expenditure of them.

Later on
I

I will

analyze this concept of warfare at sea; right

wish to point out that

if

"in the air," "aerial," and "aerial de-

fensive" were substituted for

"on the

defensive" in the quotation above,
to

be

justified.

now

Such a substitution

my

sea," "naval,"

and "naval

conclusions would appear

is fair,

because not even Gen-

would deny that modern aerial units are even faster
than naval units, and that they too are likely to launch sudden

eral Bastico

an inferiority of means,
but rather requires a larger expenditure of them, may I ask who

attacks. If the defensive does not allow

would be

so naive as to assume the defensive in the air? There-

fore, it is best always

and everywhere

to act offensively. It

is

no

use. Two and two always add up to four.
Somewhere in his article, no doubt by inadvertence, General
Bastico attributes to me a statement I have never dreamed of
making: namely, that a weaker Air Force is always at the mercy of

the enemy.

Nothing of the kind!

On

the contrary,

I

have always
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maintained, and continue to do
best a stronger one provided

in strength by showing

more violence
try to

be

As

let

its

more

The Air

so, that

a weaker Air Force

I

any

ever, to

may

can compensate for the difference
intelligence,

offensive actions.

But

more

since

intensity,

and

one should always

as strong as possible in war, regardless of

circumstance,

do not

in

it

of

any other

have always proclaimed: "In the name of charity,

aerial force

my mind,

be diverted from offensive action!"

two and two inexorably add up

to four.

CHAPTER

The

Aerial Field

Let us come now

IV

As the Decisive Field

the debate has so far developed brilliantly.

continue to do

so,

which
have maintained, and

to the decisive field of action, concerning

that in the wars to

I

come

action will be the aerial field; and therefore

the decisive field of

it is

necessary to base

and direction of the war on the principle:
resist on the ground in order to mass your strength in the air.
My worthy opponents are united against me on this point, but
I am secure and confident in the strength of my position. The
the preparation for

debate

is

am more

on, but

than

its

outcome

satisfied

may become

.

.

must have

undecided. Nevertheless,
it is

going; because

too, that all

my

I

I

have

opponents, in

have been forced to agree that the aerial

field

the decisive one in wars of the future. General Bastico

has agreed to
.

still

with the way

noticed, as everyone else
spite of every effort,

is

it,

although cautiously.

He

writes:

may happen with any other arm, it [the aeromay become decisive under some especially favorable

nevertheless, as

chemical arm]
circumstances.

General Bollati also shows agreement when he writes:
So the aerial field of action may also
in effecting so strong an offensive that

become
it

[decisive] if

it

succeeds

will result in a paralysis not

only of the enemy's forces on the ground and on the sea, but also of
the moral and material strength of the nation attacked, leaving it
powerless to retaliate.
Similarly, Engineer Attal writes:
I

concede that the Air Force

may be

the decisive factor, but only

relatively.

Captain Fioravanzo also agrees when he writes:
251
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The Air

can be said that the massing of strength in the air
but only if the attacker

will constitute the decisive action of the war;

has left after attaining command of the air an aerial force large enough
to completely subdue the enemy, so that he cannot succeed in invading
the territory of the attacker on land.

evident from the quotations above, taken from the writings

It is

of military, naval,

may become
Bollati

and

admit the

civilian experts, that they

the decisive

field.

I

air

Both General

will say more.

and Captain Fioravanzo have in effect qualified their
field becomes decisive if and when the

agreement thus: The aerial

Air Force can defeat the enemy.

By

my

these admissions

already.

When

decisive only

opponents have clearly surrendered

they take the position that the aerial field becomes

when

the aerial action defeats the enemy, they com-

with me. Otherwise their contention would be

pletely agree

absurd, as though they were saying,

when

it is

"The

aerial field

is

decisive—

decisive."

Someone more modest than I would be satisfied with these admissions. As a matter of fact, who could have hoped two years
ago, even a year ago, that the time would come when the stalwart
writers of the army and navy would agree that the aerial forceup to yesterday considered simply an auxiliary arm— could be the
decisive factor in a future war? But when it comes to the aerial
force and strategy, I am not modest at all. The admissions I have
already forced from them spur me on to exact more and more from
them.

Some

of

my

opponents equivocate. They think

give out a recipe for victory

they think

I

am

I

am

trying to

when I voice my ideas. In other words,
"To be victorious, Italy must resist

contending:

on the ground and mass
correct. Naturally,

my

all

first

her strength in the

thought

is

of our

air."

own

That

is

situation

not

and

the eventuality of a possible conflict between Italy and some one
of her possible enemies.

I

that in the background,

applicable to

all

admit that the theories

I

expound have

and therefore should not be considered

countries. In all probability,

if I

were

specifically

considering a conflict between Japan and the United States,

would not

arrive at the

same conclusions.

To

I

offer a general
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my

presumption on
best

and most

part.

efficient

When

ble future war.

way

premise

I

am

I

intention

for

I say,

do not mean, "In order
decisive one."

My
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all nations,
is

would be downright

simply to point out the

our country to prepare for a proba-

"The aerial field will be decisive," I
we must make the aerial field the

to win,

On

simply stating a factual condition.

that

proceed.

According

General Bastico, notwithstanding the value of

to

the aerial factor, the immutable doctrine of war

the following:

is

In war the decision is the result of the harmonious use of all available armaments, and it is equal to the sum total of the results obtained by each of them. To attain a harmonious use of all armaments,
the constituent parts must be harmonized together; and the secret of
victory lies in obtaining the correct proportions of the constituent
parts.

Obviously, the secret of victory

no one, and therefore does not
portion

among

States should

is

a secret,

and

so

is

known

to

consist wholly in the correct pro-

the constituent parts of armament. If the United

go to war with the Republic of San Marino,

highly probable that the latter would not win, no matter

how

it is

har-

moniously she might employ the constituent parts of her armament.

we substitute "the means to obtain the maximum result from
one's armed forces" for the words "the secret of victory" General
Bastico's formula would be a self-evident eternal truth, applicable
If

everywhere at any time. In other words,
truism. But, as
it

does not

tell

is

the case with

all

it

would be

a universal

truisms so general in character,

us anything concrete about the specific problem

under consideration. So

it is

necessary to

come down from

eternity

to the present in order to find out the correct proportions

among

the constituent parts of armaments.

General Bastico does come down and says that he

sees that "just

proportion of the parts" in an army, a navy, and an air force,
of

them capable of an adequate

sider this

offensive power."

an exact definition. What

power"? Considered in the

is

the

abstract, every

I

meaning

all

do not conof "offensive

kind of armament has
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of

an offensive power, whether a revolver or a dreadnought, a knife
or an airplane bomb.

In reference to the army, the navy, and the air force, "offensive

power" should mean, in

my

opinion, "the capacity to act of-

An armed

fensively with probability of success."

no "adequate

offensive

of being defeated. In

power"

if it

this case it

force

would have

attacked with the likelihood

would be rash and

inconsistent.

Furthermore, in the same article General Bastico rightly warns
that the strongest of all the enemies

must always be taken into

The word "adequate" is then used in reference to the
enemy most feared. From this we must infer, then, that General
Bastico means a correct proportion among an army, navy, and air
account.

force capable of taking the offensive with probability of success

Good! But in order

against the strongest enemy.

to take the of-

fensive with probability of success, other things being equal,

it is

necessary to be stronger than the enemy. In the end, therefore,

General Bastico must conceive of a correct proportion among an
army, a navy, and an air force,

all of

them stronger than the

corresponding armed forces of the strongest enemy.

No

one can deny,

I least

of

all,

that such a proportion

is

not

only the correct one, but obviously the most harmonious and

we would have to have the riches of America
to put it into practice. What would be practicable for America
would be Utopian for us, because we have not the necessary means.

advantageous. But

And General
He assumes a
armament

Bastico recognizes this

(of

which

which spends 5
force); and from
tion

B would

land and

armed

air.

and proves

it

with

figures.

hypothetical nation, A, which spends 8 billions for
2 billions

billions
this

(of

go to her

air force)

and Nation

which 700 millions go

B,

to her air

example he draws the conclusion that Na-

find herself in a state of inferiority in both fields,

May

I ask,

then,

how Nation B

could attain for her

forces that "correct proportion" required for

an "adequate

power"— that is, that "superiority" for all the three
branches of her armed forces which is needed for victory?
This shows that we cannot be guided by my colleague's theory
of "correct proportion" in organizing our armed forces.
To find the correct proportion among the parts, that proportion

offensive
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whole, we

must follow a different road. Allow me to give the solution of the
problem a mathematical cast.
The resources which a nation can put at the disposal of her
armed forces is a constant value which we shall designate with the
letter C.

The

the navy, N; and the air force,

C

made up of the army, A;
AF. Then we can put down:

total of these resources

is

= A + N + AF. If we use V to represent the warlike value of the
armed forces, we can say that: V = A + N + AF. Our prob-

three

lem now

is

maximum

to give to A,

AF

such values that

strength, while the total cost of A,

exceed C, which
fullest,

N, and

we must

is

a constant. In order to

V will

N, and

AF

implement

be the

will not

V

to the

give the highest value to one of the three factors,

A, N, and AF, and the lowest to the other two. Assuming, as

I

do,

we must
and the lowest to A and N. This
lowest value is the power necessary for them to play a defensive
role. Therefore, I say: resist on the ground in order to mass your
that the aerial factor will be decisive in the wars to come,

give the highest value to

AF

strength in the air.

In arriving at this solution of the problem,
aerial field of action

is

we assume

that the

the decisive one. In that case the solution

and gives us the correct proportion among the constituent
parts of armament. But if the assumption is wrong, the solution of
the problem is also wrong. In this case, some other assumption
should be made, because the correct proportion among the constituent parts cannot spring up like a mushroom, but must stem
from a well-thought-out premise. Otherwise it would be an arbiis

true

trary proportion.

may become decisive if the
aerial forces can carry out an offensive powerful enough to paralyze not only the enemy's armed forces, but "also the material
and moral strength of the enemy nation." Does he not believe that
the paralysis of his moral forces would be sufficient? What use are
the armed forces and material strength of a nation which is
General Bollati says the aerial

field

morally paralyzed?

Captain Fioravanzo admits the decisiveness of the aerial

on condition

that the side

which masters

it

has at

its

field

disposal
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enough
unless

accomplish the complete ruin of the

aerial strength to

enemy.

quite true— an action cannot be considered decisive

It is
it

brings about those conditions which are the essence of a

clear-cut decision.

This holds good in

nothing with his land

victories;

only does not obtain a

field

In one of his

first articles

all fields.

and he who

Engineer Attal wrote:
is

an unavoidable

is

the loss of one's sky brings death,

On

The

own

.

.

or somebody

what does

it

else's.

matter what

is

the other hand, in his most recent article he writes:

aerial field

may become

decisive at a certain

Is this a correction of his earlier article?

.

death

in the air that the fight takes

place for the mastery of the sky, one's

left?

necessity,

hard to improve upon so strong a statement in favor of the

decisiveness of the aerial field. It

If

is

Pyrrhus decided

master of the naval

final decision.

The mastery of one's own sky
being the penalty for failure.
It is

The Air

of

He

moment.

accuses

me

of:

falling victim to the classical error of giving a pre-eminent

and

conclusive value to any new element which appears and basing all
hopes upon it. History teaches us that on the sea, any new shell finds
a

new armor; on

first

It is perfect.

quotation.
tically

But

I

have never spoken of the chemical and bac-

elements to which Attal

teriological

I

the surface, the barbed-wire finds the dynamite stick

and then the trench mortar.

I

know

is

very well that there

referring in the above
is

an antidote for prac-

every poison and a serum for practically every microbe.

was not speaking of elements, but of new means. History teaches

us that the submarine seized the mastery of the sea from the great

warships.
I

spoke instead of the aero-chemical arm, which the same Engi-

neer Attal has recognized

to

have enough revolutionary power to

upset all the fundamental principles so far in use in the art of
war. If this
this

is

true,

then the history of the basic ideas used up to

time in the art of war cannot teach us anything.

"a gradation of decisiveness
aerial

arms

is

among

To

be sure,

the various land, sea, and

difficult to establish"; nevertheless it

should be done
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unprepared when the need for

so as not to be

"their ratio of

employment

To

be

I

am

sure,

But haven't

it is

it

I

said that "it

is

armed

forces are necessary?
is it

value?

the decisive
it. I,

thing

we should pour

field,

on the

left after

General Bastico

It is

who
all

mean

that

Given the

a mistake to try to

may

define the functions of each, so that the whole

into

Italy.

necessary to resist on the ground in

necessity of using all these three branches,

is

own

branches of the ironbound organism of war."

three branches of the

maximum

sure,

can be said in a general way that "all three of them

order to mass our strength in the air"? Does this not
all

be

precisely for that

trying to find out this proportion for our

necessary

are

To

depend upon the geographical

will

configuration of the countries at war"; and

reason

it arises.

says that

acquire the
if

the aerial

our available resources

contrary, say let us mass in the aerial field every-

organizing the ground defenses.

I

ciple of massing in the decisive field, a principle

follow the prin-

which does not

preclude but integrates resistance on the surface by the other

two

fields.

In defense of his argument Engineer Attal

Franco-Moroccan

War

cites as

example the

of 1925-26.

In that war [he writes] aviation was of great assistance; it contributed preponderantly to the attainment of victory, but it was not
the sole factor of victory. By operating closely with the ground forces,
in the beginning aviation co-operated in large measure in re-establish-

ing interrupted lines by freeing French detachments besieged by the
Riffs. Then efficient actions ahead and on the flanks of the attacking
columns by aviation helped in carrying out their tasks. But only toward
the end, when pressure from surface troops had the enemy wavering,
did aviation become the decisive factor and, by energetically cutting
the enemy's lines of communication, crushed any further show of
resistance and compelled Abd El Krim's men to surrender.

some misunderstanding here.
When I say the Air Force will be decisive, I do not mean to say
the Air Force will be the sole factor of victory. If that were my
contention, I should logically advocate the abolition of the army
I

think, Engineer Attal, there

and navy; because,
this

if

being the aerial

useless.

Consequently,

is

victory could be
factor, the
I

am

won by one

factor only,

other two would be completely

in perfect agreement with Engineer
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The Air

of

Franco-Moroccan War, aviation was not the

Attal. In the

factor of victory. I will go further

and say neither

will

it

sole

be in

future wars.

But there is a vast difference between "the sole factor of victory" and "the decisive factor of victory," and aviation may well
have been the decisive factor of victory in the Franco-Moroccan
War without being its sole factor. I have not studied that war
carefully

enough

neer Attal

to discuss this point; but the fact that, as Engi-

aviation contributed preponderantly

asserts,

attainment of victory leads

me

to believe that aviation

to

the

was un-

doubtedly the decisive factor in that war.

But let us not play on words. If, as I think, owing to resistance
on the ground in the war to come, the Air Force will decide the
war, will not the three armed forces have contributed to the
victory? Will not all three of them have been factors of victory?
If one of them should fail in its mission, could not victory have
been lost? Only one thing could be said: the Air Force contributed
preponderantly to victory.

Would

it

not be equally true to say

that the Air Force played a decisive role? Did not the navies of

the Allies pride themselves, quite rightly,

on the

fact that their

contribution was decisive for victory, since they assured supplies
to the armies

and

life to

the Allied nations?

Engineer Attal remarks that things would not be so easy in a

European war

as

they were in the Franco-Moroccan War. Quite

But not because of aviation being used on both sides, or aerial
defense either; but because of the conditions of European life and
so.

surroundings. This

is

proved by Engineer Attal himself.

On June 21, 1925, the aerial bombing of a Moroccan souk claimed
800 victims in one minute. A Moroccan souk has a population of a
few thousand people; a European city usually has several hundred
thousand. An aerial attack on one of them with explosive, incendiary,
and poison-gas bombs would have terrifying effects. All the Po Valley,
all our coastline, all our islands would be under immediate threat of
an

aerial attack.

That
nation

clear;

an

aerial action

bound

to

be

is

is

dense and

civilized.

intended to break the morale of a

much more

An

effective

aerial action

is

when

its

population

is

ineffective, or nearly so,
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living in the desert; but

it

and dreadful— against a highly

effective— terrifying

would be very

civilized people

living in large centers of population.

After painting this dreadful picture, Engineer Attal asks him-

"Can such an

self:

answers his

But
.

.

own

attack have decisive effects against us?"

question: "I emphatically affirm that

he appends three

after this definite denial

if

.

it

And he

could not."

"ifs":

ground defense had been carefully organized;
its fighting strength; if our land and naval
strong and menacing.

our

aerial

aviation retained

were

still

Evidently

so.

our aerial forces could beat

If

aerial offensive, the

against us.

But what

our

enemy's

off the

enemy's aerial action would not be decisive
is all

my

labor aimed at

By

if

not to put "Italy's

any eventual aerial action

aerial defense" in condition to prevent

of decisive effect against us?

mean

if

fronts

"Italy's aerial

defense"

I

do not

that "aerial defense" Engineer Attal refers to, but the total

up the aerial power of the nation.
Even assuming that our land and naval front would hold firm,
we would have to avoid being beaten in the air, because, on account of our geographical position, this would mean our defeat.
That is why I advocate our putting ourselves in condition to effect
array of forces which makes

maximum effort in the air. I wish people could understand
that I am thinking primarily of our own situation. When I say

our

that the aerial field of action will be decisive,

declare

it

decisive because

if

refer to Italy. I

I

we should be beaten there— and

to

be

beaten in the air implies the impossibility of being able to make
effective

counteraction— we might be decisively defeated no matter

what our situation on the
ically

and in good

faith

surface. Is there

deny

of the aero-chemical arm?

anyone who can

log-

this, given the actual development

Can anyone

logically

and

in

good

faith

assure us that the struggle will not be decided in the air or that

the decision

on the

Can anyone

assert logically

surface will be

and

in

made

good

before that in the air?

we would have
if we were once

faith that

any chance of winning the war on the surface
beaten in the air?
I

am

sure there

is

no one who wants

to stake the future of the
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nation on one card.

If

of

The Air

there are such, they are

my

opponents

who

shut their eyes to undeniable truth in the forecasting of the
future.

my warning

General Bastico writes that
planes

fly

of the kind. It

"not to forget that

kill" is

duty bound to make adequate provision so that
to

air-

mere phrase-making. It is nothing
expresses a tremendous truth, for which we are in

and poisons

it

may never

turn

our disadvantage.
General Bollati declares that the surface

doubtedly decisive, but he

is

field of action is

compelled to add an

un-

"if":

... if the surface forces succeed in defeating the enemy and in capturing centers so vital that their loss would force him to sue for peace."

But of the
decision only

aerial forces
if

he writes that they may bring about a

they carry on an offensive strong enough to par-

alyze both the enemy's forces

and

his material

and moral

resist-

Those two words, "undoubtedly" and "may," show the
General's prejudice, confirmed by what follows.

ance.

... a victory in the air

is

hypothetical

[all victories

until they happen], because the clash between the

two

are hypothetical
aerial fleets

may

not materialize [did it materialize on the sea in the World War?], because adverse meteorological conditions or other difficulties may influence it. [Still speaking of meteorological conditions in 1929! Do
they not influence sea battles too? Have we not read of meteorology in
hundreds of communiques dealing with land battles?] The aerial force
is subject to more wastage than any other. [How about the land
forces? Did we not hear during the last war of hundreds of divisions
so worn out they had to be reorganized? Are not the millions of dead
of every country enough to give us some idea of the wastage of human
life among the ground troops?] Even a victory in the air or the command of the air would not preclude counteroffensives in other localities paralleling our aerial offensive [do land victories preclude the
possibility of enemy land victories in other localities?]; given the
destructive power of the airplane, even a few machines could inflict
grave losses on us. [Strange, that a few enemy ships could inflict grave
losses on us even when we had command of the air! In that case, what
kind of aerial fleet would ours be?] The effect of an aerial offensive
may be neutralized by an active and passive defense and other means
which are now being seriously elaborated. [And are there not active
and passive defenses and other means already elaborated against land
forces?] In the end we must take into account the moral field, which
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really decisive and may constitute an unexpected obstacle. [Yes,
and now comes the moral field, which has been discussed so much there
is nothing left to say, especially if we rely on unexpected obstacles,
which certainly cannot be discussed.] In conclusion, the aerial field
is

may also be decisive, but the kind of action required in it, though
helped and made efficient by its peculiar conditions, is bound to meet
with grave difficulties and have serious obstacles to surmount! [Yes,
but is this because experience in the World War has shown that surface actions do not meet with grave difficulties, nor have to surmount
serious obstacles?]

Engineer Attal derives some comfort and support for
ion, naturally contrary to mine,

doglio,

from an

his opin-

by Marshal Ba-

article

from which he quotes some paragraphs. Here

is

the con-

cluding one:

And

it is exactly the aerial force which will contribute to that form
war which might shorten its duration as much as possible, something for which all nations are searching with feverish haste.

of

He

could not have chosen anything better calculated to give

comfort and support to

my

opinion and not to

his.

Badoglio's

statement contains a clear-cut assertion: "It will be precisely the

which

aerial force

will shorten the war."

have been preaching for years!
decision than the others,

the others.

And

if it

it

That

is

exactly

what

I

one arm can give us a quicker

If

means

it

can give us a decision before

gives us a decision before the others do,

it

means it will be decisive before the others are. Ergo, the aerial
arm will be the decisive arm. If this is so, it is not I, but my opponents, who do not agree with Badoglio's statement; it is they
who sweat trying to prove exactly the opposite, and who refuse to
admit that the aerial force

form of war.

my

of

It is

not

I

is

bringing about a revolution in the

who am

opponents' ideas? "In medio virtus,"

and General

What

the heretic!

Bollati seconds him.

I

hope

Although Engineer Attal professes

to

x

says

is

the synthesis

General Bastico,

they are both satisfied!

be against

this "virtue-in-

mediocrity" and to recognize that virtue lLs not in the average

but in

excelsis virtus, 2 nevertheless, in practice

two preceding authors.
1

2

Virtue
Virtue

lies

middle course.—Tr.
the best.— Tr.

in the

lies in

he also seconds the

a
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The
armed
you

if

best

must be

singular, never plural. "Strengthening all the

forces of a nation as
will allow

make uniform,
ocrity. It

The Air

of

me

to say

to follow

mean

can never

each one were the decisive one"

if

nonsense.

it,

an average,

means

It

be

to

to equalize, to

satisfied

with medi-

the best. Generals Bastico and Bollati's

theory of the average precludes any gradation of value; in

stems from the premise that

which

is

The

is,

all fields of

may be

action

fact, it

decisive—

a possibility, but not a probability.

theory of the "average" gives a generic solution to the

problem of a "correct proportion of the component

parts,"

which

does not take into account the respective values of the parts—
solution which

may come from deep

indecision. It

as

is

we choose?" And

though they asked themselves, "Which one

is

in unison, "Well,

why not
all cases,

came back

some patent nostrum, but

like

puts

its

lies

to lose the battle.

this

is

my

motto. Let us mass our

say the decision lies in the sky. I

I

opponents would cry out: "You are wrong! The decision

elsewhere, not in the sky!

must mass on
kind.

way

betrays uncertainty.

else, it

strength in the sky because

my

essentially

like a linear array of forces,

is

the best

is

"In excelsis virtus." Precisely,

wish

any and

will not help in

trust in Providence. It

which, as everyone knows,

More than anything

shall

a recipe which comes in handy in

the answer

three of them?" It

all

but also from mere

sagacity,

The

land,

I

must mass somewhere

we must mass on

only answer

where!" No,

We

I

hear

is:

"We must

dilute ourselves every-

that.

tries to silence

me

own

with his

pretation of the writings of an eminent man, General Bastico
of all things, to prove that

my

we

the sea!" But nothing of the

cannot be convinced by

While Engineer Attal

else;

ideas are incompatible with

basic theories of a general character, well

known

to all

intertries,

some

who

are

not ignorant of military matters.

To
it

beat your head against basic theories

against a stone wall.

You may break

it!

is

foolish, like beating

But

"well-known basic theories" General Bastico

founded and
sake,

reliable?

but to see

let

us see. Are the

fires

at

Let us examine them, not for idle

how sometimes

me

well

curiosity's

people well versed in military

matters cherish deep-rooted prejudices.
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1

Every doctrine, though subject to the peculiar characteristics to
which it refers, must take into account the actual conditions at the
time when it is being applied, and also how to conduct the war against
the most probable enemy; in case there is more than one, against the
most dangerous of them.

one

where

This basic theory

is

a shaky

italicized the words.

A

doctrine of war must simply correspond

to the realities of

war obtaining

characteristics of the nation

precisely to that standard.

it

at the points

his

own

time and to the peculiar
and my doctrine conforms
must not be shaped on the pat-

at the

But

it

it is,

that

doctrine of war, and everyone else re-

nounces his own ideas and becomes a
every nation has

have

refers to;

tern of the most probable or most dangerous enemy. If

enemy imposes

I

plagiarist. Further, since

own probable and dangerous enemy, none
a doctrine of war. They would all be waiting

its

of

them could evolve
to
it on the pattern of the enemy's doctrine.
If the aerial field has in fact become the decisive one, we should
recognize it as such and take all the appropriate measures, even if
our most probable and dangerous enemy has not yet realized the
possibilities of the new field of action. In case of war, it would be
our enemy who would suffer, not we. If our enemy makes a mistake, so much the worse for him. That is no reason why we should
make the same mistake.

shape

The historical example General Bastico cites is not apropos.
The French doctrine which culminated in De Grandmaison's
paradox, "When on the offensive, recklessness is the best safety,"
brought France to the brink of ruin, simply because

it is

contrary

and common sense. It was based on a sort of offensive
mysticism sprung from a strange folly which had seized upon the
French High Command at the time, and unf rtunately was copied
by others. Everything contrary to reality and common sense is

to reality

bound
If
tico's

to

fall, as

the mystic French doctrine

fell.

anything, this example proves the opposite of General Bascontention,

when he says that the
when confronted by the German doctrine,

and he himself proves

French doctrine failed

it
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based on superiority in
fore, the

fire

The Air

of

power and method

Germans were wise when they did not shape
war

conform with the doctrine of
and dangerous enemy.
trine of

The

of attack. There-

first

to

basic theory, then,

BASIC

wobbles

their

their doc-

most probable

like a loose tooth.

THEORY NO.

2

In preparing the armed forces, it is necessary to keep in mind not
only the geographical and topographical characteristics of the foreseeable theaters of wars, but also the organization and constitution of
the enemy's forces. In other words, we cannot regard the preparation
of the armed forces as a problem per se, the solution of which depends
exclusively upon our likes or dislikes, as it must be proportionate to
the size and kind of forces our enemy or enemies might array against
us.

This theory

is

even wobblier than the

first

one. Undoubtedly

armed forces cannot be subject to the likes
must be based on the criterion of giving
to the whole the maximum strength. Nothing more or better can
be done about it, irrespective of the number of our enemies. To
base the preparation of the armed forces on what our probable
enemy does is not only to give away all initiative, but also to play
into his hands, because if the enemy errs we commit the same
the preparation of the

and

dislikes of anyone. It

error.

We

should prepare for the worst.

pen when the time comes,

When

I say,

"Let us employ

think the worst that

do the same.
glad of
I will

Still

it,

so

much
all

our

may come out

If I see that

the worst does not hap-

If

the better for us.

of

aerial forces offensively," I

that the

it is

enemy might

he will use them only defensively,

worse

is

to assert that the preparation of

our armed forces

enemy's

size of the

forces.

nation can do more than to prepare in proportion to the

own

in the

forces

No

size of

resources.

General Bastico

am

am

not copy his defensive organization.

should be proportionate to the

her

I

because then our side will be preponderant. Certainly

tries to

prove by these

first

wrong because my theory would

an organization different from that

two theories that

I

own armed
prevailing among the
give our
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I

had

I

am

for

an Italian fashion; and

to study history I

better to be ahead of your

do not follow

I

I

remember

used to be told that

enemy than

it

is

that

always

to follow him, because

seems that victory has often gone to those

who

changing from the traditional ways of war, and not

it

succeeded in
to those

w ho
T

clung desperately to them.

BASIC

THEORY

NO.

3

In regard to surface operations, it is true that defense requires
smaller forces than offense, but only in a slender proportion and provided there has been ample time and opportunity adequately to
organize the defensive ground.

The

statement derives from the fact that the attacker can decide
time and place of the attack, whereas the defender
has to maintain an effective defensive along the whole length of the
front. As to the second qualification, we must remember that in peacetime any defensive organization on the border must for many reasons
remain sketchy today, far from what it should be in wartime, and it
would require considerable time to complete it and put it in condition to be of real help to the mobile defense, especially if this were
limited in number.
first

at his pleasure the

By

this basic theory

little to

and

General Bastico

prove that there

is

gain in limiting the mission of land forces to resistance,

that therefore this limitation,

The

tries to

trouble

is

which

that this basic theory,

ness as a thesis subject in

advocate,

which had

is

valueless.

a limited useful-

World War, has
bloody experience of the w ar. That

war

been knocked out by the

I

colleges before the

7

experience proved even for the blind that breaking a stalemate

between offensive and defensive required a very great, not a
slender, amount of means and men. It proved nearly every day
that a few hardy

men

with a few bullets and some strings of

barbed wire could keep imposing enemy
even

years.

It

showed

forces at

bay for months,

that at times insignificant topographical

obstacles did cost rivers of blood

and incalculable tons

before they were conquered foot by foot.

And now

of steel

the Alps have

suddenly come to be considered a level crossroad impossible
defend!

to
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The Air

of

Yet even the General Instructions admit that under certain
given conditions, which might easily come into being, the front

would immediately be stabilized—that

phenomenon

the same

is,

which prevailed during the World War.

You had

this basic theory

time

it

mind

better put your

my

a thing of the past. It

is

was relegated to the

is

worthy colleague,
badly worn, and

for

it is

attic.

THEORY

BASIC

In naval operations, though
requires an

at rest,

it is

NO.

4

not generally known, the defensive
a waste of energy superior to
the sea even a fleet which stays on

employment of means and

that required by the offensive.

the defensive must protect

On

communication from the menace,
even potential, of the enemy; and since his attacks can come from
any direction, the defender must counter them by deploying a great
its

lines of

force in actual operation, as well as in reserve. On the sea a defensive
stand means substantially a larger expense, not a saving.

By

this basic

theory General Bastico

the mission of the naval forces, as
disadvantage, because

a basic theory.

it

tries to

I

show

propose,

is

that limiting
useless

would be more expensive. But

merely an opinion of General

It is

this

and a
is

not

Bastico's, a

respectable but nonetheless strange opinion. In actual fact he
affirms that, to

which

is

be on the defensive at

the offensive. Since

I

one has to be stronger,

maintain that defense would be more ex-

pensive than offense in the
offensive in the air,

you should carry
different color.
tico,

sea,

equivalent to saying that the weaker side should be on

it

At

air, I logically

conclude:

Go on

the

and the weaker you are, the more intensely
But on the sea it seems to me a horse of a

on.

least, history, so

often quoted by General Bas-

shows that the weakest naval forces have always assumed a

defensive attitude.

Were

they always in the wrong?

on the defensive must
protect its lines of communication." Must? This is not a question
of having to do something, but of being able to do it. It must if
it can. The German navy immediately gave up going on the offensive; but certainly not from fancy or lack of desire or sense of
duty. She gave it up because she could not help it; a weaker naval
General Bastico writes: ''Even a

fleet
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which would undertake the protection of its lines of communication would not last long unless its opponents were monuforce

mental

A

idiots.

weaker navy has

between the virtual

to choose

certainty of being sunk in a few minutes or seeking haven in order
to

be able to take

part

if

tions

advantage of some error on the enemy's

full

the chance should come. Giving battle under such condi-

would be a bold

exploit, but

without ensuring maritime

straight to suicide

the attitude a weaker navy

cause weaker. It

is

an exploit that would lead

is

traffic.

This

is

compelled to take— compelled be-

not an attitude deliberately chosen in order to

husband strength and energy.
This

is

so true that

have qualified

I

my

idea by saying:

"On

aim should be to bar anyone from sailing in the Mediterranean without our consent." This would require fewer forces
and of a different type from those needed for the defensive attithe sea our

tude supported by General Bastico. In

fact, as

Captain Fioravanzo

writes:

Less means are needed to attack the enemy's

traffic

than

to protect

one's own. In all wars myriads of ships have been mobilized to catch

a few raiders, and a few submarines (less than fifty at any given time)
have given a world-wide naval organization many sleepless nights and
diverted thousands of units from other important tasks.

This

is

enough

real theory for

let

us put

it

even

the fourth basic theory

a

maritime warfare— others more competent than

I

can decide that— it

So

show

is

to

still

that,

if

has nothing to do with

my

contentions.

aside like the others.

BASIC

THEORY

NO.

5

Every war preparation must be proportionate to the nation's ecopotentiality. To advocate that a nation's military efforts should
not be cared for from her general budget, but that the budget should
conform to the military needs, is a laudable wish; but ninety-nine
times out of a hundred it is simply not feasible. It is proved by the
fact that in all the world only the United States is in a position to
indulge such a luxury. All other nations must be satisfied with much

nomic

less.

Here

at last

is

own feet.
me with Engineer Attal when

a basic theory which really stands

General Bastico must have confused

on

its
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he quoted

it

against me. It

is

The Air

of

who

Engineer Attal

maintains that

the budget should conform to the preparations for defense, so

much

so that he has

rebuked

me

for giving too

our

as

powerful as our national resources allow

The more

I

think of

I

much importance

simply said: "Our aerial forces should be

to

financial lacks.

the surer

it,

I

am

be"

to

it

that General Bastico

must have mistaken me for Engineer Attal. It is he who claims
development of our national life should be guaran-

that the safe

teed at

all

times from any possible enemy.

much more modest

I,

than he, advocate merely a preparation which would enable us to

meet an eventual

conflict in the best

way we

me

should not waste his time proving to

can. General Bastico

that

possibility to crush rapidly the aerial forces of

it is

a material im-

one of our eventual

enemies by giving our Independent Air Force a strength one and
a half, or twice, or any other number, larger than our enemy's.
I

do not want

to crush anybody. All

I

want

is

to

put our country

in a condition in which she cannot be crushed too easily,
I

would advise General Bastico not

theory, as he does

the

component

when he

to

at all.

this basic

prescribes as the correct proportion of

parts "an army, a navy,

sessing adequate offensive power."

for the Americans, but

go contrary to

if

air force, all pos-

That proportion may be

Utopian for

it is

and an
us, as I

feasible

have already had

the pleasure of pointing out.

BASIC

THEORY

NO.

6

In the preparation for war one must always take in consideration
come from a
possible alliance should be discounted to the minimum in advance;
conversely, the strength of a possible enemy should be evaluated at its
the most unfavorable situation: the help which might

maximum.
This
I

is

another basic theory which stands firmly on

subscribe to

it

without reservation.

I

its

have in mind not only our

possible enemies' strength, but their wicked natures too. It
for these reasons

I

am

I

am

is

just

afraid of the enemy's aerial action. Putting

myself in the shoes of our possible enemies,

"Here

feet.

I

think as follows:

in front of this beautiful garden of Europe. Shall
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mountain rampart? Every stone
there, animated with the heroic blood of her sons, would become
a fortress against which I should break my horns even if I armored
I

attack her through her high

them with the finest steel. Shall I attack her through her seas?
Every wave would hide a snare, and behind every shore, every
island, every rock, would lurk danger magnified manyfold by the
brave hearts of her people. There is only one field in which I have
the advantage, not because I shall meet faint hearts there, but
because that great garden makes an easy target, and I am strong
enough to prevent any retaliation on my own territory. It is therefore in this field that I must unleash a violent, ferocious attack on
all the vital centers of this lovely garden. There they are, powerstop me."

less to

It is

as I

because above

would

if

all I

were in

I

am

afraid that

his place, that I cry:

Here again

strength in the air!"

I

"Let us mass our

advise General Bastico not to go

contrary to this basic theory, as he does

"average" theory of

some enemy may reason

when he propounds

that

his.

As those readers who are not entirely ignorant of military affairs
have had a chance to realize, General Bastico's basic theories in
opposition to
of the other
it

my

doctrine leave

me

minor arguments he hurls

logical that

The same

unaffected.
at

me. Naturally he

our General Instructions should assign

pendent Air Force the task of carrying the offensive
the

enemy nation; but he

is

true
finds

to the Inde-

to the heart of

also finds that, since the devil after all

does not look so black, an offensive carried to the heart of the

enemy, or to ours, can cause at the most only a quickening of the
heart-beat.

He

says that I

want

to

found a new doctrine of war, based on

the principle that "the decisive field of action
forgetting that this
principle.

He

may

the aerial one,"

does not realize that a doctrine of war can never be

based on principles, but always on

He

is

turn out to be a fact and not an abstract

says that

if

we put my

realities.

doctrine into

effect,

we would be

giving to the conduct of war a form and substance not in con-

formity with established doctrines of war.

He

forgets that the
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worth of a doctrine
lished doctrines, but

is

The Air

of

not measured by

by the way

its

similarity to estab-

conforms to

it

no one

reality. If

ever tried to change doctrines for fear of disturbing their similarity,

the art of war

in the

middle of the

He

says

would become

as still

no one would take

a chance

on putting

but he forgets to prove how

it is

come without

into effect.

He

putting

first

it

its

doctrine into

possible to get a favorable out-

now

the struggle has always been

between armies and navies similarly constituted.
I

my

favorable outcome;

says that, even leaving out of account centuries of history,

can be asserted that up to

it

as a reef

sea.

without being sure beforehand of

effect

and dead

also believe that future history will

show

I

believe

it;

and

that future conflicts

will be fought with armies, navies, and aerial forces similarly con-

At present we are living through a period
tomorrow we will all settle down.
He says that he must logically assume that

stituted.

.

.

according

.

my

to

of innovation;

judgment, a two-week period would be enough
and moral dislocation which would com-

to bring about the material

pel the

enemy

But he

to call a halt.

forgets that I have never said or written anything

could lead anyone to think

merely said that a nation

me

which

capable of so rash a statement.

which

is

dominated in the

I

can be

air

subjected to such moral torment that she would be forced to call
a halt before the
.

.

.

but

if

war could be decided on

instead of two weeks,

no changes could be made

it

land.

He

goes

on

to say:

should take two months, then

in the organization of the army;

and the

army, instead of standing guard on the border, could at least try to
advance beyond it, if only because the house door is better defended
by standing in front of it instead of behind it.
I,

too,

think this

is

obvious; and

it is

unthinkable that a war on

land nowadays could be decided in two months. But

be admitted that

it

doesn't

much

front of the house door or behind
roof,

He

it

must

also

matter whether one stands in
it if

the

enemy

is

burning the

demolishing the walls, and poisoning the family inside.
says that

he does not understand why

"it

would be

against
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elementary principles of war to propose, a priori, to attack

all

everywhere

at the risk of

teachers taught

him

that,

singleness of purpose,

on land and

fensively

it

being defeated everywhere."

He

says his

although a war should be fought with
would not be an error to fight it of-

sea simultaneously

(aviation did not exist

at that time).

General Bastico's teachers taught him wrong

if

they said only,

on the offensive everywhere,"
without qualifying the statement. It was bad if they did, because
the offensive is not an end in itself. One does not go on the offensive in war just for the sake of going on the offensive. If that
is done, there is danger of falling into the De Grandmaison theory
would be no mistake

"It

to go

by General Bastico himself. One always goes on the

criticized

on the defensive to attain victory, naturally choosing
the one most suitable under the particular circumstances at the

offensive or

time.

War

sian
to

The French

offensive at the beginning of the Franco-Prus-

led France to the brink of ruin;

and

it

would be absurd

One should

go on the offensive to reach such a disagreeable end.

go on the offensive when one

when one

is

not,

preferable to choose the offensive

if

possible,

is

able to;

one

assumes the defensive.
Naturally,

because

it

it

is

pays better. But one must be stronger,

equal, in order to

win

victory through

all

and

sea.

Very

him

it is

advisable to take the offensive simultaneously

sea

if

one

is

likely, therefore,

stronger in both

things being

an offensive both on land

General Bastico's teachers taught

fields. I

on land and

have nothing to say to

that.

At the beginning of the World War, the Germans took the
offensive on land and the defensive at sea. If they had taken the
offensive everywhere, they would have made a great mistake.
It was not wrong to teach General Bastico that one should take
the offensive on land and sea when one feels confident of being
stronger than the enemy in both fields. Such teaching is not contrary to the elementary principles of war. But it would certainly
have been an error to teach him that the preparation for war
should be designed for offensive action everywhere, because that
implies the necessity of being stronger than the

something which

is

not always feasible.

enemy everywhere,
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Even when the Air Force did not exist we used to talk about
singleness of purpose, which implied the employment of land
and sea forces with the single aim of winning. If a nation was
likely to be beaten more easily on land than on the sea, singleness
of purpose required more strength for the land forces than for
the sea forces. It required that one mass one's strength on land,
even if it meant compelling the navy to assume the defensive.
And vice versa. England has always massed her strength on the
sea, and if she had done differently she would have made an egregious mistake. Unfortunately, that singleness of purpose in the
past was like the Arabian Phoenix. Everyone

no one knew where

to find

knew

it

it.

With the arrival of air power, the armed forces were
bound in a single whole, because the air force can operate
sky over land and over sea. For singleness of purpose, a

at last

in the

vague,

confused formula, singleness of action has been substituted.
three

armed

but

existed,

forces, especially

who have

with us

The

perfected the

necessary organization, must act with singleness of action toward

one end— to win. Trying
such an idea

is

to

win everywhere would be

ideal.

But

unattainable ninety-nine times out of a hundred,

because it means one has to be stronger everywhere. To try to
win on only one field is more feasible; and as long as it is enough to
win in the decisive field of action, it is enough to try to prepare for
victory in that field. All that can humanly be done is to try to have
the greater probability of victory on one's own side; and the only
way to do that is to mass one's strength in the decisive field of
action, no matter which one it happens to be. Therefore, to propose, a priori, to attack everywhere

is

contrary to the most

ele-

mentary principles of war.
This

is

true irrespective of whether or not the aerial field

the decisive one.* It
firms,

sky,
as

is

irrespective of the

"new doctrine which

is

af-

won only in the
we must be content with resisting,"

but does not prove, that the war can be

while on land and sea

who in
"But how many

General Bastico

by exclaiming:

says,

parting gives

me

followers of this

a

coup de grace

new

doctrine are

there?"

Few

indeed. But what does

it

matter? Does

my worthy

colleague
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He had

side of the majority?

better

a democratic idea at variance with reality.

is

Majorities have the strength of inertia. It takes a lot to

move

them; but when they do move, they move like an avalanche. Are
the followers of the
it.

They

new

will increase

doctrine few?

One need

not worry about

and multiply, and tomorrow they may be

an avalanche.
General Bastico summarizes his idea

we
new

are compelled to resign ourselves

...

of a

He

as follows:

and

the

face

unknown

experience.

adds in comment, "It

couldn't be simpler!

Is

is

terrible

but simple." In

fact,

it

there anything simpler than zero? In face of

new realities which press so swiftly in upon us, according to
him, we should let well enough alone and placidly wait for a
new experience to teach us belatedly what we should have done.

the

Because there

is

nothing

else that

which should not prove too

a fact

can teach

difficult for

us.

That

any mind

surely

is

to grasp.

Should we really resign ourselves to face the unknown of a
new experience? The thought is really terrible. Yes, it is true

we could draw many
pened

to

unknown? But

to the
see

and brains

it,

especially

if

we

to

what unknown? Have we not eyes to
reason? Have we not airplanes and deadly chemipossibili-

Cannot we find out experimentally in advance the

ties?

they can produce? Isn't

or in part— this
Shall

hap-

to

our disposal? Can we not practically evaluate their

cals at

we

conclusions from

be the victims of the new experience. Resign ourselves

it

possible to lay bare this

unknown more

familiar than

effects

unknown wholly

Punch and Judy?

we always bury our heads in the sand like ostriches? Shall

patiently wait for the storm to break before finding out our

umbrella

To

is

not strong enough to weather

resign oneself to facing an

it?

unknown new

experience

is

like

and admiring one's navel, as the ancient Buddhist priests
and this is an epoch when even Buddhist priests cannot waste

sitting

did;

time indulging in self-contemplation.
resigned, do-nothing attitude.

The

I

rebel against this passive,

aggressive spirit

must be innate

in the soul, the heart, the mind. It cannot be brought to life by
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We need it for the events which will

we should not stand by and

take shape in

wait in the idle hope of

being able to endure and survive them.

Although reluctantly compelled

to

admit that the Independent

Air Force may be decisive in an eventual future

conflict,

my

oppo-

nents conclude:
.

But inasmuch as it has not been proved that
us leave things as they are.

.

let

.

Now,

reasoning

this line of

the possibility, even
action

may be

enough

for

if

not the certainty, that the aerial

the decisive one

it is

will be decisive,

fundamentally wrong. As long

is

admitted,

is

massing our strength in the

easy to delay;

it

it

On

air.

as

field of

should be reason
land a decision

is

not hard to hold the enemy in check and gain

During the World War great armies were created while the
enemy was held at bay— the same armies which decided the issue
later on. On the sea small forces kept the most powerful fleets in
time.

No

the world in check.

one now believes that land warfare can

be rapidly decided by the forces in existence
hostilities.

That

is

why

at the

beginning of

nations prepare for the mobilization

all

of their industries so as to be ready to transform their national

armament during

resources into

When war
use.

is

declared, all

the war. Engineer Attal writes:

means

will be devoted exclusively to its

Every necessary expense will be met.

Surely; but that

is

tional resources into

not enough.

It takes

time to transform na-

would
Tranquillity and

arms and other war equipment; and

not be so easy to do under an aerial offensive.
a degree of safety are needed;

and therefore

be beaten by the enemy in the

air.

On

it is

it

necessary not to

land, time can be gained

by delaying the decision until one is ready to face it; but nothing
of the kind can be done in the air, where there is no place to stop

and make a

stand.

Very

likely the aerial forces will clash before

the declaration of war, for both sides will realize the great advantages of acting intensely

mobilization.

The

and

violently during the critical period of

aerial struggle will

pared and swiftest-acting

forces.

A

be decided by the best-pre-

stronger aerial force will never
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give the other side time to get reinforcements, nor can the weaker

compel the stronger to wait.
My opponents admit that it
have a decisive result.
decided in the

In the

air.

is

may

possible such an aerial action

That means the war may or may not be
mass strength in the

to

first case,

air

would be to conform to reality; in the second case it would not,
but it would not prejudice the issue. Not to mass strength in the
air would conform to reality in the second case, but in the first
case it would strongly influence the issue, especially if we take
into consideration the topographical peculiarities of our country.

The

"average" solution offered by General Bastico and others

would put

the nation in grave danger

they admit should become reality.
it

My

if

solution— let us even

the extreme solution— would bring with

aerial field

the

the possibility which

it

no danger even

call

if

the

should not prove to be the decisive one. Resignation to

unknown may be

labeled dangerous here and now, in view of

the admission of that possibility.

But there
of this

decision

if

enemy by
complish

more

is

study

I

still

the decision will be

command

on the

the surface.

The

first

part

its

armed

massing strength in the

air

it

which has
territory and its
side

air, will

effective

be exposed

counteraction-

national activities and prevent free-

forces

on the

surface. Consequently,

can be advantageous even

should not be decided in the

must ask again

But even

significant aerial offensive;

without any chance of

its

its

one dominated from the

which will upset

of action of

from any

surface

side, the

to aerial offensives

I

made on

of the air will be able to protect

forces

offensives

In the

of the air does not prove decisive,

be of great help in deciding the war.

but the other

dom

that.

of the air will lead to a

his aerial offensives. If the aerial offensives fail to ac-

this,

command
armed

command

the conqueror succeeds in breaking the morale of the

in the event that
will

than

to the question

affirmed that

if

the

war

air.

a question

I

put

first

in 1921:

"What would

be the use of a powerful Italian army deployed on the Alps and
a strong navy in

command

of our surrounding waters,

our eventual enemies should conquer the

and launch

command

if

one of

of the air

his aerial forces against our country, destroying our
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moral and material strength?" The answer is, they could do nothing. Nothing in 1921 and nothing today; and every passing day

weapons becoming more and more powerful.
Our army and navy could fight heroically, but meantime they
would be conscious of the nation behind them undergoing torsees aero-chemical

ment, and they would have no assurance of safety for their bases

and communication
but only

lines.

at the cost of

In the end they might even win victory;

enormously increased

sacrifices.

Would we

not be putting our nation, our army, and our navy in better

we

directed our efforts to holding the

The most

urgent danger should be met and

condition for the conflict

conquest of the
faced

first;

air?

if

the others can be attended to in due time.

Let us leave poetry to the poets.

be inured

to the horrors of war,

ance, even

human resistance. No

to

endure

The

population can and must

but there

enough
heroic people can endure

population can

aerial offensives forever.

A

to

an end; but when the

aerial

steel itself

hope that they may
war has been lost, there is no

the most frightful offensives as long as there

come

a limit to all resist-

is

is

conflict until a decision has been reached on
and that would take too long. A people who are
bombed today as they were bombed yesterday, who know they will
be bombed again tomorrow and see no end to their martyrdom,
are bound to call for peace at length. It may be two weeks, two
months, or six months, depending upon the intensity of the
offensive and the stoutness of the people's hearts; but it would be
small comfort to that people to know that their army had crossed

hope of ending the
the surface,

the border. To get any real relief it would have to know that the
army was marching on the double toward the enemy's capital.
Should we then wait for the results of a new experience to
provide against such an eventuality? Should we act like the fool
who locks the barn door after the horse is stolen? What would
be the use of experience then? Our experience in the last war
showed we had made a mistake in not recognizing in time the importance of the submarine. This precedent should make us think

seven times seven before minimizing the importance of the
aerial

weapons, but instead the same thing

and we, the few who point out the new

is

new

happening again;

reality, are

considered hot-

.
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and

heretics against the

who

old traditions— the same thing which happened to the few

make people understand the importance of the submarine
before the World War.
Why wait for a new experience when past experience has clearly
shown that past experience is no help at all, and that history is
tried to

a monotonous repetition of the same mistakes? Everyone talks

about dynamism nowadays.

who

really

is

It is

human,

dynamic does not wait; he

the worst kind of error. Instead

She will answer; for the morrow

and promptly.
and dangerous reality

who do not

for those

shape

we should
is

try to question her.

unknown— except

not wholly

or refuse to

see,

man

acts,

Passive resignation in face of a pressing
is

admit; but the

I

the causes which

see,

it.

Despite the grueling experience of the

World War, some old

conceptions which that experience proved false are

still

believed

in today. For instance, General Bastico writes:
If we must recognize that the aerial arm has changed war to the
point where the objective of the struggle is no longer the armed
forces, but the moral resistance of the enemy nation, et cetera . .

By

this

time,

statement he shows his belief that

at least,

forces.

the objective of

This conception

contrary,

it is

shared by

is

up

to the present

war has been the enemy's armed

not peculiar to General Bastico.

many

experts

on war,

I

On

the

might even say the

great majority of them.

Now,

this

conception

is

absolutely wrong. If the objective of

war were the enemy's armed

forces, the aerial force as

a means, could change nothing.
still

The enemy's armed

be the objective; the only change would be in

reaching

it.

But the

is

now, and always will be, to win— that

bow

to one's will.

Human

Ultima

will rises

back up

its

is,

to

It

enemy

as

long as

will to counteraction.

field.
its

would
the means of
at

has always been,

compel the enemy to

ratio, as the ancient

above the material

the impositions of the
to

forces.

as

forces

war has never

fact is that the objective of

any time been the enemy's armed

an arm,

Romans

called

it.

A country will resist

morale

But moral

is

strong enough

resistance breaks
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of

and in the end they

in face of intolerable conditions,

a country

to accept the lesser evil.

force such intolerable conditions

It

upon

is

force

therefore essential to

the enemy; this

is

the

and will be in the future.
In land warfare the armed forces are employed to defend one's
own territory materially and directly, and to try to beat the
objective of war, as

it

has been in the past

enemy's armed forces in order to invade his territory.

The victorious

armed forces on land— that is, the side which succeeds in taking
away the enemy's ability to resist— can invade the enemy's territory,
tate,

occupy
burn,

its vital

kill

centers, seize its riches,

and enslave

its citizens.

impose laws, devas-

In other words,

in imposing those intolerable conditions

which

it

succeeds

will break the

people's will and force them to accept whatever peace terms the
victor dictates.

The

objective

is

thus reached, not because the

enemy's armed forces have been broken up, but because of the
ensuing consequences.

The

Pyrrhic victories are proof of

But there have been certain differences in the

way

this.

this fact

applied in different circumstances. As long as wars were private

and other
potentates, and the people paid the cost and passively endured
them, the heads of governments raised their armies and played
their games of war. Often winning a battle was enough to reach
the objective and stop the war, because after the victor had defeated the enemy's forces, he was free to impose his will on the
enemy country, which was powerless to put up any further resistance. When the decisive battle was lost, the head of the government had no alternative but to make peace as best he could. In
the Napoleonic era we see battles lasting only a few hours which
decided the fates of empires. These wars of the past, superficially
interpreted, obscured the reality and brought about a confusion
between the aim and the means of attaining it. In other words,
the belief grew up from them that the objective of war was the
enemy's armed forces.
This belief persisted despite radical changes in the social structure. Thus, the nations came to think they were outside of war,
and the citizens took the role of paying spectators looking on at
the war. The matter went even further— they were legally ex-

affairs, so to

speak, between princes, kings, emperors,
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eluded from the war and declared to be "nonbelligerents," as

though war were none of their business. The phenomenon of war
was separate from their life as a nation. Special classes and organ-

and separate from all others, were
preparation and conduct. When war came, the

izations of citizens, distinct

entrusted with

its

governments, considering
entrusted

its

it

something outside of their province,

conduct to someone

awaited the outcome. After

and then sat back and
an affair between the

else

wasn't

all,

it

armed forces? Complete authority for the commander in chief
became the rule. Wasn't the objective of war the destruction of the
enemy's armed forces? What business had civilians to interfere
in such a task? In face of such an objective, what did the rest matter,

anyway?

And

so the fruits of error ripened. Yet the falsehoods of this

conception was apparent even in the Napoleonic era, ardent but
often superficial studies of which led reason astray. Napoleon himself,

victory, the rout of the

there

own expense

the god of battles, proved at his

is

something

enemy's armed

left

behind those

forces, is
forces.

that a field

not decisive when

To

his magnificent

army and the victories gained by his genius, Russia apposed her
climate and the vastness of her territory; to his valorous generals,
Spain apposed the resistance of her impassioned partisans; and
the Emperor could make neither Russia nor Spain bow to his
will. The means failed to reach the objective. Field victories which
broke up the enemy's armed forces in the same epoch won against
those countries which had only passive unarmed populations behind their armed forces. Napoleon himself lost in the end because
there was nothing left behind his armed forces.
These conceptions had not changed when the World War began; but the realities had changed, and so those conceptions failed.
Nowadays it is no longer the heads of governments who make war;
it is the nations, become living, thinking entities, who make
war.

The

will to fight

nowadays.

The armed

and win

between opposed national

vacuum
all their

of passivity

is

innate in the people themselves

forces are nothing

and

wills;

but intermediate means

and behind them

is

no longer the

resignation, but entire populations with

material and moral resources.

War

has changed even in
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formal aspect, for

its

has everywhere become a struggle against

it

Nowadays we

the resistance of a nation.
to the

one who can

we

it

say

feats his

we

The Air

of

resist

say,

"The

victory will go

another quarter of an hour"; and when

refer to nations.

We no longer say,

"The one who

de-

enemy's army will win." All citizens regard themselves

as

and they all help with the war, which is everybody's
business now. The governments themselves feel the enthusiasm of
the people and understand that they are as much concerned about

belligerents,

it as

anyone

else.

Military leaders also realized that

the high morale of the

it is

people which gives strength to their armed forces, and they recom-

mend

On

to their

governments to build

it

up

as

much

as possible.

land the clash between nations takes place in what are

still

called battle lines, but the battle does not develop in the classical

of Napoleon's time. What happens is a formidable waste of
men and armaments which directly affects the warring nations.

way

Spurred on by their will to
sources into these lines, a
selves.

resist,

these nations throw all their re-

little at

a time, slowly exhausting them-

Sometimes entire armies are routed and decimated, but the

them are ready to stop and reform them.
that in order to win one must exhaust the enemy's

nations behind
It is clear

own is gone. The strategy of the great
come down to a "nibbling" strategy. The num-

resistance before one's

General
ber of

Staffs

has

men remaining

able to bear arms

both

sides; the greatest consideration

tion;

and great importance

front.

How

far

is

anxiously figured on

given to industrial produc-

attached to the situation on the naval

we have come from Napoleon's

century ago! As a rule the

when

is

is

time, only a

classic field victory is decisive

only

the warring nations have reached the limit of their endur-

ance and despair of victory.

Then

success in the field

becomes

the flaming seal of victory.

This phenomenon

The imposing

is

still

clearly evident in naval wars.

naval forces contending against each other avoid

decisive actions

and save

their potential strength until the end.

Naval action on both

sides

impede the enemy's

traffic.

civilian means,

more

is

limited to attempts to obstruct and
It

is

means against
national resistance and

action by war

an action aimed directly

at
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forces.
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yet

it is

well

last

war.

The

known

that

Allied naval

forces claimed the distinction of indirectly deciding the

outcome

and there is no doubt that if they had failed to control
the submarine threat, the Allies would have lost. But actually the
credit for controlling the submarine threat belongs partly to the
naval forces and partly to the increased production of Allied
shipyards. If the shipyards had not first matched the tonnage sunk
by German submarines and then surpassed it by intensifying their
production, the war would have been lost in spite of the defensive
of the war;

actions of the naval forces.

The

sea warfare, then,

was on the one

hand a destruction of factors of national resistance by war means;
on the other, production by civilian means to buttress national
resistance.

How

we have

far

drifted from the conceptions of

held by Bastico, Bollati, and others of
based on the experience of the

last

my

war objectives

And

opponents!

all

war, not on a vision of the

future.

The

objective of

war has not been changed by the advent

War objectives will

of the

The aerial arm
making it easier
to act directly against the enemy's national resistance. Land and
sea forces can act against it indirectly; but the aerial force can do
it directly, and therefore more effectively. That is all there is to it!
aerial arm.

modify

will simply

No matter what
when he

always be the same.

form and

characteristics,

General Bollati thinks of

says that "in the future,

against the
centers."

its

unarmed populations

He

It is logical

is

right because

because

if

is

enemy's resistance directly where

by anyone waging war who

is

is

broken.

It is

Mr. Endres

is

right

be waged essentially

and great

industrial

logically destined that

it

be

so.

any possibility of attacking the
it is

found,

it

will

be seized upon

trying to reach the objective of bend-

ing the enemy's will and knows that
resistance

will

of the cities

it is

there

war

it,

it

cannot be done unless his

destined by the characteristics of the

though capable of reaching any given point in
the enemy's territory, nevertheless lacks the ability to take any
air arm, which,

kind of defensive attitude.
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If

the stronger aerial force

and the weaker hopes

is

of

The Air

in a position to force the battle,

to checkmate the stronger

defensive, the aerial action, before being turned

by adopting the

upon

the

enemy

nation, should be directed against his aerial forces. In other words,

one Air Force should beat the other first of all. Only after such
a victory can the winning aerial force attack the enemy's country.

more powerful of the two opposing aerial forces
could not force the battle on the weaker one if it was unwilling to
accept it, as has already been demonstrated and is generally admitted; and because the weaker one would have no interest in
committing suicide and all the interest in the world in conserving
its strength, it is very unlikely that an aerial battle would take
But

since the

place.

Owing

to

unavoidable necessity, and regardless of men's pref-

erences in the matter, the aerial conflict will therefore develop
in actions against the enemy's territory

force— actions during which
initiative;

it

on the part of the stronger

will enjoy complete

and on the part of the weaker

freedom of

force in similar actions

limited only by the necessity of avoiding a clash with the stronger

Of

would be characterized
by hideous atrocities, because the immediate aim of the two aerial
forces must be to inflict the most possible material and moral
damage on the enemy in the least possible time. To bend the
enemy's will, one must put him in intolerable circumstances; and
the best way to do that is to attack directly the defenseless population of his cities and great industrial centers. It is as sure as fate
that, as long as such a direct method of attack exists, it will be
force.

necessity these parallel actions

used.

And

really,

General Bollati should not fear that peace,

as

Mr.

would be signed "in the cemetery of the enemy."
Cemeteries would undoubtedly grow larger, but not as large as
they became before the peace was signed at Versailles.
Do we prefer to think that this fatality may be only an eventuality? Does the thought of so horrible a form of war shock our
sensibilities? Well, let it be so. But we cannot expect our eventual
enemy to feel as we do, nor that he should think differently from
Mr. Endres. But if this eventuality should become real and we
Endres

says,
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attacking the defenseless population of our cities
centers, could

and industrial

we

say to him, ''Stop!

You

aren't

to rule and we call it off"? What I
simply an eventuality, but certainly
may
be
prophesy as a fatality
it is the worst eventuality; and one we should make ready to face.
Will it become reality? If not, so much the better. Then we could
be the ones to impose our rules of the game on the enemy if we
wanted to. Would we prefer not to? In that case, we would lose
nothing. If we were in a position to resist on the surface, we

game according

playing the

would always have time to improve our preparations, and a strong
aerial force would be of great assistance.
I have summarized my thought in the words, "to resist on the
surface in order to mass our strength in the air."

were no doubts
land forces,
forces;

and

it

as to the

meaning

should limit

was necessary to specify

its

there

if

of "to resist" as applied to the
its

application to the sea

did so by saying that in our particular

I

But

case, the

navy

action to preventing anyone from sailing in the

Mediterranean without our consent. This conception of mine
about our navy's mission did not meet with acceptance. Nevertheless,
it

though

I

cannot qualify

simply by relying on

as a

common

naval expert,
sense, the

I feel I

more

can defend

so since

it is

a

conception on general lines only.
Since the end of the

World War,

experts have been

in declaring that the navy's essential purpose

is

unanimous

safeguarding sea

communication and hindering or cutting if possible those
of the enemy. It is clear that the attainment of such an objective
lines of

would not only be of great importance, but in some circumstances
of decisive importance. As far as Italy is concerned, our sea lines
of communication are of primary importance, largely owing to
our lack of raw materials. If we were prevented from importing
them, the consequences might be fatal. We all agree on that; and
undoubtedly the attainment of this objective would be ideal for all
the nations of the world, especially since the experience of the

World War. In
it

fact,

many

of the larger naval powers have reached

through well-known naval agreements naively masked under the

cloak of humanitarianism.

But

it is

not enough to have an ideal aim; one must also have
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means and circumstances necessary
ing

it.

One who

of

The Air

to nourish

some hope

not in such circumstances, and

is

who

of reachlacks the

must resign himself to give up his ideal aim
reach a more practical one, no matter how modest.

necessary means,

and

try to

When we

think of an eventual naval war,

we

think of a conflict

between us and one of the great powers in the Mediterranean, or
of a conflict between two coalitions of powers, some of whom, like

We can hardly visualize a war in which
would be the only Mediterranean power. Therefore, the
powers we must consider in such a contingency are the two largest
ones— that is, the one which is in the Mediterranean by nature,
and the one which is there by cunning. Let us consider the first
probability, a conflict localized between us and one of these two
great powers. In this case what practical and feasible aims could

us, are in this closed sea.

Italy

we

set for

To

our navy?

bar the enemy from the Mediterranean? Obviously,

protect our commercial
yes.

To

yes.

To

in the Mediterranean? Obviously,

traffic

protect our commercial

traffic

and hinder the enemy's

side the Mediterranean? Obviously, no.

We can undertake

out-

to carry

two aims in the Mediterranean, aided by our geographical position, even with limited forces; but outside the

out the

first

Mediterranean our position

is

We

very different.

have no suitable

naval bases in the oceans; and our forces, already handicapped

by lack of

bases,

could not be strong enough to be sent out

through the gates of the Mediterranean, even
in the enemy's possession.

Our ocean

traffic,

if

the gates were not

compelled

to

keep to

would be subject to enemy attacks; and we should
therefore have to do without it. I think we cannot cherish any
illusions on that score.
Evidently, "to bar the enemy from navigating in the Mediter-

definite routes,

ranean cannot be decisive against our eventual enemy." Being
barred from the Mediterranean would at the most only hinder

and disturb our probable enemy, as Captain Fioravanzo justly
says; but it would certainly not defeat him, because he could
easily reroute his traffic. But we would gain the advantage of
being able to navigate the Mediterranean in comparative

dom

ourselves;

and

this

would be

a positive result,

free-

though a lim-
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be a very important

result,

because there are other powers in the Mediterranean, and

it is

them would be hostile to us, especially
in case of a localized war; and they might help us replenish our
supplies. It might even be decisive for us if and when we could
be hoped that not

to

all

of

obtain indispensable supplies independently of the ocean routes.
If,

we attempted

instead,

at the

to protect

our

traffic

in the oceans

same time attack the enemy's, we would have

our naval forces in the Mediterranean.
selves facing the possibility of

being

Then we

and

to decrease

should find our-

beaten there, and con-

easily

sequently subjected to greater limitations on our freedom of

Now,

being barred from ocean

traffic would
hope of receiving supplies from another
Mediterranean power, being barred from Mediterranean traffic

navigation in

it.

if

leave us with the sole

would
selves

strip

even

this

hope from

us,

and we would find our-

completely isolated, which very likely would be decisive

against us.

In case of a conflict localized between us and one of the other
great Mediterranean powers, the
is

minimum program

I

advocate

a program which will give us the most chance of not being de-

prived of those supplies without which
considered this case in general— that
the two possibilities inherent in

which

is

we could not

is,

without dividing

a conflict with the great

it:

in the Mediterranean by nature,

one which

is

sider these

two

there by cunning.
possibilities,

But

if

us,

One

or partly

more
on our

or

of these powers

all

power

a conflict with the

realize the value of the

like us,

may be on our

Mediterranean
side or against

and partly against us. In any event, we
There would be one or more navies besides

side

should not stand alone.

our own. Since

into

probability— a conflict between

two coalitions of powers, some of them,
powers.

and

it

have

the reader will himself con-

he will better

minimum program I suggest.
Let us now consider the second

live. I

the other powers except the small Balkan states

have outlets outside the Mediterranean, by handling the Mediter-

ranean waters ourselves, we would make

it

possible for our allies

to use all their naval forces in the oceans. If

no power in the

enemy's coalition had any interest in navigating the Mediter-
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became a peaceful lake during the conflict,
there would be nothing to stop us from sending our submarines
and other small naval units out of the Mediterranean to operate
from friendly ocean ports. Mastering the Mediterranean if there
ranean and

are

this sea

enemy powers

number of
were no enemy powers

there or furnishing a considerable

naval units for ocean operations

if

there

in the Mediterranean, would be a good-sized contribution which

could make to her

Italy

This

my

is

in contrast

which

I

allies. 3

line of reasoning,

think that

if

we

and

I

think

it

And

very simple.

follow the fashion of standardization

so popular everywhere, especially in navies, and would

is

on the pattern used by the ocean powers,
we would be forgetting that we are shut up in the Mediterranean
Sea, and that our position there is a pecular one; and consequently
we would reach neither aim, the maximum nor the minimum.
When we feel poetic, we call the Mediterranean "Mare nostrum"; but if we want to be realistic, let us really make it so. As to
any aspirations toward making the oceans ours, let us forget them.
form our naval

That

is

forces

an unrealizable dream,

tions exist.

We can

make

at least as long as present condi-

this sea really ours if

we make

strong enough to keep anyone from sailing in

it

ourselves

without our

Even this might have been considered an unrealizable
dream before the submarine; but it is no longer a dream. Even

consent.

with our limited financial resources,

we can make

it

a reality by

taking advantage of our matchless location, of our islands and colonies, of the characteristics of the

new instruments

of naval warfare,

and the skill and boldness of our dauntless seamen.
There is another consideration to be taken into account.

A

small fleet does not require large complicated naval bases such as
the great

modern naval

units need;

and they can be hidden

when an

easily

come

from the enemy. In times

like these,

even from the sky— and

our great naval bases would be exposed

to it— it

gets

is

all

no mean advantage

to hide large

offensive can

and conspicuous

tar-

from the enemy.

s It would seem that Italy is doing precisely this in the present war, with part of
her submarine fleet operating from Germany or German-held bases against United
Nations shipping in the Atlantic and possibly elsewhere.—Tr.
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not

all.

A nation's naval
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forces, like all

armed forces,
As long as

influence international politics by their potentialities.

our navy

is

standardized on the pattern of other navies,

be considered only quantitatively.

A

it

will

navy organized according to

would instead be considered capable of mastering the
my
Mediterranean regardless of quantity, which is very different.
Captain Fioravanzo writes that being barred from the Mediterranean would be merely a hindrance to our eventual enemies.
That is true; nevertheless, the Mediterranean bounds three continents; and possession of it must have great value when we see how
it has been fought over through the centuries and how a great
power keeps the bulk of her naval forces at its gates most of the
idea

time, despite the fact that she

is

far away. Therefore, ability to

dominate the Mediterranean must have great weight in international politics. I have

cause

outside

it is

my

to the Mediterranean

no intention of discussing
field;

and

but

say,

tance in international affairs

I feel

"No

that

if

this

Italy

point be-

could point

trespassing here!" her impor-

would be

greatly enhanced.

In a book by a Frenchman advocating a closer entente between

France and
tries to

Italy, there is

show the

a concept similar to mine.

political value of

The author

such a close entente in Europe,

would have the possibility of dominating the Mediterranean through Italy and of acting on the ocean
through France. In that case, says the author, it would not be
enough for England to reroute her shipping to the Far East
around the Cape of Good Hope, because the new route would

saying that in case of war

it

be anything but secure. This consideration— always according to
the French author— would
Italian Entente, thus

make England

stick close to the Franco-

forming with Spain and Belgium the corner-

stone of the United States of Europe, the necessity for which begins to be felt in order to equilibrate the

Old World with

the

New.
After saying that barring other nations from the Mediterranean

would not

constitute a decisive objective,

affirms that the

Captain Fioravanzo

fundamental objective would be instead "to

safe-

an objective which would be reached "through
the mastery of the Mediterranean and its entrances"; and he adds

guard our

traffic,"
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The Air

of

on

that "the impossibility of any nation's carrying

would be
I

really

its

do not understand how mastery of the Mediterranean's

above

all else,

sure safeguard,

if I

our ships must

am

traffic,
first

their

as

it is

well

known

its

entrances could bring

a corollary the impossibility of nations' carrying

traffic,

when

A

do not understand either

I

mastery of the Mediterranean and

about

when

reach these entrances.

not mistaken, could only be mastery of the

ocean waters beyond the entrances.

how

there

logical corollary."

entrances could surely safeguard our
that,

traffic

those nations have outlets

on

on the ocean.

After this affirmation, Captain Fioravanzo seems to assume that

we have succeeded in driving all our enemies back into the ocean,
so that we can now pass through the Straits; and he writes:
The navy

exults; but because

it is

insoluble problem, safeguarding our

small— "all dust"
traffic in

4

— it now

has an

the oceans, or at least in

the zone near Gibraltar, and also hindering the enemy's traffic in the
ocean.
cannot occupy Gibraltar ... so we must operate in the ocean

We

from Mediterranean bases. Let us suppose we have succeeded in getting hold of one of the Balearic Islands, an objective easier to reach
than the conquest of an enemy's harbor on the continent. We have a
certain advantage from these islands, but our "dust" does not ride
the ocean storms too well, and it has an insufficient autonomy. To
solve the problem we would need big, speedy cruisers and large
submarines, assisted by ship-based airplanes. But we cannot improvise
them, so we have to be content with cruising back and forth in the
Mediterranean, emptied even of our merchant ships because our enemies stop them from going in and out.

By

these writings, he concludes, he

wanted

to

demonstrate the

following thesis:

The stronger Italian aviation is, and the more successful in forcing
other naval forces to withdraw to the outer fringes of the Mediterranean during an eventual conflict, the more powerful and better
suited to ocean-going our navy would have to be. Therefore, as far
as Italy is concerned, "to mass in the air" also requires "to mass on
the sea"; and if by this twofold massing we succeeded in safeguarding our supply lines through the seas, in giving our labor on the home
front the chance to work undisturbed, and in attacking the enemy's
centers of resistance, we should have created all the material and
*

A

term applied to the Italian Navy by a French statesman some years ago.—Tr.
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moral circumstances needed to enable our heroic fante
foot on enemy territory and make all his dreams come

Very

true,

if

we succeeded

in doing

it!

But

5

to plant his

true.

keep our eyes wide open to

reality.

The

dream, as

this is a

the author himself admits; and instead of dreaming

we should

task of compelling the

enemy's naval forces to withdraw to the outer fringes of the Mediterranean does not belong to the aerial forces;
navy,

and

if

she succeeds, the glory

this task, she

our

traffic

is

hers.

If,

after she succeeds in

fail

and hindering the enemy's

because she

is

of our peculiar conditions.

risk of

our

6

We

.that

it

would be

by ourselves

cannot change our

we could devote most of our budget to
ships, for in that case we would run the

peculiar conditions even

building fairly large

traffic there,

too small, but because

impossible for us to accomplish anything like

on account

belongs to the

faced with the insoluble problem of safeguarding

in the oceans

she will not

is

it

if

not being able to stop other nations from navigating in

seas.

Germany was

minimum

defeated because she was not satisfied with a

shipbuilding program, and because she did not con-

on submarines. Her powerful fleet, suited
and conveniently located
bases, was after all used for nothing but keeping the enemy fleet
on the alert; and in the end it failed miserably. If she had not set
her goal too high, if she had been satisfied with preventing the
other side from navigating instead of trying for the mastery of the
sea's surface, then she would have won by making more use of
centrate her resources

to ocean navigation, with long range

the small units

and

less

of the big ones. This

is

yesterday's

experience.
It is

not accurate to

navy and

say, as

Captain Fioravanzo does, that "the

aerial forces are so interdependent in Italy's particular

situation that both

must be very strong."

Italy's particular situation

does not create a relation of interdependence between the navy

and the aerial forces; it simply points out to both certain practical
immediate aims which sound almost alike. For the navy the aim
is mare nostrum, the domination of the Mediterranean; for the
5

e

Italian foot soldier, a term equivalent to the American doughboy.— Tr.
Mainly geographical, economic, and financial conditions.— Tr.

The
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aerial force it

Truly
an

if

is

of

The Air

aer nostrum, the domination of the sky above

we could build

aerial force able to

a navy able to dominate the oceans

dominate the

it.

and

our heroic fante could

skies,

we cannot realize this
double ideal because, though we do not lack men, we lack the
means—we are not Americans—and so we must be satisfied to keep
easily plant his foot almost anywhere. But

within the limits of our
that

we could not

fante.

to

We

possibilities.

But

all this

does not imply

greatly facilitate the hard task of our heroic

should try to make

it

possible to

tell

him

in the wars

come:
"Cling to every rock in the mountains which make up our

sacred borders

Keep your

and shout your thunderous, 'No

spirits

trespassing here.*

high because your brothers in the air will pre-

vent the brutal massacre of your people and safeguard them so

you food and armaments. They will also
devastate the enemy's territory while your brothers on the sea
sweep our enemies from the Mediterranean and protect the transthey can

work

to send

portation of your supplies. Stand

Even
their
heart.

fast,

our brother infantryman.

enemy outnumber you, stand fast and let them break
horns on the stones made inviolate by the stoutness of your
if

the

No

matter

how hard

their horns, they will be blunted,

and moral forces, attacked from
the sky, become as soft as wax. Then up and at them. Your advance will be easy and triumphant; and yours will be the joy
until their exhausted material

of unfurling our colors over the

But our heroic fante

him instead:
"Go ahead! Try

to

enemy

territory."

will not be overjoyed

if

we have

to tell

advance through the harsh mountainous

and soaking it with your generous blood. Go ahead, and forget that the enemy is raining fire
and poison on your home. Go ahead, and be patient if we cannot
send you arms and munitions, because the enemy is destroying our
factories, warehouses, and lines of communication from the air.
Go ahead, and be patient if hunger torments you. We have tried
in vain to dominate the oceans; but instead the enemy has shut

country, conquering

it

foot by foot

us out of even the Mediterranean.

hope.

Go

ahead and win!"

Go

ahead!

You

are our only

Recapitulation
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CONCLUSION
This long

discussion,

movable in

their

has

shown

if

own

nothing

though

it

has

left

the participants im-

convictions, as happens in all discussions,
else the great interest felt in the question,

''What will the war of the future be like?" This

is

the question

being asked everywhere nowadays. Everywhere there
that something

Now,

new

in agreement with all

a feeling

brewing.

is

believe— and

I

is

hope that here

I

my

at last I will find myself

worthy opponents— that

this

problem

is

of such vital interest to the whole nation as to need an organiza-

tion planned to facilitate

quote what

I

its

solution.

And

for this I can only

wrote in February 1928:

We

find ourselves in a favorable situation as far as such a war
organization is concerned inasmuch as we have already achieved the
fusion of our armed forces under a single command. But unfortunately, although everyone agrees on the advantages of such a fusion,

the thinkers

and

writers

on military

affairs

seem

to find

it

humanly

impossible to see beyond their own special interests.
The army student will deal essentially with the army; the navy
student will deal with the navy; the aeronautical student with the

and when they deal with war in general, each emphais of more interest to the armed force to which
he belongs. There are army experts, navy experts, and aerial experts;
but there are no war experts. And war is indivisible, and so is its
aerial forces;

sizes

the part which

purpose.
In my opinion this situation makes it difficult to come to any intelligent agreement on a sound doctrine of war. I therefore believe that it
will be necessary, especially during the transitional stage through
which we are passing, to create general war experts, for they are the
only ones who can bring into being the new doctrine of war, and
only from them can we seek the solution of the fundamental problem
of war preparations.
The new war doctrine should of course be based on the combined

employment of the armed forces. In wartime the man who directs this
combined employment shall consider all the armed forces as parts
whole directed toward a single aim. Consequently, we are
faced with the necessity of training men capable of handling this
of a single
triple

instrument— namely, to organize a High Command composed
who possess competence in the general conduct of war.

of officers

The army
artillery;

contains three principal arms:

infantry,

cavalry,

and

but as these three arms are employed together toward a
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single aim, the

need was

of

felt for officers

The Air

besides infantry, cavlary,

and

men capable of employing the whole three arms.
War College— an inaccurate title then, and more so

artillery officers,

Therefore the
now—was set up to broaden the specialized aptitude of the

officers

of the three arms.

In

my

opinion the same thing should be done

now

in regard to war-

which would employ the three armed forces as a unit
geared for a single aim. Certainly it would not be possible to institute
what I might call a General War College right now, because we lack
the teachers and the doctrine to be taught. First these have to be
created; and I think this might be done by an institution which might
be called the War Academy, in which officers of the armed forces
selected from the most intelligent, learned, and open-minded of
them, could study these formidable new problems together. In such an
academy ideas could be exchanged and approved or rejected; and
through this sifting of ideas, through hesitations, uncertainties, and
rejections, a final agreement could be born. And on this agreement
the new doctrine would be formulated— a doctrine which would easily
win recognition and acceptance because of its origin.
Moreover, such an institution would serve the purpose of bringing
selected officers of the different armed forces into close and cordial
contact, to make each group know and appreciate the true value of
the others and that in turn would bring about that warm, close harmony which should always exist between the component parts of a
fare in general,

whole.
In conclusion, such an institution would be the very vehicle needed
to encourage and organize the efforts of the many people working
on these new problems simply from personal inclination. Today this
work is unco-ordinated, lacking in means, without direction; and
therefore cannot bring satisfactory results. But from it men capable
of teaching the new doctrine of war in a real War College could arise
to train the officers for the General Staff as natural assistants to the
Chief of the General Staff in peacetime, and to the Supreme Commander of the Armed Forces in wartime.

Book Four

The

War

of

19-

"The War

of

ip—" was published

in

March ip^o

in

Ri vista

Aeronautica a jew days after the death of General Douhet. It
his last writing, to

is

which he prefaced the following remarks:

"I have to confess that the invitation extended to
editor of this review greatly pleased me,

and I accepted

me
it

by the
at once,

but perhaps thoughtlessly, as I realized as soon as I began to consider the task I

had undertaken.

"The subject was to be a description of a hypothetical conflict
among the great powers in the near future. A difficult subject in
any case, and more so when I considered that it was not a question
must submit to the
and the strait jacket of reason, since I was to
write a serious work for a reputable military review, and I had to
achieve the practical end of teaching something to the present by
means of imagined happenings in the future. If I had not given
the editor my formal acceptance, and, what was worse, if the review
had not published an announcement of the forthcoming work,
I should gladly have given up the task. But there was no way out,
and I had to go on.
"Here is the result of my labor, and I hope the reader will
judge it leniently and remember that all the ideas, theories,
actions, organization, and events attributed to the great powers
hypothetically at war with one another have no foundation in
reality. I have no inside information on these subjects; I have
of idle imaginings or flights of fancy. Rather, I
tight rein of logic

only used

my

imagination

to picture

two different conceptions of

war and two contrasting aeronautical organizations."

Introduction

In the great

war which

blazed up in the

summer

dable air forces took part in warfare for the
this

which gave the

it,

ports

is

,

conflict its special characteristics.

the development of that conflict,
in

first

19— formitime, and it was
of

and principally the

To

trace

aerial part

the purpose of this work, compiled from the Official Re-

on the War

High Commands

of 19—, published by the

of

the belligerent powers, and from other documents which will be

mentioned in due course.

But the historian cannot
every man's personality
so

it

may be

that

my

is

likely to

I

from the man, and

be reflected in his works; and

personality has led

firm resolve to be objective.
if this

dissociate himself

me

astray in spite of

my

pray the reader to make allowances

has happened.

In Part

I,

after briefly recounting the causes of the war, I shall

describe the moral, intellectual,

nations which took the
eral situation at the

operation on both

war— briefly

field.

I

of the

shall describe the gen-

beginning of the conflict and the plans of

sides,

as far as

and material preparations

In Part II

then go on to narrate the events of the

land and sea events are concerned, but in

greater detail as regards aerial events.
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PART

I

CHAPTER

The Causes

The Kellogg

of the Conflict

Pact: This incident

brief narrative shows, events

I

made war

inevitable.

had been rushing pell-mell

As our

to a dizzy

climax. Inside of a few days the horizon had been darkened by

menacing clouds

to such

an extent that

solution had to be abandoned.

suddenly that
took part in

all

it.

The

all

hope of a peaceful

tragedy reached a climax so

the world was astonished, even the powers

seemed

It

as

though they were sucked into

who
it

by

a relentless destiny.

The Council

of the

League

of Nations:

For these reasons the

other European powers declared themselves neutral, and they
scrupulously observed their neutrality throughout the war.

United

States

European

of America reaffirmed her complete

affairs

and contented

The

disinterest in

herself with sending

some ob-

servers to the scene.

In view of the fact that we have resolved to consider this war
exclusively

from the military angle in order to learn

lessons as possible

from the experience, what

interests us

as

many

most of

war broke out suddenly, with no appreciable period of
incubation. The publication of official documents has proved that
the governments of France, Belgium, and Germany had no intimation that the war they had striven to avoid was inevitable
all is

that

until the night of

June

15-16. Until that date, therefore, these

governments had refrained from taking any startling measures
in order not to appear as aggressors.
to secret partial mobilization.
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They had

limited themselves

CHAPTER

II

The Moral Preparation

Although the war began
tions involved

and humanitarian

pacifist

suddenly, the populations of the na-

were ready to face

it

manfully. In spite of the

theories bandied about during the

preceding decade, the people, in their profound

had not gone

The
in this

soft

common

sense,

under the influence of these Utopian dreams.

intense patriotism displayed by the peoples

war revealed

on both

many

who

fought

that moral preparation of a high order existed

sides, regardless of racial differences.

In

fact,

subsequent

events proved that the moral resistance of the populations reached

an almost identical high plane, and the same was true of

armed

forces.

We who

witnessed the epic struggle must

the heroic example furnished by the people
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who

their

bow

fought in

it.

to

CHAPTER

The

We

must remark

at

III

Intellectual Preparation

once of the intellectual preparation for the

war that the two sides held to two different doctrines of war based
on deeply divergent conceptions of war.

FRANCE AND BELGIUM
Because these two powers were victorious in the World War,
they were led to perfect the armaments and systems of war which

gave them the victory then, systems and armaments which expe-

had proved satisfactory. Consequently, the war doctrine
to, which was reflected in the organization, instruction,
and education of their armed forces, did not much differ from
the one which had taken shape during the World War.
rience

they held

This doctrine taught that the aim of war was the destruction

and therefore gave to the army the
position of greatest importance as the most suitable and reliable
instrument for accomplishing this aim. The offensive was justly
considered the right attitude for attaining success in both major
and minor actions; and therefore the offensive had been extolled
to the skies in the education and instruction of the various war
units, from the highest to the lowest. The difficulties of developing
offensive actions, as revealed by the World War, had not been
forgotten; but the intervening years had somewhat dimmed them.
The De Grandmaison theory of the offensive for its own sake was
dead and buried by that time. In its place the consensus of opinion
was that, before acting on the offensive, one must first put oneself
in a position to be able to do it. In consequence, the ways and
means of surmounting the difficulties inherent in an offensive
of the enemy's land forces;
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had been thoroughly studied; and it was generally
thought that they could be overcome by properly arming, organizing, and employing the various war units.
Authoritative military writers had condemned the static form
assumed by the war of 1914-18 as a deplorable retrogression in the
art of war, and the rules and instructions on the employment of
attitude

war units were calculated to avoid another stabilization of the
battle front, and instead to foster a war of movement, in which
maneuvering could easily be done, and bring far more satisfactory
results than could be gained by a constant pounding fire between
continuous and almost immovable

was considered

It

lines.

essential to successful offensive

war

to act

with speed and decision before the enemy could organize and

up their position on a defensive line. This entailed effective
armament and disposition of one's own troops so as to disrupt the
enemy's defense speedily. Surprise therefore had come to be considered one of the paramount factors of success; and as surprise
depends mainly on speed, the French and Belgians had created
great units capable of moving rapidly from place to place and protake

vided with plentiful offensive means.

To avoid slow and wasteful

advances and to disrupt the enemy's

defense quickly, they had greatly increased the

war

units,

fire

power of

their

which were armed largely with quick-firing automatic

arms, light and heavy machine guns, small cannon, trench mor-

and other modern weapons— all this without diminishing
the striking power indispensable for deciding the battle. Light

tars,

artillery to

accompany and support the infantry had been imall heavy guns had been mounted on
they could be quickly concentrated wherever they

proved and increased;
tractors

so

were needed. Great numbers of trench mortars were available to
destroy quickly the barbed-wire entanglements
fensive works.

Due

and accessory

de-

attention had been given to large highly

mobile motorized units ("rapid divisions") composed of infantry

and

artillery

on

trucks, motorcyclists, cavalry,

guns, and tanks, destined, as
the

I

motorized machine

have already indicated, to

enemy and prevent him from

forestall

solidly re-forming his lines.

Cavalry units, inestimably useful in a war of movement, had been
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integrated with machine-gun squads, motorized artillery, armored

and other weapons

cars, motorcyclists,

in order to increase their

striking power.

In other words,

all

the experience of the

World War had been

brought to bear to give their land armed forces the

maximum

power in order to destroy as quickly as possible the
enemy's land forces by a war of movement.
However, this war doctrine had not escaped its share of criticism. The Belgian Major Hunsted wrote:
offensive

It seems that the World War taught us nothing— or at least that we
have failed to learn anything from it. Except for details of secondary
importance, our conception of war today is identical with that prevailing before the World War; and that, in its turn, was identical with
the conception of the Napoleonic era.

The phenomenon

of stabilization of the battle fronts,

which came

about automatically, against the will of the combatants, was a significant fact with far-reaching consequences. But it was interpreted not in
relation to actual reality, but in relation to the ideology of the past.
Since this static form was different from what we students of war had
expected, it was defined as a retrogression in the art of war, as if
reality should follow art instead of art reality. Since the classical
maneuvers taught by the great strategists of the past did not work in
face of the new conditions, a new maneuver which did suit the facts
should have been created. Instead, the new conditions were accused
of impeding the maneuver.

Today the ideal is to compel the enemy to fight a war of movement
—that is, bring the Napoleonic form of war back again, as though it
were possible to change reality and go back to the past. As it has
always happened in the past, so today the side which feels itself to
be the weaker, or for any other reason is interested in delaying the
decision, will assume a defensive attitude. Today the defensive attitude leads to the stabilization of the battle front, a condition deriving

from the technical factors of the defensive attitude. This form of war
which allows time and respite may prove useful for the final purpose;
and for this reason it may be used as a maneuver and assume that form
of action.

There is no denying that to surprise the enemy will always prove
an advantage, just as it always has; but if one is to enjoy this advantage, the enemy must allow himself to be surprised, and one cannot
always rely on that. Therefore one must put oneself in condition to
beat the enemy even when he cannot be surprised or forestalled. To
beat him with dash and force, in the Napoleonic manner, one must
have available a very large quantity of arms, munitions, and other
means— enough to be able to launch an offensive in great style, keep
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it up for a long time, and knock the wind out of the enemy, felling
him again and again until he is completely exhausted. But no nation

ready and efficient,
and other means. Therefore, a
violent offensive launched at the beginning of a war would rapidly
wear itself out against any enemy not entirely inept and unfit for war.
Moreover, such an attempt might also prove to be very dangerous.

can be in a position to keep in

store, constantly

so great a supply of arms, munitions,

A

wily, cool-headed

enemy

could, as a matter of fact, take advantage

on the part of his adversary. He might
adopt a strong, elastic defense, such as letting the attacker exhaust his
strength and then counterattack, fall upon his tired forces on a field
not prepared for defense, and then begin a real war of movement
of an unconsidered offensive

himself. It

is

well to bear in mind that the decisive battles of the
often counteroffensive actions than offensive

World War were more
ones.

The primary object of an army today in wartime is to guard its own
dooryard in order to give its people enough time to prepare ways and
means of breaking down someone else's front door.
According to the basic conception of the Franco-Belgian war
doctrine, their naval
assist

and

air forces

were supposed principally

to

the action of their land forces in their essential task. France

had built her navy up

to the

the international convention

maximum

potentiality allowed by

on limitation

of armaments;

for the air forces, although she recognized that they

and

as

might weigh

heavily in case of war, she did not believe that they could turn

out to be predominant.
Since the most essential task of the war had been assigned to
their land forces, the principal function of the air force was

limited to helping those forces in the accomplishment of their

fundamental mission. The World
of auxiliary aviation;

and

War had shown

the importance

in the years that followed, thanks to

the astonishing progress in this branch of the service and to a
closer understanding

among

the various arms,

its

importance had

fully recognized in navy and army quarters. In fact, an army
and navy without auxiliary aviation had come to be inconceivable, and the tendency was constantly to strengthen the land and
sea forces with more and more auxiliary aviation.
The generally admitted possibility that in case of war the enemy
would launch aerial and perhaps aero-chemical offensives had
led to the constitution of a Department of Aerial Defense, to

been
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of

which large means had been granted

The Air

for neutralizing such offen-

sive actions against the large industrial

The

and population

centers.

creation of an Air Ministry in 1928, followed by the organ-

ization of

an Independent Air Force, had caused vigorous con-

and naval quarters had betrayed great

troversy. Military

hostility

to such an organization. Although they did not underestimate the

importance of aerial means, they claimed they could do no more
than to integrate and enlarge the radius of action of the land and
sea forces, the only forces capable of
it

to a decision.

They

waging

a

war and bringing

absolutely denied that the Independent

Air Force could revolutionize the form and characteristics of war,

nor did they admit the great

efficacy of

aero-chemical offensives,

claiming that defensive means could always be found to neutralize
it.

an

The

only thing they admitted was that in some special cases

aerial offensive could

and

sea actions. It

be of value in co-operation with land

was thought, then, that

it

was

useless to create

an Independent Air Force outside the jurisdiction of the army
and navy, because it could only function dependent upon one or
the other.
tical

The Air

Ministry was, therefore, created more for poli-

expediency than for technical, military, and aeronautical

and op-

reasons. Nevertheless, in spite of every kind of difficulty
position, the Air Minister succeeded in organizing

an

independent of the army and navy. Out of the funds

air force

at his dis-

posal, he had to take care of the auxiliary aviations for the army
and navy, the Independent Air Force, aerial defense, and civil

aviation.

This situation gave

and Navy

ministries

rise to

permanent

between the Army
The former clamored

rivalry

and the Air Ministry.

for large auxiliary aviations, while the latter tried to reduce
to strengthen the

them

Independent Air Force. In consequence the

proportion of aerial forces allotted to auxiliary aviation and the

Independent Air Force was being established more by compromise than anything

else.

In the opinion of Sir Lyod, the English expert, the war organization of France

had

a

primary

fault, lack of unity, as it

did not

stem from a single root. France had no institution competent to
consider war as a whole; she had only three separate and inde-
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pendent authorities charged with the task of preparing for and
waging war in three distinct fields. It was inevitable that each one,
alive to

its

own

responsibility, tried to

put

in the best pos-

itself

and considered the war from
view. Under these circumstances,

sible condition to fulfill its duties,

own

its

particular point of

harmonious preparation and unity of action could have resulted
only from real collaboration; but what collaboration there was,

was always vague, uncertain, inconstant, because

it

was essentially

a collaboration of individuals rather than institutions.
Sir

Lyod wrote:

War

undoubtedly requires the most united employment of

tional resources.

Now,

na-

all

strange to see that the necessity for this
by even those national forces especially destined
it

is

unity was not felt
war— namely, the armed forces. Only seldom and sporadically was
the complex problem of war faced in its entirety. Theoretically all
sides agreed that the strength of the whole depended upon the harmonious proportion of its parts; but in practice each part prepared
for

its own behalf. Undoubtedly the French system of three
independent ministries for the armed forces and three separate
Chiefs of the three General Staffs was the least suitable system for
bringing about that harmonious proportion which can be attained
only from an integrated consideration of the war problem.

and acted in

The French and

Belgian governments had been led by their

World War

experience in the

liance that in case of

under a single

their military

and naval

forces should

be

command. No stipulation was made about
and perhaps it would have been impossible to

allied

the aerial forces,

do

war

to stipulate in their treaty of al-

so in view of the Franco-Belgian conception of their employ-

ment. Very cordial relations free from any partisan

between the High Commands of the armed
powers, so

it

two

was possible to consider France and Belgium

as a

single

power functioning under

war

concerned; and so

is

spirit existed

forces of the

we

a single direction as far as the

shall consider

them

for simplicity's

sake.

GERMANY
The

restrictions

imposed upon her by the Treaty of

Versailles

and the development of her aeronautical and chemical industries
had led Germany to an entirely different conception of war. On
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hand the

The Air

of

no hope

restrictions gave her

of being able to

put herself in a position of equality with her probable eventual
enemies, in the near future at

least.

On

the other hand, the de-

velopment of her aeronautical and chemical industries gave
her confidence in her ability to compete successfully in the aerial
field.

The World War had shown

owing

that,

to rapid-fire arms,

especially the small-caliber ones, the success of the offensive could

be assured only by a great preponderance of forces over the defensive.

Now, such

necessary even

if

of the offensive

reason

would always be
arms were perfected on both sides and fire power
and defensive units equally increased. For this
a preponderance of forces

German opinion held

that in a future war, just as in the

World War, given equal armaments,
to checkmate much larger ones.
less

So,

small forces

anyone who

would be able
felt

weaker or

well prepared, or for any reason wanted to delay the decision,

in land warfare could impose a static
sitating a long, painful,

war on

and expensive waste

his

enemy, neces-

of superior forces

before being conquered.

Germany could not hope to put numerically superior land
forces into the field, much less attain enough numerical superiority to break a static

form of war. For

this

reason the concept

come Germany should not seek a defield where it would be hard to get. Instead, she
prevent the enemy from getting a decision on land

prevailed that in a war to
cision in the

should try to
until

it

should

could be decided in a different
resist

on land

until the

on the

In other words, she

war could be decided

After a short period of hesitation,
of fighting

field.

surface of the sea,

in the air.

Germany gave up

the idea

and instead concentrated on

submarine warfare, which, in view of World

War

experiences,

was considered more suitable for inflicting serious losses on the
enemy's traffic, while at the same time completely protecting her

own

coastlines. So, after building a

few

cruisers, she

changed her

naval policy to intensification of her submarine-building program.

Germany knew

in case of war, but the
to

would have to give up her own sea trade
World War had taught her she would have

that she

do so anyway even

if

she had at her disposal a large surface

The War
without her sea
Better to

war,
the

I shall

War

Staff.

—
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was how to live
end of the war.
clarify German thought on a conception of the future
quote part of a document contained in the Report of

Her problem

fleet.

of 19

for a future war, therefore,

traffic

until the

19—, recently published by the

of

It is a

memorandum

Reuss, Chief of the General

German General

sent to the Chancellor by General
Staff,

in January 1928.

not in the armed forces of the enemy but in the nation itself
and capacity to make war is found. Warfare must therefore be waged against the people, to break their will and destroy their
capacity to make war. The armed forces of the enemy do not possess
an absolute importance in and for themselves; their importance is only
relative, in the degree to which they prove capable of opposing our
warfare against their country or of acting against ours. Consequently,
from the point of view of the absolute, it is not necessary at all to
destroy the enemy's armed forces. If our submarine campaign in the
World War had been prosecuted with more vigor, we would have won
the war—without destroying the enemy's armed forces— because we
would have made the enemy materially incapable of carrying on the
war.
It is

that the will

The

aerial

arm makes

the enemy, striking at

armed
forces.

and up

it

feasible to strike directly at the heart of

all his

interior activities without land

and

sea

independently even of the same aerial
Such a means, therefore, affords the best chances of good re-

forces,

to a point

sults.

A

on land necessitates one side's succeeding, through the
armed forces engaged in the struggle, in depriving the
enemy's ground forces of all capacity to resist, so that they can no
longer protect their country and the way is opened for invasion of
their territory, occupation of the most important centers, and the
imposition of the victor's law. Thus, on land one must first strike at
and break down the maximum moral and material strength of the
enemy and shatter its armor, in order later to act against the nation
itself. The World War showed that a decision can be reached in this
way only by long, painful, and expensive toil.
A decision on the sea necessitates one side's succeeding, through the
action of its naval forces, in imposing on the other side an intolerable
condition of life, by cutting off most if not all of its sea-borne supplies. But except in special circumstances, it would take a long time
to bring about such a situation. In the World War we fought on for
years, although we had to give up our maritime traffic right at the
decision

action of the

beginning.

But for a decision in the air, it is only necessary to put the people
themselves in an intolerable condition of life through aerial offensives.
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Aerial action enjoys the advantage of unrestricted choice of objectives.
Land action can be exercised only against the enemy's land forces;

naval action, only against the enemy's maritime resources, warlike or
otherwise; but aerial action can be exercised against the objectives
which best suit one's purpose— that is, against the enemy's land armed
forces, his maritime resources, his aerial forces, or his country itself.
It can therefore be employed against the point of his least resistance,
which is undoubtedly the wide-open, defenseless territory of the nation
itself.

By
to

arm with poison

integrating the aerial

employ very

spots of the

gas, it

is

possible today

most vital and vulnerable
most important political, in-

effective actions against the

enemy— that

is,

against his

centers, in order to create among his
population a lowering of moral resistance so deep as to destroy the
determination of the people to continue the war.
dustrial, commercial,

To

war on the surface
enemy from gaining a decision
In other words, it is necessary to hold the enemy's land armed
and keep one's own national life going on in spite of deficiency
force the decision in the aerial field, the

must be neutralized
there.

forces

and other

to prevent the

in or lack of maritime

traffic.

along general
we should keep in mind:
All this

is

Owing

lines.

As

to

what particularly concerns

us,

our political and geographical situation, we cannot
our maritime traffic in case of war with any sea
power. In any event, the safety of one's maritime traffic cannot be
assured nowadays even by a preponderance of naval surface means.
We ourselves have given the best proof of that to our former enemies.
Consequently, even if we had a naval surface force stronger than our
enemy's, we should have to give up our maritime traffic just the
same if he knew how to use his submarine forces. Besides, even if our
surface naval forces did prevail and succeeded in stopping the enemy's
maritime traffic, it would be decisive against only one eventual enemy
power— England. All other powers have land borders through which
more or less adequate supplies could be imported; and the one power
against whom the result would be decisive happens to be the strongest
one on the seas, and to contend with her would be, if not impossible,
1.

hope

to

to safeguard

certainly very difficult.

Therefore, practically speaking, our surface
positive result, just as

it

happened

to

fleet

our great

could attain no

fleet

in the

World

War. In consequence, the best solution is to give up the fleet and
devote our resources to something else. By not having a fleet, we should
be spared seeing it beaten or having to tie up somewhere for shelter.
In this way we would annul the enemy's naval surface power, as it
would find nothing to fight against but empty space.
What interests us primarily is keeping the enemy's fleet from
attacking our coastline from the sea; secondarily to hamper the enemy's
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traffic. All this can be done by our submarine arm. As far as the sea
is concerned, then, our efforts should be in that direction.
The impossibility of safeguarding our maritime traffic compels us
to look for means suitable for waging war without such traffic. In this
regard we should consider that we could always establish trade with
neutrals, unless we again suffer the complete encirclement to which
we were subjected in the last war. Anyway, because it is our duty to
prepare for the worst, the Government should take timely steps to
meet this extreme contingency. The experience of the World War
shows that it can be solved; and the shorter the war, the easier to

solve.

f

2. On land we will find ourselves confronted by formidable armies
which, even according to the best hypothesis— that is, that they would
be compelled to take the defensive— will have such enormous power
of resistance that we would find it very expensive to break down. The
nations behind them would keep on replenishing their supplies from
neutrals because we would not be able to blockade them by sea, and
they would continue to throw all their resources on the battle lines,
thus lengthening the struggle in space and time. To decide the war in
our favor on land— that is, to succeed in destroying this enormous resistance—in the best hypothesis we would have to fight fiercely for a
long time and use up enormous quantities of money and resistance—
and, what is worse, always be handicapped by inability to get supplies
by sea. In the most favorable issue, we might achieve victory; but we
would find ourselves in an exhausted condition at the end, just as our
enemies of the last war were.
Moreover, it is well to keep in mind that we might not be able to
put preponderant forces in the field, and that very probably, for
obvious reasons, we might be confronted by superior forces of an
enemy. Experience has shown that a great superiority of forces and
means is required to break a static condition of war. So, although we
could easily stand on the defensive, it would be hard for us to take
the offensive with any probability of success.
On land the war will present much the same characteristics as the
World War, because no substantial changes have taken place in armament or organization of land forces. The side most interested in the
defensive will take advantage of the efficacy of a defensive system to
force the enemy to a static form of war.
This static form has been judged, especially abroad, as a retrogression in the art of war, but as a matter of fact it is simply a state of
affairs stemming from special technical conditions to which the art
of war must be adapted. There is a tendency, especially abroad, to

return through various

artifices to

ency

because no

is

destined to

fail

a

war

of

artifices

movement, but the tendcan alter the deep causes

form of war. The frontiers of the great powers
are not long enough to allow full deployment to the huge modern

which lead

to the static
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of

armies— this leads to the continuous front— and the efficacy of rapidfire arms has gone on increasing, thus enhancing the value of the
defensive. Against the will of those

have the same

will

static

against the will of those

form

who

as

fought

who
the
it.

will fight

it,

World War
It

the next

war

presented, also

can be said with certainty

that in a future war, a few will be able to resist the

many on

land.

Therefore it is not to our interest to try for victory on land.
3. In the air we find ourselves in better case than on land and
sea, because, quite independent of the development of our technical
knowledge and our industry, we are on an equality with our eventual
enemies. This is the field in which we should seek a decision, even
against the will of our enemy. To do this we will have to be able to
hold our enemy's land forces and live without maritime trade while
the aerial conflict develops. To be in a favorable position to win the
war, we must mass the bulk of our forces there.
By limiting the aims of our land and naval forces to those strictly
needed for the full development of the mission of the aerial forces,
we will automatically be able to increase the air force and decrease
the army and navy correspondingly. To reach the decision in the
shortest possible time, we must direct our warlike actions with the
utmost intensity and violence against the most vulnerable and vital
centers in the enemy's territory. The aim of our aerial forces will be
to break down as speedily as possible the enemy population's will to
fight.

The report relates that the concepts and ideas set forth in this
memorandum from the General Staff were accepted by the German Government only after heated discussion. The employment
arm had been banned by an international
convention, and the use of such atrocious means against unarmed
populations had been condemned by world opinion. To base its

of the aero-chemical

war organization

precisely

on the unrestricted use of the

aero-

chemical arm against unarmed populations, in accordance with

General Reuss's ideas, seemed to the Government antisocial and
politically inexpedient. Nevertheless,

in the end,

1.

owing

General Reuss triumphed

to the following considerations:

All the powers were busily equipping themselves with aero-

chemical arms, each solemnly promising not to use them unless
the

enemy did

so

first.

This clearly demonstrated that no power

trusted the others to respect the convention's prohibition of the

use of aero-chemical weapons. This general mistrust was only

The War
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justified in trusting his

enemy's renunciation of any arms which might prove useful. All
nations will prepare for aero-chemical warfare,
all of

them

these arms

remain unused while

were thrown into the struggle?
it

ride any convention;

to

in case of

wage aero-chemical war.

will be ready to

any reason believes

and

be to

all

the side which for

interest will not hesitate to over-

and naturally

forego any chance of victory.

Then

it

would not be willing

to

the other side will be com-

pelled to retaliate in kind, and the aero-chemical war with

horror would be on. In either

could

other national resources

It is fated that

its

How

war

all its

whether one expects to abide

case,

by the convention's prohibition or defy

one must be ready

it,

to

face aero-chemical warfare.
2.

way

One who

prepares to face an eventuality must do

calculated to

make him reasonably

sure of success.

it

in a

Hence

it

win the aero-chemical
to meet it successfully. To wait for the enemy to begin it and then rush to parry
it would be conceding a great advantage; it would be beginning
the war by putting oneself passively in an unfavorable position
from the very outset.
is

necessary to put oneself in condition to

war wherever and whenever

3.

In face of instinctive

convention loses
its

weight.

The

its

it

strikes if

one wants

self-interest, of

national survival, every

value, every humanitarian sentiment loses

only principle to be considered

is

the necessity of

killing to avoid being killed.

Since 1927 a sweeping military reform has taken place in Ger-

many through

the creation of the Ministry of National Defense

and the Supreme General

Staff,

various military ministries.

General

Staff

allocation

was

The

the three

armed

On him

depended the proper

forces of all resources assigned

he knew the complex problem of war,

his task to establish the

forces so as to give the

to the abolition of the

functions of the Chief of the

were very important.

among

to national defense. Since
it

which led

importance of the three armed

maximum

potentiality for

war

to

the

whole.

The

Chief of the General Staff did not exercise this important

function in complete independence, for he had to submit his
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State. A veto

of

plans for approval to the Chief of

brought the resignation of the Chief of

Staff,

automatically

because

it

was

in-

conceivable that he could prepare the armed forces according
to concepts at variance with his

of his ideas

made

own.

On

the other hand, approval

paramount, for the Ministry of

his authority

National Defense was essentially an administrative institution

charged with the organization of the armed forces according to
policies laid

down by

the Chief of

His importance was

Staff.

further enhanced by the fact that in case of war he

mander

in chief of all the

In the beginning the
ber of

officers selected

and open-minded men
Chief of

armed

became com-

forces of the nation.

German General

num-

Staff consisted of a

from the better educated, more intelligent
of the

armed

forces.

They were

Staff in the exercise of his duties in

in wartime. At the same time the

to assist the

peacetime as well as

War Academy

was created, in

which a certain number of General Staff officers were to study
the problem of integrated war under the personal direction of
the Chief of

Staff.

In 1930 the

first officers

came out

of the

War

Academy. The fundamental purpose of this organization was to
centralize in the hands of one man the preparation and employ-

ment

of all the

armed

forces in order to give

them

a single direc-

still more
component parts of the armed forces that the
paramount necessity in war is to win. This made each branch
of the armed forces understand that, whatever the task assigned

tive

in view of their single aim. This emphasized

strongly for all the

to

it

in wartime,

it

was just

would be indispensable

as valuable as

any other, for

to the attainment of victory.

This central organization enabled General Reuss
ideas into effect

to

put his

once they were approved by the Chief of

and to inculcate that mental
moral foundation of every war

The

all tasks

discipline

State,

which constitutes the

potentiality.

preparation of the land armed forces was inspired by the

concept that they were to be in condition to

resist firmly,

with

the smallest possible expenditure of resources, so that most of the
resources could be given to the forces entrusted directly with

reaching the decision.

known, and

it

The

ideas predominating abroad were well

was a foregone conclusion that the German

Army
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would have to face the shock of great offensives from the outset.
But it was believed that, no matter how great the offensives, they
would rapidly exhaust themselves against a tenacious defensive;
for at the outset of the war no power would have ready at hand
the immense quantity of means necessary for protracted offensive
action. In fact, no power was confident of being able to do so, and
all of them were preoccupied with plans for industrial mobilization to turn out the means needed for the war machine.
It

was therefore principally a question of surviving the

critical

initial

period— i.e. the action of the forces the enemy had ready

at the

beginning of the war. Once his

had been

initial strength

exhausted, there would be time to provide for other contingencies
if

the
It

war had not meantime been decided in another

was necessary to confine the enemy to a stabilized battle

front,

and

this

could be done

resistance directed not

fairly easily

would be enough

make

it

enemy
and

in a difficult position.

to reinforce

it

continually

stronger and stronger. It was also necessary to study in

detail

during peacetime the nature of

vance

its

tions,

elastic

to establish as fast as possible a continuous

line of rapid-fire small-caliber arms,

to

by a firm but

toward obstinately contesting each foot

of ground, but toward putting the
It

field.

this line, outlining in ad-

main points, such as the proper location
and other equipment, how to make use

muni-

of arms,

of the people

living nearest the borders, especially the youth of the sport clubs,

assigning everyone his place and task, and concentrating reserves

behind the danger spots

as rapidly as possible so they

could be

thrown into action when and where they were needed. In

this

way everything could probably be made ready before the enemy
could mobilize enough means and forces to make his offensive
really dangerous. All this task of preparation would after all be
simply a work of minute organization.
The employment of land forces was based on these criteria; but
the planned defensive attitude did not preclude or lessen the
offensive spirit in the

German Army. On

paramount
them that the defensive attitude was

the contrary,

in the education of the troops

for passing eventually to the offensive

to

and

officers

be adopted

it

was made

by teaching
as a

means

and schooling each

unit,
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of

no matter how small or unimportant, never

to lose

any chance

of taking the offensive.

The

naval forces limited their ambition to defending the coasts

enemy

against
traffic

offensives

from the sea and hampering

his

maritime

by developing the submarine and other insidious weapons.

Cruisers already built were kept in active service, but they were
to be laid

valuable

up

at the

outbreak of

men were needed

for

hostilities

primary

tasks

on the theory that
and should not be

wasted on secondary ones.
Since
field

and

it

had been decided

to concentrate the

to seek the decision in the aerial

maximum

effort there, the

Independ-

ent Air Force had been organized exclusively for the offensive,

not only in materials and arms, but also in the minds and hearts
of the

men. All secondary aims were subordinated

Independent Air Force the

maximum

and defense aviations were abolished.

to giving the

power, and so auxiliary

CHAPTER

IV

The Material Preparation— France and Belgium
[The preparation of land and

sea forces followed traditional lines.]

AERIAL FORCES-FRANCE
Army: The Franco-Belgian war

Auxiliary Aviation for the

con-

cept had assigned the army the most essential task of the war,
and therefore considerable aerial forces had been allocated to the
large ground units. These aerial auxiliaries were made up of the

following specialties:
1.

Strategic reconnaissance

2.

Tactical reconnaissance

3.

Artillery observation

4.

Attack— against

and

fighting,

liaison

marching, and encamped enemy

troops.
5.

Pursuit— to police the sky in the sphere of activity of the

various units.
6.

Bombing— to

execute

aerial

offensives

against

objectives

directly related to land actions.

The

inclusion of pursuit and

bombing groups had been

dis-

cussed at length by the Council for National Defense, as the Air

Ministry had been loath to concede aerial means to the auxiliary
aviation for arms which in his opinion belonged to the Independ-

War had

pre-

army could not always

rely

ent Air Force. But the opinion of the Minister of
vailed because he contended that the

upon

the Independent Air Force for the necessary close collabora-

tion unless

it

was made dependent upon the army command.

Irrespective of the specialty to

ron was made up of 6

which

first-line planes,

it

belonged, each Squad-

with

2 in reserve.

Two

squadrons constituted a Group; 3 groups a Regiment; and
3*3

2
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regiments a Brigade.

was
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of

organic strength of the various units

as follows:

FIRST-LINE

1.

1

1

1

1
1

group for

6

36

12

tactical reconnais-

regiment for attack

1

4
12

24
24

12
12

Total for group of armies

38

228

76

2

12

4

recon-

group for

tactical reconnais-

sance
1

12

brigade for pursuit
brigade for bombing

FOR EACH ARMY:
1
group for strategic
1

2

6

36
72
72

naissance

regiment for attack
regiment for pursuit
Total for army

2

12

4

6

12

6

36
36

12

16

96

32

2

12

4

FOR EACH ARMY CORPS:
1 group for tactical reconnaissance
1

group for

artillery observa-

tion
1

4.

IN RESERVE

regiment for strategic recon-

sance

3.

PLANES

FOR EACH GROUP OF ARMIES:
naissance

2.

SQUADRONS

2

12

4

group for pursuit

2

12

4

Total for army corps

6

36

12

1
1

6
6

2

1

6

2

18

6

FOR EACH INFANTRY

DIVISION:

The Command

of the

army

corps allots aerial

means

to its

divisions according to need.

5.

FOR EACH MOTORIZED OR CAVALRY division:
squadron for tactical recon1
naissance
1

1

squadron for pursuit ....
squadron for attack

2

Total for motorized or cavalry division

3

.
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mobilization would call for

3 groups of armies, consisting of 7 armies, 30 army corps, 10 motorized
divisions, and 12 cavalry divisions, the constitution of the following

had been foreseen:
FIRST-LINE

1.

(for the

IN RESERVE

18

108

14

84

36
28

32

192

64

6

28

120

groups of

armies)
7 groups

(for the armies)

Total

for strategic
naissance

...

recon-

FOR TACTICAL RECONNAISSANCE:
3

groups

(for

the groups of

armies)

12

....

H

30 groups (for the army corps)
10 squadrons (for the motor-

60

36
84
360

ized divisions)

10

60

20

12

72

24

102

612

204

60

360

120

36
42
60

216
252
360

72
84
120

10

60

20

12

72

24

160

960

320

7 groups

12

(for the armies)

squadrons

(for the cavalry

divisions)

Total for tactical reconnaissance

3.

PLANES

FOR STRATEGIC RECONNAISSANCE:
3 regiments

2.

SQUADRONS

FOR ARTILLERY OBSERVATION:
30 groups (for the army
corps)

for pursuit:
3 brigades

(for the

groups of

armies)
7 regiments (for the armies)
30 groups (for the army corps)
.

10 squadrons

(for the

motor-

ized divisions)

12 squadrons

(for the cavalry

divisions)

Total for pursuit
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5.

of

for attack:
3 regiments

(for the

groups of

armies)
7 regiments

(for the armies)

10 squadrons

.

.

squadrons

12

18

108

42

252

36
84

10

60

20

motor-

(for the

ized divisions)
(for the cavalry

divisions)

Total for attack

6.

The Air

12

72

24

82

492

164

36

216

72

AIRPLANES

IN RESERVE

for bombing:
3 brigades

(for the

groups of

armies)

Therefore the army auxiliary aviation included:

SQUADRONS
32
102

for strategic reconnaissance

192

for tactical reconnaissance

6l2

60
l6o

for artillery observation

360
960
492
2l6

for pursuit

82

for attack

36

for

bombing

472

for

a

total of

peacetime

had half

it

(944 in

164
72

944

aerial organization in time of war.

many squadrons

as

all)

.

(236),

In

each composed

In peacetime the auxiliary units were

under the Army Corps Commands in the
were located— in

320

2,832

This was the French
of 4 planes

04
204
120

discipline,

territories

command, and

where they

instruction of per-

sonnel. For technical aeronautical instruction and specialized materials

they depended

Specialties— one

reconnaissance,
Inspectorates,

upon

the Aeronautical Inspectorates of

for strategical reconnaissance,

and

so

on through the

one

for

tactical

of specialties. These
on the General Aero-

list

in turn, were dependent

nautical Inspectorate with the Air Ministry.

A
War,

General Direction of Aeronautics, part of the Ministry of
also functioned as a liaison

organ with the Air Ministry.

According to agreement between the two ministries, the General Direction of Aeronautics requisitioned

and received from

the General Aeronautical Inspectorate all specialized personnel

The War
and

materials,

trolled

1.

and distributed them

through the

When

A

of 19

3.

5.
6.

which

it

con-

Army Corps Commands.

Command

to be created:

of Aeronautics attached to the

High Command
2. Three Aeronautical Commands
4.
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to the units

war came the following were
General

—

Army

for the groups of armies

Commands for the armies
Thirty Aeronautical Commands for the army corps
Ten Aeronautical Commands for the motorized divisions
Twelve Aeronautical Commands for the cavalry divisions
Seven Aeronautical

In case of war the General Inspectorate of Aeronautics and

dependent Inspectorates of

Specialties,

Intendency dependent on the

its

through an Aeronautical

Army Command, would

continue

and maand of the creation of new units, according to an agreement between the War Minister and the Air Minister.
to take care of the replacement of specialized personnel
terials,

This system [remarks a Report from the French High Command]
seemed rather cumbersome and faulty, as it made auxiliary aviation
dependent on two different hierarchies, which was bound to raise
bureaucratic complications and lead to divided responsibility; and this
would certainly have serious consequences in war if not in peace. On
the other hand, if auxiliary aviations had been placed under the
Ministries of War and Navy respectively, the result would have been
a multiplication of similar organs, from which more complications
and inconveniences of a different sort would have ensued.
The lesser of the two evils had to be chosen— that is, the system of
centralizing the direction of personnel and aviation materials production under a single institution, the Air Ministry, and then have them
distributed to the organizations which employed them— the Ministry
of War, the Ministry of the Navy, the Independent Air Force, and
Aerial Defense.

Upon

mobilization each squadron was to

fill

up

its

quota and

form another squadron from reserve personnel and materials.
As organized, each squadron already in being had to be prepared
for instant action within twelve hours, and each of the reserves
for action within twenty-four hours.

Auxiliary Aviation for the Navy:
tion
1,

were entrusted the following

To

the Navy's auxiliary avia-

tasks:

For the aerial forces not ship-based;

8

3
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2.

Aerial defense of naval bases
Submarine scouting and convoy duty

3.

Long-range reconnaissance

4.

Participation in the Fleet's action

i.

For ship-based aerial forces

2.

(on catapults or on airplane

carriers):

Defense against aerial attacks on the naval forces while in navi1.
gation
Aerial reconnaissance while in navigation
2.
Tactical co-operation during action

3.

To

this

end were envisaged:

For the

1.

aerial defense of naval bases:

rons with 360

first-line

60 hydro-pursuit squad-

planes and 120 in reserve.

For submarine scouting and convoy duty: 20 short-range

2.

hydro-reconnaissance squadrons with 120

first-line planes*

and 40

in reserve.

For long-range reconnaissance: 20 long-range hydro-recon-

3.

and 40 in reserve.
action: 20 hydro-bombing

naissance squadrons with 120 first-line planes

For participation in the

4.

squadrons with 120

first-line

torpedo squadrons with 36

A

planes and 40 in reserve; 6 hydro-

first-line planes,

total for the aerial forces

with 756

first-line planes,

Fleet's

and

12 in reserve.

not ship-based of 126 squadrons

and 252 in

reserve.

Aerial forces ship-based:

For defense against aerial attacks directed against the naval

1.

forces while in navigation: 80 hydro-pursuit catapult planes.

For

2.

aerial reconnaissance while navigating: 80 hydro-recon-

naissance catapult planes.

For

3.

tactical co-operation

planes, 40

hydro-bombing planes, 20 hydro-torpedo planes,

on airplane

A

all

carriers.

total of

General

during the action: 80 hydro-pursuit

300 planes ship-based.

total of naval auxiliary aviation,

including reserves:

1,308 planes.

As
army

for dependency, the situation

was analogous to that of the

auxiliary aviation.

Independent Air Force: The Independent Air Force had been
entrusted with the following tasks:

The War
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To

over the
2.

3.

To
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attack, in order to gain or consolidate aerial superiority

enemy

aerial forces.

carry the offensive to the enemy's territory.

co-operate directly with the land

and

sea forces,

and

eventually to reinforce the auxiliary aviations organically assigned
to said forces.

The Independent

Air Force was exclusively and completely

under the Air Ministry, and in the event of war

its

commander,

appointed by the Council of Ministers, was invested with rank

and authority equal

The

to the

army and navy commanders.

nucleus of the Independent Air Force consisted of bomb-

ing and pursuit units; and to this nucleus had been added special
reconnaissance units in order to give

it

its

own

reconnaissance

service.

The war

organization of the Independent Air Force was as

follows:
5 qUADKONS

BRIGADES
5 pursuit

day-bombing
4 night-bombing
2

1

t lKST-LllNJi

rLAJNH S IN KESEK

60

360

120

24
48

144
288

48
96

6

36

12

138

828

276

strategic reconnaissance

regiment

Total

Due

consideration had been given to the
enemy might launch great aerial and aerochemical offensives, and therefore the aerial defense of the nation's territory had been diligently organized and richly endowed

Aerial Defense:

eventuality that the

by the General Direction of Aerial Defense working with the Air
Ministry.

Under

this direction

defense, anti-aerial

war, a General

and

had been placed

aerial protection

Command

the aerial

means, and in case of

of the Territorial Aerial Defense was

to be constituted to take charge of
It

all

it.

was known in France that other nations, Germany among

them, were constituting offensive aerial units of battleplanes
powerfully armed for air combat and able to carry great
loads;

but not

much importance was

bomb

attached to this novelty, as

it
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was thought that the experience of the World
it.

War

did not justify

was said that such planes, being slow and incapable of quick

It

maneuvering, could not keep in formation during the

and that they would always

battle,

find themselves isolated in front of

pursuit squadrons attacking them in formation, and therefore in
a condition of absolute inferiority. Moreover,
their possible superiority of

armament

it

was thought that

caliber

(in

and range)

could be easily offset by attacking pursuit planes which, owing to
superior speed and maneuverability, could always avoid their

fire,

and that such big planes would be ideal targets for antiaircraft
artillery. It was also thought that it would be sufficient to send
highly maneuverable single-seaters against them, the more so as,
taking comparative costs into account, it would always be more
effective to

oppose each large plane with several small ones, thus

distributing

among

the latter the task of attacking the various

vital parts of the former.

For aerial defense— that
one's

own

sky against

is,

the pursuit action taking place in

enemy planes coming

to attack territorial

centers— they had adopted the alert type of pursuit plane capable

and possessing a radius of action
of 50 to 60 minutes, time enough for it to rise to the attack, fight
the enemy, and return to its airfield.
of climbing at a very high speed

Defense Aviation: This included 50 groups of alert pursuit
planes, each group composed of two squadrons, each squadron
having 6 planes

As

(total,

100 squadrons, 600 planes).

for anti-aerial artillery,

the

gun was

a 75-millimeter,

its

high-explosive and shrapnel shells weighing about 7 kilograms
each. It was

mounted on

maximum range of
The Anti- Aerial

a mobile platform

and had a useful

5,000 meters.
Artillery comprised 10 anti-aerial regiments,

each including:
2

brigades of anti-aerial batteries

1

battalion of anti-aerial searchlights

1

company

of signalmen

In their turn, each brigade of anti-aerial batteries included:
3 anti-aerial batteries (divided into 4 sections of 2

and an

anti-aerial

machine gun

each)

75-mm. guns,

of 19
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machine guns

(8
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machine guns

to a

section)

Each battalion of

anti-aerial searchlights included:

4 companies of anti-aerial searchlights (divided into 6 sections of
1

searchlight,

1

sound

locater,

and

1

anti-aerial

machine gun each)

Each company of signalmen included:
2 sections of

signalmen

3 sections of telegraph operators

In

total,

each anti-aerial regiment was composed

of:

48 75-mm. guns
168 anti-aerial machine guns
96 searchlights
96 sound locators

The

general total was, then, 480 guns and 1,680 machine guns.

In time of peace, only the nucleus of the alert pursuit groups

and the

anti-aerial regiments existed,

namely:

Fifty alert pursuit squadrons of 4 planes each.

1.

zation each squadron was required to

fill

and

its

to create a twin

squadron and

Upon

mobili-

up its quota of 6 planes
Group Command. The

needed materials were ready, stored in the mobilization depots;

and the personnel kept in the

territorial reserve

were required to

reach their squadrons within six hours. All the personnel were

kept in perfect training by periodical recalls to the colors.
2.

Ten

brigades of anti-aerial batteries

teries of 2 sections each)

section,

and

(each including 3 bat-

with a searchlight company, a signalmen

a telegraph operators section.

These

10 brigades

when

mobilized were required, by completing and doubling themselves,
to constitute the 10

regiments called for by the war organization.

All the needed materiel was stored in depots, and the personnel

were kept in the

Upon

within 6 hours.
units,

territorial reserve

and always

efficiently trained.

mobilization they were required to reach their brigades

The

alert aerial units, as well as the anti-aerial

were located, even during peacetime, in the immediate

vicinity of the centers to be protected, so that at the beginning

done was to take units from
them where the enemy's attacks

of the hostilities the only thing to be
localities less

exposed and

would be concentrated.

shift
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The General Command of the Territorial Aerial
through these means at

its

10 anti-aerial regiments)

disposal

Defense

(50 alert pursuit groups

and

was required to take care of the aerial

defense of the territory outside the army and navy jurisdictions.

The

defense of the territories located in the army's and the navy's

zones of activity was considered a task belonging to these two

and they were required to take care of it through
respective auxiliary aviation and anti-aerial artillery.

institutions,

their

The
was

strength of the French aerial forces

when

fully mobilized

as follows:

PLANES
SQUADRONS FIRST-LINE R£SER

CATEGORY

Army

]

auxiliary

aviation

472

2,832

944

126

756

252

138
100

828
600

276

836

5,016

1472

3,776

Naval auxiliary
aviation

300

1,308

Independent Air
Force
Aerial defense

Total

1,104

600

300

6,788

Colonial aviation has not been taken into account, because

it

was required to remain in the Colonies in time of war.

AERIAL FORCES-BELGIUM
The

Belgian aerial forces were organized almost exactly like

those of France.

The army

auxiliary aviation included:
FIRST-LINE

SQUADRONS

PLANES

IN RESERVE

2

12

4

FOR THE ARMY HIGH COMMAND:
1
group for strategical reconnaissance
1

group for

tactical reconnais-

sance
1

1
1

regiment for attack
brigade for pursuit
brigade for bombing
Total

2

12

4

6

12

12

36
72
72

24
24

34

204

68

12
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2. For the army corps and the motorized and cavalry divisions, the
allotments of aerial forces were identical with those of the corresponding large French units.
As the mobilization, at the beginning, envisaged 5 army corps,
2 motorized divisions and 2 cavalry divisions, the organization of the

aerial forces

was established

as follows:

FIRST-LINE

1.

5 groups (for the
2

squadrons

army

corps)

2

the

squadrons

(for

the cavalry

divisions)

Total

FOR ARTILLERY OBSERVATION:
5 groups (for the army corps)
for pursuit:
1

4

brigade (for the

2

12

10

60

4
20

2

12

4

2

12

4

16

96

32

10

60

20

Army High
12

72

5 groups (for the army corps)
2 squadrons (for the motorized

10

60

24
20

2

12

4

2

12

4

26

156

52

6

36

12

2

12

4

2

squadrons

(for

the cavalry

divisions)

Total

for attack:
1

regiment

(for

the

Army

High Command)
2

squadrons

(for the

motorized

divisions)
2

squadrons

(for

the cavalry

divisions)

Total

6.

12

Command)

divisions)

5.

2

motor-

(for

ized divisions)

4.

IN RESERVE

FOR TACTICAL RECONNAISANCE:
group (for the Army High
1

Command)

3.

PLANES

FOR STRATEGIC RECONNAISSANCE:
1
group (for the Army High

Command)
2.

SQUADRONS

2

12

10

60

20

12

72

24

4_

for bombing:
1

brigade (for the

Command)

Army High
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Therefore the army auxiliary aviation was constituted by:
SQUADRONS
2

16

FIRST-LINE PLANES
for strategical reconnaissance

12

for tactical reconnaissance

96
60

IO

for artillery observation

26

for pursuit

IO

for attack

12

for

76

squadrons with a total of

The

156

bombing

60

52
20

72

24

and

456

aerial defense of the naval bases:

squadrons with 60
2.

4
32
20

152

naval auxiliary aviation included:

For the

1.

IN RESE1

first-line

10 hydro-pursuit

planes and 20 in reserve.

For submarine scouting and anti-submarine convoying duty:

10 hydro-reconnaissance squadrons with 60 first-line planes

and

20 in reserve.

For long-range reconnaissance:

3.

sance squadrons with 12

A

first-line

total of 22 squadrons,

strategic hydro-reconnais-

2

planes

with 132

and 4

in reserve.

first-line

planes and 44 in

reserve.

The Independent Air

Force: For aerial offensives against the

enemy's territory, use would be made of the forces at the disposal

Army High Command.

of the

Aerial Defense: This was constituted as a separate institution

and included: 6 pursuit groups
in

all)

1

anti-aerial

of 2 squadrons each

(72 planes

regiment (48 75-mm. guns and 168 machine

guns)

The

total strength of the

mobilization,

is

Belgian aerial forces, after the

first

given in the following table:

PLANES
CATEGORY

Army

auxiliary aviation

SQUADRONS FIRST-LINE RESERVE TOTAL
152

608

132

44

176

72

....

72

456

Naval auxiliary aviation

76
22

Aerial defense

12

110

660

Total

196

856

The War
The war
specialities,

of 19

as

given in the following table:

NUM-

RONS PLANES

1

Strategical reconnais-

2

sance
Tactical reconnais-

3

Artillery observation

4

Pursuit

BELGIUM

TOTALS

SQUAD-

SQUADSPECIALTIES

sance

SQUAD-

RONS PLANES

RONS

PLANI

2

12

40

24O

6l2

16

96
60

ll8

708
420

38

228

102

60
220

360

lO

1,320

Attack
5
6-7 Day- and night-

82

492

26
lO

156

70
246

1,476

60

92

552

bombing

108

72

120

Hydro-pursuit

60

648
360

12

8

lO

60

70

720
420

9

Hydro-strategical

20

120

2

12

22

132

20
20
6

120

lO

60

120

30
20

120

reconnaissance
10

Hydro-tactical

1 1

Hydro-bombing

reconnaissance

1
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organization of the Allied aerial forces, classified by

was

FRANCE
BER

—

2

13

14

Hydro-torpedo
Hydro-aboard-ship
Defense pursuit
Total

The

6

100

36
3OO
600

12

72

112

36
300
672

836

5>3 l6

HO

660

946

5*976

.

.

peacetime organization was as follows:

France:

SQUADRONS
236
63
69
50

PLANES

Army

auxiliary aviation

Naval auxiliary aviation
Independent Air Force
alerts

4.8

total

Belgium:
SQUADRONS

994
252
276
200
1,722

PLANES

38

Army

auxiliary aviation

152

11

Naval auxiliary aviation

44
24

6

55

180

alerts

total

220
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MOBILIZATION
By timely measures a successful mobilization of the aerial units
had been assured. Through them a personnel twice as large as
the war organization required was always ready and duly trained.

The
the

reserves of materiel

war organization were

needed

for the units envisaged

by

and stored in the mobi-

also available

lization depots.

As already mentioned, every squadron of 4 planes would be
number of its planes to 8, of which 6 were
first-line and 2 in reserve. Furthermore, it was required to double
required to increase the

by creating another squadron of the same

itself

Therefore,

size.

in the mobilization depots of each squadron 12 planes
cessories
It

and

all ac-

were stored.

had been estimated that each squadron would

lose one-third

month of war, and that consequently the
French aerial forces would need about 2,000 new planes every
month for replacement. There was grave doubt that industry
could turn out that many planes, especially in the first months of
the war, so it was decided to have 2 more planes in reserve for each

of

its

strength for each

squadron
ron,

as a second-line reserve.

and

16 planes

accessories

Thus, for each 4-plane squad-

were stored in the mobilization

That was considered sufficient to keep all squadrons up
to full war efficiency without replacements for at least the first
two months of war.
depots.

These large

stores of aviation materiel necessitated great ex-

pense for storage, upkeep, and custody. Besides,

as

time went by,

they became obsolete and had to be discarded without ever seeing
service. Nevertheless, it

since everything
tion.

These

had

was impossible to follow any other system,

to

be on hand

at the

large quantities of materiel

moment

had

of mobiliza-

to be continually

replaced with later models to keep aviation abreast of scientific

and

industrial progress;

and therefore

it

was decided

to

com-

This meant 3,000
some of the stored machines would

pletely renovate all materiel every five years.

new
be

planes every year, and

five

still

or even six years old.

This situation gave

rise to criticism

from military

critics

who

The War
claimed that

it

was wrong

to
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spend huge sums every year to buy

planes and motors, only to let them grow obsolete in military
depots.

They maintained

that better counsel was to have industry

always ready to turn out the most

modern and improved planes

with mass-production methods and limiting the strength of the
aerial forces to peacetime requirements or only slightly higher.

But this criticism was based on the doubtful assumption that the
war would give France time enough even for mass-production
methods to function. Other critics lamented the multiplicity of
plane types adopted by French aviation, a situation caused by so

many

specialized services

and the number

of competitive firms

in the airplane industry.

Shortly after the beginning of the war, the magazine Les Ailes

which created a furor in the aeronautical world,
although the author, who signed himself Commander X, remained
carried an article

anonymous.
It

seems that in France [wrote

Commander X]

military aviation

built for everything but war. Technical experts see

dynamic phenomenon.

New

it

is

only as an aero-

models of planes with new and improved
thought out and designed, just

characteristics are continually being

and industry constantly progress. A new model
accepted by the military aviation in order, it is supposed, to be used
for some purpose or other. But for what purpose? Well, that is not
yet known; first the machine must be studied and experimented with.
So another set of technicians will gather round the plane to see what
can be done with it. Then, by shifting something here and something
there, cameras, machine guns, bomb racks and other accessories are
attached to it, and at last the new model becomes a military plane.

as aeronautical science
is

Then there are the specialized tacticians, who see things from one
point of view only. They are always for specialization. There are many
ways to make use of a plane in war, from bombing to transportation
of goods. The man who has more imagination will invent new uses for
it, and naturally each time he will want the proper machine for that
And, of course, who can dispute that bombing racks, for instance,
are superfluous for transportation of goods?
Then there are the firms which build airplanes, motors, and accesuse.

According to them, they have a right to do business and make
a living, so it is the government's duty to do business with them. Well,
in that case it is the Government's duty to order from them what it
wants, regardless of what they want to produce.

sories.

Thus, owing

to technical progress in aeronautics

and the most varied

forms of specialization, and thanks to competition

among

the plane
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most evident characteristic of our military aviation is its
Barring errors, it presents fourteen specialties, namely: stratereconnaissance, tactical reconnaissance, day bombing, night

builders, the
variety.

gical

bombing,

artillery observation,

pursuit,

attack,

alert

pursuit,

long-

range hydro-reconnaissance, short-range hydro-reconnaissance, hydropursuit, hydro-bombing, hydro-torpedo, and hydro-catapult. Theoretically, then, we have fourteen types of materiel for our squadrons.
Theoretically, yes; but in actuality the variety of our plane types is
fantastic. In our mobilization depots we have materiel up to six years
old; so for each type we have several varieties, according to age. For
instance, we have three different models for the tactical reconnaissance
plane: the 1927, the 1929, and the 1930 models. But the 1927 model
was built by firms A and B, the 1929 by C and D, and the 1930 by
E and F; so for this type we have no less than six varieties. And this
without taking into account the different varieties of engine.
Other specialties offer still more variety. Let us consider the pursuit
specialty. As is well known, this must always be up to date, and so
its rate of aging is very fast. In fact, new models come out one right
after the other, and today we have nine varieties, exclusive of the
alert pursuit specialty, which has another six varieties of its own.
If I am not mistaken, the fourteen specialties into which our aviation is divided have all told more than sixty varieties of materiel. Since
our peacetime organization has about 400 squadrons, we can say that,
on the average, only six or seven squadrons for each variety can be
considered homogeneous.
But what will happen to us tomorrow, in case of war, with our
varied sample-case of arms?

Undoubtedly the French aeronautical industry, with its welltooled factories, capable technicians, and skilled workmen, could
furnish

first-class

planes and motors, while scientific institutes

with a glorious tradition contributed largely to the technical

improvement of aerial means. But perhaps these excellent efforts
were not always well directed. The authorities responsible for
the organization of the aerial forces were deeply preoccupied with

the great variety of types lamented by
resulted in differing

war values

Commander X. This

for the various squadrons,

ing on the type of their armament.
1932 type was certainly

more

efficient

A

variety

depend-

pursuit squadron of the

than one of the 1928 type.

But the 1928 squadron could not be discarded simply because a
better type of armament had come into use. It had to be kept
until

it

could be replaced with a better type.

fore, that the

It

was decided, there-

most modern materiel should go

to the

Independ-
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ent Air Force, and that which became obsolete should be handed

down

As a consequence, at the openthe pursuit materiel was distributed as shown

to the auxiliary aerial forces.

ing of hostilities,

in the following table:

ARMAMENTS
UNITS

Independent Air Force
Groups of armies
Armies

Army

corps

Motorized divisions
Cavalry divisions
Total

SQUADRON s 1932 !93i 1930
60

42

J

929 1920 192'

18

22

26

42
60

16

24

10

36

4

220

6
12

12

42

40

40

40

40

18

If this system of allocation answered to a logical criterion of employment [remarks the report of the French High Command], on the
other it nevertheless gave way to two types of deficiency, one moral
and one material.
1.
To follow the order of preference in allocating the most modern
materiel, it had to keep moving down from the major to the minor
units. When the armaments of an Independent Air Force squadron
were replaced, the old ones were shifted to a group-of-armies squadron,
and so on until this replacement reached the cavalry divisions. Only
then was the old materiel definitely eliminated. For obvious reasons
of instruction and morale, the personnel were not shifted. This shifting
of materiel was a complicated and costly affair, but it was inevitable
if the order of preference was to be kept. Otherwise we might find
ourselves with an Independent Air Force armed with obsolete materiel
when war broke out.
This order of preference was undoubtedly harmful to the morale
2.

A cavalry division squadron, for example, could
not help feeling slighted in having to use old materiel when other
squadrons up the line had better and more modern equipment.
This situation was made worse by the fact that most of the new
materiel was stowed away in the mobilization depots. Thus, out of
20 new planes delivered by the factories, only 4 were given to a
squadron, while 12 were stowed away in that squadron's mobilization
depot (4 to complete the squadron eventually, 8 to create a new squadron), and the remaining 4 were sent to the second-line depot. But if
all the new materiel was given out to the squadrons in being during
peacetime, it would be impossible to mobilize homogeneous squadrons
of the flying personnel.

in case of war.
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AERONAUTICAL CENTERS, AND
GROUPING CENTERS

AIRFIELDS,

Numerous
and Belgian

The Air
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had been established throughout French

airfields

territory for quartering aerial forces

during peace-

time and for storing materiel needed to bring them up to

full

wartime quota. They were divided into two kinds:

and

second

included

line. First line

all

first

line

the airfields destined to be

used as bases for active aerial units in war; second line were those

planned

as

centers for

replacement centers, instruction

new

aerial units,

and other minor

fields,

tasks.

All the Belgian fields had been classified as

French

first-line

organization

first

line.

The

ones were located along a zone 100 to 150 kilo-

meters deep, paralleling the land and sea borders, thus being
in a position to

meet any

possibility of war.

been subdivided into smaller zones, one next

These zones had
to the other,

and

within them the Aeronautical Centers functioned.
Aeronautical Centers facing a given border had been

All

grouped into
various

distinct

eventualities

Grouping Centers designed to meet the
of war. The Eastern Grouping Center,

where the prospective war was against Germany, included the
Aeronautical Centers of Amiens, St. Quentin, Soissons, Rheims,
Chalons,

St. Dizier,

The Grouping
airfields

upon

Chaumont, and Dijon.
Centers,

were regarded

as

the

Aeronautical Centers, and the

supply centers and were dependent

the Air Ministry.

In Belgium there was only one Grouping Center, integral

with the French Eastern Center.

It

included the Aeronautical

Centers of Ghent, Brussels, and Namur.
All

the

airfields

in

Eastern, were built to

each

Grouping Center,

accommodate

all

especially

the

the aerial forces contem-

plated by the war organization for the Independent Air Force

army auxiliary aviation. In fact:
In the permanent airfields of Chalons, St. Dizier, Chaumont,

as well as for the
1.

and Dijon, 69 squadrons of the Independent Air Force were
located in peacetime. In the corresponding depots was stored all
the materiel needed to complete these 69 squadrons and create

The War
their 69 twin squadrons.
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Air Force thus could

mobilize along the same line of deployment they would use
war.

in

The

personnel

called

back from

the

reserves

were

call to

mobi-

expected to arrive there within six hours after the
lization.

In the permanent airfields of the Eastern Grouping Cen-

2.

ter

about a third of the squadrons of the army auxiliary aviation

were located even during peacetime.
squadrons belonging to the Eastern

To be exact,
Army Corps,

these were the

motorized and

and in their depots all the materiel needed to
complete and double them was stored.
3. During peacetime the other two- thirds of the army auxiliary
aviation were located on permanent second-line airfields, always
cavalry divisions,

At mobilization time these units were
and
double themselves, then fly to their
complete

facing the eastern frontier.

expected to

stations at the Front.

Besides the permanent airfields in the territory of the Eastern

4.

Grouping Center, there were other fields called war fields, so
and so numerous they could accommodate the whole of the
Independent Air Force and the army auxiliary aviation.
5. Besides the 69 squadrons of the Independent Air Force and
80 of the auxiliary aviation, and mobilization depots, the permanent airfields of the Eastern Grouping Center contained adminlarge

istration buildings,

made

offices,

warehouses, shops, and so on; and

and vulnerable targets. For
obvious reasons of prudence, these airfields were to be vacated as
soon as mobilization was completed, and the aerial forces were to
therefore they

easily identified

be transferred to the operating bases.

An

operating base was simply a landing

field,

usually left

and on its outskirts supply depots had been built
for gasoline and oil— all of them scattered and well camouflaged.
The Chief of the Army High Command had selected the locations
of the auxiliary aviation's operating bases, and they were coordinated with the line of deployment of the army. The Commander of the Independent Air Force selected the operating bases
for his organization. All of them were well served by telegraph,
telephone, and radio. When we consider that these airfields had to
grass-covered;
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more than 610 squadrons, we can see the enormous
went into their establishment and organization.

take care of

labor that

SUPPLY SERVICE-GASOLINE AND OIL
had been decided that the depots of the operating bases
should have a permanent supply of motor fuel, enough for at
It

30 hours'

least

Since there were approximately 5,000 planes

flying.

averaging 500 horsepower, the total was

2I/2

million horsepower.

In the Eastern Grouping Center the airfield depots kept permanently stored from 15,000 to 20,000 tons of gasoline and from
1,000 to 1,500 tons of lubricating

oil.

This figured out to an aver-

The problem
had been solved by making the gasoline and lubricant companies
build and service a complete service station at each operating base,
age of 25 to 30 tons of gasoline for each squadron.

each service station to be large enough to handle between 25 and
30 cons of gasoline. In addition, measures had been taken to assure

war a continuous

in

oil for three

hours of

tons of

For

oil).

a supply even

in wartime

enough gasoline and
flying time (2,000 tons of gasoline and 100
service the Eastern Grouping Center had

daily supply service for

this

during peacetime of 200 four-ton trucks, which

would be increased

to 600 trucks requisitioned

from

private concerns, besides the tank trucks belonging to the gasoline

and oil companies. With these trucks the Aeronautical Centers
would draw off what they needed from the advanced depots to
replenish the storage tanks of the airfields.

The advanced

depots for gasoline and oil for aviation were

located in the neighborhood of Noilles, Senlis, Villers-Cotterets,

La

Ferte, Vadonis,

total

capacity was

and Melun. There were

six of

120,000 tons of gasoline

them, and their

and 6,000

of

oil,

enough to last for 200 hours for all the planes of the Independent
Air Force and auxiliary aviation. These advanced depots had been
completed in 1930. They were strong, partly underground structures, bomb-proofed and hard to locate from the air, since the
fuel

was carried by pipe to an outlet two or three kilometers away.

Although their existence and location were supposed to be a
military secret, some information about them had leaked out.
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from the great central de-

zone between Laval, Chartres, Orleans,

Bourges, Limoges, Angouleme, and Angers, where the products
of the great refineries located near the ports arrived.

To

fill

the needs of aviation kept

up

to full

war

efficiency

including the needs of training schools, repair shops, automobiles,

and

was estimated that 5,000 tons of gasoline and 250
every day the war lasted could be made available—figur-

trucks, it

tons of oil

ing an average of three hours of flying time a day. In three months

war 450,000 tons of gasoline and 23,000 tons of oil would be
required, which meant the importation of 2,250,000 tons of
of

crude

oil.

FLYING MATERIEL-ARMS AND MUNITIONS
The replacement

of materiel presented difficulties because of

armaments in the various squadrons. The job devolved upon the Aeronautical Centers, which drew the materiel
from the advance warehouses and distributed it to the operating
the variety of

bases.

In these warehouses were stored repair and replacement

parts for each type of
tral

armament. They were replenished from cen-

warehouses, and the latter from the factories. For each type of

armament

a certain proportion of parts was kept constant in peace-

time; but the plan was that as soon as

war began the production of

and the factories to put all their
productive capacity into improved and modern materiel. To qualify as manufacturers of aviation materiel, the factories had to
all

obsolete materiel had to stop,

prove their ability to increase production fourfold within eight
days from notification.

THE ORGANIZATION OF SURFACE AERIAL
DEFENSE
The

principal idea

had been

to prevent

if

possible the scatter-

ing of aerial defense on pre-determined centers, but instead to create
defensive aerial lines for the general protection of the national territory. Paris

would naturally be the

chief target of aerial offensives,
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war was with Germany, for it lay only two hours'
flying time from the frontier. Consequently, two great lines of
aerial defense had been drawn to shield the capital and protect
the territory in between them.
especially

if

the

As we have already

had ready 50 alert pursuit
groups (100 squadrons, 600 airplanes), and Belgium had 6 groups
(12 squadrons, 72 airplanes). These groups were distributed

among

seen, France

the Aeronautical Presidios as follows:

AERONAUTICAL PRESIDIO
Brussels

Lieges

BELGIAN DEFENSE PURSUIT GROUPS
1st & 2d
3d & 4th

Namur
AERONAUTICAL PRESIDIO

FRENCH DEFENSE PURSUIT GROUPS

Mezieres
Stenay

Nancy

These eight Aeronautical Presidios
direct

command

& 2d
Sc

5th

Spinal

first

1st

3d

4th
6th
7th & 8th
9th & 10th

Metz

constituted the

& 6th

5th

Sc

(32 squadrons, 192 airplanes)

line of aerial defense

and were under the

of the unit stationed at Stenay.

AERONAUTICAL PRESIDIO
Amiens
St. Quentin

Laon
Rheims
Chalons
Troyes
Auxerres
Nevers

FRENCH DEFENSE PURSUIT GROUPS

& 13th
& 16th
17th, 18th, & 19th
20th, 21st, & 22d
23d, 24th, & 25th
11th, 12th,

14th, 15th,

& 28th

26th, 27th,
29th, 30th,

32nd, 33d,

Sc

31st

& 34th

These eight Aeronautical Presidios (24 groups, 48 squadrons,
288 airplanes) constituted the second line of aerial defense and
were under the direct

command

AERONAUTICAL PRESIDIO

of the unit stationed at Chalons.

FRENCH DEFENSE PURSUIT GROUPS

Houdoin

35th, 36th, 37th,

Rambouillet
£tampes
Malesherbes

39th, 40th,

42d, 43d,

Nemours

47th, 48th

Villeneuve

49th, 50th

45th, 46th

&

& 38th

41st

& 44th
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Aeronautical Presidios (16 groups, 32 squadrons, 192

and were

airplanes) constituted the direct aerial defense of Paris

under direct command of the Paris

two

of the

lines of aerial defense

depended from the General

aerial defense.

and

The Commands

of the Paris aerial defense

Command

of Aerial Defense.

In the territory where aerial offensives of some significance

might take

Independent Air Force and the army auxil-

place, the

iary aviation could be

on the operating

found in wartime in addition to the Aero-

These 220 squadrons were

nautical Presidios.

nautical Centers of

Rouen, Amiens,

St.

Quentin, Soissons, Rheims,

Neufchatel, Chaumont, and Dijon)— that

themselves almost on the

first

to locate themselves

Grouping Centers (Aero-

bases of the Eastern

is,

they had to deploy

Belgium

line of aerial defense. In

the 26 pursuit squadrons of the auxiliary aviation were to locate

Namur, and

themselves in the centers of Brussels,
gether

more than 240 squadrons

Liege. Alto-

(1,440 airplanes) were available,

which, in case of need, could co-operate with the

1 1

2

squadrons

(672 airplanes) of the aerial defense.

The

pursuit materiel had been given close attention, and

it

was

excellent.

SQUADRONS

MODEL

Independent Air Force
Groups of armies
Armies

42
22
26

!932

Army

24

corps

Motorized divisions
Cavalry divisions

The

m

i

m°

4

929
1928

12

1927

x

SQUADRONS
and
18
and
14
and
16
and
36
and
6

MODEL
1931
!93Q
1929
1928

1927

1932 model, of 1,000 horsepower, carried in front of the

fuselage a

20-mm. cannon. The other models, of 500 horsepower

(with the exception of the 1927 model), carried two machine guns.

There were very few

differences

between the various models; and

in speed, climbing, maneuverability,
characteristics in the

main.

suit groups, 1929, 1930,

The

and

ceiling they

showed good

alert pursuits of the defense pur-

and 1931 models,

differed

from the others

only by having more speed in climbing, a result obtained by limiting their range to one hour instead of three.

The

technical

and

tactical training of all the pursuit

and

alert
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pursuit units was perfect. Besides the formation attack, a cavalry-

charge type of attack against the big bombing planes had been
studied.

In order to execute
his plane

upon

it,

the pilot had to rush at full speed with

the enemy's

and

bail out

an instant before the

crash, then parachute to earth.

A

perfect observation service

had been organized

all

along the

frontier, integrated with a complete system of communications

which reached

The

all

interested authorities.

anti-aerial regiments

(6 regiments)

had been distributed between Paris

and other important centers

industrial factories located there.

to protect indispensable

CHAPTER V

The Material Preparation— Germany

AERIAL FORCES
When

hostilities began, the

sisted of 15 aerial groups,
1

German Independent Air Force

con-

each composed of 10 battle divisions and

explorer squadron. All aerial groups were homogeneous; and

there were 8 2,000-horsepower groups, 6 3,000-horsepower,

6,000-horsepower. Every battle division was
rons of 3 planes each and
:

1

made up

HORSEPOWER

DIVISIONS

3,000
6,000

The tactical unit was the battle division.
The organization of the Independent Air

lOO

Force had been worked

out by General Reuss, Chief of the General

Staff,

and put into

spring of 1928. Before that time, owing largely to the

imposed by the Treaty of

Versailles, the

German

had been anything but notable. According

forces

of 3 squad-

PLANES
800
600

2,000

10

restrictions

1

in reserve. In all there were:

80
60

effect in the

and

aerial

to General

Reuss's concepts, the Independent Air Force had to be a suitable

instrument for carrying out over the enemy's territory an offensive
strong enough to break

down

quickly the

enemy

people's resist-

ance, especially their moral resistance. Therefore, the Independent

Air Force had to be able to

coming
flying

(1) fly

over the enemy's territory, over-

and (2) execute
over the enemy territory.

The

resistance;

first

efficient aerial offensive

while

requirement was fighting capacity. In his Private

Instructions General Reuss wrote:

The fighting capacity of the Independent Air Force lies in the integration of the fighting capacity of its parts. The tactical unit, the
337
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squadron, must be considered the unit of fighting capacity; therefore,
by nature and definition the squadron must be an indivisible whole.
[This was written in 1928. In 1930 newly acquired experience dictated
the change to the battle division, composed of 3 squadrons, as the
tactical unit.]

The
ment

fighting capacity of the tactical unit

of the individual planes in

is

measured by the arma-

it.

In the minds of all personnel, from pilots to technicians, the idea
must be firmly fixed that the aim of the Independent Air Force is not
flying for flying's sake, but the execution of war operations while
flying; and that therefore the warplane is an integral whole of arms
capable of flying, not a flying machine with arms attached. The efforts
of technicians should be directed toward the creation of the most
powerful integral whole of arms, because it is with arms that fighting
is done. The task of the flying personnel is the efficient employment
of this most powerful integral whole of arms in the aerial field, because it is with arms that the conflict is decided.
The Air Force must be made up entirely of a single type of plane,
the battleplane. Technicians must study battleplane types, always striving for perfection and more power, beginning with the principle that
a plane of this type

is

more

perfect as the following characteristics are

armament— in the air as
well as against ground troops— and protection.
Through subsidies and substantial prizes, the national aeronautical
better co-ordinated: radius of action, speed,

industry must be spurred on to produce always more perfect aeroThe selection of the kinds of materiel for the Inde-

nautical materiel.

pendent Air Force

They

are the ones

is

the exclusive business of the flying personnel.

who have

to fly the

machines, and they are the ones

best fitted to judge their worth. It should never be forgotten that tech-

nicians should listen to the experience of

fliers,

never the other way

round.

The types or models chosen will be ordered in the desired quantities
from the aeronautical industry, which should merge into a cartel, to
distribute the government orders among its members.
The technical offices of the Independent Air Force should never
engage in any planning or experimental activity. It is inconsistent for
technicians who evaluate the products of others to produce themselves. Therefore, the technical offices of the Independent Air Force
should confine themselves to their natural functions of testing and
control.

The efficiency of aerial offensives on land should be based more on
the quality of the weapons than on their quantity. Chemists should
always keep in mind that the offensive power of an Air Force can be
doubled simply by doubling the

These

chemical weapons.

show clearly just what the Air Force exand therefore industry knew where it stood

definite rules

pected of industry;

efficiency of its
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and exactly what it should do. Since the warplane was conceived
as an integral whole of arms, its armament became its essential
part and was no longer regarded as an accessory. Industry stopped
producing planes with certain stereotyped aeronautical charac-

and began producing warplanes with excellent aerody-

teristics

namic

characteristics.

The

armament had to be planned so as not to leave
any dead angles of fire and to allow of easy handling. The arms
had to be powerful, with perfect sighting and firing mechanisms.
Knowing what the Independent Air Force wanted, the technical
offices of the aeronautical industry worked intensively and prowarplane's

duced planes with complete armament, which were submitted to
the High Command of the Independent Air Force for approval.
In 1928 the 2,000-horsepower type of plane was built and

adopted by the Independent Air Force.

were

as follows:

Wing

Its

main

characteristics

1

surface— 1 15 square meters

Weight empty— 4,500 kilograms
Armament weight— 500 kilograms
Crew weight (5 men)— 400 kilograms
Weight with armament and crew— 5,400 kilograms

With

a take-off weight of 8,000 kilograms,

meters and

bombs.

Its

it

its

ceiling

was 7,000

could be loaded with 2,600 kilograms of fuel and

autonomy was

7 hours

without bombs and 5 hours with

700 kilograms of bombs.

With

a take-off weight of 9,000 kilograms,

meters and

bombs.

and

it

autonomy was

Its

its

ceiling

was 6,500

could be loaded with 3,600 kilograms of fuel and
7 hours with 1,000 kilograms of

bombs

5 hours with 2,000.

With

take-off

meters and

bombs.

Its

it

weight of 10,000 kilograms,

a

ceiling was 5,600

could be loaded with 4,600 kilograms of fuel and

autonomy was

and 9 hours with

With

its

12 hours

with 1,000 kilograms of bombs

2,000.

maximum

take-off

weight of

1

1,000 kilograms,

its

ceiling

1 The data on planes which follows is from an article, "War Airplanes of Medium
and Large Tonnage," by Captain G. A. Corrado Custosa in Rivista Aeronautica,

May

1929,

No.

5.
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was 4,800 meters and it could be loaded with 5,600 kilograms of
fuel and bombs. Its autonomy was 12 hours with 1,000 kilograms

bombs and 9 hours with 2,000.
Its armament consisted of two 20-mm. cannon, one mounted
forward and the other behind the wing; one 12-mm. machine gun

of

which

A

fired

from the lower sector of the

tail surface.

and given
the name type "2,000/1928." They were delivered in 1929 and
allocated to the first and second groups. At the same time the type
first series

of 200 planes of this type was ordered

2,000/1929 was produced.

some improvement.

A

It

was similar

series of

to the 2,000/1928,

200 planes of

this type

was

with
also

ordered.

In the spring of 1929 the 3,000-horsepower type was produced

and accepted, and

a series of 200 ordered.

The

characteristics of

the 3,000-horsepower type was as follows:

Wing

surface— 230 square meters

Weight empty— 9,000 kilograms
Armament weight— 1,660 kilograms

Crew weight (9 men) —720 kilograms
Weight with armament and crew— 11,380 kilograms

With

a take-off weight of 16,000 kilograms,

ceiling was 6,000

could be loaded with 4,620 kilograms of fuel and

meters and

it

bombs.

autonomy was

Its

its

1

hour without bombs and 6 hours

with 1,000 kilograms of bombs.

With

a take-off weight of 18,000 kilograms,

meters and

bombs.

and

Its

it

its

ceiling was 4,900

could be loaded with 6,620 kilograms of fuel and

autonomy was

8 hours with 2,000 kilograms of

bombs

6 hours with 3,000.

With

a

maximum

take-off

weight of 21,000 kilograms,

its

ceiling

was 3,500 meters and it could be loaded with 9,620 kilograms of
fuel and bombs. Its autonomy was 12 hours with 2,000 kilograms

bombs and 8 hours with 5,000.
Its armament consisted of one 37-mm. cannon mounted forward, two 20-mm. cannons mounted on the sides, one 25-mm.
cannon mounted behind the wing, and one 12-mm. machine gun
of

firing

from the lower

sector.
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In the spring of 1930 the third and fourth 2,000-horsepower

groups and the
their

and second 3,000-horsepower groups received

first

armaments.

During that period the 6,000-horsepower type was
duced and accepted.

Wing

Its characteristics

also pro-

were:

surface— 460 square meters

Weight, empty— 20,000 kilograms

Armament weight— 2,500 kilograms
Crew weight (16 men)— 1,300 kilograms
Weight with armament and crew— 23,800 kilograms

With

a take-off

meters and

bombs.

it

weight of 36,000 kilograms,

ceiling

was 5,000

could be loaded with 12,200 kilograms of fuel and

autonomy was

Its

its

9 to 10 hours without bombs, 8 hours

with 2,000 kilograms of bombs, and 6 hours with 4,600.

With

a take-off weight of 39,000 kilograms,

meters and

bombs.

and

Its

it

its

ceiling

was 4,000

could be loaded with 15,200 kilograms of fuel and

autonomy was

12

hours with 2,000 kilograms of bombs

9 hours with 5,000.

With

a take-off weight of 42,000 kilograms,

meters and

bombs.

Its

it

its

ceiling

was 3,500

could be loaded with 18,200 kilograms of fuel and

autonomy was

15 hours with 2,000 kilograms of

bombs

and 9 hours with 8,000.
Its armament consisted of two 37-mm. cannon, two 20-mm.
cannon, and three 12-mm. machine guns.

A

series of

and with

it

50 planes of the 6,000-horsepower type was ordered,

200 of the 2,000/1930 type and 200 3,000/1930's. In

the spring of 1931, then, the fifth

and

sixth 2,000-horsepower

groups, the third and fourth 3,000-horsepower groups, and half
of the 6,000-horsepower

group received their armament.

types were accepted that year, but orders

the

new

2,000/1 93

6,000/1 93 i's.

i's,

and

were placed for 200 of

200 of the 3,000/1931*5 and 50 of the

They went

located to the seventh

No new

into service in the spring of 1932,

al-

and eighth 2,000-horsepower groups, the

and the other half of the
6,000-horsepower group. When war began the decision had already
been made to do away with the 2,000-horsepower types and orders

fifth

sixth 3,000-horsepower groups,
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for 200 of the 3,000/1932 type

and 50 of the

6,000/1932.

Consequently,

when war began

the Independent Air Force was

Constituted as follows:

GROUPS

and II
•III and IV
V and VI
VII and VIII
I and II
III and IV
V and VI
I

V2

V2

TYPE OF PLANE

NUMBER OF PLANES

2,000/1928
2,000/1929
2,000/1930
2,000/1931
3,000/1929
3,000/1930
3,000/1931
6,000/1930
6,000/1931

200
200
200
200
200
200
200

50
50

All together, 1,500 planes of three types with six variations of
type.

There were

—of

12

also 15 explorer

for each

group

planes each. These explorer groups were composed of

high-speed single-seaters

machine guns with

fixed

squadrons— one

armed with
They had been organ-

(300 kilometers per hour)
a 3-hour range.

ized to give full play to the initiative of exceptionally skilled
their

pilots;

mined, since

mode
it

employment had not been exactly
was to be based essentially on the daring
of

deter-

of in-

dividual pilots.

The Independent

Air Force was kept always ready for war, not

only materiel, but also personnel (12,800 men). At mobilization
personnel would be doubled to provide for replacement of

this

Flying materiel was to be kept in service for four years,

losses.

and

all

It

the time they were maintained at full efficiency.

was estimated that in wartime

1,000 hours of flying— barring total

a plane

loss,

would be good

for

of course. This estimate

was cut down to 750 hours for planes which had already had one
year of service, to 500 for those with two years, and 250 for planes
with three years of

The normal

service.

productive capacity of the aeronautical industry

could supply a fourth of the entire Independent Air Force every
year;

but

it

had been put into condition

an emergency arose.
The Independent Air Force had

to increase rapidly

at its disposal a total

if

armament
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37-mm. cannon, 3,600 of the 20-mm., and 1,700 12-mm. ma-

chine guns; and a bomb-carrying capacity of 3,000 to 4,000 tons

an average distance of 500 kilometers from
It had a total of 4,000,000 horsepower, and

for each flight of

its

take-off points.

its

was reckoned 4 billion lire.
In peacetime the groups of the Independent Air Force were

cost

on the

located

large

permanent

airfields of

Potsdam, Neuruppin,

Magdeburg, Leipzig, Erfurt, Braunsberg, Bamberg, Kassel, and
Fulda, and in the permanent hydro-basins of Fahrlander See
(near Potsdam)

and Ratzeburg See (near Lubeck).

In case of war they had at their disposal other designated
fields,

depending upon which enemy they had

to face.

air-

Thus, in

war against France, each squadron had been assigned to a
certain territory where there were already special war airfields
case of

(simply landing fields with deposits of gasoline, lubricants, arms,

and munitions), many more than needed.

The

eight

2,000-horsepower groups were

to

be located

as

follows:

GROUP

Astride the Wesel-Munster line

II

Astride the Diisseldorf-Hagen-Wesel line
Astride the Koln-Olpe line
Astride the Linz-Siegen line

III

IV

V
VI
VII
VIII

The

TERRITORY

I

Astride the Koblenz-Wetzlar line
Astride the Mainz-Hanan line
Astride the Mannheim-Aschaffenburg line
Astride the Breisach-Biberach line

six 3,000-horsepower

GROUP

IX

X
XI
XII
XIII

XIV
The
hunder,

groups would be located

as follows:

TERRITORY
Astride the Mimster-Osnabriik line
Astride the Wesel-Paderborn line
Astride the Siegen-Warburg line
Astride the Warburg-Kassel line
Astride the Hanan-Fulda line
Astride the Wurzburg-Meiningen line

6,000-horsepower groups would be located on the Stein-

Dummer,

Schweiziner, and Plauer lakes.

In each of these territories there was a Replacement Section
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which, in turn, was replenished from the second-line warehouses.

To

each section was entrusted the task of having supplies ready

for a group, a comparatively easy task, since every

homogeneous armament.
The deposit of fuel and

group had a

each operating base was enough

oil at

to ensure 30 hours of flight to any aerial unit

which could land

and the arms and munitions were sufficient for 5 flights of
30 hours each. Since there were more of these bases than necessary
to accommodate the Independent Air Force, in actual fact they

at

it,

provided the wherewithal for 10
In the fuel and
gasoline

oil deposits there

and 2,500 tons

of

plane,

for each flight

it

On

were stored about 50,000 tons of

was calculated that the average

would be

depending upon whether

horsepower machine.

40 to 60 hours each.

oil.

For replacement of bombs,

consumption

flights of

it

1,

was a

this basis it

2,

or 3 tons for each

2,000-, 3,000-, or 6,000-

was calculated that the Inde-

pendent Air Force would need 3,100 tons of bombs for each

and

flight;

in the operating bases there were 30,000 tons.

In the second-line storehouses was enough fuel and

oil to

ensure

100 hours of flight for the whole Independent Air Force, and

enough bombs for 20 nights. This was considered a sufficient supply to wage war for at least 30 days; and in that time munitions
factories

could produce 3,000 to 4,000 tons of bombs a day. At the

outbreak of

hostilities those

groups which were permanently on a

war footing could go into action immediately according

to sealed

orders already in their possesssion.

The maintenance

personnel for the operating bases were

cruited from the vicinity.
line furnished their

own

The

storehouse depots of the second

personnel and means of transport. Each

group was trained by peacetime exercises

to reach its

own

ating base; thus each group was thoroughly familiar with
especially

re-

from the point of view of supply

its

operbase,

services.

General Reuss's idea was that the Independent Air Force,

as

soon as war was about to begin, should launch themselves on the
enemy's territory, like a tightly
possibly without warning,

and

wound

spring suddenly released,

attack with the greatest intensity,

giving no respite to the enemy, nor to themselves, in order to
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concentrate the offensive into as short a period of time as possible,

and obtain the most shattering

Owing

effect.

to methodical preparation, materially everything

was

ready to enable the Independent Air Force to spring to the attack
at the first call. Morally,

imbue

all

General Reuss had taken special care to

the personnel of the Air Force with a sense of the high

importance of their mission.

The Commanders

of the various

and airplanes, besides the pilots,
machine-gunners, bombardiers, and mechanics, were all inspired
by the same unshakable faith in the decisive value of their arm;
and all of this highly selected personnel were deeply conscious of
the importance of their mission, and of the certainty that its fulgroups, divisions, squadrons,

fillment implied a dangerous task, requiring the gravest sacrifices

and the most heroic self-abnegation.

The

had brought about the creation
of the plane commander, whose tasks aboard were the same as
great size of the airplanes

commander aboard his ship, thus
and teamwork among the crew.

those of a naval
discipline

The

assuring better

squadrons, 9 planes) had been designated as the tactical unit, instead of the squadron, in order
battle division

(3

better to impress the personnel with the concept of mass action.

According to the 1930 Private Instructions for Action, the battle
division
tion.

had to be employed always

The

as a

flying formation of the division

a stepped-up

row

of aligned squadrons.

flew in the center of his line,

commander

whole, without excep-

was always the same—

The squadron commander

and the division commander with the

of the center squadron.

The

plane at the center of

the formation, bearing the division commander's insignia, was

the leader of the formation,

and very few

for the few necessary maneuvers.
(1)

The

signals

were needed

principal signals were for

changing from close (normal) formation to open formation—

to reduce the vulnerability to antiaircraft fire— or vice versa;
(2)

changing direction by shifting from line to

file

and

formation,

or vice versa.
It

was a fundamental principle that the battle division had to

accept combat irrespective of the enemy's numbers.

enemy was

When

the

sighted, regardless of the direction of his attack, the
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on

division was to keep flying
tion but ready to

This

tactic

soon

fire as

its

The Air

of

route without breaking forma-

as the

enemy came within

answered to the unalterable

battle division could not

facts of the situation.

any maneuver to

The

compete in speed and maneuverability

with the attacking pursuit units, and neither could
bat, so

range.

this

it

avoid com-

end would be a waste of energy.

Since the division had to accept combat, willing or unwilling,
the only thing to do was to put itself in the best position to face

and

it;

keeping the original formation, which

this consisted in

allowed every plane to co-operate with the others in repelling the
attack.

So when the attackers approached,

all

the division could

do was to keep to its formation and fly calmly on its way.
Keeping formation was the division's best protection against
attack; and the knowledge of this had been firmly fixed in the

minds and hearts

Even

of all the flying personnel.

they were always required to

fly

in peacetime

in formation after the briefest

of training periods. In time of war, to

fly

out of formation without

the most urgent reasons, was considered dereliction of duty in

enemy. According to the above-mentioned Private

face of the

Instructions for Action, the battle divisions were given well-

defined instructions about the tasks they were to perform, and
they had to perform

them

to the limit of

human

ability

(bis

Erschopfung von alien menschliche Krafte).

Upon

returning to the

airfield,

aerial units

to take off again as soon as possible.

As

I

were to prepare

said before, the flying

personnel was doubled at mobilization, and so fresh crews were
always ready to take

off.

The

idea was to get the

maximum

use of

the flying materiel. As soon as a plane landed, squads of me-

chanics took

it

in hand, refilled the fuel tanks, loaded arms, am-

and bombs aboard,

and otherwise put them in
condition to go up again with a fresh crew if necessary.
Each division had one plane in reserve. In emergencies caused
munition,

by

losses

or crippling damages, the division could take off with

only four planes. But

if

the losses

to less than six planes, the

had cut the

division's strength

group commander was authorized

to

reduce the number of divisions in order to keep them up to a
strength above the

minimum

allowed.
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The problem of giving the planes greater elasticity of action
had been diligently studied; and therefore it was easy to increase
the planes' autonomy according to circumstances, by decreasing
the bomb load or vice versa; or increasing the bomb load and
correspondingly decreasing the weight of arms, or vice versa.

An

offensive against political, industrial,

communication, and

other centers does not require great precision in firing in order
to achieve terrifying effects— especially

son one very simple type of

upon morale. For

bomb had been

adopted,

all

this rea-

weighing

50 kilograms, but of three different kinds— explosive, incendiary,

and poisonous (of the yperite type), used in the proportion of
one, three, and six, respectively. The system of dropping bombs
one by one had been abandoned. Bomb racks had been installed
so that each squadron could release 20 tons

of

bombs

one

at a time,

meters between them.

after the other

The

(one ton to a plane)

with an interval of 15 to 25
bomb rack was located

switch for the

on a panel facing the commander of the plane.
Every release of bombs caused 20 explosions
distance of approximately 300 to

row over a
500 meters. Bombing operations

were executed by squadrons according

commander. Every

release of

bombs

to orders

effected

in a

from the division

by a squadron caused

three series of 20 explosions each over an area 200 meters wide

and 300

to

500 meters long. Bombings could be carried on simul-

taneously by two or even

all

three of the squadrons in a division;

and therefore a division could cover an area 200 to«30o meters
wide to 600 long, using a ton of bombs from each plane. By
having squadrons

fly

one

after

another in a bombing operation,

each plane releasing a ton of bombs, a division could blanket a

zone 200 to 300 meters wide and
fore, a division
6,

2

or 3 kilometers long. There-

whose planes could carry a bomb load of

2,

4,

or 8 tons, could blanket areas from 200 to 300 meters wide

and

3, 6, 9,

or 12 kilometers long.

This system lent

itself

well to laying smoke screens, and there-

fore the planes were supplied with smoke bombs. Smoke screens
were considered useful in blinding antiaircraft batteries. They
were laid with one-half smoke bombs and one-half poison bombs,

naturally taking the direction of the

wind

into account.
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of

means of civil aviation had to be put at the
Independent Air Force the moment war broke
All

disposal of the
out.

This ap-

and personnel. All the planes used by the
numerous air lines had been built with a view to their eventual
employment in war. Suitable armaments were kept in stock for
plied to both materiel

each of their various types, ready to be installed as soon as
mobilization was ordered. Their flying personnel was to be mili-

and would make up the war crews and squadron
and division commanders for these planes. Through periodic
recalls to service with the divisions of the Independent Air
tarized at once

Force,
civil

all this

personnel was kept in training for war. Obviously,

planes converted to military use

would not be

as efficient as

planes built expressly for war, but the civil aviation could be

on to carry out operations of secondary importance.
Even the employment of amateur aviation for sport had been
visualized. The purpose was to utilize the ardor and youthful

relied

energy devoted to this kind of

had

yet

No

flying.

definite arrangements

been made, but the belief was confidently held that a

place for

them

in the

scheme of war would present

taneously at the opportune

itself

spon-

moment.

Aerial defense had been restricted to the
aircraft batteries located in the

employment

most important

centers,

of anti-

but hope

was cherished of being able to prevent a resolute enemy from
carrying out his offensive.
Suitable propaganda had been used to convince the people that
it

was physically impossible

to protect

them from

aerial attacks,

and that therefore it would be a waste to immobilize armaments
and other means which could be more effectively employed in
offensive action.

The

best thing to

enemy's offensive against one's
scale offensives against his,

own

territory

to counteract the

by resolute

large-

and keep the morale of one's people

high by the impressiveness of their

vading the enemy's sky. But, even

Germany

do was

nevertheless took

all

own
as

large aerial forces in-

other powers had done,

the steps

which might be con-

sidered useful in protecting the population to
the effects of aerial offensives.

some degree from

The

PART

II

CHAPTER

VI

Allies'

Plan of Operation

The plan of

operation worked out by the French and Belgian

General

was very simple— to defend the Rhine line and

attack

Staff

on the

rest of the front.

Their ground forces had been

divided into three large groups of armies:

The Northern Group: This group included the Belgian
Army and 2 French armies under one command. The Belgian
1.

army was composed of
3

cavalry divisions;

motorized divisions,

Group

5

army

corps, 2 motorized divisions,

French armies of 8 army corps, 5
and 6 cavalry divisions. In total the Northern
the 2

consisted of 13

army

corps,

7 motorized divisions,

8 cavalry divisions. Mobilization requirements

group deploy

itself

along two

Liege and Neufchatel, the
Stenay.

2

lines, the

demanded

Belgian

first

line

and

that this

Army between

French armies between Lille and

At the beginning of the war the second

contact with the

and

line

was to make

by prearranged movements.

The Southern Group: This group included 3 French armies,
with 14 army corps, 5 motorized divisions, and 6 cavalry divisions. It was to deploy along the border between Montmedy,
where it made contact with the Northern Group, and Mulhouse.
3. The Central Group: This group was composed of 2 French
2.

armies with 8 army corps.

on the

left of

the

It

was to mobilize on the second line

Meuse between Chaumont and

waiting to proceed according to circumstances.
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AERIAL FORCES
As

I

have already

stationed

French Independent Air Force was

and activated during peacetime on the permanent
Aeronautical Centers of Chalons,

fields in the

mont, and Dijon.
sides of the

The

said, the

Its

St.

Dizier,

Chau-

operating bases were distributed along both

Meuse from Stenay

to Belfort.

choice of this deployment line answered to the concept of

employment

of the Independent Air Force in the war.

Although

created to perform independent actions of war with
forces, the

had

own

its

Independent Air Force— according to the French con-

cept—had to collaborate in attaining the
fore

air-

to function in a

way

final result,

and

there-

calculated to facilitate the principal

mission, which had been entrusted to the army.

One

war aims was

of the

to hurl

back the enemy beyond the

Rhine, and in order to facilitate this task for the army, the
enemy had to be harassed on the left of that river by destroying
the bridges spanning the Rhine, and disrupting his rail communications on his left.

The deployment

lines pre-established

ent Air Force were good, as from them

all

by the French Independthe territory between the

Rhine and the Franco-Belgian borders could be reached by bombing planes in a one-hour flight, thereby affording them the
advantage of protection by their

own

pursuit planes.

AUXILIARY AVIATION
The group
had

of armies, especially during the mobilization period,

to have their auxiliary aviation,

and

especially their pursuit

planes, ready to answer their call so they could face foreseen

and

unforeseen eventualities. With this aim in view, the disposition
of the pursuit

and bombing units of the auxiliary aviation was

as follows:

Northern Group:

Army
mies.

group's aviation— I pursuit brigade, based south of Four-
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brigade, based south of

Guise.

Belgian Army's aviation— Belgian pursuit brigade, based north
of Rochefort.

Belgian Army's aviation— Belgian
of

bombing

brigade, based north

Namur.
Belgian Army's aviation— Pursuit groups
I

(5),

based at the front.

French Army's aviation— I pursuit regiment, based south of

Maubeuge.
II French's

Army

aviation— II pursuit regiment, based south

of Mezieres.

French Army's aviation—Pursuit groups

II

(8),

based at the

front.

Southern Group:

Army

group's aviation— III pursuit brigade, based north of

Nancy.

Army

group's aviation— III

bombing

brigade, based south of

Metz.

Army's aviation— III pursuit regiment, based south of Thi-

III

onville.

IV Army's aviation— IV pursuit regiment, based south

of St.

Avoid.

V

Army's aviation—V pursuit regiment, based south of Sarre-

bourg.

V

Army's aviation— Pursuit groups

(14),

based at the front.

Central Group:

Army

group's aviation— II pursuit brigade, based north of

St.

Dizier.

Army

group's aviation— II

^ombing

brigade, based north of

Vitry.

VI Army's aviation—VI pursuit regiment, based south

of

Suippes.

VII Army's aviation— VII pursuit regiment, based south of
Dizier.

VIII Army's aviation— Pursuit groups

(8),

based at the front.

St.
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The employment of the auxiliary aviation pertained exclusively to the command of the army group to which it was attached, and in general the Army Group Commands had to
provide their own means of policing the sky above their deployment lines;
commander

nevertheless,

in

case

of

large-scale

air

was empowered

of the Aerial Defense

the

raids,

to give orders

directly to the pursuit units of the auxiliary aviation, provided

he simultaneously apprised the respective

mands
act

on

of

The pursuit
own initiative,

it.

their

Army Group Com-

units of the auxiliary aviation could

in

some

especially grave circumstances.

SECRET MOBILIZATION
During the week before the beginning of the war, the aeronautical authorities had been able to effect a secret mobilization
of part of their aerial forces— specifically, the part which might
be needed immediately and which, being mobilized on the spot,
did not require a too-noticeable

movement

of

men and

materiel.

Thus, on the evening of June 15 the French Independent Air
Force had its 5 pursuit brigades on a complete war footing. Of
the 6

bombing

brigades, only the

permanent squadrons had been

mobilized but not their doubles, so the bombing forces were
only half of what they were expected to be

The same
all

when

fully mobilized.

thing was true of the reconnaissance regiments.

And

the Independent Air Force units had been ordered to remain

on the permanent

airfields instead of transferring to their operat-

ing bases, in order not to arouse suspicion. As to the auxiliary
aviation, the Allies

had brought up

to

war strength only

their

enemy

raids

pursuit forces, so as to be ready to repel probable

from the beginning.
Therefore, on the evening of June 15 the following were on a

complete war footing:

3

pursuit brigades attached to the groups

of armies, 7 pursuit regiments assigned to the armies,

and the

Belgian pursuit brigade. Along the borders, already mobilized,

were

30

pursuit

squadrons assigned

to

the

army corps— the

squadrons which would have constituted the 30 groups belonging
to the

army corps

after

complete mobilization. Similarly,

all

the
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defense pursuit groups, French and Belgian, the anti-aerial regi-

ments, and

the look-out, information,

all

been mobilized and were ready

To sum

and

signal services

had

to function.

June 15, owing to the secret
mobilization, all the strength and resources of aerial defense,
French and Belgian, were on full war footing and ready to act.
All pursuit units belonging to the Independent Air Force and the

on the evening

up,

of

had been completely mobilized with the exarmy corps
for which the twin squadrons had not yet been constituted. In
other words, only 30 pursuit squadrons were not ready, and
auxiliary aviation

ception of the 30 auxiliary pursuit groups of the

they were to be mobilized the next day, the sixteenth.

Because of Germany's minor position in the naval

field,

the

naval auxiliary aviation had not taken any steps toward secret
mobilization.

DISPOSITIONS FOR JUNE
Although

all

hope of averting the war had been abandoned

by 10 p.m. on June
decisive step.
history, they

the war,

and

of telegrams

the Allies

15,

still

hesitated to take any

For the sake of humanity and their repute in

were reluctant
several hours

to take the responsibility of starting

were consumed in a feverish exchange

between Paris and

Brussels, until at 2 o'clock in the

German radiogram arrived, stating that from
moment Germany considered herself at war with France

morning
that

16

the famous

and Belgium, and between 6 a.m. and

7 a.m. her

Independent

Air Force would invade their sky and would be compelled by the
hard necessity of war

bomb

to

concentration, or other

all

centers where mobilization,

movements

of

armed

forces

would be

taking place.

Although the warning was
ing

up

so short,

it

was tantamount to

the advantage of surprise. Everyone realized that

been given so that Germany could claim some
for unrestricted use of aero-chemical

world opinion. Especially in the

and movements

of

armed

first

weapons

it

giv-

had

sort of justification
at the tribunal of

days of war, concentration

forces will take place in all centers,
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largest to the smallest, so that all centers of the Allied

nations were equally threatened.

Discounting the arrogant tone of the enemy's threat, the Allied
military authorities decided to take the initiative and invade the

enemy's territory, and to that end the following orders were
dispatched:
1.

The

first

and fourth pursuit brigades of the Independent Air

Force were to be cruising over the Koblenz-Mainz-Aschaffenburg-

Wurzburg

section at 6 a.m. to repel any

German

forces trying to

advance to the border.
2.

The

first

regiment of the Belgian pursuit brigade was to be

cruising the Koln-Koblenz front at 6 o'clock for the same purpose.
3.

The

four night-bombing brigades of the Independent Air

Force were to take

off at

once with the squadrons at their disposal

—half of their war effectives— and destroy the bridges and most

important railroad stations on the Rhine, according to plans
already prepared.
4.

The two day-bombing

brigades of the

Independent Air

Force were to cross the border at 6 o'clock with the planes at

war effectives— to bomb the

their disposal— half their

cities

of

Hanover, Magdeburg, Leipzig, and Dresden.
5.

The

reconnaissance regiment of the Independent Air Force

with the planes at

its

disposal— half of

its

war

effectives— was to

reconnoiter toward Berlin.
6.

All pursuit units belonging to the Independent Air Force

and auxiliary aviation were
General

Command

to

be under the direct

the

of the Aerial Defense until further orders.

In order to put the responsibility for

ment

command of

of the international convention

first

violating the agree-

on Germany, the

Allies

ordered that bombing operations should be confined to railroad
stations,

and that only high-explosive bombs should be used. The

when apprised of the
and humble Germany's arro-

personnel of the Franco-Belgian aviation,

enemy's threats, resolved to fight
gance.

CHAPTER

VII

Germany's Plan of Operation

The German plan

of operation has already

general lines. In brief,

it

been outlined in

was to beat the enemy in the

while holding him on land, thereby being able to
severe losses

The

on the enemy country

as to

make

it

air,

its

mean-

inflict

such

stop fighting.

Independent Air Force plan of operation envisaged a series

of offensive actions with the double object of beating the enemy's
aerial forces

and carrying out

offensive action

first

of the

war in an

had

to

offensives over his territory.

be launched

effort to catch the

Anyway,

had

beginning

at the very

enemy's

The

aerial forces in the

to

be tried with the

whole of the Independent Air Force in order

to beat the enemy's

process of mobilization.

more

forces

The

easily

and give them

it

a sense of their

own

inferiority.

units of the Independent Air Force were to be kept con-

on

and therefore ready for action. Since
they were located on permanent airfields in peacetime, they were
instructed in case of war to take off from those fields and land
on their operating bases upon their return from executing their
stantly

first

a

war

footing,

assignment.

In order for the Independent Air Force to function properly

on

its

mission against the enemy,

its

huge mass— 150

1,500 great battleplanes— had to be articulated

time

flexible. It

flexible

had

divisions,

at the

same

was articulated in columns of attack and made

by dividing each column into waves of

sive action

and

to develop

on

attack.

The

a large front— generally the

offen-

whole

length of the frontiers— both to give ample space to the aerial
units

and

to

make

the

enemy extend himself

as

much

as possible.

Therefore, the mass of the Air Force was articulated in parallel

columns of attack distributed

alongo the
355

whole

front.
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Each column was

to develop

ward assigned tasks,
followed one another

and

it

its

of

The Air

action in a given direction to-

was divided into detachments which

at a specific distance, generally a half-hour's

columns were

flying time, 100 kilometers. All

to

go into action

same time, and so all the leading detachments had to be
stationed at the same hour along an assigned line of take-off. In
at the

this

way the mass would enter

into action in waves of attack at

regular intervals, generally half an hour.

This was the method of attack

for the

mass employment of the

Independent Air Force worked out in advance, and

method

the
of

actually used except for

columns and waves of

was

this

some variations in the number

attack, variations suggested

by circum-

stances.

By

the

first

offensive action of the

Independent Air Force, Gen-

Reuss wanted to achieve the double goal of beating the

eral

enemy's aerial forces and giving the people of the enemy nation
the feeling of being dominated from the

but

it

air.

To

accomplish

Independent Air Force had to invade the enemy's

this the

sky;

could not be hoped that the Allies would stand idle while

enemy entered

and attacked
Undoubtedly the Allies would
throw their own forces into action and try to down the German
Air Force or drive it off. But which aerial forces would the Allies
use? Those suited to that purpose, of course— that is, their alert
pursuit and pursuit units. Given the determination of the German Air Force to fly over the enemy's territory, and assuming
an equal determination on the part of the Allies to stop it, a real
aerial battle was inevitable, a battle between the mass of the
German Air Force and all the pursuit and alert pursuit units the
the

their sky, flew there for hours,

at will their territorial centers.

Allies could

As
plish

I

muster against

have already

its

perform

own

said,

it.

each column of attack had to accom-

particular action, follow a given itinerary,

its tasks

and

according to the instructions contained in the

orders of operation. Each

column was divided into detachments,

and each detachment included

a certain

number

of divisions.

division, according to the order of operations, received

column commander

Each

from

its

definite instructions as to the itinerary to
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follow and the tasks to perform, with the express understanding

had

that such orders

to

be executed

humanly

as far as

possible.

Therefore, each of the Independent Air Force divisions in the

although

attack,
its

own

it

was part of the great organic whole, preserved

individuality for the performance of the task;

it

did not

have to rely on the help of other divisions, but only to act for
itself.

As long

had only one thing

as it existed, it

do— to go

to

ahead, no matter what happened, along the route assigned to

By apportioning the divisions to each column
making them flexible by subdivision into waves,

it.

and

of attack

the orders of

operation put in motion, perfectly synchronized,

the Inde-

all

pendent Air Force units, each one of them, although isolated,
with the feeling that similar units were flying on

its left,

right,

and back. However, during action, no division was in a
position to know what was happening to the other divisions in
the waves ahead or behind it. A whole wave could be destroyed
by the enemy without the following one being aware of it, befront,

cause they were separated by a distance of 100 kilometers.

From

the take-off to the landing, for long hours, each division was
left entirely

on

its

own

with a task to perform, unless prevented

by destruction or serious damage.

At

first

co-operate

On

thought, this situation of the divisions not being able to

and help each other might be construed

the contrary,

it

because the co-operation

among

them and independently

of

the

units

the will

of

manders; they ensued logically from the

whole organism; they were inherent

from time

to time

as a

weakness.

was the very strength of the organization,

and according

to

existed

the

individual

flexibility

it;

outside

of

com-

given to the

they did not happen

to circumstances; they

were there

and functioned continuously and uninterruptedly.
Each unit of the Independent Air Force which escaped destruction flew to its destination and performed the task assigned to it,
thus demonstrating the imposition of its will on the enemy. In

all

the time

these cases, each unit going back to

its

own

airfield

could con-

sider itself victorious.

In face of a mass attack by the Independent Air Force, launched
along the whole front in successive waves, the Allies' action could not
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but prove disorganized and chaotic [writes General Reuss in his
Memoirs]. The Allies entertained an old concept of aerial war, as
though they were still living in the year 1918. Their conviction was
that it would be fought more or less along the same lines of the
World War, with the single difference that the planes this time would
be larger and more powerfully armed; in fact, their air organization
had been modeled approximately on that of the 1914-18 period. Faced
by our mass action pursuing a definite aim, the Allies found themselves completely unprepared and disorganized.
Many people have strongly criticized the measures taken by the
Allies to meet our offensive. But what else could they have done besides throwing their pursuit forces against us?
It must be kept in mind that the Allies had at their disposal for air
fighting, pursuit and alert pursuit units; but these units were supposed to carry on special and distinct aerial actions. The pursuit units
of the French Independent Air Force were to be used essentially to
open the way for and facilitate the performance of tasks assigned to the

bombing

units;

had essentially the
auxiliary aviation in fight-

units of the auxiliary aviation

task of facilitating the action of their

own

ing the enemy's; the alert pursuit units had been entrusted with the
mission of fighting against enemy bombing units which threatened the
centers under their protection. All these aims were of particular and
episodic nature; the principal aim, that of beating the enemy's aerial
forces, was not found among them at all. Consequently, the Allies had
no suitable effective means with which to oppose an enemy bent on
beating them in the air, and therefore had no other choice but to use
what they had available, whatever its worth.

Were

the Allies' Defense

Commands

in a position to give instruc-

depending units? What could they see or know about
events taking place in the sky on a front of from 500 to 600 kilometers
long? Only what reached them from various information posts stationed far away; but such information, even if correct when transmitted, was about situations which had already greatly changed by the
time they could hear of them. Only on the basis of such information,
already old and superseded, could they transmit orders to units located, very likely, hundreds of kilometers away. In their turn, the
pursuit units, on the receipt of those orders, had to interpret them
and adapt them to the situation as changed by that time, and certainly not at all like the one on which the orders received had been
based. Furthermore, such an interpretation by the pursuit units had
to be made on the ground before their take-off, perhaps before they
sighted the enemy, without precise data, and even without being sure
of meeting the enemy. Units flying like that were units flying to an
tions to their

unknown destiny.
The first wave
Either this wave

is
is

sighted; against

destroyed, or

it is

it

a pursuit force

is

dispatched.

not; in the latter case

it

would
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to its task. Then the next wave would come into sight. This
game would go on for hours. After a certain period of fighting, the
pursuit units would have to land because of their limited flying auton-

go on

omy (the alert pursuit units, for instance, have only a one-hour
autonomy) but where would they find themselves after being compelled to abandon the fight?
How, then, to employ effectively one's own forces? How to use and
apportion them against the unknown number and size of the waves
which will follow? What instructions can be given? All is uncertain,
and in the face of so terrible an uncertainty, nothing can be done
except hurl one's own forces against the enemy as he comes into view,
as long as they last, without being able to follow a definite and coordinated plan. As long as an Independent Air Force attacks as an
organic whole, perfectly articulated, the opposing defense will always
be shapeless and disorganized.
In their turn, how were the pursuit units to perform? They could
act only in the way they actually did. Once they were in the air, they
had to attack the first formation they sighted. The struggle between
a pursuit unit and a battle unit necessarily presented, in view of their
different ways of combat at a certain moment, this characteristic
aspect: dissolution of the pursuit unit into

permanency in the

its

component elements;
outcome
no losses, for the time

battle-unit formation. Irrespective of the

of the attack, even if the pursuit unit suffered
being, it had ceased to exist as a unit, while the battle unit remained

permanent, no matter what its losses. After the attack was over, a
cerain number of pursuers remained; in order for them to be able to
re-engage the same battle unit or to attack the next one, they had first
of all to reconstitute their unit, or be satisfied with becoming isolated
pursuers, and in this case to have to attack by themselves against units
in regular formation, thereby placing themselves in a position of grave
inferiority.

of

its

The

offensive

pursuit unit was fated by

power

its

very nature to lose most

in offensive action.

Necessarily, at a certain

the Allied Nations' sky,

moment
more or

number of waves entering
strong according to losses suf-

a certain
less

fered, would have been confronted by Allied pursuit forces, not only
decreased in strength by losses suffered but also lacking any organic
bond, divided into their elements, whittled down to a number of lone
planes compelled to land before being able to fly again. Naturally,
at that moment the battle would have been won by our Independent
Air Force because, as the waves continued to enter and fly over the
enemy's sky, the defense could offer only a disorganized and chaotic
resistance, with no possibility of changing the outcome of the struggle.
The advantage to the attacker, who had a definite aim and the
means to attain it, who knew where he wanted to go and what he
wanted to do, who could assign to each of his units a clear and definite
task co-ordinated with those assigned to the others, was an advantage
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absolutely decisive against a defense placed in the position of having
to fend off lightning thrusts of unknown strength coming from un-

known

directions.

The Commander

Forces was

that his Independent Air Force

more than confident
visions strong,

German National Armed

of the

including in

its

(150 di-

organic units, materially and

morally indivisible, 1,500 great battleplanes in a single articu-

and flexible mass) would succeed in defeating the enemy's
forces, and in doing it very easily. However, the operating plan
provided that all units and reserve planes, without exception,
lated

had

to take part in the action.

Later on, someone criticized this arrangement, remarking that

General Reuss had staked everything on a gamble; and that in

Germany would have

case of adverse fortune, always possible,

been

with no aerial forces at

left

this criticism

all.

General Reuss answers

by saying that the best way to make not only possible

but very probable an "adverse fortune"

is

engaging in a battle and

keeping forces in reserve, the lack of which contributes greatly
to defeat,

and which,

in case of defeat,

would be

easily

swept away

by a victorious enemy.

The

invasion of the enemy's sky by the Independent Air Force

did not have to take place as a gesture, that

purpose of demonstrating one's ability to
the case, the

enemy might have opposed

fly

it,

is,

for the simple

there. If that

but probably not in

a very determined fashion. Therefore, beginning with
first

action, the Air Force

objectives.

These

act with the

to force the

intensity,

Armed

enemy

very

its

to act offensively against surface

offensive actions

utmost

of the National

had

were

would spur the enemy

to re-

which was what the Commander

Forces really wanted, as his strategy was

to a decisive battle immediately,

and

as

he

was not interested in having the enemy conserve his energies.
Therefore,

it

had been decided that in

Independent Air Force had

to

its

suffer

more from

first

action, the

be in condition to act offensively

against the enemy's territory. Because the

would

very

first

waves of attack

the effect of the enemy's opposition,

was decided that the division in the

first

it

wave would carry no
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bombs, but would increase their armament quota. But
successive waves

While

had

to carry their prescribed

at the highest elevation possible

the

enemy

to

bomb

had

flying to the attack, the divisions

to

the

all

load.

keep normally

with their load weight to compel

climb and fight at high altitudes. Even bombing,

especially at the beginning,

had

to

be executed from high altitudes

and even because, especially during the first action, the idea was to obtain a moral effect.
In view of the general concept of the attack, it had been thought
advisable to extend the front as much as possible so as to compel
in order to avoid the antiaircraft artillery,

would
be advisable, once over the frontier, to have the attacking columns
keep spreading out fan-shaped all over the Allies' territory. As
the detachments belonging to the columns of attack would autothe Allies to a greater dispersion of their forces; that

is,

it

matically follow their prescribed itinerary, unless destroyed,

it

was possible to assign to them the most profitable ones— namely,
after

having beaten the enemy's aerial

ahead,

fly

they had to proceed

over the enemy's sky as long and as far as possible,

cause to the
morally,

forces,

enemy

the greatest possible damage, materially

and provoke him

and

to further attacks in order further to

exhaust his energies. For these reasons, the itineraries of the vari-

ous columns were predicated on the criterion of giving the enemy
the immediate sensation of being dominated from the

air,

by

attacking the political and railroad centers far from the borders,

and even the

The

capital cities.

plan of attack for the

first

action by the Independent Air

Force had been gone over minutely in

commanders

all its

smallest details

of all units, from the largest to the smallest,

what they had

to

and

knew

do when the commander of the Independent Air

Force gave the signal to go ahead.

it

Assuming that the initial offensive action would be successful,
had been established that, during those following it, the Inde-

pendent Air Force's

task

was

to

be cutting

off the

operation zones

of the Allied armies from their respective territories, that
precisely the cutting off of the road

and

rail

is,

more

communications

leading to the French and Belgian territories on the Belfort,
Epinal, Toul, Rheims, Charleville, Givet, Dinant,

Namur,

St.
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Trond, and Tongres line, in order to prevent an easy and orderly
flow of troops and supplies and to hamper the armies* activities

and the border.
in his Memoirs, this was one point on which General

between that

As he

says

line

Reuss's ideas prevailed only in part.

When

forces had been reduced to a negligible

force,

his

the enemy's aerial

he wanted to

utilize

Independent Air Force to attack directly the national

resist-

ance of the enemy. In other words, he wanted to realize the

ulti-

mate results of his theory by hurling the Independent Air Force
on an unrestricted offensive against the most vital and vulnerable
centers in order to put the enemy populations under intolerable
conditions of life, making them sue for peace. According to General Reuss, this would have been the quickest and most economical way of ending the war, entailing the minimum loss of blood
and wealth on both sides, because the collapse of the enemy would
have been brought about by moral compulsion more than anything else. But these extreme ideas of General Reuss had not been
accepted by the Government, or at least they were accepted with
reservations. In the face of a strong opposition, General

yielded and agreed, once the
to use the

Command

of the Air

deployment

To

had been won,

Independent Air Force to hinder and harass the con-

centration and the action of the Allied armies

and

on

their line of

at the front.

attain this

of road

Reuss

rail

aim

it

was necessary to cut

off a certain

territories to the front,

and

to

keep these communications

rupted for a predetermined length of time.
could be done, especially

if,

It

was not

easy,

after the conquest of the

Independent Air Force had enough strength
fensive. If the

number

communications leading from the Franco-Belgian

left for

inter-

but

air,

such an

it

the
of-

attempt did not succeed, then General Reuss's

extreme theories might be put into

effect.

Selecting as a separation line between the Allied armies' de-

ployment zones and the

one running through
Givet, Dinant,

rest of the Franco-Belgian territories, the

Belfort, Epinal,

Namur,

St.

Toul, Rheims, Charleville,

Trond, and Tongres, a zone of from

80 to 100 kilometers deep would be enclosed paralleling the
Franco-Belgian borders, which,

if

cut off from the rest of their
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certainly have placed the Allies in a very difficult

situation.

Naturally, the idea was not to attempt the cutting off of

all

That was not considered
necessary. When we think that the whole number of men and the
quantity of materiel constituting the Allied armies would have to
pass through that oblique line in the first few days, and after them
everything needed for the life and action of the armies, we can
easily realize that even a partial cutting off of those road and rail
communications would have played havoc with the mobilization
and concentration of the Allied armies and any subsequent war
actions on their part. By keeping even a portion of these vital
communications interrupted it was reasonable to expect it would
weaken the enemy's front so that defeating it would be easier at
the opportune moment. Apart from these material effects, we must

road and

rail

communications

also take into account the

tions

zones,

at once.

moral

effects of

such

traffic

interrup-

on troops marching or traveling toward the operation
compelling them to halt until the raiding enemy had flown

away.

A complete

and itemized plan had been elaborated

to attempt

the isolation of the Allies' zone of operations through the Inde-

pendent Air Force.

The
tration

railroad

traffic

needed in

had been thoroughly

and everything pertaining
approximate number of

On

to

men

case of mobilization

studied. Railroads cannot be hidden,

them can be
likely to

easily figured out.

be mobilized was no

the basis of such information, even

possible to estimate the

and concen-

if

not precise,

it

The

secret.

had been

major or minor importance of the railways

going through the chosen line of separation. In the same way

had been possible

to estimate the

it

major or minor importance of

ordinary roads.

For each of the ordinary roads and railroads passing through
that oblique line,

and

especially for the

most important ones,

a particular plan of operation had been prepared containing a
detailed explanation of the offensive to be carried out against

it

in order to reach the desired result. In general, the destruction of
bridges, tracks,

and other road

facilities

was not contemplated;
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the idea was to create prohibited zones along the communication

by bombing those centers through which the
ordinary roads and the railroad passed with chemical, incendiary,
lines themselves,

and poison bombs, thus creating zones of
to approach and still more difficult to

fire

and poison

difficult

travel through. In the

interruption plans for each road or railroad the centers to be

bombed were

indicated, besides the quantity of

thrown on each one of them
center).

Where and when bombings had

keep transportation and

to

bombs to be
bombs for a

(10, 20, or 30 tons of

traffic

to

be repeated in order

interrupted were also indicated.

With an Independent Air Force capable

of carrying

on each

flight

2,000 tons of bombs, 150 centers for each flight could be bombed,

using an average of 20 tons of

As a certain strength

bombs

bombing.

would be needed for the
General Reuss had reserved

of aerial forces

carrying out of this interruption plan,
for himself the decision as to
his

for each

Independent Air Force,

whether the remaining strength of

after

conquering the

command

of the

would not, he would
them
according
have
employ
to his extreme theories.
It was known in Germany that the enemy had at their disposal
day- and night-bombing units. Certainly these units would be
employed, the more so as Germany had no pursuit or alert pur-

air,

would be

sufficient for the need. If it

felt free to

suit planes.

offensive

How

to safeguard their

own

centers from such an

on the part of the Allied bombers? Here

is

what General

Reuss writes about the problem:

Once the enemy's aerial defense forces had been destroyed, even the
would be left without pursuit planes, and so the struggle
would continue between the bombing units of the Allies and the
German battle units.
Evidently our battle units would have lost no time in trying to prevent the enemy's bombing units from carrying on their offensive.
From this would have ensued two parallel actions in which each of
the two sides would have tried to inflict as much damage as possible
on its enemy. Which one of the two sides would have prevailed?
Allies

Naturally, under equal conditions, the one possessing the greatest

ground objectives.
had devoted all national resources to the
Independent Air Force and tried to give them the maximum offensive
capacity against ground objectives.

offensive capacity against

Just for this reason

I
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Notwithstanding this power conferred on our Independent Air
we were not theoretically in a position to prevent the bombing
of our centers. Theoretically, I say, because in practice our superior
offensive capacity against ground objectives, even in its potential
state alone, could have been relied on and utilized to dissuade the
enemy from offensive actions against our own territory. In fact, this
is precisely what did happen.
Force,

DISPOSITIONS FOR JUNE
The German Ambassador von

16

Taupritz's telegram arrived from

on June 15, while the Reich Council was still
sitting. It meant war; no human force could have stopped it from
exploding in all its fury. Even those most opposed to extreme
Paris at 11 p.m.

measures had to bow to the inevitable.
past

Time

for discussion

and gone, and there was no other way open but

action.

was

The

order for general mobilization was issued at midnight, and General
Reuss, having assumed the
Forces,

announced

to

Command

of the National

the Council that the Air Forces

invade the enemy's sky that same day, June

and

Armed

16,

would

between 6 a.m.

7 a.m., in order to begin the disintegration of the enemy's

national resistance.

In order to prevail over the last-minute hesitations of some

members

of the Council anent the unrestricted

employment

of the

aero-chemical arms, General Reuss proposed to inform the adversary of his intentions so that they could take the necessary
countersteps. Since the

means

to

hinder the mobilization and

concentration of the enemies' armed forces were available,

it

would have been a crime against the Fatherland to
them and wait until they were ready to fight. It was up to the
enemies to defend and protect those centers where they meant to
carry on acts of war such as mobilization and concentration; it
fail

was the duty of the enemies to evacuate

civilians

to use

from those cen-

would have been naive to believe that unarmed citizens,
women, children, and old men could have served as a shield; as a
matter of fact, the warning was superfluous, because everyone
knows, or should know, that war is war.
This is what originated the famous German radiogram broadters. It

cast of

June

16, at 2

a.m.
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To
a

of

the Minister of Foreign Affairs

The Air

who had remarked

warning meant giving up the advantage of

Reuss answered that

it

surprise,

that such

General

was the Independent Air Force which

would constitute the real surprise, and not the hour at which it
would go into action.
As soon as he assumed command of the National Armed Forces,
General Reuss radioed to the Independent Air Force the following
order:

To All Commanders

of Aerial Units:

The X-hour will be 6 o'clock this morning.
I am sure that all of you will do your duty, and
sundown

The

that, therefore, at

the Independent Air Force will have decided the war.

orders of operation to which "X-hours" referred contained

the following principal instructions:

Concept of Operation: To attack in mass all along the frontier, in
successive waves, with the left wing reinforced to envelop Paris from
the south, and to beat the enemies by bombing their main lines of
communication, thus giving them the immediate impression that they
are being dominated from the air.
Forces: All the strength of the Independent Air Force, including
the divisions' reserve planes.

Distribution of Forces: Eight columns of attack to be formed, that is:
1st column— Constituted by the I 2,000-horsepower group in 3 de-

tachments of 4, 4, and 2 divisions.
2d column— Constituted by the II 2,000-horsepower group in 3
detachments, as the first.
3rd column— Constituted by the III 2,000-horsepower group in 3
detachments, as the first.
4th column— Constituted by the IV 2,000-horsepower group in 3
detachments, as the first.
5th column— Constituted by the V 2,000-horsepower group and the IX
3,000-horsepower group in 8 detachments of 2, 2, 2, and 4 2,000-horsepower divisions, and 2, 2, 2, and 4 3,000-horsepower divisions.
6th column— Constituted by the VI 2,000-horsepower group, and the
X 3,000-horsepower group in eight detachments as the V, plus a
detachment of the 6,000-horsepower division.
yth column— Constituted by the VII 2,000-horsepower group, the XI
and XII 3,000-horsepower group, and the XV 6,000-horsepower group
in 8 detachments of 2, 2, 2, and 6 2,000-horsepower divisions, 4, 4, 4,
and 8 3,000-horsepower divisions, and 4 6,000-horsepower divisions.
8th column— Constituted by the VIII 2,000-horsepower group, and
the XIII and XIV 3,000-horsepower group, in 7 detachments of 2, 2, 2,
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8 3,000-horsepower divi-

one detachment of 3 6,000-horsepower divisions.
Each detachment to keep a distance of one-half hour's flying time
(100 kilometers), and irueach detachment the-divisions to fly in forma-

sions, plus

tion.

Waves

of Attack:

At the X-hour the leading detachments of the eight columns of attack
are to deploy on the line Paderborn, Korbach, Giessen, Hanan,
Aschaffenburg, Wurzburg, Ansbach, and Ulm.
Therefore, eight waves of attack are to be formed:
wave— Leading detachments of the 8th columns, 24 2,000-horse-

1st

power divisions
2d wave—Leading detachments of the 8th columns, 24 2,000-horsepower divisions
3d wave— Leading detachments of the 8th columns, 23 2,000-horsepower divisions
4th wave— Leading detachments of the 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th columns, 8
2,000-horsepower divisions~and 8 3,000-horsepower divisions
of the 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th columns, 12
3,000-horsepower divisions
6th wave— Leading detachments of the 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th columns, 12
3,000-horsepower divisions and 3 6,000-horsepower divisions
yth wave—Leading detachments of the 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th columns, 20
3,000-horsepower divisions and 4 6,000-horsepower divisions
8th wave— Leading detachments of the 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th columns, 8
3,000-horsepower divisions and 3 6,000-horsepower divisions
5th

wave—Leading detachments

Itineraries

and Tasks

for

Each Column:

The itineraries as here assigned to the various columns of attack
are general directions for the whole of each column, and, similarly,
the tasks assigned to each one are global tasks. On this basis, the
column commanders, through their group commanders, shall trace the
itineraries for, and allot the tasks of, the depending divisions.
1st Column— Itinerary: Paderborn, Eupen, Liege, Brussels, Lille,
Abbeville, Rouen, Dreux, Corbeil, Chalons, operating bases (10-hour
flight).

Task: to

bomb some

great northern center of France for moral

impression.

2d Column—Itinerary: Gottingen, St. Vith, Namur, Valenciennes,
Meulan, Etampes, Melun, St. Dizier, operating bases (10-hour
flight). Task: to bomb some great northern center of France for moral
Gisars,

impression.

3d Column—Itinerary: Giessen, Merzig, Stenay, Rheims, Villeneuve,
then follow same itinerary as the 5th column. Task: to bomb airfields
in the Stenay and Rheims regions (10-hour flight).
4th Column— Itinerary: Hanan, Saarbrucken, Verdun, Chalons,
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same itinerary as the 6th Column. Task: to bomb
Verdun and Chalons regions (10-hour flight).

Sens, then following
airfields in the

5th Co/wmn— Itinerary: Aschaffenburg, Pirmasens, Nancy, St. Dizier,
Romilly, Le Mans, Alencon, Rouen, Amiens, Laon, Verdun, operating
bases (10-hour flight). Task: to bomb rail communications between
Paris and the west and southwest of France Tours-Paris; Angers-Paris;
Orleans-Paris; Le Mans-Paris; Le Havre-Paris railroad lines).
6th Column—-Itinerary: Wurzburg, Bergzabern, Charmes, Chaumont, Troyes, Sens, Orleans, Chartres, Gisars, Beauvais, Soissons, Epernay, Toul, Nancy, operating bases (10-hour flight). Task: to bomb
the following rail communications: Troyes-Paris; Dijon-Paris; NeversParis; Tours-Paris; Angers-Paris and Le Mans-Paris railroad lines.
yth Column— Itinerary: Ansbach, Strasburg, Remiremont, Nevers,
Paris, operating bases (10-hour flight). Task: to terrorize the capital
and sow destruction in its suburbs, especially where the big industries
are located. To give a vivid demonstration of our command of the
air, the divisions belonging to the XI, XII, and XV groups, keeping
themselves at high altitude, shall fly around Paris and its suburbs,
releasing their load (1,200 tons). The first two detachments of the
XI and XII shall carry smoke bombs in order to blind the anti-aerial
defense, if needed, but anyway to impress the population.
8th Column— Itinerary: Ulm, Breisach, Besancpn, Chalons, then
various itineraries (12-hour flight). Task: to carry the offensive on
the following faraway centers to impress their populations: Clermont-Ferrand, Limoges, Bordeaux, Roanne, Toulouse, Lyon, St.
Etienne, Valence, Avignon, Nimes, Montpellier, Aries, Aix, Borg, and
Grenoble.
Directions: The first two waves shall carry no bomb loads, but an
armament load at least double the usual. The waves shall always fly
at the highest altitude possible with their loads. Objectives defended
by antiaircraft artillery shall be generally avoided.
Explorers.— The 15 explorer squadrons shall reach about the
2 1 hour the sky above Rheims, Stenay, Chaumont, and Charmes,
where it is estimated that the battle will be most furious, and there
they shall act on their own initiative.

H+

These orders of operation were to start on its way the great
offensive machine which, once started, could not possibly be
stopped.

On

leaving

its

airfield in

hour each division

Ulm) had

this

order to lead the waves at the given

(Paderborn, Gottingen,

Giessen,

well-defined mission to accomplish:

Ansbach,

to proceed

along the established itinerary and execute the prescribed bombings.
1

A

military code for designating the time factor.
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other care needed to be taken by the division;

it

knew

that

and back other divisions were similarly flying,
on its
and the only other task it had was repelling any possible enemy's
attack while flying on its route.
To oppose these actions, the enemies could do nothing more
sides, front,

than to attack the divisions with their pursuit units. In case of
such attacks, the divisions were not to change their

own route— it

would have been useless, anyhow— no matter what the enemies
might be, no matter what losses they should suffer, no matter how
far over the enemies' territories they were. The divisions had to
accept combat on their routes, always remembering that they were
parts of an organic mass of attack whose final aim could be reached
only through the individual action as designated of

all its

com-

ponent elements.

When reduced in strength
fall

to only

back, but only in order to join the following detachment,

which they could reach in 10

A division
once

it

could

its

fly

back

to 20 minutes.

(it

could, but

it

was not expected

to)

all the ammunition of its planes and on
commander. In that case it had to fly back
itinerary and land on its own operating base.

had exhausted

orders given by

over

two planes, the division could

its

original

Flying back before the established time was

left

mander's discretion, but he had to keep in mind

to the

that,

com-

except for

must be avoided if possible, because
the mere presence of the divisions on the enemies' territories was

special cases, such returns

witness to strength.

From

the distribution of the forces,

the left

invade

appears clear that their

seemed the stronger on the right wing, perdraw the enemy's forces toward the north, but afterward
wing became the strongest— that is, the one which was to

deployment, at
haps to

it

all

first,

the French territory south of the Paris parallel

around Paris

itself

from the west.

Notwithstanding that the fortune of war had been on his
this

and
side,

plan of operation was violently criticized by eminent war

historians for

its

scholastic rigidity.

General Reuss, author of that plan, answered these
follows:

critics as
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I certainly never entertained the idea that my Independent Air
Force would succeed in flying over the enemy's sky always keeping that
symmetrical order it showed when my plans were diagrammed on
paper. Better than anyone else, I was conscious of the fact that my
battle divisions were not inert pawns shifted mechanically on an inert
chessboard, but that they were living entities. Into these living entities, and into each one of them, with my plan of operation, I had
infused a will stronger than iron to follow to the end the road I had
pointed to them. And that was enough for me!
What mattered if the waves, flying in succession one after the other,
could not keep exactly at the prescribed distance from one another?
As long as the divisions would be flying, the ones which had left first
would necessarily precede those which left later. If I gave to each
division a definite itinerary and definite tasks, I did so because I knew
that all my divisions would adhere to that itinerary unless the enemies
destroyed them. Besides, I knew the valor of my crews. I knew that my
divisions, once on their way to attack, could not do anything different
unless they were destroyed. Through my four columns on the left, inside of three and a half hours I was able to hurl, on one sector of the
enemies' front, more than four-fifths of my forces. Our enemies had

to lose,

and they

did!

During the day before the war, the German Independent Air
Force had nothing to do outside of routine matters, brass-polishing, as the saying goes;

but to make those great machines of war

spring into instant action, the order issued by General Reuss at
1

o'clock in the

morning

of

June

16 was enough.

CHAPTER

The

To

VIII

Battle of June

16

give a brief but correct idea of the formidable clash which

went down

under the

June 16, is
a difficult task, but I shall attempt it, basing my account on official
documents recently published and personal testimony from witnesses and actors in the great tragedy.
In the preceding pages I have outlined the situation on both
sides during the evening of June 15 and the following day; and
in history

now, in order

to orient properly

of the Battle of

title

my

narrative, I will recount the

events in their correct time and space.

Properly speaking, the battle began between 6 o'clock and a
quarter after 6 in the morning

when

the

first

both sides made contact. Nevertheless, some

from
war had taken

aerial units

acts of

place before that time which, although part of this battle, did not

influence

its

outcome.

An

example

is

the actions carried out by

the four night-bombing brigades of the French Independent Air
Force. According to orders, between 3 o'clock

and

half-past that

morning, these brigades crossed the Franco-Belgian border be-

tween the Luxembourg and the Rhine and went to

The purpose

bomb

the

Worms, Mannheim, and Speyer

Koln, Bonn, Koblenz, Bingen,

bombings was the destruction of
the ordinary and railroad bridges on the Rhine.
These night-bombing French brigades presented, at that mo-

objectives.

of these

ment, a strength only one-half that of their war

effectives

(the

permanent squadrons had been completed, but the twin squadrons
had not been mobilized yet— that is 6 squadrons (36 planes in all)
for each brigade.

The bombings were

executed by regiments

(3

squadrons), and went unopposed by the enemy, who, judging by

appearances, at

least,

had limited himself
371

to black

out

all lights.
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Explosive bombs of 500 kilograms and 1,000 kilograms were used
and extensive damages were done, especially to the Koln and
Koblenz bridges.
The four brigades, intact, landed back on their operating bases
between 6 o'clock and half-past of that same morning.
At 6 o'clock the German Government broadcast to all radio
stations of the

world

its first

war communique.

It is

worth quoting.

June 16—6 o'clock.
Between 4 o'clock and 5 o'clock this morning, French Aerial forces,
after having flown over the Rhenish region, have thrown hundreds of
tons of explosive, incendiary, and poison bombs on the cities of Koln,
Bonn, Koblenz, Bingen, Mainz, Worms, Mannheim, and Speyer. Damages to persons and buildings are incalculable; thousands of citizens,
aged people, women, and children have been killed or lie dying.
The German Government has ordered its Independent Air Force to

Berlin,

act in reprisal.

This communique greatly exaggerated the
bombings.

had been

If citizens

struck, their

effects of the

French

number had not been

very great, and the French had not used poison bombs.

But the German Government took advantage of
to accuse the Allies, before

these

bombings

world public opinion, of having begun

unrestricted use of the aero-chemical arm, and only for the pur-

pose of justifying

its

use on their part, as they had already decided

to do.

This communique, published in special editions by
papers in the world,

made

a great impression

all

news-

which could not be

canceled by denials issued by the Allied governments, as in these

and justify the way they
German Independent Air

denials they could only try to explain

had acted. Even, later on,

when

the

Force unleashed their terrible aero-chemical offensives, the impres-

many minds the conviction remained that it
had been the Allies who had first broken the international conventions, and that Germany had only exercised a justified right of

sion lingered,

reprisal.

and

in
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at 6 o'clock
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O'CLOCK

made on both

sides,

the situation

as follows:

Allies:
1.

The

36 planes)

I

regiment of the Belgian pursuit brigade

is

cruising in the sky over Koln-Koblenz,

about 80 kilometers,
2.

The

squadrons,

(6

II

at

squadrons,

on a front

of

about the 5,000-meter altitude.

and IV French pursuit brigades
the

144 planes) are cruising,

(4 regiments, 24

in the sky over

first

Koblenz-Mainz, and the second over Mainz-Aschaffenburg, on
fronts of over 100 kilometers each, at about the 5,000-meter altitude.

(In order to describe the situation in the sky,
refer to

some

fixed points

on the

the necessary reference in his
liarities of the air,

moment

an

surface.

The

we

always have to

reader must

own mind. Considering

aerial situation

make

the pecu-

can only be the situation at

on the ground, and
therefore the ground reference must be taken, more than anything
a certain

else,

in reference to fixed points

only as a general indication.

When we

say, for instance, that

such and such an aerial force was at such and such a time on the

Koblenz-Mainz front
to say that that force

at the 5,000-meter altitude,

was

really there

with

we do not mean

all its

units deployed

and aligned on a vertical plane drawn between Koblenz and Mainz
at an altitude of 5,000 meters, but we mean that the units constituting that force found themselves, at that moment, approximately some 10 kilometers outside or some 10 kilometers inside
an alignment running from the Koblenz vertical to the Mainz
vertical at an altitude of about 5,000 meters.)
Germans:
1.

Four divisions of the

I

2,000-horsepower group (1st column)

have arrived in the Paderborn

sky,

and are

flying

toward Koln;

these 4 divisions (40 2,000-horsepower planes) will clash at about

6:30 a.m. with the
2.

I

regiment of the Belgian pursuit brigade.

Four divisions of the

II

2,000-horsepower group

(2d col-
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umn) have arrived in the Gottingen sky, and are flying toward
Honnef (Rhine); these 4 divisions (40 2,000-horsepower planes)
will clash with the
3.

Four

I

regiment of the Belgian pursuit brigade.

divisions of the III 2,000-horsepower

group (3d

col-

umn) have arrived in the Giessen sky, and are flying toward St.
Goar (Rhine); 4 divisions of the IV 2,000-horsepower (4th column) have arrived in the Hanan sky, and are flying toward Mainz.
These

8

divisions will soon clash with the French II pursuit

brigade.
4.

Two

divisions of the

umn) have

V

2,000-horsepower group

arrived in the Aschaffenburg.

Two

(5th col-

divisions of the

VI 2,000-horsepower group (6th column) have arrived in the
Wurzburg sky.
These 4 divisions (40 2,000-horsepower planes) have made contact with some elements of the VI French pursuit brigade.
5.

Two

divisions of the

umn) have

VII 2,000-horsepower group (7th

col-

arrived in the Ansbach sky, and are flying toward

Strasburg.
6.

Two

umn) have

divisions of the VIII 2,000-horsepower

arrived in the

Ulm

For the time being, these

group (8th

col-

and are flying toward Breisach.
two last columns are finding their way
sky,

open, with no opposition.

At 6 o'clock the battle has begun between the leaders of the 5th
and 6th columns and some elements of the IV French pursuit
brigade. Between 6 and 6:30 it develops gradually, always toward
the north, until at about 6:30, fighting is going on over a front
from Koln, through Koblenz, Kreuznach, and Ludwishm, to
Heidelberg.

In the sky over Koln and Honnef the

I

regiment of the Belgian

pursuit brigade attacks the 8 2,000-horsepower divisions which
constitute the

There are

first

wave

of the

first

6 pursuit squadrons

battle divisions

(80

and second columns

of attack.

(36 planes) pitted against eight

2,000-horsepower planes). In the sky over

Koblenz and Kreuznach the second French pursuit brigade attacks
the 8 2,000-horsepower divisions which constitute the
of the

first

and second columns of

attack.

There

first

wave

are 12 pursuit
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squadrons (72 planes) against 4 battle divisions (40 2,000-horse-

power

planes).

many memoirs and accounts published in France and
Germany, by officers who fought on that tragic June 16, we can
From

the

gain a sufficiently correct idea of what took place.

The

Allied pursuit units which were cruising or were being

up

sent

against the enemy's masses, tried to take an advantageous

position for the attack as soon as they sighted them. But the Ger-

man

divisions,

whether they had sighted the enemy or

ceeded on their route, keeping their formation

not, pro-

This

intact.

allowed the pursuit units, possessing a higher speed and maneuverability, to choose easily their direction of attack, as the

enemy's

formations did not attempt to avoid the attack, nor executed any

maneuver

to

change their positions. Since they had to assault

compact formations, the pursuit units tried

and envelop them with
directions and disperse

The

all their

their

planes to

on top of them
make them face in all
to get

fire.

pursuit planes operated through squadrons or groups

(2

squadrons) in the sense that they kept in such a formation until
the

moment

squadrons

of attack.

(3 planes)

,

The squadrons were

and each half-squadron generally operated

in one direction of attack.
case of a group, or the

had

subdivided into half-

two

to synchronize while

The

four directions of attack, in the

directions, in the case of a squadron,

converging on the enemy. During peace-

time training, a great deal of attention had been given to
sort of

maneuver, and in practice

it

proved

effective; in fact,

time the Allied units succeeded in employing
obtained the best

The German

this

this

every

method, they

results.

divisions, faithful to their instructions, kept in

and did not deviate from the prescribed routes,
of what forces attacked them or from which direction

close formation

regardless

the attacks came.

Each division that day was 10 planes strong, instead of

9,

as

designated by the war organization, because the reserve plane was
included.

Now, when

a division

the 12 pursuit planes of one
fire

was attacked simultaneously by

group—which seldom happened— the

effectiveness of the division

was generally superior

to the
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by one squadron alone, or

still
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When

the division was attacked

worse by a half-squadron, the

dis-

advantage of the attackers would increase enormously, because in
those cases the formation could concentrate

On

tions.

the great

German

airships the

its fire

in fewer direc-

armament had been placed

it was easily handled, not influenced by the wind,
and manned by a perfectly trained personnel. Furthermore, as the
formation was not obliged to maneuver in any way while sustaining an attack, the planes functioned for firing purposes almost
like stable platforms. For a lone airman to attack a division, even

with great care,

had

if it

one-third or one-half of

lost

was sheer

its effectives,

folly;

nevertheless several Allied airmen attempted this heroic feat.

When

its

attack,

disorganized, with

no hope

whether a group or a squadron, was
no matter what its results, it found itself
planes scattered in all directions, and with

a pursuit unit,

through with

its

of being able quickly to reassemble

its

formation to

at-

tempt another assault against the same division or against others.

On

the other hand, the division which had gone through the

tack,

even

if it

maintaining
losses.

And

had suffered

its

losses,

would keep going on

it

whom

And

re -attacking alone, after the attack

insignificant

especially during the

damages to the

the great

the idea of letting the

enemy go on unopposed was repugnant, would keep on
acts,

its

allowed the enemy to proceed undis-

majority of the Allied pursuers, to

heroic

route,

formation, original or reduced, according to

then, unless

turbed, each pursuer had to attack individually.

and

its

at-

attacking

by unit was ended. These

June 16

battle divisions,

battle,

caused only

and perhaps most

of

the losses suffered by the Allied pursuit forces.

The

apparent impassivity displayed by the

German

divisions

while flying to their destination and keeping their formations
intact irrespective of losses, greatly puzzled the Allied
to

maneuver, but

airmen used

this impassivity constituted the great strength

of the divisions themselves,

and

mately and deeply conscious of

their entire personnel

were

inti-

it.

From the moment they left their airfields, the divisions' crews
knew that they could do nothing but accept combat in case of
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contact with the enemy. Therefore, the only thing left for

them

do was try to face it under the most favorable conditions—
namely, by keeping that close formation which allowed reciprocal
to

among

and by enabling
them easily to discover the enemy and shoot at him straight and
true. Therefore, there was nothing aboard to distract them from
their task, the task of looking around and using their weapons

help

all

properly to the
task of
all

the airships in the formation,

maximum

To

advantage.

the pilots belonged the

keeping in formation and following the prescribed route;

the rest of the crew had only one thought in mind, to discover

and

hit the

most dangerous enemy

formation was arranged so that the
into as

many

the firing task

even when

its

sectors as there

made

as

quickly as possible.

field of

The

observation was divided

were planes, and

this dividing of

the division a powerful instrument of war

effectives

were reduced.

Even when numerous units on both sides clashed, the fighting
would result in a series of attacks carried on by pursuit units
against battle units. Just as the

with

all their

pursuit units could not attack

pened

German

all at

the same time.

that in a certain zone a division

cessively

divisions could not

fly

planes aligned along a frontal line, so the Allied

Thus

it

hap-

would be attacked

suc-

by two, three, and even four pursuit groups or squadrons,

while in another zone the attack would come only from isolated
airmen, and in
at

still

others the divisions

would meet no opponents

all.

Combat

in the sky often presented a chaotic

and disordered

ap-

pearance with pursuit units or single planes hurling themselves

from time

to time against the divisions

long as they could

fly,

while

all

bent on proceeding

as

around battleplanes and pursuit

planes would be crashing or trying to land. Little by

little

the

would slow down; as the pursuit units were
destroyed, the attacks would cease; and their few survivors, having
exhausted their ammunition or their fuel, especially in the case
of alert pursuit planes, would try to land to rearm and refuel;
while the divisions, reduced in their effectives, would proceed to
intensity of the fight

their destination.
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As we have

seen,

about 6:30 a.m.,

of

was in the sky around Koln and Honnef,

it

that

the

first

and the

The

occurred between the

clashes

8 2,000-horsepower divisions leading the
of attack,

The Air

and second columns

first

regiment of the Belgian pursuit brigade.

first

between these 6 pursuit squadrons and the 8

fight

divi-

sions took place more exactly in the sky above Koln, Honnef,

Eupen, and

St.

The

Vith.

Belgian squadrons performed miracles

of valor, attacking repeatedly in spite of their great numerical
inferiority (there

were 36 planes against 80)

but about 7 o'clock

;

the surviving pursuers (only a quarter of those

were compelled

to land,

were

attacked)

having exhausted their ammunition,

while the 2,000-horsepower divisions, having
planes,

who had

lost a

above Verviers and

flying in the sky

dozen of their
St.

Vith at an

altitude of about 6,000 meters.

About 6:30

the lookout service stationed at the Belgian frontier

had informed the Belgian Aerial Defense Command of the advance of a great German aerial mass coming over the border, and
that the

first

regiment of the Belgian pursuit brigade had been

compelled to quit the

fight.

The Command

of the Belgian Aerial

Defense already apprised from other sources of the magnitude of
the enemy's forces crossing the borders, at about 7:15 o'clock or-

dered the

II

regiment of the Belgian pursuit brigade and the

Namur, and Liege Aeronautical

Brussels,

suit squadrons) to attack the

Presidios (12 alert pur-

enemy's forces which had invaded

Belgium.

These

forces

At 7:30

began

between 7:30 and 8 o'clock.
divisions of the first wave of the first and

to take off

the 8 battle

second columns are flying over Brussels at a very high altitude

beyond reach

of the anti-aerial batteries,

on

their

way

to Lille

and

Valenciennes, some of the Belgian pursuit trying to overtake

them.

about 7:30 the Belgian Aerial Defense Command is informed by its lookout service on the frontier that another great

But

at

German
St.

Vith.

the

first

The

aerial

mass

is

crossing the border between

There were the 8 battle
and second columns.

Belgian Aerial Defense

Eupen and

divisions of the second

Command

is

wave of

barely on time to
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pursuit forces and to send half of

them

The

alert pursuit squadrons) against this second wave.

(6

8 divi-

wave (which had already suffered some losses
during previous fights) are overtaken by the first pursuit units
sent up after them at about 8 o'clock, over Lille and Valenciennes,
while at about the same time the 8 divisions of the second wave
sions of the

first

met by the other 6 alert pursuit squadrons in the sky over
Brussels and Namur. At the same time, the frontier lookout service

are

is

sending out the information that

crossing the border.

wave of the

The

first

They

corps pursuit squadrons

sky, as

left,

Command

but

remaining auxiliary

Command

another

German mass

is

and second columns.

Belgian Aerial Defense

risk these

still

are the 4 battle divisions of the third

it

has

now

does not think

forces.

The French

only 5 army
it

prudent to

Aerial Defense

has already been apprised of the events in the Belgian

by 8 o'clock the battle divisions of the

first

wave were

cross-

ing the border between France and Belgium at Lille and Valenciennes. It ordered the

first

auxiliary pursuit brigade

(of the

Northern Group of Armies) and the Aeronautical Presidios of
Amiens,

St.

There are

Quentin, and Laon to take

12 pursuit

total of 30

off

and engage the enemy.

squadrons and 18 alert pursuit squadrons, a

squadrons with 180 planes,

when

take off against the battle divisions of the

at 8:30 these forces

first

wave, which were

already being attacked from the rear by the second regiment of
the Belgian pursuit brigade (6 squadrons)

and by 6 Belgian

alert

squadrons with 72 planes.
In the sky over Arras, Cambrai, Amiens, and Peronne, between

pursuit squadrons, in

8

and 9

o'clock a terrible melee ensues

between the 8

battle divi-

wave (already weakened by losses) and 42 squadFrench and Belgian pursuit planes. There are 252 pursuit

sions of the

rons of

all 12

first

planes fighting against about 70 battleplanes.
sions are literally destroyed, not

The

8 battle divi-

one plane surviving. But

this vic-

tory cost the Allies about 150 planes.

Also between 8 and 9 o'clock, the battle between the 8 diviwave and the 6 Belgian alert pursuit squadrons

sions of the second

Namur,

and Renaix.
There are 80 battleplanes against 36 pursuit planes. About 9

begins in the skies above Brussels,

Charleroi,
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which had lost about
a dozen of their own planes and destroyed about 30 of the enemy's, arrive in the sky over Arras and Cambrai, where they are

o'clock, the 8 divisions of the second wave,

attacked by the Allied pursuit forces which had already destroyed
the 8 divisions of the

first

wave. These Allied forces— about 80

planes— are in confusion after the battle they have sustained.
Nevertheless they attack courageously, but individually. At about

more
have reached the sky above Amiens

9:30 the 8 divisions of the second wave, reduced to

than half of their

effectives,

little

and Abbeville, while the surviving Allied pursuers are landing to
refuel and reorganize.
At 9 o'clock the French Aerial Defense Command is informed
that another German aerial mass has been sighted in the sky over
Roubaix and Lille, and is bombing Roubaix. They are the 4
battle divisions of the third wave, which had crossed Belgium almost unopposed. One of these 4 divisions
on Roubaix.

The French

Aerial Defense

pursuit regiment (of the

first

Command

releases 10 tons of

orders the

first

auxiliary

The

first

auxiliary

army) to attack

pursuit regiment takes off about 9:30 and
after

roaming the sky

therefore,

At

between

12

for a long time,

and 12:30

it

bombs

it.

flies

it fails

toward

Lille. But,

to contact the

returns to

its

own

enemy;

airfields.

10 o'clock the 8 battle divisions of the second

wave

find

themselves in the sky above Rouen, and the 4 divisions of the third

wave in the sky above Abbeville. They release 10 tons of bombs
on this center.
At about the same time, the French Aerial Defense Command
sends the

first

auxiliary pursuit regiment (of the second army) in

the direction of Rouen.

We have followed the events which took place in the sky over
Belgium and northern France from 6 to 10 o'clock, events which
stand by themselves in the general picture of the June 16 battle.

On

this partial theater of the war,

20 battle divisions (200 2,000-

horsepower airplanes) had clashed with 24 pursuit squadrons and
30 alert squadrons, a total of 324 planes.

At

10 o'clock the situation was as follows:
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Germans:

The

wave of the first and second columns (8 divisions, 80
planes) had been totally destroyed.
The second wave (8 divisions) had lost about one-half of its
effectives, and was flying in the sky above Rouen.

The

first

third

wave

(4

divisions,

40 planes), almost

intact,

was

above Abbeville, and had bombed Roubaix and Abbeville.

flying

On

the whole, the

first

about one-half of their

and second columns of attack had

effectives,

lost

100 2,000-horsepower airplanes.

Allies:

Of

the Belgian pursuit brigade

Namur, and Liege

(12 pursuit squadrons

12 alert squadrons, total 144 planes)

about 40 planes were

Presidios of Brussels,

and

and the three Aeronautical

left.

The

which were about

The

intact.

first

of Armies),
planes.

Laon

Belgian army corps,

5 auxiliary pursuit groups of the

The

to mobilize

their twin squadrons,

were

auxiliary pursuit brigade (of the Northern

numbering 72

had been

left

Group

with about 30
Aeronautical Presidios of Amiens, St. Quentin, and
planes,

(18 squadrons, 108 alert planes)

had

left

lost

about one-half of

their effectives. The two auxiliary pursuit regiments (of the First
and Second Armies) were flying in quest of the enemy. Also available were the auxiliary pursuit groups of the army corps, which

were about

On

to mobilize their

twin squadrons.

the whole, the Allies had lost

more than 200

planes.

About 6:30 a.m. in the sky over Koblenz, Kreuznach, Kaiserlantern, Speyer, and Heidelberg the battle is joined between the
leaders of the 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th columns of attack (12 2,000horsepower divisions) and the second and sixth pursuit brigade
of the French

Independent Air Force. The clash takes place above

the Rheinish region— 144 pursuit planes against 120 2,000-horse-

power battleplanes.
At 7 o'clock the 12

divisions of the

first

wave, reduced to two-

thirds of their effectives, cross the frontier

between Merzig and

Bergzabern, flying due southwest, pursued by about 50 pursuit
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of

ammunition during valorous but
individual actions, and afterward they have to

planes which exhaust their
scarcely profitable

land.

Also at 7 o'clock, 4 battle divisions (40 2,000-horsepower battleplanes) cross the frontier

between Strasburg and Breisach,

flying

due southwest.

At
1.

that time, the

The

I

and

II

Command of the

French Aerial Defense orders:

pursuit brigades of the Independent Air Force

to attack the enemy's mass crossing the frontier

and Bergzabern. This mass has already
2.

The V

suffered

between Merzig

some

losses;

pursuit brigade of the Independent Air Force to

attack the enemy's mass crossing the frontier between Strasburg

and Breisach:
3.

The

Aeronautical Presidios of Verdun, Metz, Nancy, and

Epinal to stand by ready to attack, where the enemy might advance

with other masses.
4.

The

auxiliary pursuit brigades of the central

and southern

groups of armies, the auxiliary pursuit regiments of the armies,

and the pursuit squadrons already mobilized by the army corps to
stand by for orders.
At 7:30 the 12 battle divisions of the first wave (third, fourth,
fifth, and sixth columns), reduced to about two-thirds of their
former strength, by losses, arrive on the Stenay-Verdun-NancyCharmes front, and here they have to sustain the first attacks by
the units of the first and second pursuit brigades of the Independent Air Force. At the same time, 12 other battle divisions
of the second wave of the same columns of attacks are crossing
the border between Merzig and Bergzabern.
Also at 7:30, the 4 divisions of the first wave of the seventh and
eighth columns are arriving undisturbed in the sky above Remire-

mont and Besancon, where
fifth

they are assaulted by elements of the

pursuit brigade of the French Independent Air Force, while

4 other divisions of the second wave of the same columns are
crossing the frontier between Strasburg

and Breisach.

Between 7:30 and 8 o'clock a combat takes place in the sky over
Rheims, Stenay, Verdun, Charmes, Chaumont, St. Dizier, and
Chalons, between the divisions of the

first

wave and the two pur-
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There are 12 battle divisions reduced to two-thirds
of their normal effectives against 24 pursuit squadrons.
The French airmen attack with violence and audacity; they
seem eager to sacrifice themselves; most of the 80 German battlesuit brigades.

planes are destroyed; only a few survivors succeed in falling back

But the two pursuit brigades also
themselves completely disorganized when,

to join the following wave.

and

suffer heavily

find

wave appear intact in
the Stenay, Verdun, Toul, and Charmes sky. Only a few isolated
airmen with scarce ammunition offer them any resistance.
Between 7:30 and 8 o'clock the battle is also joined between the
4 divisions of the first wave of the seventh and eighth columns and
at 8 o'clock the 12 divisions of the second

the fifth pursuit brigade of the French Independent Air Force in
the sky above Vesoul, Dijon,

and Besancon. There are 72 pursuit

planes against 40 battleplanes.

At

8 o'clock, after having lost about half of their strength, these

four divisions arrive in the sky above Dijon and Chalons, while

4 other divisions of the second wave have reached the Remiremont-Besanc.on front.

The remnants
this

of the fifth pursuit brigade, which also attacks

second wave, are completely destroyed.

At about 8

o'clock the 15

German

the sky above Rheims, Stenay,

have 180 very

fast

explorer squadrons arrive in

Chaumont, and Charmes. They

pursuit planes, piloted by the ablest

German

airmen. As soon as they arrive on the scene of battle, they engage,

each on his own, the French airmen

who

are attacking the battle

divisions.

To

the

Commander

of the French Aerial Defense, at about

8 o'clock the situation looks like this:

On

the Stenay, Verdun, Toul,

and Charmes front a great mass
of large enemy planes, almost intact, is traveling due east at high
altitude. About 100 kilometers behind it, almost in line with the

enemy planes seems to be following on the same route. Toward the south, on the Dijon,
Chalons front, there is a mass of enemy planes which has suffered
relevant losses; behind it another mass almost intact, and still
further back, on the Rhine, another similar great mass.

border, another great mass of big
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originating with units of the reconnaissance

regiment of the French Air Force, other great aerial masses

fol-

lowing those which have already invaded the French sky have been
located.

The

pursuit brigades of the French air forces have suffered

great losses, and the units need time to reorganize. For the present

no further demands can be made on them.
Faced by such a situation, the commander decides to mass his
two forces and orders all those still at his disposal to launch
themselves against the enemy as immediately as possible. The
forces

still

The
Epinal;

available are:

Aeronautical
16

Presidios

squadrons with

96

planes.

alert

and

Nancy,

Metz,

Stenay,

of

The

second-line

Aeronautical Presidios of Rheims, Chalons, Troyes, and Auxerre;

24 squadrons with 144 alert planes.

The

first

and second auxiliary

pursuit brigade of the southern and central groups of armies;

24 squadrons with 144 planes. The 7 auxiliary pursuit regiments
of the armies; 42 squadrons with 252 planes. The 20 pursuit

squadrons of the army corps; 20 squadrons with 120 planes. In
total,

126 squadrons with 756 planes.

The

order to attack

afterward the

first

is

issued at 8 o'clock,

units begin to take

off.

and a few minutes

About 8:30

the great

struggle begins.

At 8:30 the situation of the German columns
A. 3d, 4th, 5th, and 6th columns:
1.

2.

wave— destroyed.
Second wave— 12 2,000-horsepower

is

as follows:

First

divisions, almost intact,

have reached the Rheims-Chalons-St. Dizier-Chaumont front.
3.

Third wave— 8

2,000-horsepower

divisions,

intact,

have

divisions,

intact,

have

reached the Stenay-Toul-Charmes front.
4.

Fourth wave— 8 2,000-horsepower

reached the frontier between Merzig and Bergzabern.
B.

7th and 8th columns:

5.

First

wave—reduced

to very few planes, have reached the

Nevers-Moulins front.

Second wave— 4 2,000-horsepower
have reached the Dijon-Chalons front.
6.

divisions, almost intact,
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divisions,

Fourth wave— 8 3,000-horsepower divisions,

intact,

have

intact, are cross-

ing the border between Strasburg and Breisach.

At the moment,

then, not including the losses suffered, there are

44 2,000-horsepower divisions and 8 3,000-horsepower in full efficiency (440 2,000-horsepower planes and 80 3,000-horsepower) in
the French sky.

Seven hundred and

German

520 great

selves against these

French pursuit planes hurl them-

fifty-six

German waves deeper

battleplanes. Naturally the

into the French sky are the

the brunt of this violent attack. Thus, the second
third, fourth, fifth,

and

visions, almost intact)

sixth

is

columns

wave

most of

its

horsepower

(8

to feel

wave of the

(12 2,000-horsepower

di-

defeated in the sky over Rheims and

Auxerre; and the very few planes which survive
third

first

fall

back on the

2,000-horsepower divisions). This in turn also loses

planes and
divisions);

falls

back on the fourth wave

(8

2,000-

which in the meantime has reached the

Stenay-Toul-Charmes front.

The

fourth wave

is

also vigorously

attacked, but by this time the French pursuit planes have per-

formed an enormous

(about 200

task

German

been brought down), have suffered very serious
remaining planes are scattered

all

battleplanes have
losses,

and

all

the

over the sky. At this time a

wave, of 4 3,000-horsepower divisions, enters French territory between Merzig and Bergzabern. The first and second waves

fifth

of the seventh

and eighth columns are defeated and almost

stroyed; the third
sectors, the

down

whittled

wave

French
to

is

also violently attacked but, as in other

assaults

weaken here

about one-half of

and the third wave,

too;

its effectives,

Dijon-Chalons front, while the fourth follows

Remiremont and Besancon, and
divisions)

At 9

is

the

fifth

it

arrives

1.

2.

on the

in the sky above

(8 3,000-horsepower

and Breisach.
the German Independent Air

crossing the frontier between Strasburg

o'clock the situation of

Force in the French sky, south of the Paris parallel,
A.

de-

is

as follows:

and 6th columns:
First, second, and third waves— destroyed.
Fourth wave (8 2,000-horsepower divisions), reduced to
3d, 4th, 5th,
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on the Stenay-Charmes

front,

toward the Rheims-Auxerre front.

flying
3.

its effectives,

of

wave

Fifth

(4 3,000 divisions) are

on the

frontier

between

Merzig and Bergzabern.
7th and 8th columns:

B.
1.

2.

and second waves— destroyed.
Third wave (12 2,000-horsepower
First

about one-half of
3.

its effectives,

Fourth wave

are

on the Dijon-Chalons

3,000-horsepower

(8

reduced to

divisions)

divisons)

are

front.

on the

Remiremont-Besanc/Hi front.
4.

wave

Fifth

(8

3,000-horsepower divisions) are on the Stras-

burg-Breisach front.

In this sector of the

have

lost

sky, the

German Independent Air

Force

about 500 battleplanes of 2,000 horsepower; but the

French Aerial Defense has

left at its disposal

only a few alert

pursuit groups and about 100 isolated and scattered individual
pursuers; while 10 2,000-horsepower divisions

power

and 20

3,000-horse-

divisions are proceeding along the designated itineraries in

the French sky.

The

sixth, seventh,

and eighth waves

will arrive

with another 40 3,000-horsepower divisions and 10 6,000-horse-

power

divisions.

At about

10:30, then, 10 2,000-horsepower divisions, 60 3,000-

horsepower divisions, and 10 6,000-horsepower divisions, a

total

mass of 800 great battleplanes, will be flying in the French sky
south of the Paris parallel.

be in no position to

offer

And

the French Aerial Defense will

any appreciable

resistance.

Since 9 a.m., then, the Battle of June 16 can be considered
as

won by

that

the

German Independent Air

hour on no

aerial

fact,

from

takes place.

The

Force; and, in

clash of importance

various columns of attack can follow their designated itineraries

almost unopposed, execute the bombings assigned to them, and

then return to their operating bases with only insignificant

The German war communique,

losses.

issued at 8 p.m., reads as fol-

lows:

The Independent Air Force, which entered the sky of France and
Belgium at 7 o'clock this morning, has defeated the Allied Aerial
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then bombed the cities of Bordeaux, Limoges, ClermontFerrand, Toulouse, Roanne, Lyon, St. Etienne, Valence, Avignon,
Nimes, Montpellier, Aries, Aix, Bourg, Grenoble, Dijon, Nevers,
Bourges, Tours, Le Mans, Rouen, Amiens, Roubaix, and 4 some others;
besides dropping more than 1,000 tons of bombs on the suburbs of
Forces,

Paris.

No one and nothing can now prevent our Independent Air Force
from dropping, daily, wherever it may see fit, at least 3,000 tons of
bombs; and beginning tomorrow, our Independent Air Force will
carry on this daily task until the enemy nations acknowledge their
defeat.

some Allied squadrons dropped bombs
and Dresden. Acts of
this sort which, owing to their insignificance, cause only useless damages which cannot contribute to a decision, must not be repeated if
serious reprisals are to be avoided. From now on, for each German
center struck by even one bomb alone, our Independent Air Force
will receive orders to destroy completely an enemy center of equal
Today,

on

at

about

8 o'clock,

the cities of Hanover, Magdeburg, Leipzig,

importance.

The

events of

June 16 made a deep impression on the Allied

governments.

The news which began
morning
in the

at

air.

to arrive in the early hours of the

once gave them a feeling of their

own

inferiority

This sensation became deeper and more painful when

the 3,000- and 6,000-horsepower divisions began to unload

on the

bombs

and moral damage.
From every sector of the country news kept arriving of the bombing of faraway centers which had been considered safe from enemy
Paris suburbs, causing serious material

and from everywhere clamorous requests for prompt
measures of aerial defense were being received. It seemed that the
incursions;

enemy were everywhere in the sky.
Most of the pursuit and alert pursuit
Only

a few

units

hundred pursuit planes were

had been destroyed.

left,

and they needed

to be reorganized in squadrons, but they could bring

of being able to face any further attack successfully.

no assurance

Many

other

squadrons existed, but they were specialized for other duties and
not for air combat, especially against the

German

battleplanes.

However, during the night of the sixteenth, the aeronautical

make

aerial

means,

even makeshift ones, in order to oppose further enemy

attacks.

authorities

tried

to

available

all

possible
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reprisal threat contained in the 8 o'clock

who

gered the French leaders,

decided to ignore

communique
it.

In

fact,

an-

orders

were given to the night-bombing brigade of their Independent
Air Force to

bomb

and Frankfurt
During the

that

the

German

cities of

Koln, Koblenz, Mainz,

same night.

16th, the

German Independent Air Force had

2.

About 600 2,000-horsepower planes.
About 40 3,000-horsepower planes; and

3.

3 6,000-horsepower planes.

1.

During the night

lost:

remnants of the 2,000-

of the sixteenth the

horsepower divisions were«reorganized into two groups

(I

and

II),

of 10 divisions, of 9 planes each.
The orders of operation to the Independent Air Force for the

seventeenth set them the following task:

To disrupt rail and road communications crossing an oblique line
extending from Belfort, through Epinal, Toul, Rheims, Charleville,
Givet, Dinant, Namur, and St. Troud to Tongres.
The
flying

had to be executed by 8 columns in 3 waves each,
one-half hour apart. As the flight would last about 5 hours,
attack

the 2,000-horsepower planes had to load 3 tons of bombs, and
the 3,000-

and 6,000-horsepower planes

5

and 8 tons of bombs,

respectively.

The

and second columns had to include in each of them
one 2,000-horsepower group (10 divisions, 90 planes) and one
6,000-horsepower division (9 planes) in 3 waves of 4, 4 and two
first

2,000-horsepower divisions each, plus a 6,000-horsepower division.

These two columns, carrying a

total of

600 tons of bombs, had

to take care of the disruptions to be effected in Belgium,

Tongres

to Dinant.

Each of the other 6 columns had

power group (10

divisions,

visions respectively.

had

to

from

Two

be added to the

to include

90 planes) in

3

one 3,000-horse-

waves of

4, 3,

and

3 di-

6,000-horsepower divisions (18 planes)

last

wave of the fourth,

fifth, sixth,

and

seventh columns. Each of these columns would carry about 500
tons of bombs.
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and fourth columns had to take care of disruptions between Rheims and Givet; fifth and sixth, of disruptions
between Rheims and Toul; and the seventh and eighth, of those
between Toul and Belfort. The first wave had to cross the frontier at 5 o'clock, and the divisions, as soon as their task had been
performed, had to return to their own airfields flying at the
third

highest altitude by the shortest route.

CHAPTER

IX

Operations of June 17

About
blenz,

i

a.m. of the seventeenth, the cities of Koln, Mainz, Ko-

and Frankfurt were bombed by the 4 night-bombing

brigades of the French Independent Air Force. During the
teenth, these brigades

up

had completed

their mobilization

six-

and come

war strength (12 squadrons, 72 planes in each
that each one carried out the bombing of one of the
releasing about one hundred tons of explosive, in-

to their regular

brigade), so

four

cities,

and poison bombs. The damages were very serious.
Great fires were caused everywhere, and, as the spreading of
poison gas prevented the bringing of help, the four cities were

cendiary,

almost completely destroyed.

About 6 o'clock
communique:
During the

the

night,

German Command

between

1

and

2

issued the following

o'clock,

the Allies

bombed

Koln, Koblenz, Mainz, and Frankfurt.
Consequently, today, between 4 p.m. and 5 p.m., the German Independent Air Force will completely destroy the cities of Namur,
Soissons, Chalons, and Troyes, and their inhabitants are hereby
warned to evacuate them.
In case another German city should be bombed to any degree by the
Allies, the Independent Air Force will be ordered to destroy Brussels

and Paris completely.
In the meantime, at 7 o'clock, the

Independent Air Force had crossed the

first

wave of the German

frontier.

There were 250

which 72 were of 2,000-horsewas against them that the few

great battleplanes (exactly 288, of

power and 216 of

3,000),

and

it

surviving pursuit units, reorganized during the night by the Allies,

hurled themselves.
this attack,

A

few German planes were brought down by

but the task assigned to the columns was performed.
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where road and

centers,

communications passed through, an average of 20 tons of

bombs each had been

released.

Since 6 o'clock in the morning the explorer squadrons of the

Independent Air Force had been flying over the
Soissons, Chalons, and Troyes, dropping

German communique.
had been

cities of

leaflets of the

Namur,

threatening

more of these leaflets
and several other Allied

Several thousands

scattered over Paris, Brussels,

cities.

News

reports which began to arrive at 6 o'clock in the

to the Allied governments appeared at once as

They helped

to convince

them

morning

most ominous.

of the physical impossibility of

preventing and counteracting the enemy's aerial action, which was
evidently developing according to a predetermined plan which

soon became

clear.

There was no doubt that the enemy's purpose was to make
the mobilization and concentration of the Allied armies as difficult as possible. The interruptions of road and railroad communications, in
at

many

fact,

were already numerous and widespread, and

points they were stopping or severely hindering railroad

traffic.

From everywhere

civil

and military

authorities

had begun

to

means of aerial defense. More than 100 important centers crossed by railroad lines or great arterial roads
were in flames and smothered in clouds of poison gas, which in
ask anxiously for

some cases were carried by the wind, spreading death and terror
all around the countryside.
Many detachments of troops had been compelled to stop, finding themselves unable to advance and bring help to the stricken
cities. Impressed by the terrible effects of the bombings and by
the sight of the enemy planes flying freely and unopposed in their
own sky, though they cursed the barbarous methods of their
enemy, they could not help feeling bitter against their own aeronautical authorities,

who had

not taken enough protective meas-

ures against such an eventuality.

Under such conditions

the Allied authorities had to take seri-

ously the threat contained in the

German communique, and

the
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The

to a sharp divergence of views

rise

and military

political

latter

The Air

of

between the

authorities.

viewed the evacuation of the threatened

cities as

a

public admission of aerial helplessness on their part, and were
absolutely opposed to

it.

But,

when

asked whether they were in

a position to guarantee an adequate defense of those same

they were compelled to admit that they were not.

Who,

cities,

then, was

going to shoulder the responsibility of not ordering the evacuation
of cities which could not be defended?
reality, of their aerial impotence

edged.

It

had

The

to

reality, the terrible

be faced and acknowl-

was only the second day of the war; during the

already great masses of

enemy

battleplanes

first

day

had flown over Paris

and Brussels with almost complete immunity and dropped hunbombs on centers, even the farthest

dreds and hundreds of tons of

away from the frontiers. Now, the humiliation of having to bow
to an enemy ultimatum; tomorrow, very likely, if it suited
the enemy, Paris and Brussels might have to be evacuated! What
would be the end of it all? Why had the aerial forces, which had
cost so

was

it?

finally,

much, been pulverized in so short a time? Whose

The

fault

discussion was long, bitter, sometimes tragic; but

about 10 o'clock, the evacuation of the threatened

cities

was ordered.

The

impression

made by

hidden from the capital
Allied nations
the

air,

and

threatened

felt

However,

which could not be kept

was, as expected, enormous; the
that

they had been defeated in

that they were hopelessly at the enemy's mercy. In the
cities,

where the reading of the

had naturally

stirred

leaflets

dropped by

up plenty of

agita-

order of evacuation caused some disorder and panic.
it

was carried out calmly by the majority of the

habitants, while
forces

cities,

definitely

the enemy's aviators
tion, the

this order,

around those

cities

in-

the remaining Allied aerial

were being feverishly concentrated.

The

orders of operation to the

for the punitive expedition

German Independent Air Force

contemplated the same distribution

of forces as the preceding one; the only change

which were assigned

as follows:

was in the

tasks

The War
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3.

4.
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and 2d columns— destruction of Namur.

3rd and 4th columns— destruction of Soissons.

columns— destruction of Chalons.
7th and 8th columns— destruction of Troyes.

5th and 6th

About four hours had been allowed the Independent Air Force
for refueling and reloading bombs. The designated bomb-load
was 2, 3, and 6 tons for each airship of 2,000-, 3,000-, and 6,000horsepower, respectively. This figured out at 500 tons of bombs
one of the

for each

cities to

be destroyed.

According to the Private Instructions for the Independent Air
Force, bombings for the purpose of integral destructions had to
be executed while flying at the highest possible altitude; the
visions

had

to fly over the target along lines cutting

it

di-

in various

and by bombing a surface zone larger than the target
itself. Owing to the power of the chemical (incendiary or poisonous) bombs, there was no doubt that, by dropping ten thousand
50-kilogram bombs (total 500 tons) on a city of average size, it
directions,

was possible to destroy

The
enough
at

start

it

from the

for the leading

completely.

airfields

wave

had

to be

of each

made allowing time

column

to reach

its

targets

4 p.m.
It is useless for

us to elaborate

on

this episode,

which has been

amply described by eyewitnesses in writings, some of which have
become famous for vividness and descriptive power. It is enough
between 4 p.m. and 5 p.m., in spite of the heroism
displayed by the few Allied pursuers available, the four cities
to relate that

became unapproachable flaming braziers and burned to the
ground under the eyes of their former inhabitants, who had sought
refuge and shelter in the neighboring countryside.

The German communique

issued at 9 p.m. read as follows:

This morning, between 6 and 8 o'clock, the Independent Air Force
began the task of disrupting the road and rail communications in
the zone of operations of the enemy armies by dropping more than
3,000 tons of bombs over about 150 centers astride said road and
rail communications.
This afternoon, between 4 and 5 o'clock, the Independent Air Force,
in defense of German cities, has been compelled to destroy the cities
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Namur, Soissons, Chalons, and Troyes, whose population, as per
our warnings, had been evacuated by the Allied governments.
Tomorrow the Independent Air Force will resume its methodical
action, meant to prevent the concentration of the Allied Armies.
of

.

From
no more

this

moment

on, the history of the

war of 19— presents

interest.
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